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30 YEARS of performance classics
Throughout the history of Mark Levinson there have been many milestone products. Among this illustrious group are
the JC-1 phono preamplifier ( ), LNP-2 preamplifier ( ), ML- 1preamplifier ( ), ML- 2mono power amplifier
), our first ever " Reference" component, the No.20 monaural power amplifier ( ), and the legendary
No.30 Reference Digital Processor ( ) and No.32 Reference Preamplifier ( ). These products, even at the time
of their introduction, were obviously destined to become classics. In many cases, these now classic components were
considerably more expensive than virtually any other product in their class, and often offered fewer features
(or less power) than competing products. Yet, they became classics. These and other now legendary Mark Levinson
components shared one extraordinary trait: they outperform everything else in their product category. Performance,
above all, is the primary motive for owning aMark Levinson product — and exceptional performance is the most
significant reason for owning aMark Levinson No.40 Media Console. The No.40 is poised to establish new standards
for connoisseurs of multi-channel audio and video.
We believe that the No.40 is perhaps the most remarkable product we have built in our 30 year history of innovation
and market leading performance — it is surely destined to take its place among our classic designs.
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Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: +44 ( 0) 1844 219000
Email: premier@path.co.uk
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Ia,
Maim, Arram,
TAG Mtlaren?

Now that ifs

all over, we can truthfully say that

this year's Hi Fi Show & AV Expo was agreat success.
Despite the unpropitious starting date — Friday, 13th
September — everything went smoothly, and exhibitors and
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visitors enjoyed themselves. Back in the office, we've been
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products are just better- looking, snappier dressers,
than they've ever been. Speakers are no longer just
brown boxes, amplifiers are no longer just black ones.
Of course, if you think that this is only asuperficial
way of assessing hi-fi progress, you'd be right. What's
more important is that there really were some
amazing sounds at the Show. More next month, when
we'll be offering afull show report.
Before you plunge into this month's magazine

R.`
Back

in Novem_er
b i972,

magazine covers could be arty,
like this multi- exposure of jazz
pianist Michael Garrick. Inside,
anews item revealed the BBC's

(which also includes agreat prize competition on

use of something called pulse

page 81) let me offer congratulations to the winner of

code modulation to carry signals

our extremely popular Audio Note competition, which

from studio to transmitter.

ran in the July 2002 issue. The lucky winner, Cliff

Though only 13- bit, these digital

Morgan of Hertford, is now (we hope) enjoying music

links helped lift the quality of

more than ever before on his his £ 2500 Audio Note
Zero system. It's asafe bet that he's hooked and has
already started saving to move up to the next level, if
not Level Five. Next year, maybe...

FM analogue radio to its
greatest heights. Another item
was acall for information on
stereo inventor Alan Blumlein,
for apromised biography, by FP
Thomson. Thomson's biography
never appeared and when he
died the material that he'd
gathered, even from Blumlein's
family, was scattered. We had to

Steve Harris

wait until z000 for aBlumlein

EDITOR

biography. And for digital radio.
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Paul Miller evaluates three surround- sound
processors for audio connoisseurs: Arcam AV8,
Naim Audio AV2 and TAG McLaren AV3oR
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Nautilus Signature 805

This extravagantly- priced yet elegant bookshelf
speaker makes Alvin Gold welcome the revision
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The Feature: Upsampling again

Upsampling digital audio can improve the 16-bi:
experience. How much of this is due to ultrasonic
dither; and what's this about infinite resolution?
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means every word.
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See page 73

Phil Collins: he

from the A3o8 integrated, is worth the extra cost
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Quad's classic solid-state power amp can now be
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Steve Harris and Jonathan Gorse investigates
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DVD-A/SACD player its first full lab test
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Lab Test: Classé CP65
pre-amplifier/CA2oi power amplifier
Martin Colloms confers his ratings on this
impressive combination from the Canadian brand
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Blues revivalism from David Johansen, classic
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MORE

muscle,

MORE

musicality - and

LESS heat: that's what you get as Krell's
angels move into a new chapter.
With their unique CAST circuitry, Krell's
legendary FPB amplifiers have already
shown the massive musical gains of
keeping the signal in the current domain.
Now developed into CAST- X, these
superb new powerhouses will make your
system come alive like never before.
And with Krell's new Sustained Plateau
Biasing 3, you get an extra 100Wpc from
every amplifier - with the bonus of even
cooler running!
The full benefits of CAST- X are best heard
through Krell's fabulous range of L_AT
loudspeakers, from the floor standing
LAT-1 reviewed by Martin Colloms as
having ' exceptionally low coloration, high
resolution and very fine stereo imaging'
(HFN April 2002), to the compact stand
mounted LAT-2.
There's also hot news for movie buffs on
a budget with the new Krell Showcase 7.1
THX processor and Showcase 5,6 and 7
channel amplifiers.
FEATURED
Speaker_LAT 1

Call Absolute Sounds for ' till details.

Upper_Showcase Processor
Lower Showcase Cinema Amplifier
Far right Krell FPB 75C MCX Amp ifier

absolutesounds ltd. 58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: + 44 ( 0)20 8971 3909 F: + 44 ( 0)20 8879 7962
www.absolutesound 3.com infoeabsotutesounds.com
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Naim goes Classic
A ' new level of musical and technical
performance' claimed for revised range
Naim Audio has wrought major

with an AV processor such as the

revisions to almost its entire line of

Naim AV2. Two other Naim pre-

electronics, now known as the

amplifiers have also been added to

Classic series, and added anew

the new Classic line-up — the MAC

highly- priced flagship pre- amp.
At £11,750, the new NAC 552
pre- amplifier is designed to match

282, replacing the ' 82 at £ 2276.
and the NAC

202

at £ 1170.

Matching power amplifiers in

Naim's NAP 5oo power amplifier

the new range include ascaled-

[reviewed Aug'oo]. It employs a

down version of the flagship NAP

wholly new circuit topology, using

5oo, the 90W/ch NAP 300 at £ 3910,

split rail power supplies to reduce

again in atwo- box configuration

power supply noise in the signal

with the amplifier in one chassis

earth. Six inputs are provided, two

and regulated power supply in the

of them RCA phono, afirst for any

other. But Naim has also revised

Naim pre-amp. Output connectors

the long lived NAP 250, and like the

too, heralded by arevised CDX,

are the more familiar DIN type.

300 this now uses the new 007

now called the CDX2. Transport and

Directly replacing the long-

7oW design is priced at £ 1142.
New CD players are on the.r way

player to match the NAC 552/NAP
5oo may be out next year.
All the new products use
redesigned casework in black

output transistors designed for the

chipset are revised, now with HDCD

aluminium, similar to that seen on

NAP soli Each of these devices can

digital filter and dual- differential

the entry-level 5Series, and

252, at £ 3440. Power is provided

provide up to 8oA/35oW, negating

Burr- Brown PCM DAC chips. Pliono

described as an 'elegant new

by aSuper- Cap (not included,

the need to parallel output devices,

RCA output connectors now

styling'. To match these products,

available separately for £2695),

atechnique that Naim describes as

supplement the usual DIN ow put.

power supplies like the XPS, Super-

using ten independent supplies to

having anegative effect on sound.

The £ 2312 CDX2 can be upgraded

Cap and Hi- Cap have been given

with an XPS power supply for

the cosmetic facelift, along with

£1965. ACDS III is expected later

new anti- vibration feet.

this year, and a 'statement' CD

Naim Audio,

running NAC 52 pre- amp is the NAC

feed individual analogue stages

Output power is given as 80W/8

and the control microprocessor. A

ohm. Matching the new NAC

unity gain input is included for use

the NAP

200

202

is

power amplifier. This

01722 332266

1Ltd licences
`DSP' to Pioneer
Pioneei has completed the lust
worldwide licence agreement for
Ltd's Digital Sound Projector (DSP)
technology which produces surround
sound from one loudspeaker. Until
now, says iLtd, surround sound from
DVD soundtracks could only be fully
experienced by using five or more
conventional speakers. But 1Ltd
claims that asingle ' DSP' produces
full surround sound by controlling

Custom stands from IF

separate beams of sound which are
reflected from the walls and ceiling of
the roorn to replace the left, right and
rear speakers. First product sales are

IF Designs takes anew approach to

combination to build your own

material (ADM) tye-filled into the

expected ' later this year'.

speaker stands by using arange of

stand. Simply choose your top

lower part of the column. Both the

www.ilinited.com

common components that can be

plate size and colour, the style and

Colosseum and Pillar are also

easily assembled to make over 272

height of the column and the base

fillab:e. The Colosseum is

differently configured stands. There

plate size and colour and the

composed of steel tubing, while

are four main models, Colosseum,

stands will be sent out in 2-3 days.

tie Collonade features two

Pillar, Collonade and Tenchi Classic,

The flagship Tenchi Classic's main

separated steel support columns in

but each shares arange of parts

column is solid wood with alaquer

black and silver.

including top plates, bass plates

finish in Iroko, Oak and Sycamore,

IF Designs, 0870 7114 1382

and spikes. You can select any

with 5ocg of acoustic dampening

www.ifdesigns.co.uk
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Blu-Ray standard under fire
New proposals split the standard for next- generation AV discs
Toshiba and NEC have broken ranks

tightly to record 27GB of computer

HD/DVD-9 to be compatible with

and proposed ablue laser recording

data,

existing DVD players and believes it

system to rival Btu- Ray. If both come

13 hours of ordinary video and

should be ' technologically feasible'

to market, consumers will have to

several days' worth of audio.

to make the new discs play on

choose between one kind of

2 hours

of high definition TV,

The downside is that the Btu- Ray

existing players. Philips has come up

recorder which plays existing DVDs

player will not easily play ordinary

with the clever idea of putting two

and another that does not, but

DVDs, which need optics which see

video streams on the same disc.

records more on the disc.

through o.6mm of plastics.

One, the ' base' stream, is standard

The CD system uses an infra- red

So Toshiba and NEC have

definition DVD MPEG2. The other is a

laser with 78onm wavelength to

developed arival blue laser DVD

record 7ooMB on a12omm disc. The

system, as yet without acatchy

'difference' stream; the difference

shorter wavelength red lasers

name. The key difference is that the

disc will store the same 135 minutes

picture signal and the standard

(64onm) in aDVD player focus

disc is made like aDVD, by gluing

of movie material as today's MPEG-2

definition signal, encoded as

tighter to record 4.7GB. With ablue

two o.6mm discs back-to-back.

DVD, Dut witi

MPEG4. The two video streams are

laser of even shorter wavelength

Storage is just 2oGB per side, but

propessive scan resolution.

(4o5nm), focus can be tighter still

the player can also read existing

between the original high definition

1920 X 1080

interleaved on the disc in such away

The Warner/Toshiba idea is to

that existing DVD players can read

and capacity increases at least

DVDs. Toshiba and NEC have not yet

build HD/DVD9 plapack into future

the base stream. New players with

fourfold.

said how they will get round the

blue- laser DVD hardware. These

an MPEG4 decoder can use both

problem that blue lasers will not

players will need ared laser anyway

streams to reconstruct the high

Matsushita (Panasonic), Pioneer,

play dye- coated write- once CDs and

for Dackwards compatibility with

definition signal.

Philips, Samsung, Sharp, Sony and

DVDs ' tuned' for red and infra- red

ord:nary DVD discs. The only extra

Thomson agreed astandard called

laser readout.

cost will be an MPEG-4 decoder chip.

positioning HD/DVD9 as an upgrade

In February 2002, Hitachi, LG,

Btu- Ray. The nomm disc is 1.2mm

But now Warner and Toshiba are

Says Philips: ' We believe that

The big advantage to the movie

of existing DVD players and discs

thick like aCD, topped with a

proposing anew disc system for

industry is that existing DVD presses

could help in asmooth transition

recording layer only o.1 mm thick.

high- definition video, called

can be used to produce HD/DVD9

from SD to HD publishing, and it

Because the laser only has to 'see'

HD/DVD9. This will use the current

discs.

would resolve the chicken or egg

through avery thin layer, there is

DVD-9 disc (8.5GB single- sided dual

less risk of distortion if the disc tilts

layer) with astandard DVD red laser.

comment from the Bu Ray camp,

players sold if no content available

or is pressed slightly out of true. So

But by using MPEG-4 video

but Philips says the HD/DVD9

and no content published when
there is no installed base of players)'

So far there has been no

problem of all new formats (no

the lens can have ahigh Numerical

compression (instead of MPEG-2),

UPEG 4idea seems 'an interesting

Aperture (0.85) and focus very

with adata- rate of 7Mbps, the new

option.' However Philips wants

Barry Fox

Cyrus adds A1/8 pre- amp

Digital Radio gets cheaper

Advanced features added to update AV5 model

New Acoustic Solutions tuner nears floo barrier

•

.71. 666665 5
Acoustic Solutions' new SPno

outputs. The SPno is intended to

Digital Radio DAB tuner, will sell

partner the matching Acoustic

through Richer Sounds, Argos and

Solutions SPloo amp and SPi2o CD

Cyrus has announced the digital 5.1

environment and automatically

other selected retailers' at just

player, both at under flop.

channel AV8 pre-amplifier (£ 1100),

calibrate the detailed settings

£129.99. The SP-tto is based on

Acoustic Solutions, 01327 340601

an updated version of the AV5.

necessary using asupplied

Frontier Silicon's Chorus FSioto

www.acousticsolutions.co.uk

Advances include improved signal-

microphone and asimple-to- run

chip solution. Features include auto

to-noise, Dolby Pro Logic II

software analysis of the room. The

scan for local and national stations,

decoding, lower jitter, an extended

AV8 integrates into existing Cyrus

four station presets and favourite

DAB digital radio to be sold under

sub- bass bandwidth, and new DTS

systems using the MC BUS protocol,

station memory. Manual tuning is

its house brand name, Cambridge

• Richer Sounds has announced a

mixdown options. The AV8 features

but can also be used in conjunction

via arotary dial, while an LCD

Audio. The DAB3oo uses DSP chips

an advanced automated set-up

with most leading AV brands.

display gives station text ana data.

from Imagination Technologies, the

program that can analyse the

Cyrus, 01480 435577

Aheadphone socket is provided as

parent of VideoLogic/Pure, with o

listener's specific room/speaker

www.cyrusaudio.com

well as optical and analogue

Wolfson 24196 DAC. Price is f150.
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Dr Alex Moulton
Designer of the Moulton AM7:
Holder of the world unpaced cycling
speed record.
Photograph by Jason Bell
Jason Bell 0 2002

1 1
CA201- Power Ampliher

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is attained by single-mirdedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made history,
we at Classé have harnessed all our expertise in achieving our vision — audio equipment that
offers an unrivalled expression of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. And that belief
is at the heart of every amp ifier, source component and processor That we put our game to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apass on for music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of its own, call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK on
01903 221500 for an audition.
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000.

Classé

www.classeaudio.com

at last - the first A/V
that sounds as good as NAD

Suddenly home entertainment has evolved. In fact, you could say its impact has been revitalized. For 30 years the critics have raved about NAD
sound. That sound is now yours in an A/V experience that's more stirring and emotion-packed. It's called PowerDrive' and as the name
suggests, you can expect an effect that's more concentrated and heightened. Intensity levels don't get any higher than with the NAD Silver Series.
We don't mind if you think its sleek looks are ' magnificent'. One thing's for the certain, ' magnificent' ably describes the performance.
Contact Lenbrook UK for your nearest specialist NAD A/V dealer and audition NAD now.
Shown here: Svo Surround Sound Preamplifier and S250 Five Channel Power Amplifier.
1,/

liV4I -1;:,deiectronics.corn

powered by passion

Lenbrook UK Ltd, Unit 2Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
tel: 01908 319360 e-mail: info@lenbrook.co.uk web: www.lenbrook.co.uk

NAD

Lenbroo
UK

LT
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Jim Rogers 1917-2002

shorts

Any hi-fi enthusiast of 1950/60

journey from ahigh-grade

vintage asked to name afew

gramophone to dabblings with

Audio Valve has set up an

amplifier manufacturers would

sundry radios and their

internet auction of one of its

probably have started with Leak,

loudspeakers, and on to the

amps to raise money for victims

Quad and Rogers, perhaps then

inevitable revelation granted by the

of the recent floods in Germany

adding Armstrong and Radford to

first hearing of aVoigt Horn. Thus it

recently. Visit HYPERLINK

cover the price extremes. And in

was that in 1946, despite six years

http://www.audiovalve.de

that group, the name Rogers would

training as amechanical engineer

www.audiovalve.de

have meant fine sound quality for a

and World War II spent making

modest outlay.

guns at the Woolwich Arsenal, he
set up his own business with an

This was how James Dale ('Jim')
Rogers grew to hi-fi fame, as maker

electronics emphasis. At first

of arange of amps and tuners (plus

handling radio repairs and

afew loudspeakers) to suit the

suchlike, this moved on to

needs of the less well-off. The

encompass audio manufacture in

Rogers Cadet and Junior labels will

various premises, with afinal move

but ancient audio gear, all

ring abell with some, joined later

to his own factory at Catford in the

impeccably renovated, which I

black or gold),with SRS

by asolid-state Ravensbourne and

late 19505.

suspect provided asort of

TruSurround as well as Dolby

Denon's most affordable DVD
player yet is the slim and
compact DVD-900 (£ 249.95, in

nostalgic finale in alife of someone

Digital and DIS compatability.

astream running near the firm's

knowledge, but it happened that I

whose hobby brought him in

Call Denon, 01234 741200,

factory at Catford in SE London.
JR, who died in August just

came to know Jim Rogers at a

contact with similar items spanning

www.denon.co.uk

personal, domestic level, so afew

the whole history of domestic

three months short of his 85th

private impressions may not come

sound reproduction.

birthday, was obliged to part with

amiss. We exchanged occasional

the Rogers brand- name more than

visits to listen to the latest

who would turn up with abottle of

products containing DIS licensed

zo years ago, when Japanese

developments and share adelight

wine and warm greetings on

technology have been sold since

competition became too fierce for

in good sound and music, and I

hearing that one was unwell. And

the technology's debut in 1997

comfort. For some time he then

was one of the first to witness (and

on one memorable occasion he

as DIS Digital Sound. DIS was

traded more modestly in

feel overawed by) his vast ribbon

arranged for my children to tour

first used in 1993 on Jurassic

Sevenoaks, using just his initials to

speakers, built in the quest for

the Catford factory, proving their

Park. DIS, on8 934 9199

designate JR Speakers, making

something closer to afull- range

first-ever glimpse of mass-

All the above is public

Ravensbrook — nicely named after

He was also the kindest of men,

models which caused quiet astir

device than anyone had previously

production and enabling them to

with their cylindrical format and

dared to attempt with that type of

see how the gear that Dad was

partnering sub-woofer.

transducer. As Irecall, several

always testing and writing about

hundred kilograms of magnet were

was actually made.

These ventures reflected his

I'm deeply grateful to have

involved.

ongoing private quest for better
sound, an urge rooted in a

At alater date he was able to

childhood where he made a

accumulate acollection of notable

known such athoroughly nice man.
John Crabbe

ProAc upgrades
Tablette and 125
•

00.

DTS says that more than loo
million consumer electronics

•• 0111,

Ixos's new electric blue XHT6oi
SCART cable is an update of the

ProAc (Celef Audio) has announced

best-selling 126 and offers

improvements to two established

improved performance at a

speaker models. Both the Tablette

bargain price (£ 34.95 to £49.95,

Arcam's ' progressive' 0V88

moo and Studio 125 have been

depending on length). The Ingot

given uprated bass drivers, with a

SCART plug also provides

Macrovision 625p approval is aworld first

more rigid chassis and anew motor

additional screening. Call IXOS,

system for greater linearity and

01844 219004,
www.ixoscable.com

Arcam describes its update of the

DVD player with 625p Progressive

lower distortion, while minor

DV88 DVD player, the DV88 Plus, as

Scan. This should give dramatically

changes to the Ferrofluid tweeter

'almost atotal rebuild' with every

improved DVD picture performance

have improved its response. Overall

Jamo UK has opened acustomer

area of performance improved an

for plasma screen and projector

the changes to both models aim to

call centre and UK sales office for

many new features. The price is

owners. Adealer-retrofittable

achieve amore extended and better

all Jamo, Onkyo and Integra

unchanged at £999.99. And Arcam

upgrade will become available in

controlled bass response along with

Research enquiries at 4Lenton

can also justifiably claim aworld

the future to cater for DVD-Audio.

greater power handling with amore

Rise, Richmond TW9 2TP. Call

first for the DV88 Plus, as this is the

Arcam, 01223 203203

open mid and high frequency range.

01788 573100, fax 01788 570111.

first Macrovision-certified Region 2

www.arcam.co.uk

ProAc, osa8o mug
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TerraTec hard disk 'stores 500 CDs'
Multi- format CAR4000 uses 4oGB drive
TerraTec has joins the ranks of
companies offering hi fi styled harddrive audio products. With the
TerraTec CAR 4000 (£ 799.99), you
can record more than 5oo audio
CDs' worth of music in MP3 format
for instant playback through
existing systems. This standalone
4oGB recorder can also be used as a
conventional CD player, will record
from CD and other sources and

automatically recognises CD's artist,

automatic signal detection for

updated via CD or USB/PC, ensuring

includes atransfer slot for the MMC

album and track titles: users can

recordings and an adjustable user

that future formats can be de- or
encoded and additional functions

memory card format for integration

then further categorise and save

interface (offering beginner,

with portable MP3 players. The

music into playlists. Other features

advanced and professional levels).

can be added or improved.

Gracenote CD database

include amulti- function timer,

The operating system can be

TerraTec, on8 982 1612

KEF's new
flush- mount

Aquila valves

Addition to KEF's
UNI Q Custom

'Classic' push-pull triode design
will suit horn speakers
From Sussex- based Huxley

noise are claimed: 4Hz to zo kHz

Scientific comes what the makers

with less than 0.05% THD at 3W

Purpose-built for flush mounting

call anew 'classic' design. The

output and less than 1.5 mV noise

into walls and ceilings, the KEF

Aquila is apush-pull triode valve

at full output. The aim was to

Model CitooQR loudspeaker

integrated line amplifier, said to

produce an integrated line and,

(£99.99/pair) is the latest addition

offer 20W/ch RMS and to perform

power amplifier that would deliver a

to KEF's UNI QCustom Installation

best when driving sensitive loads

clear distortion tree and open

Installation system

system. It consists of aworm

(especially horns). All featured

sound at about 13 watts per

white polypropylene cone LE driver

valves have been selected for their

channel for driving sensitive

with a19mm HF unit at its acoustic

lineararity, stability and reliability.

speakers. The design is enclosed to

centre. The 15cm deep detachable

Built as two ' mono- blocks' in one

make it safe to use in the presence

back- can supplied with the unit

chassis, it's said to use high quality

of children and stackable to save

provides asealed enclosure of 0.7

transformers and chokes and

space. Strong steel casework is

litres volume for optimum low

separate mains t'ansformers for

used with an admiralty grey finish,

frequency reproduction. Sprung

each channel; each channel has a

enclosing analuminium sub- chassis

fixing clips give flexibility of

choke input power supply with

with copper bus bar.

installation in ceilings and walls

further smoothing choke. Wide

Huxley Scientific, 01273 278109

varying in thickness from 6mm to

bandwidth, low distortion and low

www.huxley-sceintific.com

3omm. The bezel and grille can be

Colourful
Black
Rhodium
11111!„

Black Rhodium's new ASTtoox3
loudspeaker cable has been
specially developed ' to provide a

painted to match the room's décor.

big sound with deep controlled

KEF, 01622 672261

detailed bass from small

www.kef.com

bookshelf speakers'. It consists of
six imm individually insulated
cores, making it ideal for single,
bi-wiring or tri wiring, tinned highpurity copper conductors allow
excellent high frequency
transmission, and ultra- low loss
silicone rubber insulation provides
excellent portrayal of the leading
edge and decay of musical
notes.The AST loox3 will sell at
£7.50 per metre.
Black Rhodium, 01332 361390
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Simple Perfect Sound

lissior-1
tel: + 44 (0)1480 423700

www.mission.co.uk
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

First ever
'hi-fi' aid

Linn launches new
reference pre- amplifier
Klimax Kontrol completes two- channel system

Linn's two- channel music system

power supply provides silent power

functions accessible via the six

has now been completed with the

and the audio signal path is kept

fascia buttons or via the remote

Anew hearing device claims to

launch of the Klimax Kontrol

short, clean and pure. Commanding

control handset supplied. Twenty

allow people with hearing

analogue pre- amplifier (£6000),
which is of course anatural partner

avery wide frequency response

user tailorable options enable

difficulties to hear music properly

(2.3kHz-zookHz) and minimal

personalised operation and

for the first time. Older analogue

for the established Linn Klimax

distortion, the Klimax Kontrol

step

Solo and Klimax twin Power

design is said to eliminate

precise system playback settings.

performance as they have limited

Amplifiers. The Klimax Kontrol

crosstalk between channels.

The Klimax Kontrol is compatible

frequency range and tend to distort

200-

volume calibration enables

aids do not deliver adequate hi-fi

with the Linn Knekt multi- room

sound. Modern digital hearing aids

clamshell casework that

configurable with three line- level

system and with RS232 network

do have hi-fi potential, but they are

mechanically and electrically

stereo inputs, one balanced stereo

control systems. An optional

engineered to give maximum clarity

screens and protects four Klimax

input and one line- level and one

source expansion model will also

to human speech rather than music.

circuit boards in their own

balanced stereo output. Alarge

be available.

Senso Diva solves this problem

individual ' perfectly still'

and clear front- panel display shows

Linn, olio 307 7777

using atwin microphone system,

compartment. ALinn switch- mode

the operational status of all source

www.loinn.co.uk

allowing users to switch from

Source inputs are user-

features amachined- from- solid

Panasonic launches
DVD recorder
Hard- drive DVD-R/DVD-RAM recorder
will sell at less than fi000

Sennheiser
comforts DJs

•:•res - '
goo:
000
000
coo
our%

Sennheiser's HD

isew
•

precise treble with damping to create

212

Pro closed- back

DI headphones (£39.95) are said to
offer aclean balanced sound with 'a

listening' mode and experience
fuller sound and extended high and
low frequencies. The Senso Diva
device fits snugly in the ear and is
virtually invisible. There are
currently an estimated 1.7 million
hearing aid users in the UK.

slight emphasis' on bass response.

Senso Diva, 0800 4
54 338

An extra-thin diaphragm produces

wvnv.widex.co.uk

awell-defined midband and spatial
sound. The rugged lightweight

//1111O RIC

everyday speech mode to its ' music

design has asecure fit to shut out
external noise while keeping sound

events

Panasonic's first DVD recorder,

The DV input terminal and hard

in and the high efficiency drivers

9-10 NOVEMBER

DMR-HS2, has a4oGB built-in hard

drive allows recording and editing

deliver maximum performance for

Dublin Hi Fi and Home Cinema

disk drive and can record a

of digital images directly from a

any source, fixed or mobile. The

Show, Burlington Hotel, Dublin,

maximum of 52 hours of high-

digital camcorder on to either DVD-

flexible headband is padded to give

c/o Cloney Audio, Dublin.

quality video onto the hard disk in

RAM or DVD-R and the unit can be

comfort during extended wear.

Contact 00353 1288 9449

the EP mode, 12 hours on 9.4GB

used for storing and viewing digital

Sennheiser, o800 652 5002

double- sided DVD-RAM disc and 6

still photos. Meanwhile, the DVD-

www.sennheiser.co.uk

hours on aDVD-R disc. Users can

LV65, Panasonic's new portable

9-12
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2002

2003

CES, the Consumer Electronics

simultaneously view programmes

DVD player (£699.99), offers full

Show, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.

recorded on to aDVD-RAM disc or

multi- format compatibility with all

Contact CES organisation

the hard disk while recording

the usual types of disc as well as an

on + 1703 907 7041

another programme. The recorded

SD (Secure Digital) memory card

portion of alive programme can

slot to the side of the screen. This

29 MAY- 1JUNE

also be viewed, from the beginning,

enable playback of MP3 or MC

The High- End Show, Hotel

while the recording of that

tracks recorded onto an SD card.

Kernpinski-Gravenbruch,

programme is still in progress. Time

The LV5o (£499.99) offers identical

Frankfurt, Germany. Contact

Slip allows replay of ascene

capability but without the SD slot.

show organiser The High End

recorded 30 seconds earlier without

Panasonic, 08705 357357

Society on + 49

disrupting the recording process.

www.panasonic.co.uk

2003

202 702022
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The Quad LSeries
Since 1936, every Quad product has
followed an underlying philosophy — to
bring you the closest approach to the
original sound'. This philosophy has
earned Quad the respect of acoustic
engineers, musicians, recording artists
and music-lovers the world over and
remains undiluted today.

"The scale and
authority of their
performance is
breathtaking"
Quad III

Wiwi

( Aug 2002)

Our all new ' 12 Series is an accurate
reflection of this philosophy. An even
and extended frequency response,
which is capable of incredible detail and
resolution, creates areal 'window' on
the recording. The sound stage is so
vivid and expansive, you can virtually
see the musicians in front of you.
The ' L' series are all finished in high
gloss piano lacquers, either in pure
black, maple, bird's eye maple or
rosewood veneer. Prices start from
just f380.

0845 458 0011
www.quad-hifi.co.uk

opinion

barry fox
Anew book about the film

the music industry would back the format. And support was

industry by ex- Polygram lawyer

slow coming. CBS for instance was promoting the modified LP

Michael Kuhn, (
One Hundred Films

system, called CX.

and aFuneral) gives afascinating

Kuhn recalls how he was in Los Angeles with Jan Timmer. The

glimpse behind closed doors in

local Polygram promotions man had arranged to take them to

Philips over the last

Tower Records. Outside there was asign, ' Tower Records

20

years.

Michael Kuhn joined Polygram in

welcomes Jan Timmer'. Just inside the door there was arack

1975. He worked for Polydor Records,

with all the pop CDs then available. Acrowd of customers were

getting The Who, Kit Lambert and

holding handfuls of discs.
'There', said Timmer. ' I
told you it would be asuccess',

Don Arden to agree contracts.

Kuhn took the local Polygram man on one side and asked

When punk manager Stevo
climbed out on to awindow ledge
and threatened to stay there until he got abetter deal, Kuhn just

him how much the charade had cost. ' I've blown my whole
promotions budget on hiring these people', he admitted.
'Let's go over to the classical store and see how it's going

locked the window until he begged to come in.

there,' suggested Timmer, fired with enthusiasm. The Polygram

In 1982 the 20-year joint venture between Philips and
Siemens on Polygram ran out. Philips desperately needed the

man's face froze in horror. His budget had not stretched to fixing

record company to help launch CD in 1982/3. Polygram, under

the classical section. Oblivious of all the intrigue, Timmer

jar Timmer, quickly saw ahopeful sign; the number of discs sold

marched on, with Kuhn and Co trailing miserably behind. What

per CD player was far higher than expected. In the late 1980s

they saw was acrowd of customers, holding handfuls of discs.

and early 1990s, when Timmer moved over to head Philips, it
In 1987 internal politics shunted Kuhn into Polygram's New
Business Division. ' To look after stuff that no-one else
was interested in', says Kuhn. He was stuck promoting
what he calls Timmer's ' new obsessions, CD- Interactive
and CD-Video'. According to Kuhn, most people inside
Polygram and Philips thought CD- I
and CD-Vwere ' mad
ventures into untried technology' but ' no-one could
gainsay the miracle worker Jan Timmer'. So Kuhn had to

'Who are these people?' asked Kuhn quietly.
'I haven't any idea,' admitted the Polygram promotions man.

was Polygram's balance sheet that propped up Philips.

'I think they must be real customers'.

'I've blown my whole promotions
budget on hiring these people'
the PR man admitted...

spend a ' useless twelve months' in Los Angeles ' bored out of my
mind' trying to flog the CD- Idead horse.
His escape was to found Polygram Filmed Entertainment in

'And that' says Kuhn now, 'was when Irealised that CD really
was going to be asuccess'.
Ifear that if Warner's people pay asurprise visit to London's

1992; it proved hugely successful with films such as Four Weddings

West End record stores and look for DVD-Audio they will see

and aFuneral. But in 1996 Jan Timmer appointed Cor Boonstra

some very different signs.

as Chairman of Polygram, and later President of Philips. Timmer

The Virgin Megastore has put DVD-Audio down in the

and Boonstra then fell out and in 1998 Boonstra worked on a

basement, alongside some CD and audio cassette Sale Bins.

deal to sell Polygram to Seagram, then the owner of Universal.

There is agood selection of DVD-A discs, with stickers which

Universal already had its own movie studio, so Polygram

explain they must be played on DVD players, but no explanation

Filmed Entertainment shut down; the Decca, Deutsche
Grammophon, Philips, Polydor, Mercury, Island, A&M and Verve

of what the format is all about.

record catalogues went to Universal. ' I
would not have thought

this time to the Classical music CD section where Ifound atotal

that the enemy within, our Dutch masters, would have been the

of eight DVD-As (some duplicate titles) buried amongst some

instrument by which we were executed', says Kuhn.

ordinary CDs and SACDs. HMV's discs are clearly old stock, left

The book is silent on one mystery worthy of its own film
script. During an electronics show in Las Vegas, in November
1998, tne Philips top management suddenly rushed to the

HMV's video floor also sent me down to the basement, but

over from the last launch, and without stickers. The staff were
unclear on what they were, and there was no explanatory notice.
Tower sent me upstairs to the CD section where ahandful of

airport and flew back to Holland. Cor Boonstra's wife had been

old stock DVD-Audio discs were mixed in with alarger selection

abducted and found badly beaten and handcuffed to road

of SACDs, and afew DTS audio CDs, next to aspecial promotion

railings at aDutch seaside resort.

for reggae CDs. Tower's rack has big ads for Super Audio CD, and

One month later the Polygram sale went through. No arrests
were ever made. Only atimeline chart at the end of Kuhn's book
reveals the strange coincidence.
When I
was talking to the author about his book, Kuhn

alengthy explanation of what SACD is and what it offers. The
only reference to DVD-Audio is alogo.
I
took the opportunity of asking Michael Kuhn what he
thought about the DVD-Audio launch. He looked rather puzzled

admitted to me that inside Philips and Polygram there were alot

and asked asimple question which Ihad to admit I
could not

of worried people around the time of the CD launch. They

answer.

realised they had launched hardware on the assumption that

'Why?'

ri
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Over the Top
Music performance and craftsmanship that exceed your expectation in every way

Compass

D

RII

I
Compass

DANCER

SERIES DESIGN HIGIILIGIITS:

• Carbon-paper woofer cone
• Silk-fabric soft dome tweeter; Ceramic type on some models
• Innovative magnet flux design with corr
ecooper elements on all drivers,
resulting in significantly reduce tird and second harmonic distortions
a Cast aluminum driver frame
a Hand picked, matchedpair.

els

• Phase coherent cros
renown master of speaker
design o
components of
est quality and thoroughly tested
igital-based measuring equipment
• Massive, sonically dead front baffle which places drivers in atime-coherent
physical arrrgement
• Multi-cham6er reinforced cabinet with solid wood side panels, handcrafted
to the highest furniture grade
!Mar

Rehind the Scene

With an abundance of original concepts in loudspeaker design, backed by

1)r Joseph D'Appolito has been working as consultant for Usher

rty years experience in manufacturing and matched with an eye for

Audio since early 2000. A world renown authority in audio and

fashion and unparalleled attention to detail, is USHER the ideal original

acoustics, Dr. D'Appolito holds BEE. SMF_E, EE and Ph.D. degrees
from RPI,

MIT

and the University of Massachusetts. and has

published over 30 journal and conference papers. His most popular

design manufacturer you've always been looking for? Find out the answer
tt , yby

talking to an USHER representative.

and influential brain child, however. has to be the MTM loudspeaker
geometry, commonly known as the "D'Appolito Configuration."
which is now used by dozens of manufacturers throughout Europe
and North America.
"r•

Dr. D'Appolito designs crossover, specifies cabinet design, and tests
prototype drivers for Usher Audio, all from his private lab in Boulder,
Colorado. Although consulting to acouple of other companies, Dr.
D'Appolito especially enjoys working with Usher Audio and always

SHE
IO TECHNOLOGY
67, Kai Fong Street, Sec.1, Taipei 100, Taiwan

finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a

Tel: 886 223816299 Fax: 886 223711053

delightful surprise in today's High End audio world.

Web site: www.usheraudio.com E-mail: usher@ms1 1.hinet.net

Arcam, Naim and TAG McLaren offer ' AV for audiophiles': for vinyl
lovers there's a new Pro-Ject, for valve enthusiasts anew Big Mac

FIEF'

hardware
p20

Definitive Test: AV processors for audiophiles

p26

B&W Nautilus Signature 805 loudspeaker

p28

McIntosh Czzoo/MCzioz pre-/ power amplifier

p32

Omen Ra DSP loudspeakers

p35

Pro-Ject RPM6 turntable

p36

Musical Fidelity A3o8CR pre-/ power amplifier

p39

Lucid Designs Quad 105 rebuild

pie

Loth X Ion Amaze loudspeaker

p142

Lab Test: Marantz DV83oo universal player

pI46

Lab Test: Classé CP65 pre-/CAzoi power amplifier

p5o

Group Test: six floorstanding loudspea, ers
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Three AV
process rs
for

DEI D
• III PL
stereo

*veil
a

The high-fidelity surround- sound processor has
now come of age. Enter, stage left, three AV
processors for sound connoisseurs...
WORDS B. LAB MEASUREMENTS PAUL MILLER

II ni
I
,
LIL

definitivetest_AVprocessors
ARCAM AV8

èéációééi:

PRICE

£3000

SUPPLIER

A&R Cambridge Ltd

CONTACT

01223 203203

éj

NAIM AV2

PRICE

£2200

SUPPLIER

Naim Audio

CONTACT

01722 332266

TAG MCLAREN AV3oR

PRICE

from

SUPPLIER

TAG McLaren Audio

CONTACT

01480 415600

£1799

With the launch of CD nearly 20 years
ago, the future of audio was set, irrevocably, on a
digital path. The last few years have seen that path
branch out into multi-channel audio and home
cinema, the latter still something of an anathema to
diehard, two-channel audiophiles. But perhaps the
biggest concern is not in embracing the technology
itself, but the fear of compromising an existing and
familiar two-channel system for the sake of more
channels and, in many instances, bringing video into
the listening experience.
This three-way test is at least partially intended
to allay those fears. Frankly, when the likes of
Arcam, McLaren and, for heaven's sake, Naim
introduce top-of-the-range multi-channel AV
decoders, each representing many man-years of
investment, then we can all take some comfort in
the knowledge that the technology is here to stay.
To convince the audiophile, these decoders must
first deliver the musical goods because, typically, an
AV processor that sounds compelling with music
almost always cuts the home-cinema mustard,

novembe

2002
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although the reverse is not necessarily true.
Naim's £2200 AV2 in is more accurately
described as an 'A' processor for it lacks even
rudimentary video switching facilities. These will be
added later in the form of its VS1 video processing
unit which is serviced via an RJ45 link on the AV2.
'Andrew Harrison's scoop subjective review in June
'02 assessed the AV2 in an all-Naim system.]
Cheaper still at £ 1799 in basic form (f2099 as
tested), TAG McLaren's AV3OR uses the DSP core

O Internals:
from left, the
well- packed
Arcam, denselyfilled TAG
McLaren and
elegantly laidout Naim

of its celebrated AV32R processor with simplified
casework and fluorescent display, less specialised
analogue components, a96kHz rather than a
192kHz main channel DAC and multi-channel
CODEC for centre, rear and sub channels. In its
basic configuration, the AV3OR offers Dolby
Digital, DTS. DPL and DPLII decode modes with
TMS (TAG McLaren Surround). Upgrades are
available to 7.1 channels with software to
accommodate Dolby Digital EX, DTS-ES and DTS
Neo:6. This adds about £300 to the total and brings
it into line with the 7.1 channel decode options
included standard on Naim's AV2.
At £3000, Arcam's AV8 is very hot off the
production line and aims to satisfy the most
demanding AV enthusiast with sophisticated audio
and video processing. All decode modes are
included with additional Re-Equalisation, Timbre

Matching and Adaptive Decorrelation provided
courtesy of its THX Ultra 2specification.
Incidentally, this prestigious accolade has alicence
fee to match, which probably explains why many
other manufacturers are adopting their own 7.1
channel movie modes or sticking with unadulterated
Dolby EX instead.
All three processors use different DSP solutions.
Naim employs aFlextronics Gen6 board based
around aMotorola 56367 DSP engine and Flash
memory chip, which acts as its controller. Any
software updates designed to improve or expand
upon the capabilities of the DSP are uploaded to
this chip via an RS232 interface. TAG McLaren
uses the tried-and-tested SHARC 21065L processor
with Siemens' C161 micro and entirely proprietary
code — an expensive route but one that confers full
control to the manufacturer. By contrast, Arcam has
opted for Crystal's CS49326 Dolby/DTS/EX and ES
processor with the CS49330 back-end processor for
THX EX and improved bass management.
This second processor brings added memory so
the AV8, like the AV3OR, can offer aglobal audio
delay to effect correct lip-sync' with delayed video
from ascaler, for example. Both the Arcam and
McLaren processors offer primitive, text-based onscreen menus because outboard processors are not
equipped to deliver fancy graphics in the fashion of

BASS MANAGEMENT: THE BASICS
Bass Management is one of those phrases

channels. If the subwoofer channel, used to

main and subwoofer channels for every

that have crept into hi-fi parlance without so

carry Low Frequency Effects (LFE), is enabled

possible speaker combination. Each

much as an explanation, let alone objective

then the bass will be re- directed here,

processor was tested with every channel set

tests to demonstrate its efficacy. In short,

instead.

to ' odB', 3m distance and no delay.

Bass Management concerns itself with the

The idea is to prevent smaller speakers

Nevertheless, huge differences in the

routing of low bass frequencies to those

from being overwhelmed by the bass- rich

level output to front channel speakers and

speakers in amulti- channel system best

content of many DVD movies by shifting

subwoofer(s) are evident depending on

equipped to deal with them.

signals below izoliz over to the larger

configuration. The more ' management' is

For example, if your multichannel system
includes floorstanding stereo speakers with

speakers and/or subwoofer(s) used in the

invoked the more chance you have of

same system. Nevertheless, bass

clipping front or sub channels at agiven
volume level.

bookshelf centre and surround boxes, then

management is aDSP-intensive process and

you'll set the processor's speaker configura-

often far from transparent in execution, with

tion menu to Front (large), Centre (small) and

additional digital filtering and potentially big

avoid any bass management regardless of

Surround (small).

changes in both the level and distortion of

speaker size. Just set all to ' Large' and the

bass- rich signals.

Subwoofer to 'on' — even if you do not have

Bass signals that would otherwise be
destined for full-sized centre and surround
speakers will now be re- directed to the front

22 november zooz

Each of my Lab Reports includes a 'configuration table' showing the relative level of

For music at least, my advice would be to

one — to defeat bass management and
realise the cleanest sound.

eli nit ive
DVD players. By contrast, as you might expect,
Naim's AV2 relies solely on the combination of its
rotary encoder, ' input' and 'mode' buttons to guide
you through afull configuration menu. A menu, I
might add, delivered on to amere eight-character
display that demonstrates AV need not be as hairy
to tackle as some Far Eastern boxes would have us
believe!

PERFORMANCE
Each decoder was auditioned with avariety of
source material, including linear PCM
(44.1kHz/16bit CD and 961cHz/24bit DVD) with
Dolby Digital and DTS-encoded multi-channel
music software, all delivered via the digital output
of aPioneer DVD player. Remember, at this stage
no generic digital transfer format or external
decoder solution has been agreed for DVD-A or
SACD. These formats are accommodated by
dedicated, single-box players with multichannel
analogue outputs only.
All three of our processors will handle these
decoded outputs, but are reduced to the status of
multi-channel analogue pre-amps, bypassing their
internal DSR By contrast, the encoded DD and
DTS music discs are directly comparable with the
sonic performance of DVD movie discs.
Used as an outboard two-channel DAC, the
sound of the Naim AV2 is more than reminiscent of
the refined clarity enjoyed by Naim's top-of-therange CDSII CD player. This is clearly asound
designed to appeal to the mainstream hi-fi
enthusiast rather than just the Naim diehard, a
sound that combines dynamics with adeft touch.
The thrill of strings from Ryan Adams' New York,
New York' have areal buzz about them while his
vocals possess agenuine energy, and all this is
conveyed by the AV2 without asuggestion of
harshness or brightness.
Where older Naim CD players, for example,
traded some subtlety for memorable dynamics, the
AV2 strikes an amicable balance between the need

Remotes: Arcam's and
TAG McLaren's are used
with on-screen displays,
while Naim's does
everything using just the
AV2's front panel display

to make an impression against
the hope of long-term fatiguefree listening. The end result is
both neutral and extended, one
that reflects the weight of bass
and 'airiness' of the highest
treble with acalm capability.
TAG McLaren's AV3OR also
shares asense of calmness about
the most vigorous tracks, but
while acalm presentation is
often the mark of confident
engineering, in this case there is
also ahint of restraint, of not
quite letting go' and allowing
the music to fly. So our Ryan
Adams CD, which can so very
easily sound hurried, proved the
model of decorum, the fierce
sound of harmonica tamed
along with the strident march of
lead guitar. But while the
AV3OR may not, in the words of
one listener 'get down and
boogie', neither will it aggravate
an untidy pair of speakers.
Arcam's AV8 was the last to
be auditioned with plain-vanilla
CD and it was by far the most
impressive in the way it cut to
the heart of the music. The
sound of the guitar seemed to
spring into life just as the
shimmer of percussion floated
easily into the room. And his
voice? Well, for the first time
that day, he really
communicated with our listeners
with aperformance that was
both warm and articulate.
Despite suggestions to the
contrary, Naim's AV2 will
handle 96kHz data directly and rewarded us with
the seductive sound of Rebecca Pidgeon's
`MacDougall's Men' (aChesky 96/24 DVD), where
the pin-sharp image of her voice was complemented
by the mournful dirge of pipes further to the rear of
the soundstage.
With Arcam's AV8 at the helm, the large B&W
802s melted away to reveal an expansive acoustic
occupied by very positive, even enthusiasticsounding performers. Percussion has agreat sense
of attack without sounding hard or relentless, brassy
instruments are richly detailed and vocals possess
that 'breathy' quality that brings more than ahint of
realism to the image of aperformer standing in
front of you. Turn up the volume and the sound just
gets bigger, rather than confused or harsh.
But while there was some perceived advantage in
the move up from 44.1kHz audio, it was McLaren's
AV3OR that really came into its own with DVDderived, two-channel 96kHz audio, providing

O Back panels:
comprehensive
Arcam, more or
less 'audio-on.y'
Nairn and wellequipped TAG
McLaren
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Arcam AV8

multi-channel inputs with aSony

Speaker Configuration

Relative Level

Front

Centre

Rear

Sub

Front

Large

Large

Large

On

odB

+13.7dB

0.020%

0.23%

Large

Large

Small

On

odB

+ 13.7dB

0.020%

0.023%

+ 15.2dB

Large

Small

Small

On

odB

Small

Small

Small

On

-17dB

Large

Large

Large

Off

+6.odB

Large

Small

Large

Off

Large

Large

Small

Large

Small

Small

SACD player, pointing the finger
at its analogue rather than digital
processing stages.
Naim's AV2 has amore fluid,
articulate but arguably more
pointed sound that plays into the
hands of the brassy flourishes that
populate Les Brown's ' Satin Doll'.
The low bass is tuneful but not

Distortion

Sub

Front

Sub

0.027%

0.029%

46

0.125%

0.20%

None

111

0.028%

None

+7.odB

None

il

0.025%

None

Off

+ii.odB

None

illi

0.017%

None

Off

+12.odB

None

III

0.019%

N

+ 17.6dB

obtrusive, and just weighty enough
to keep the music bubbling along
and support the ambience of the
track as awhole. The five main
channels have asimilar character
- one of measured vigour - and
so integrate very well indeed,

Naim AV2
Speaker Configuration

Relative Level

Distortion

Front

Centre

Rear

Sub

Front

Sub

Front

Sub

Large

Large

Large

On

odB

+9.9dB

0.015%

0.012%

Large

Large

Small

On

odB

+12.7dB

0.015%

0.015%

Large

Small

Small

On

odB

+13.8dB

0.018%

0.025%

Small

Small

Small

On

-17dB

+17.8dB

0.021%

Large

Large

Large

Off

+ 9.2dB

None

0.019%

0.035% j
None

Large

Small

Large

Off

+io.odB

None

0.021%

None

Large

Large

Small

Off

None

0.025%

None

Large

Small

Small

Off

111112.0dB

0.035%

None

Mil

None

TAG AV3oR
Speaker Configuration

Relative Level

Distortion

Front
Large

Centre

Rear

Sub

Front

Sub

Front

Sub

Large

Large

On

odB

+9.6dB

0.027%

0.019%

Large

Large

Small

On

odB

+ 13.9dB

0.025%

Large

Small

Small

On

+2.6dB + 13.9dB

0.016`)/0

0.019%
o.o18%

Small

Small

Small

On

-17dB

0.129%

Large

Large

Large

Off

+ 3.2dB

+ 17.8dB
None

Large

Small

Large

Off .1-5.odB

None

Large

Large

Small

Off

a6.odB

None

Large

Small

51.nalt

Off

jileodB

None

0 Speaker
set-up: here's
how the three
models actually
performed when
using their
speaker
configuration
options

4. 0.01 %
al 0.012%
Ilk 0.012%

room to leave us immersed in,
rather than surrounded by, an
ambient pool of sound. The mix of
piano, brass and percussion left
nothing to the imagination, though
the AV8 does draw attention to
any clumsiness on the part of the
recording engineer.
Discs that make appropriate use
of surround channels, as opposed
to those that pan instruments
J front-to-back for no good reason,

0.023%
None
el

reaction from the panel as did Rebecca Pidgeon,
whose strong vocals were brought to life by the
AV3OR in acredible, centralised image.
The mist that had descended through our CD
listening tests was evidently blown away by the
strength and clarity of these 24/96kHz recordings,
although the decoder was arguably less convincing

In general terms, the performance of these
processors suggests that you get very much what
you pay for. Naim's AV2 may have pipped TAG
McLaren's AV3OR to the post, but of course, if the
former were to be equipped with the latter's
comprehensive video options, then it would cost a
lot more. The AV3OR is the 'affordable' one-stop
solution for high performance systems, but by the
time you've stuffed an AV3OR with all its upgrades,

with our multi-channel selection.
Steve Stevens' Flamenco A Go-Go (
a5.1 channel

then you might seriously think about buying a
'basic' AV32R from TAG McLaren instead.

DTS DVD) may not have sounded as vivid as we
know to be possible, but the feverish sound of his

The senior TAG McLaren model, in my view, is a
superior animal and the only solution to compete
head-on with Arcam's up-to-the-minute
implementation. At the time of writing, the Arcam

guitar was never less than entertaining. A little extra
warmth, even ` plumminess' pervaded the music, but
the spirit of the recording burst through, leaving a
smile on the lips of the listeners. For many, this will
offset any loss of bite or treble ' airiness'.
Incidentally, we heard much the same effect
when the TAG McLaren AV3OR was used via its
24 november 2002

five loudspeakers fade from the

j are quickly separated from the
digital chaff! Provided you use five
properly matched loudspeakers,
3
None
then there is acontinuity or
None
homogeneity
about the sound of
Non
the AV8 that builds on asound
that's naturally rich in detail.

0.015%

tangible gains in low-level detailing and sense of
acoustic space. The percussion that accompanies
Sara K's ' Brick House' provoked avery positive

helping to create asound that's
bigger than the sum of its parts.
Once again, however, it was
only the far costlier Arcam AV8
that really succeed in making all

AV8 offers every bell and whistle bar DTS 96/24
with asound to rival the best in two, let alone multichannel, digital gear. Hesitate no longer, for the
future of audio is digital, multi-channel, and on
your doorstep. ii
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Anominal 2V output is achieved from peak level
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digital inputs when the volume control is set to
'+55', rising to amaximum output of ma at

Running the AV3oR's volume to 'o.o' on the
display is equivalent to 1.49V from apeak level
(odBFs) digital input. Astandard 2V output is

2

'+69'. The maximum 472' volume position will

achieved at '+ 2.5' where jitter is spectacularly

result in aclipped output with any digital signals

low at just - 90 psec with 48kHz/24-bit data and

in excess of -3dBFs. Otherwise, at 44.11(Hz and

-40 psec with 96kHz/24-bit data provided the

48kHz input sample rates, the AV8 offers afine

£300 ' re-timing' option is fitted. However, the

combination of low 0.002% distortion (falling to

Inn

2okHz/-iodBFs), awide io2dB A-wtd S/N ratio,

Ina
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0.001% at 11(Hz/-iodBFs and just 0.003% at

lee.

pan
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settle when switching between sample rates in
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order to achieve this performance, before which
jitter can be as high as - 3100 psec.

@7]

low - 13opsec jitter but only moderate 58dB

crystal- based PLI requires over io seconds to

Distortion also creeps up slightly from

rejection of digital images. This is largely
determined by the four stereo WM8740 192kHz-

0.0045%/0.0065% at ikHz/2okHz with 48kHz

compatible DACs from Wolfson.

data to 0.006°k/0.0091Se at ikHz/30kHz with
96kHz data, respectively. With 5.1 channel Dolby

On the other hand, Arcam's choice of C58415
input receiver is probably the root cause of the

and DIS bitstreams, THD is - 0.0015% (front)

huge increase in jitter with 96kHz/24-bit data as,

and - 0.0025% (surround) at -20dBFs. Indeed,

unlike with 48kHz data, there's no crystal- based

as McLaren itself points out, the use of aCODEC

PLL to assist in its reduction. The similarity with

for rear, surround, centre and sub channels

Naim's AV2, which suffers comparable levels of

cannot match the performance of the two-

data- induced jitter at 96kHz, is no coincidence

NAIM AUDIO AV2

(Graph 1). This also explains the subjective

Avolume setting of '81' delivers 2V rms from the

the front channels. Nevertheless, a99.5dB

superiority of the McLaren AV3oR with

analogue outputs with apeak level digital input,

versus 94.5dB AMd S/N ratio is far from

96kHz/24-bit source material...

with *99' providing some 5.4V without any

catastrophic and unlikely to be directly audible.

channel 24-bit/96kHz-capable DAC specified for

Otherwise, the wideband response is some

increase in distortion. Which, incidentally, is a

Wideband material extends to -2.6dB at

-2dB down at 45kHz with distortion just 0.005%

low o.ocn% through the midrange, increasing to

45kHz while 44.1/48kHz, DD and DIS encodes

and channel separation better than 95dB up to

just 0.002% at 2okHz with 44/48kHz inputs and

are just -0.4c1B down at 2okHz. TAG McLaren's

3okHz. Arcam's bass management takes into

holding to this incredibly low value with

proprietary bass management is particularly

account the typical iodB drop in mastering of

analogue outputs up to 40kHz from 96kHz

adaptive, to the extent that mixed-bass channel

LFE data while the sub response 'shape' is

digital sources. Interchannel separation is better

levels are dynamically limited with increasing

further tailored to match the main speaker

than 9odB at all frequencies while channel

volume to prevent premature clipping. The

configuration. When the main channels are set to

balance is spot on.

'shape' of the LFE rolloff (black trace) is

'large' (red trace, graph 2) then the sub response

litter typically increases with sample rate and

designed to complement the response of main

takes the form shown (black trace), that is fiat

bit depth, recording - 1200 psec with

channels in 'small' mode (blue trace) regardless

up to i2oHz followed by asteep cut-off. When

44.11(Hz/16-bit data up to - 280o psec with

of channel configuration. Steep attenuation

the main channels are set to small (blue trace),

96kHz/24-bit data. As is indicated by Graph i,

beyond Dolby's i2oHz spec can clearly be seen,

then the LFE response adopts an inverse 'shape'.

this jitter is almost exclusively data- induced in

although this is evidently ignored in Naim's AV2,

origin and exactly mirrors the Arcam AV8 with

for example.
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while the rejection of stopband images is just
51c1B with 48kHz data, it falls to aweaker 31c1B
with 96kHz data, the assumption being that
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images are already 'further out' with these
higher sample rates and so of less consequence.
Image rejection is also influenced slightly by
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conformance tests and offers - 11dB of
compression in ' midnight mode'. Naim's default
settings for Dolby Digital (including EX) have the
subwoofer and all other level trims set to 'o'
although the real output level is + iodB above the
main channels. To normalise the level of all front,
centre, rear and sub channels, the latter needs

1.6 - am
1E1

to be set to '-20' because the 6o- step digital
volume runs from -3o to +3o in o.5dB steps.
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BIM Signature 805
The smallest of the Nautili gets the Signature treatment
PRICE

£ 2250

plastic moulding to aless resonant aluminium

SUPPLIER

B&W Loudspeakers

CONTACT

01903 750750

Ishould make it clear that the

casting, achange introduced when its effect on
the sound was noticed— amatter of serendipity
it appears, but it seems obvious enough in
retrospect. The magnet has been increased in
size by tio% and the polepiece is now copper
plated, reducing harmonic distortion. The net

Signature 8o5 does not replace the Nautilus

effect of these changes is said to be a ' faster,

805 [ reviewed May 1999]. It is an additional

tighter' response.

model, with amuch more exotic finish, which
involves anumber of changes to the active

Asimilar refinement programme with the
tweeter, which was designed originally for the

clockwork. As you will see later, it offers aquite

Nautilus 800, sees the centre pole being silver-

different listening experience to the N8o5. It is

plated, which behaves as ashorted turn,

still ahigh- end compact two-way standmount

reducing inductance and linearising its

design, but without wishing to pre-empt the

behaviour. The voice coil bobbin and the

outcome of the test, it is effectively a

tweeter dome have been redesigned using

completely different model, and at £ 2250, it

Finite Element Analysis, helping extend the first

commands afull £850 premium.

HF resonance to just under 32kHz, up from

Changes from the Nautilus are subtle but

29kHz. The —6dB point is now 5okHz, deep into

significant, and (say B&W) were determined

passing bat territory, and up from 3okHz for the

after extensive listening tests. They are

Nautilus. Some of these things may not sound

certainly heavily influenced by the Nautilus

like big changes on paper, and the first

Signature 800 programme. The 165mm bass

resonance is quite atall, high Qone. The

driver is the same size and still has the yellow

designers deliberately didn't damp it because

woven Kevlar cone of the N8o5, practically a

(they say) this would extend its influence down

trademark of the brand, used because its

into the main part of the audible frequency

resonant behaviour is not axisymmetric thanks

range. But as Ifound out by comparing the two

to the weave of the material. With careful

versions of the 805, treble behaviour has

design it allows surface wave resonances on the

changed substantially, and for the better.

cone to partly cancel out. The central fixed
polepiece extension has been changed from a

There are other changes too, mostly to the
crossover, where components have been

O Crossover sees new
higher grade components
following achange from
2nd- order to ist-order filter
for the treble unit, and the
crossover point moves up
from 3kHz to 4kHz

Fancy finishes:
the choice is
Grey Tiger's Eye
[left] or Red Bird's
Eye [ right]
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auditions
changed for higher quality types, quite exotic

percussive through the first Nautilus, but the

performances. It also does asurprisingly good

ones in certain instances, and the crossover
slopes have been subtly changed. The network

Signature is not lacking in transient attack. It

lob with the deep bass that helps flesh out and

simply has more body and weight. It sounds

provide an acoustic context for recordings like

hinges around 4kHz (original Nautilus 805:
3kHz), with afirst order LF roll- off, where the

much closer to the sound of areal piano.
An even more striking example of the gulf

Nautilus is second order. And the basic nuts

that separates these two apparently similar
loudspeakers is the difficult- to- reproduce

Lambchop's is awoman, subject to the
qualification that the volume is set alittle
higher than you might normally expect. This is

and bolts of the design are unchanged.
The most noteworthy feature is the stunning

opening of Mahler 5, taken from an SACD on

back formed in asingle, continuously curved

PentaTone Classics of the Netherlands
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Hartmut

section, making it enormously stiff. A ' Matrix'

Hanchen. Played at arealistically high level, the

enclosure, which is flat fronted, the sides and

treatment to the interior braces it further.
The tweeter is similar to the Nautilus 800
model, with the characteristic tapered tube
back- loading the dome, though it is plastic here
where the N800 tube is metal. The tweeter
assembly, cradled in agroove carved out of the
rounded top section, is decoupled from the
main enclosure, and set back from the front to
provide time alignment in the forward plane.

speakers.
The long and the short here is that the
Signature is adazzling loudspeaker, one that is
worth every penny of its apparently extravagant

Nautilus sounded harsh, splashy and frazzled in

pricing. I
would single out its superb resolution

the fierce percussion entries, and this didn't

though the midband and treble, its excellent

The Signature has an exquisite sense of
control and expressiveness, and is voiced
much more like abig speaker

The system is front vented, with adeeply flared

change substantially when the volume was

Flowport imprinted with golf ball- like dimples,
another characteristic feature, designed to

reduced. The Signature was more controlled. It
sounded clean and it didn't ' ring' or splash.
In the percussion- free passages, the
complex of inner orchestral parts, the various

ensure that airflow remains attached to the port
wall as much as possible, reducing turbulence.

an observation that applies to most recent B&W

imaging, and the ambitious voicing which gives
the speaker alarger- scale sound than expected
for such asmall enclosure without any signs
whatever of the usual trade-offs when this is
attempted. Blurring and loss of definition in the

strings, woodwind and brass sections

bass and lack of power handling are the usual

model, and this will already be obvious from the

especially, were much more independent of

losers. It is precisely in these areas, and in the

photo: the superb piano gloss finish, which

each other. Tonality was richer and more fully

performance of the tweeter, that the new model

we're told takes six days to apply, and is
apparently responsible for asignificant

developed, where the Nautilus made it seem
like acaricature, albeit aclassy one by

scores most heavily over the Nautilus 805.
Another tour de force from the Steyning lot,

There is one other change for the Signature

proportion of the increased cost.
In contrast to the N800, the

conventional standards. The

who are clearly on aroll.

Signature sounded more

WORDS_ALVOI GOLD

changes described above are only

complex and properly flashed

available on the Signature. There
are no plans to include them on a

out, and the result was a
great deal more transparent
and involving, ageneral

The maker's specifications for the Signature 805
show avery slightly wider frequency response

is Red Bird's Eye, but an

observation that applied to a
greater or lesser extent with

at the low frequency extreme. They're both -2dB
at 56Hz, but for -6dB. the Signature extends to

alternative, even more dramatic,
Grey Tiger's Eye veneer is

all of the test material.
But the most persuasive

available as ano cost option, also
with adeep piano gloss finish.

demonstration of the

40Hz (Nautilus 42Hz), suggesting aslightly
relaxed bass, and an audibly less peaky
alignment. Other specifications (original

more affordably- priced Nautilus
model. The finish of the test pair

Signature's superiority lies in

Nautilus in brackets where different) include

the balance between the

sensitivity 88dB 2.83V

upper bass and the midband,

power handling 120 watt, and dispersion within

loan of aKrell KPS25/7oocx CD

and in the superior control in

2dB of response on reference axis over a40 arc

player and amplifier, and at avery

the treble. The Signature has

horizontally, lo vertically (6o, lo

late stage, aKaran KAIi8o
integrated amp, which was used

an exquisite sense of control
and expressiveness, and is

versions measure 415 x238 x344mm ( hwd). The

with various CD and SACD

voiced much more like abig

players. The Signature 8o5 is

speaker than the rather

crossover is bi•wirable. and uses WBT terminals.
Providing proper wire links if you don't want to

happiest on tall, rigid pedestal

smaller- sounding Nautilus.
The usually even tonality

bi-wire is anice touch, but bi•wiring was
unequivocally preferred in the testing. The

The test extended over several
weeks, and coincided with the

stands, in this case the Acoustic
Energy model originally introduced with the

of the Signature 805 is afactor in the unusually

AEi. B&W was sensible (or foolish) enough to
loan apair of the original Nautilus 805, and it

open and clean cut imagery, which works
equally well in the horizontal and depth planes.

was immediately clear that the differences on

Within reason, imaging remains stable off axis,

audition are out of proportion to the apparently

apparently no worse than the Nautilus 805

modest changes that have been made.

despite poorer off-axis numbers (see

Even with eyes closed, it is easy to tell where

Technology box). Treble is reproduced with

the money has gone. One example: Evgeny

precision, and along with an expressive

Kissin's Schumann Carnival Opus 9(
arecent

midband, consistently added up to ahigher

RCA release) sounded sharper and more

level of involvement and insight into musical

m. impedance 8ohm.

The S8o5 weighs 9.5kg (9kg). and both

Signature 8o5 is not magnetically shielded.

Tapered tube Nautilus tweeter
Kevlar bass midrange unit
Curved Matrix braced cabinet

november 2002
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McIntosh C2200/MC2102
pre-/power amplifier
Mouthwatering Mac valves, in an unlimited edition this time
PRICE

£549 0/ £ 6498

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020

8971 3909

Thrice befor e,

McIntosh has
tormented us with limited edition all- valve
goodies. The production runs of the MC275
power amp, C22 pre- amp and the high-priced
50th anniversary power anp, the MC2000, were
limited enough not to allow time for us (of
restricted income) to save up for them. Such
agony! Al! three were fabulous: the reissues
equalled the originals closely enough to serve
as surrogates, while the MC2000 just may be

O Pre- amp is pure retro Mac, but with amodern digital display...

one of the finest high- end power amps ever.
McIntosh, fortunately, is not acruel
company. As if to make up for the paucity of its
late 20th century valve amps (and aware of the
eye- watering prices that its earliest tube
products now command), McIntosh has reentered valve amplifier manufacture on a ' nonlimited edition' basis. So successful were the
reissues and the MC2000 that it took little to
convince the bean- counters that McIntosh, like
modern-day Quad, could sustain anew series
of all- tube electronics with high nostalgia
content, while treating them as regular
catalogue items. They've even dubbed the
C2200 ad MC21o2 ' Heritage Products'.
What's crucial is how McIntosh — acompany
steeped in tradition — has managed to balance
the retro elements with modern requirements.
Quite blatantly, the look and feel hark back to
classic McIntosh hardware, all black glass and
gilt knobs and blue- lit meters. Then again,

O ... and

the power amp is pure retro but for the speaker terminals

McIntosh never abandoned the look, so it's as
much 'current' as it is ' historical'. And only the

company with aseries of designs which should

hard-core analogue fetishists — the signal path

MC2io2 amp's modern speaker terminals and

shock the scheisse out of every snotty, wet-

is all- analogue, all- tube — yet it addresses the

the digital display on the C2200 tell you that

behind- the- ears, cocky little pisher in the

modern era with the sort of useradjustable

these are 21st century toys.

industry. Quite clearly, there's no substitute for

fine-tuning which smacks of arch.

Retro elements — styling aside — include

experience, and 'ageists' had better watch out.

all- tube circuitry, the inclusion of asuperb

PRE-AMPLIFIER

phono stage and (though Ihope he doesn't

C2200

think I'm calling him arelic) the design skills of

If, as with the Lexicon MC12, dense owner's

As far removed from the On-Off/Source
Select/Volume pot school of minimalism as you
can get, the C2200 is spec'd up to the gunwales
with goodies galore. On the right is avariable-

McIntosh's co-founder and former President,

manuals impress you, note that the

the legendary Sidney Corderman. Coaxed out of

amp needs a30- page tome to tell you of its

o.idB over its 214 o.5dB steps and to the left a

retirement, Corderman has rejoined the

capabilities. It's adesign appealing mainly to

rotary source selector, the two knobs flanking
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pre-

rate volume control, with atracking accuracy of

auditions
the pair of meters which indicate left and right

configuration. In stereo, the MC21o2 is

channel output. Below these are, left to right,

designed to drive 2, 4, or 8ohm loads, while

bass and treble controls, abright digital read-

parallel mono configuration allows use with 1,

out giving source, volume and balance levels,

2, or 4ohm loads; acting in bridged mono form

and mode data for use during set-up, followed

it copes with 4, 8, or 16 ohm loads.

by arotary to switch the meters' lighting on or
off, and arotary balance control. Lastly, the

Also like the MC2000, the newbie has a
stainless steel chassis and ablack glass front

bottom row includes the IR sensor for the

panel in classic Mac configuration: two gilded-

remote, tone control bypass, mono selector,

edged knobs for Power On/Off and setting the

record monitor select and set-up mode,

watt- reading meters for peak or hold, with or

headphone socket, muting, output selection

without illumination, flanking two meters

(for controlling two separate stereo amplifiers),

showing power output and tube biasing points.

standby on/off and power on/off.
Although the C2200 is ' just' astereo pre-

Above the meters is awindow through which
you can view the valves; the review sample

amp, its back panel is as crowded as amulti-

came with superb Russian- made KT88s. The

channel AV controller, and there's nothing to

valves fill the front half of the unit; as with its

preclude it from multi- channel A/V or multi-

predecessor, they fit into ceramic valve bases

zone custom install set-ups. Six XLR sockets

with gold-plated contacts. As the unit arrives

provide three pairs of balanced outputs — one

with the valves packed separately, you will be

main, and two ' subsidiaries' which can be

removing the cage to fit the tubes.

switched on and off from the front panel. These

Behind the valves are three potted

are duplicated in unbalanced phono outputs,

transformers, then arow of vertically- facing

plus apair for tape record out. Inputs include

socketry mounted on aback 'shelf'. These

four balanced sources via XLRs, and eight

include gold-plated five- way WBT speaker

unbalanced sources (including m- m phono).

terminals, with separate terminals for 2, 4, and

By this point, you've realised that the C2200 has

Data ports can send control signals to

8ohm speakers, apair of sockets for remote

aremote control, and it's an illuminated, 52 -

compatible components, such as other

on/off operation, two switches selecting mono

butt in affair that's both assignable, intelligent

McIntosh hardware, and there's aconnection

or stereo operation and balanced or unbalanced

and able to control other products in an all-

for an external remote sensor.

inputs; and lastly, apair of phono sockets and a

McIntosh installation. Learning your way around

pair of XLRs for single- ended or balanced input.

it is advisable if you are the sort who likes to

finishing parts invisible to the casual owner.

WIRED UP

from the hot seat, via the remote. This inventory

Componentry is no- compromise, including low-

As I'd been waiting for over ayear for this

should give you same idea of the sheer

noise i% metal film resistors, ahefty, shielded

combination to arrive, you could say Iwas not a

flexibility of the C2200.

power transformer, superbly- made PCBs, ultra-

little excited. Manhandling the amp on one's

Alphanumeric Display Brightness: ranges 'rom

short wiring runs, nifty X-shaped valve 'clamps'

own is not advisable, but Imanaged the job

to keep each quartet of tubes locked in place

without scratching it.

Remove the lid, and you will probably drool.
McIntosh doesn't understand the concept of not

and non-vibrating, user- accessible fuses, lots of

Ifed to the C2200 balanced signals from the

O Inside: construction is to the highest standards
MAN THE CONTROLS

play with settings, because it's best to do this

(Dim) to 31 ( aright), in conjunction with the
meters' illumination, on or off
Input Trim Level: alters the sources' output

heat- sinkage — Ican't imagine ahigher

Vimak and Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players, with

levels by ±6dB for matching source to source

standard of construction. Naturally, this

the Garrard 4o1/Decca International/Decca

Input Titling: you .: an organise the display : o

requires alarge-ish housing: the C2200

Gold analogue front-end. Speaker choice,

read whatever you like for every input

occupies aspace of 444 x180 x5o8mm (whd)

though, proved ear- opening because, as with

Power Control Triggers: allows assigning of the

including clearances, and weighs 27Ibs (arouno

the Audio Research SP16/VS55 pairing I

power-cn tuggers to the components of your

12.3 kg). And that's just the pre...

reviewed recently, the McIntosh system fell

choice, for examp e, switching on the CD player

MC21o2 POWER AMPLIFIER

head- over- heels in love Italian- style. ' That's

only when CD input is chosen

Amore', and all that. Yes, it drove aSonus Faber,

Auto Tone: sets specific tone settings per

Derived from — and looking awhole helluva lot

but no, not the Cremona.

component, so the unit ' remembers' the settings

like — the MC2000, the MC21o2 produces less

Even though it's aspeaker hungry enough to

from source to source, including tone bypass

power at looW/ch versus 130W/ch, but it will

keep the McIntosh's meters pointing to the

Pass Thru Mode: for incorporating the Cnoo

seem almost abargain in comparison.

right, the Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage

into amulti- channel system

matched the McIntosh combo like, like...

Power On Option: permits the use of the main

Although

in shorter at

in tall, it has a

bigger footprint at 444 x5o8mm (wd),
compared to the MC2000's 451 X279 X476MM

prosciutto and melon.
Although Ialso used the system with WATT

power on bitton to activate the unit instead of
the standby on,'off button

(whd), and weighs astill butch 88Ib (4okg)

Puppy 6, LS3/5As, Quads and others, it was

versus the moo's 1351b. Moreover, the valve

clear that Ihad stumbled quite accidentally on

Phono: for those wno still love vinyl, simply
renaming the P'1/AUX input to PHONO will turn

complement is the same, at eight tubes per

asystem which needed no tweaking, no

the line level input into aphono input, with its

channel. Onei2AX7 tube is used for the

accessories, aclose- to- perfect synergy which

own quartet of valves — two 12AX7 and two

balanced input, asecond as avoltage amplifier

works straight out of the box. Sol stuck with

12AT7, tie same line-up as the high level ga n

and phase inverter, onet2AT7 is apush-pull

the Guarneris throughout the sessions, even

sectian. And when you use it as an auxiliary-

bootstrapped voltage amplifier, and the other is

eliciting from acable manufacturer that the

only input, the vates stay off, thus prolonging

acathode follower driver feeding four

package delivered the most realistic violin

tube life. Clever.

655o/KT88 outputs tubes in push-pull parallel

sounds he'd ever heard. And he wasn't
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Think again.
The Chord DAC64. The world's
first true 64-bit digital-to-analogue
converter.
Regarded by the press as 'stunning',
the

DAC64

is

innovation

result

and

of

our

engineering

excellence, and will deliver new
levels of sound quality from any
digital source.
Each

solid aluminium

hand-built

to

unit is

uncompromising

standards to your specification.
So, to unlock the real
potential
please

of
contact

music,
us

on 01622 721444, email
sales@chord.softnet.co.uk, or
visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Chord Electronics Limited

auditions
sound and let the Guarneris expand to fill the
C.: Pre- amp back

room. They make asmall two-way sound like a

panel: there's more

massive floorstander.

socketry here than on
some AV products

And Iwon't invite your venom by telling you
what they do for LS3/5As. Let's just say that
they've improved on every piece of equipment to
which they've been connected. Yes, Ieven heard
more from familiar pieces such as the Marantz
CDiz and the SME io. If ever apre/power
combination actively and dynamically improved
both the sources and speakers between which it
resides, this is it. And, no, Ican't think of any

Power- amp rear

downside, other than the occasional, greedy

view shows massive

musing that it would be nice to have two

transformers and

MCziozs in mono form...

the ' shelf', with its

All of this glory will set you back £ 5490 for

array upward- facing

the C2200 and £6498 for the MCzioz. Think of

connectors

the MCzioz as ahalf-price MCz000 and you can
understand why my heart's doing apitta- pat.
Better still, if you buy the Czzoo and MCzioz at
the same time, the system price is fit000 — a
saving of nearly agrand. Maybe the word
'bargain' should never be uttered when
discussing hardware above four figures, let
alone five, but Idefy anyone who hears this

pandering to the Sonus Fabers' soubriquet.

its size as being amini- monitor, you will be

combination to argue convincingly that it's not a

Upper frequencies possess both awarmth and

shocked to hear that the MCzioz makes it

blinding achievement regardless of price.

aclarity which provide strings with anatural

sound as if asubwoofer had suddenly been

shimmer, even when sourced from older CDs

added to the mix. The bass is extended further,

combo as delicious as the Audio Research

mastered in the days before ' jitter' meant

it's cleaner, and — above all — more controlled,

SP16/VS55 so soon, but here's some pudding

something other than shakes from the DTs.

all attributable to the Macs, and abehavioural

providing the proof. This Mac Pack is simply

Although asweet top is aGuarneri trait, it can

trait which identifies this pairing as an easy

irresistible, the real deal, with performance

be compromised by the amplification,

introduction to valves for those who fear giving

that's just about as good as it gets, and at a

As I'd been waiting for over ayear for
this McIntosh combination to arrive,
you could say Iwas not alittle excited

Ididn't think I'd hear another pre/power

price wa-a-ay below the current ceiling for highend lunatics. Think of the build quality and
convenience and the peerless heritage and the
inevitable reliability as bonuses.
And if you still think that McIntosh makes
nothing but over- engineered hardware for
lawyers and dentists, I'd suggest that you revise

especially solid-state. Both McIntosh pieces
share the Guarneri's sound, so it was one warm,
lush happy family.
Even though the Guarneri is ademanding
speaker, the MC2io2 never exhibited signs of

up the hammer- like grip of solid-state.
But, as ever, the real action took place in the

your judgement to include 'and music lovers'.
WORDS_KEN KESSLER

mid- band, and the sweetness and warmth of
the treble extended all the way down into the
vocals. Aside from presenting them as

POWER TRIP

strain. Ido recall the MCz000 having an easier

sibilance- free, the amplifiers graced the vocals

Behind the MC2102's valves are three massive

time with the Guarneris, but Iwouldn't hesitate

with aconvincing richness, even the slightly

transformers potted in black drawn- aluminium

for amoment in recommending the lower-

recessed (in the recording, that is) vocals of

enclosures featuring McIntosh's Unity Coupled

powered MCzioz. True, my room is asmall

Alison Krauss on ' IWill'.

Output Transformer technology. This design

12x18ft and Ido not bang head, but even when

I'm at aloss to explain it, but the

uses two bifilar wound primaries: one for the

asked to deal with Wheatus in full- tilt mode, or

Czzoo/MCioz pairing somehow showcases

the massive orchestral majesty of the Glory

vocals, providing an extra presence, almost

second for the cathodes. Instead of drawing all

soundtrack at 'serious' levels, there were no

pladng them forward of the instruments. And it

the output power from the anodes, as other tube

traces of clipping. Here, too, the C2200

even carried over to mono, placing Buddy Holly

designs do, the Unity Coupled design draws

demonstrated its ability to handle abuse, its

in front ci( the Crickets, with the backing vocals

from both the anodes and the cathodes.

vast headroom coping with every source's

clearly occupying aspace behind him.

McIntosh believe that this 'greatly reduces the

demands, including the sometimes hyper

Mono, however, is not the way to appreciate

anodes (plates), as is normal practice, with a

output distortion — always aproblem in tube

activity of aDecca — sorry, London — cartridge.

the McIntosh pair because the soundstage they

designs'. By mixing the secondary windings in

Down below, the McIntosh set-up was so

reproduce is truly of David Lean proportions. I'd

amongst the primaries, coupling is improved,

good that Iquickly realised it was showing a

forgotten just how truly amazing the Guarneris

flattening the output frequency response and

new side to the Guarneri. If you recall that that

are when it comes to recreating agenuine 3D

improving the power bandwidth.

speaker, when it first appeared, was tarred by

effect. The Mclntoshes simply open up the

—jV
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Omen Ra Open Baffle
Trapezoid loudspeaker
A bold combination: open- baffle mid/treble, transmission- line bass
trouble in the first place? The raison

PRICE

f3995! pair ( DSP £ 2332)

SUPPLIER

Omen Ra Ltd

is, of course, their freedom from

CONTACT

01892 676203

the box resonances that

Omen Ra is

d'être of open- baffle loudspeakers

characterise most Infinite
Baffle (sealed box) and

based in Tunbridge

reflex (ported)

Wells, Kent and this is its third product, following

enclosures. Certainly a

apro market model called Maximus and a

well- executed open- baffle

somewhat ominously- named three-way domestic

design has an openness

system, the ' 18:12' studio monitor (actually the

and transparency about it

numbers refer to the drive unit sizes). The two key

which makes the music

figures behind the company are David Purton, a

breathe in avery natural

greatly experienced electro acoustics engineer

way. But Utopia is by no

who has long been associated with both the pro

means guaranteed...

and domestic wings of the audio industry, and

For this design David

Julian Latham, who runs the enterprise and

Purton has chosen a

attends to manufacture, assembly and promotion.

trapezoidal baffle whose

There's apparently no special significance in

surface area is just under

the company name so we must decide whether

The baffle is made

Omen is, as the dictionary has it, aportent for

of MDF with afrontal

good or evil! But as Ra was the sun god we

laminate of aluminium, and

should expect to be illuminated.
The Open Baffle Trapezoid & Transmission Line

is substantially inert. To
secure asmooth response

Bass, to give this loudspeaker its rather wordy if

the drive unit is sited such

undeniably descriptive full name, is atwo-part

that no two dimensions

system linked by acommon open- frame base.

from its centre to the edge

Open baffles were once commonplace, but their

of the baffle meet that

domestic acceptability is limited by the laws of

edge at the same

physics: in order to obtain an effective low

tangent. Acomposite,

frequency performance, the baffle dimensions

co- axial driver is

have to be such as to make the path length from

employed which covers

the rear of the drive unit to the front equal to the

the entire range from

wavelength of the lowest frequency required. To

25oHz upwards. ASEAS

achieve aflat response unaided down to 45Hz, for

model was selected and

example, requires abaffle radius of 7.7m, which is

comprises ai65mm

0 Behind the open baffle

atad impractical.

bass/midrange cone with a25mm

is atransmission- line or

tweeter mounted in its centre where

quarter- wave bass ' pipe'

With acapable enough drive unit, asuitably
contoured amplifier and the boost from adjacent
floor/wall loading, it is possible to get anominally

adust cap would ordinarily be fitted.
This configuration has anumber of

dome of the tweeter is vacuum formed from pre-

full range response from abaffle just 3m', but

advantages: the cone provides horn loading for

even this would completely dominate most UK

the dome, the acoustic centres of the two

and claimed to provide exceptional consistency.

rooms, more especially with the two required for

diaphragms are the same, and their directivities

The tweeter nas aneodymium magnet and

stereo. Compromise is the answer: use an open

are almost identical in the specified crossover

employs Ferro-fluid damping/cooling.

baffle for the entire range above aworkable low

region — here 2.5kHz. This holds the promise of a

frequency target and fill the gap below it with

stable, phase coherent radiation pattern and a

chosen for the bass enclosure, formed here from

some kind of enclosure- loaded LE driver. The

smooth energy response. The cone is made of

acylinder some

problem then is how to marry disparate

PP/TPX (Polypropylene/Polymethylpentene) and

o.8m long which is positioned vertically behind

dispersion characteristics. But why go to so much

is terminated in alossy rubber roll surround. The

the open baffle. The pipe wall is 25mm thick, has
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doped fabric, aprocess said to be unique to SEAS

Transmission line loading (see panel) was
25omm

in internal diameter and

auditions
aribbed rubber outer finish (which helps damp

details of imaging and acoustic from asystem

think, it can be subdued, though not entirely

resonance) and is filled with acoustic bonded-

only to obliterate them in this way? It's

eliminated, by careful positioning.

acetate fibre wadding. It is open at the bottom

nonsensical.
Having regained asuitably quiet ambient noise

Ihaven't mentioned the bass. On initial

end and sits on spikes above the base frame. A
single upwards-facing driver is used — a25omm

level, t
was able to proceed. Radiating with equal

because it's asubtle presence, not athreat. Try

unit from Morel, which has a75mm diameter
aluminium voice coil and former and adamped

intensity front and rear, open baffled designs are
sensitive to positioning, which affects imaging

something like the finale of Respighi's Pines of

composite polymer cone.

and soundstage depth as well as the tonal
balance. Alittle experimentation was required,

(quietly, after about aminute and ahalf) you'll
feel it — literally — just like the real thing.

therefore, before t
was happy that the Omen Ras
were giving of their best. Once settled, though,

is nevertheless afairly imposing physical

the results were most impressive, exhibiting
delicacy and presence, and conveying the subtle

presence. There are no covers over the drivers
and the cabling to the main driver ought to be

detail in arecording's acoustic that few boxed

supported rather than hanging from the tags, but
these are details which will doubtless be

Although the system is available with a
conventional passive crossover, it was designed
to be used with aDSP (digital signal processor)
and three power amplifiers, acombination which
can achieve optimal results for any possible
location in any given room. After much
experimentation Omen Ra has settled on athirdparty unit, the FOS-366 from BSS Audio. This is a

loudspeakers can equal.
Two new orchestral recordings illustrated this

complex line- level device offering three inputs, six

potential to convincing effect: Moeran's

analogue outputs and aplethora of configuration
options (see 'Technology' panel).

Symphony in Gminor from the Bournemouth SO
under David Lloyd-Jones on Naxos and Dvorák's

An optional — I
would suggest imperative —

acquaintance you might feel short-changed

Rome, though, and when the organ comes in

Compact for its type, this loudspeaker system

addressed and will, anyway, scarcely trouble the
audiophile. It is amost impressive design; indeed
arather good omen.
WORDS_IYOR HUMPHREYS

Slavonic Dance in Aflat from Sir Simon Rattle and

extra is on-site analysis and alignment of the
system by Omen Ra. Here the DSP is set up in

the Berlin Philharmonic on EMI (one item on a
four-CD set celebrating the BPO's work with its

conjunction with an in- room test procedure to
produce the most effective overall response in
any given setting. This individually customised

most famous conductors).
The Naxos is awonderfully open recording,
with strings, wind and brass clearly layered in a

than the conventional crossover network.

configuration is then stored in the FDS-366,

compellingly natural-sounding acoustic. The

phase precisely controlled, time- alignment

Digital sound processing ( DSP) permits far
greater control of aloudspeaker's behaviour
Roll- off rates can be specified more closely,

allowing the owner free rein to experiment with

Omen Ras recreate this beautifully, generating a

fine-tuned by delaying the drive to specific

further fine-tuning of the controls by ear in the

stable, three-dimensional image of almost tactile

drivers, and so on. HS Audio's FDS-366 is a

certain knowledge that the 'correct' settings can

presence. Quite different, though hardly less
impressive, is the EMI. Effortless portrayal of an

high- end example hailing from the pro

be recalled at the press of abutton.
Set up in this way and then left to it, tbegan to
work through afamiliar programme of favourite

effortless ensemble, and with absolutely no
baulking at the loudest transients — the 'speed' of

to 96kHz sampling on its digital stereo input

discs but quickly decided that the fan noise from

these loudspeakers is significant.

analogue inputs and outputs. Crossover

market. This line- level device can accept up
and has 96kHz-capable, 24- bit converters for

the FDS-366 was unacceptable. Fortunately a
solution was to hand in the form of acupboard at
the back of the room, into which the DPS and

compromises: there are many interdependent
parameters involved, many unknowns regarding

Linkwitz-Riley profiles ( Butterworth is

three power amplifiers were promptly

the interface with the listening room. The Omen

preferred for this Omen Ra design), with

manhandled and the door closed over the cables.
Cooling fans are an abomination in hi-fi: why go

Ras achieve agreat deal extremely convincingly,

delays of up to 2.6 seconds in n- microsecond

but occasionally something in the texture will

steps on any of its six (
ie, three stereo)

to such enormous trouble to elicit the tiniest

expose amild colouration in the midrange that

outputs. Up to 6o equalisation filter profiles

lends it aslightly hollow character. As usual, this

can be stored, with nine assigned to dynamic

TRANSMISSION- LINE LOADING
In atrue transmission- line all of the rear-

Loudspeaker design is an art in balancing

slopes of 6, 12, 18, 24 or 48dB/octave can be
programmed with Bessel, Butterworth or

is most apparent with ahuman voice one knows

EQ (atechnique for controlling non- linearity

well. Characteristic of the driver cone material, I

in drivers and/or room resonances based on

going (in this case downwards- going) energy

the compression of selected frequencies

is dissipated within the pipe so that no

above apreset threshold). The FDS-366 has

energy at all emanates from the far end,

its own display and can be set up from its

which can therefore be closed or open. The

fascia controls or from aPC (via RS- 485, RS-

addition of asuitable acoustically absorbent

232 or MIDI) with the supplied Soundbench

filling retards propagation, simulating the

software.

effect of alonger pipe, but even then to be
effective down to, say, 35Hz, it would need to
be more than 8m long. At amere tenth of that
length, the loading in the present design is

Co- axial cone/dome main driver for optimal

better described as quarter- wave over much

integration

of its working range, the significant output
from its near- floor exit substantially in- phase

Open baffle for main driver

with the top of the cone (due to the
propagation delay) and therefore reinforcing

Omen Ra's

it. Needless to say, room positioning has a

somewhat larger

significant effect on the perceived extent and

18:12 model, seen
here, comes with

smoothness of the result.

Transmission Line loading for bass
DSP signal tailoring to suit the response in
the room

DSP as standard

—/V
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Introducing the latest addition to the Seres 5, the Naim AV2 ( Audio Video) processor. It not only enhances anything you listen to,
It makes everything you watch come to life. People talk about ' Surround Sound', at Naim we Immerse you.

THE ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

WORLD CLASS HI Fl

For your nearest stockist call + 44 ( 0)1722 332266. Or visit www.naim-audio.com
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Pro-Ject RPM6
Are you taking the plinth?
PRICE

£ 5oo

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs Ltd

CONTACT

01235 511166

Having been very

impressed with

both the RPM 4 (£ 325, July ' oo) and RPM 9

Kontrapunkt
Bfrom the

(fl000, Feb ' 02) from Austro Czech turntable

RPM 9to the

company Pro-Ject, I
was looking forward to

'6. The results

trying the latest in the line, the mid- price RPM 6.

confirmed my

At £ 5oo, this model comes without cartridge,
but Henley Designs is offering 25% off any

thoughts that the
RPM 6was alot closer

Ortofon cartridge, and AudioQuest interconnect,

in performance to the RPM

when purchased with the turntable.

9than the £ 5oo/fl000 price ratio
would suggest. Both provide good insight into a

coloration, especially in the bass, but in the end

to remove transit screws, install the acrylic inner

Once unboxed, instructions clearly show how

recording, precise and reasonably three-

Idid not find this marred my musical pleasure;

hub on the main bearing, attach the drive belt

dimensional images of the performers, and give

indeed Ithink it actually helped propel the

and place the not- inconsiderable mass of the

excellent timing.

sound into the room.

main platter on top. Assuming that the dealer

There the similarities end. Whereas the RPM9

If you want amore analytical approach to

has already installed acartridge, all that's left is

is like agood, unobtrusive party host who

to install the counter- balance and anti- skate

settles you in and retires to the background, the

but if 'groovin to the toons' is more your style

weights on the arm. The instructions also detail

RPM6 is the party animal who has hit the dance

and you're on atighter budget then check out an

the fine-tuning of cartridge azimuth and ' VTA' on

floor and is turning around saying 'come on,

RPM 6. It comes highly recommended and

the tonearm. Underneath the hidden plinth are

let's party'.

should make your listening fun- filled.

three coned feet on long screw threads, which
make levelling the unit very easy.

Using the same records as the RPM9 review

sound then save the pennies and buy aRPM 9,

WORDS_TONY BOLTON

emphasised the difference in presentation. The
TECHNOLOGY

This done, you can stand back and admire

Van Cliburn recording of Grieg's Piano Concerto

the minimalist design. The on/off switch is also

[RCA Victor SB681o] still had the same sense of

Although the RPM 6looks chassis- less, there is

hidde, although easily to hand at front left.

outdoor venue (the amphitheatre at Saratoga

ateardrop- shaped MDF plinth hidden

Imounted an Ortofon Kontrapunkt Amoving-

Performing Arts Centre, NY, 1969) but the sun

underneath the substantial platter — 8omm and

seemed to be shining more brightly on the

3.67kg of MDF topped with asurface of recycled

impressions were of liveliness and speed. Music

performers. There was agreater impression of

vinyl and ao.9kg puck. Within the plinth is a

seemed to romp along in ahighly engaging

vividness to each note, which added acertain

suspended 16V motor driving ai5omm acrylic

manner, as though musicians were particularly

frisson of excitement. Fans of tonal neutrality

hub. Speed change is made by moving the belt

enjoying giving the performance. The sense of

would prefer the RPM 9but lovers of adrenalin

between steps on the pulley. The hub sits on an

energy behind the music was helped by adeep,

and energy would probably like the RPM 6.

coil cartridge on the arm and plugged in. My first

solid driving bass that seemed to go lower than

This presentation was particularly suited to

inverted ceramic bearing. Outer platter rests on
top of this, with abig brass spindle to ensure

the RPM 9but this may have been an illusion

jazz, dance and pop music. Sidney Bechet's

caused by the more energetic presentation.

'Inedits' [ Disques Vogue LVLX 71 30] swung

Pro-Ject 9model, made of alloy and running in

along, sweeping the listener off to the Paris

an adjustable gimbal with afive- bearing race at

Olympia with abig grin of delight, whilst the

each point of contact. Effective arm length is

To make afairer comparison between the two
decks Itransferred the more expensive

correct seating. The tonearm is the standard

Future Sound of London's ' Papua New Guinea

23omm. Manufacturer's specifications give

Translations' [ Jumpin' & Pumpin' Records, LP TOT

speed variance of +/—o.5%, and wow and flutter

52] acquired an extra level of bopability.

+/-0.08%. Dimensions are 170 x385 x330mm

The RPM 6is not the most neutral record
player Ihave heard, but it definitely ranks as one
of the most enjoyable. Ifelt that it didn't lay the
music out for your appreciation but tries (and

(hwd), and total weight is 8kg.
KEY FEATURES
Dynamic and energising sound

usually succeeds) in involving the listener in the
life and power of the music. There may be tonal

Gorgeous minimalist design

C Revealed: the AC synchronous motor

Makes listening to music fun

drives the acrylic inner platter via aflat belt

— Vnovember
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Musical Fidelity A308CR
pre-/power amplifier
Astep up from the A3o8 integrated, but is it worth the extra cost?

Also, separate power supplies are again

end stops, and therefore should not introduce
clipping distortion.

Musical Fidelity

provided for the left and right hand channels,
this time for both the pre- and the power amp.

020 8900 2866

And the pre- amp, again, has aproper inverse

does not is, of course, Musical Fidelity's 'choke

RIAA gain- stage built-in, with switchable gain for

regulated' power supplies. Choke regulation, or

moving- coil or moving- magnet cartridges.

more correctly choke filtering, works by

PRICE

fisoo ( pre)/f2400 ( power)

SUPPLIER
CONTACT

Hard on the

heels of the A3o8 integrated

The chunky aluminium extrusions at the

What this new CR' pair has that the A3o8

removing — or at least dramatically reducing —

amplifier Ireviewed in the September .ssue

sides perform aheat- sinking function on the

the harmonics created when AC is stepped down

comes the A3o8CR pre- amplifier and power

power amp, but on the pre- amp they are merely

from the mains by atransformer and rectified.

amplifier combination under scrutiny here. If you

cosmetic. Mind you, the pre- amp's power supply

The technique was commonplace in valve

read that review, there's much about this new

is fairly generous and, together with its case, the

amplifiers 5o- odd years ago, but the relatively

pre- power which will seem familiar. For instance,

total bulk and weight (2okg) make it feel more

low frequencies involved require large- value

as with the A3o8, the current- hungry power

like apower than apre- amp (indeed, it has a

inductors as well as large-value reservoir

output stage in the A3o8CR's power amplifier

claimed maximum output of 5W/ch!).

capacitors (also large in size and cost). The

Output of the power amplifier is rated at

inductors are additional bulky and heavy items

gain stages, are fed from separate voltage

250W/ch into 8ohms — asubstantial increase

(they are wound on laminated- iron cores). But

supplies to avoid interaction. Printed circuit

on the 15oW of the A3o8 integrated and more

Musical Fidelity claims that choke filtering is

board layouts are planned to avoid crosstalk

than enough for most people. It allows plenty of

actually more cost-effective than conventional

and the preceding low- current higher- voltage

and distortion and the inherently linear amplifier

headroom for playing music domestically at

power supplies because it is more effective in

circuits employ low levels of negative feedback.

virtually any volume level without reaching the

attenuating higher frequency rubbish than by
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merely using larger reservoir capacitors.

'sang' via the pre- power, with adisarmingly

simply aknockout. The Nuvista swap pointed up

natural and fluid sound — hardly like a

just how sensitive the A3o8 CR pre- power

regulators provide additional smoothing and

recording at all.(For this Iused the Musical

combination is to the source signal. James

stabilising before feeding many of the pre- and

Fidelity X-DAC with HDCD decoding.)

Taylor's voice on the title track took on amuch

As if that weren't enough, solid-state voltage

power's amplifying circuits, so choke regulation
as applied here is abelt- and- braces approach.
Writing this sonic summary has atouch of

Here was subterranean, firm, powerful bass,
precise but not overpowering, adeep, wide

more realistic warmth and bass output and
texture seemed to move up agear, with deep

soundstage and no sense of unnatural strain.

bass guitar rolling out of the speakers (notably

déjà vu about it. If Iwrote 'sounds like the A3o8

(Oh, that all recordings were this natural!) This

during ' Wanderlust') as if it had just escaped.

integrated — only better', you might feel Ihad

pointed up the differences between the pre -

abdicated responsibility by merely referring you

/power and the integrated, for the pre-/ power

Further enjoyable sessions, playing vinyl
records (AR Legend turntable and Rega arm with

to my earlier review. On the other hand, it

showed greater fluidity, definition and that

Dynavector Karat cartridge), proved the moving-

shouldn't be ahuge surprise, considering how

elusive 'quietness' between the notes where the

coil phono input to be of avery high standard,

much the two have in common.

acoustic backdrop could be heard. Bass from

being very quiet and transparent, while making

the pre- power was, as you'd expect, noticeably

the most of vinyl's unique sound.

But just how much better was perhaps alittle
surprising. Music with this pre- power
combination simply sounds better differenti-

deeper and more powerful, more organic.
Compared with the A308 integrated, the

In summing up, the A3o8CR pre- and power
amp sound clean because they do not seem to

ated, with superior definition, greater realism, a

drum rolls in ' Sacrifice' were better differentiated

add any harshness, grain, roughness, or edge.

deeper, more tangible sense of acoustic space

and more dramatic — more realistic — with

On the other hand, it's not arosy or flattering

(where appropriate) and greater dynamics.
Taking one example, and using aMusical
Fidelity Nuvista CD player (but without
comparing directly to the A3o8 integrated at this
point), Iplayed the Nigel Kennedy version of The
EMI CDC7495572]. With the A308
Four Seasons [
CR pre- and power amplifiers (playing the

If Iwrote ' sounds like the A308
integrated — only better', you might
feel Ihad abdicated responsibility...

Allegro non molto) Ifelt had rarely heard the

amazing bass control. It would be an ideal

view, and responds well to the best possible

delicate harpsichord so clearly. Often it is buried

match for speakers that need outstanding grip.

source. Paradoxically, the pre- and power are

under the weight of the other instruments, but

Indeed, bass from both amplifiers is very clean

analytical, yet also very smooth and natural.

not here. Likewise the lute, which is often simply

and avoids becoming over- blown.

inaudible beneath the dense scoring, could be

Excellent as the integrated is, when judged

Indeed Inever heard them sound unpleasant,
even with 'difficult' recordings, though the

clearly heard. Ihasten to add that this was not

overall, it sounded flat and lacklustre by

differences between discs are now much more

as aresult of some false highlighting, but by

comparison. That is how much better the pre -

vividly revealed.

virtue of the clarity and separateness of all the

and power amplifier are. Curiously, this magic

instrumental sounds, and the lack of unwanted

holds even when playing music in the

together, so they are by no means inexpensive

background at really low levels where many less

amplification. Apart from the superb build

able amplifiers would allow the sound to

quality, their sonic and musical performance is

interaction between them.
The clarity and lack of muddle was simply

The A3o8 CR pre- and power are priced at £??

obvious. Nigel's violin can sound fierce and edgy

descend into mush — and in case you think it

little short of stunning, with oodles of clarity,

in this recording — after all, his playing is simply

only works with classical music, good recordings

space, rhythm, bass texture and instrumental

vicious in parts. Now, his instrument sounded

of all sorts of music were superbly handled.

definition. It's as close as you'll find to aneutral

fiery but not fierce, rousing but not rough, nifty

Reverting to the Nuvista player, CD after CD

but never nasty. In addition, the lovely acoustic

sounded superb, with for instance, the likes of

listen to familiar recordings anew.

of the venue — St John at Hackney — was

Mark Knopfler's Sailing to Philadelphia quite

WORDS DAVE BERRIMAN

conduit anywhere and may force you to really

clearly audible. In the Presto, there was simply
no harshness or muddle, with every phase and
pulse of this difficult- to- reproduce piece well

The set: seen
here with the soon -

handled. The puzzle is that the sound is not

to- be- reviewed

overtly ' impressive'. It is as if the pre- and power

A3o8 CD player, the

amplifier were just sitting there, methodically

pre-/ power units

taking the music signal in and feeding it out

follow the A3o8

matter- of factly, 'saying' here it is — what you

integrated in

hear is what you get, nothing added and nothing

styling and

taken away. Take it or leave it. It is as if it has

construction, with

little character of its own, merely acting as a

heavy- gauge

mirror that melts chameleon- like into the

'brushed'

background. If it has acharacter at all, I'd guess

aluminium front

it might tend towards being marginally up- front

panel and large

rather than laid-back, but this depends so much

volume control,

on the signal source that it's hard to tell.

illuminated by

Making direct comparisons between the

internal LEDs

integrated and the pre- power, with the
Reference Recordings HDCD version of the
Firebird Suite [
RR 7oCD], this music simply
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Lucid Designs Quad 405 conversion
A new lease of life for your old power amp?
PRICE

£39 8

SUPPLIER

Lucid Designs

CONTACT

01287 631990

Quad built more than aoo,000 Quad
405 and 405-2 stereo power amplifiers between
1976 and 1992. Thanks to the clever 'current
dumping' circuit, the looW/ch 405 was c
ompact,
cool- running, reliable and relatively cheap (475
in 1992). The sound quality of early 4055 came in
for criticism because of too-severe current
limiting by the protection circuits, but this was
not an issue with the 405-2. However, nersonally,

Petty's " Learning to Fly", the singer's naturally

ness, and would probably have preferred it

I've always had nagging doubts about the sound

reedy tones seemed exaggerated. Percussion,

overall. The JPW speakers in use did not reveal

of current dumping, so I
was intrigued by the

though showing good timing, lacked conviction

the over- brightness noted by JG with his Naims.

Lucid Designs conversion, which effectively offers

and impact due to arather lightweight bass.

Quad 405 owners anew amplifier in the same

'Undoubtedly the Lucid Designs product does

But sadly, our host didn't agree: he missed his
own Quad's tight grip on the bass and wasn't

casework. So I
got various listeners to try Lucid's

live up to its name. Its retrieval of low level

loan unit against astandard Quad. Here's how

information is extremely impressive. On

Jonathan Gorse responded:

Fleetwood Mac's superb live set The Dance,

contentious: Ihave to give the usual warnings

'I used aChord Company Cobra 2interconnect

suficiently impressed by the gains.
Aftermarket rebuilds will always be somewhat

off-mic exchanges between the band members

that once athird party has rebuilt something, you

between my Naim Hi- Cap and the Quad power

were more clearly heard and there was none of

can't expect the original manufacturer to service

amplifiers. Istarted with the standard 405-2,

the midrange muddle experienced on the original

it, and it may lose any value it had as an 'original'

which delivered awarm and rich sound on Sean

Quad when the music became busy.

classic. But as the going price for asecondhand

Mullins's Soul's Core. The electric bass was

'Seeking achange of mood Iselected Vivaldi's

405 is only around floo-Er5o, this may not be a

powerful and extended although it lacked the grip

Four Seasons (
Academy of Ancient

big issue! Lucid Designs seems to offer an honest

and tautness of my usual NAP 250 on " Lullaby".

Music/Hogwood). The violin which opens

and conscientious job for the money asked, but

Mullins's guitar on " Twin Rocks Oregon" retained

"Winter" sounded superbly wiry on the Lucid but

regrettably Ihave to conclude that the sonic

much of its crystalline clarity and impact but

as the rest of the Academy joined the fray it was

benefits don't make it the ultimate bargain we'd

stereo focus seemed alittle woolly and it wasn't

clear the presentation lacked body. The Lucid

hoped for. Instead, it rather re-awakened our

always possible to precisely locate instruments in

really requires amore bass- heavy speaker than

admiration for Quad's original design.

space. Some coloration was apparent, an element

my Naim SBLs to balance its brightness but I

WORDS STEVE HARRIS/ JONATHAN GORSE

of grain in the mid, particularly when the mix

don't think neutrality should be achieved by

became dense.

balancing one tonal aberration against another.

'Switching to the Lucid I
was struck by a
dramatically different presentation. The Lucid

'The Quad was powerful, smooth and occasionally confused, the Lucid taut, wiry but tonally

TECHNOLOGY
Lucid Designs claims its rebuild offers higher
output into low impedance loads, lower

demonstrated alightweight delivery that bore no

bright. If Ihad to choose one to live with then it

distortion, better sound and full protection.

relation to the richer sound of the Quad. The

would be the Quad because it produced asound

The original power amplifier modules are

timing was tighter, the stereo image more clearly

which in my system at east proved more

rep'aced by Class A/B bipolar double-

defined, but there was asteely edge to vocals

enjoyable to live with on adaily basis.'

differential units using current mirrors and

and acoustic guitars. Whether Mullins was

If the Lucid failed to win over JG, how would it

constart current sources with current limiting

playing aNylon or steel-strung guitar was

fare with aLong term Quad user? I
enlisted two

into

irrelevant — it all sounded like steel. On Tom

enthusiasts (special thanks to Simon and

by asingle PCB with separate supplies for

2ohm

loads. The power supply is replaced

Charles) to try the

each channel (using the original mains

Lucid in the context of

transformer). Gold-plated phono inputs and

Charles's Quad- based

4mm output binding posts are fitted.

system. My non-Quadowning companion and
Iboth felt that the

KEY FEATURES
Completely new power amp modules

Lucid improved on the
Quad original in

Electronic output protection

several respects,
notably increased

Price includes collection/delivery in UK

detail and spacious

—eVnovember
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1. Gryphon Audio Adagio CD player

2.

Very sophisticated sound and elegant appearance.

The soundstage and imaging that you would expect

Avalon Symbol loudspeaker

2.

Resolution Audio Opus

21

CD player

Very transparent, very detailed player.

from this manufacturer but in acompact design.

Separate CD drive with fast track access.

The new mapre finish at f3795

Tremendous sound at this price. £ 2850

4. GamuT D200 dual mono power amplifier

6. Unison Research Unico R

7. Rogue Audio valve amplification

An extremely lucid and controlled sound. £ 3250

loowpc integrated valve-mosfet amplifier.

Tremendous r,ound and build quality at this price

Dual mono design. £4300

As you would expect, aremarkable sound

point. The Model 66 pre amplifie' with phono stage

5. SME Model so turntable/Series IV tonearm

from this valve amplifier manufacturer. £ 750

costs £ 1295. f
he Model 88 stereo power amplifie'

One of our best selling combinations consistently

With phono stage f8po

6owpc from matched 655o valves. £ 1495

over the last few years. Afirst class, high- end

8. Kuzma Stabi Reference turntable fzi000.

sound at an affordable price. Turntable £ 2644.

Atrue reference vinyl front-end in all respects.

Tonearm £ 1127. Cartridge shown is Transfiguration

Triplanar VI tonearm £ 3350. Clearaudio Accurate

Spirit Mk3. £950

cartridge £ 2750

•

Aloia • Avalon Acoustics • BCD • Beauhorn • Benz- Micro • Cardas • Clearaudio • Clearlight Audio RDC • conrad-johnson
Diapason • EAR/Yoshino • Final • Gamut • GRAAF • Gryphon Audio Designs • Heart • koTek • Kuzma • Lavardin • Living Voice
Lyra • Magnum Dynalab • Nordost • Nottingham Analogue • Opera • Pagode Equipment Supports • Red Rose • Resolution
Rogue Audio • SME • Shun Mook • Transfiguration • Triangle • Tri -Planar • Tube Technology • Unison Research • Wadia
niell11.1111

s
Our new premises have free and easy parking,

We have ahome evaluation sc heme for those

immediately outside the building. Conveniently

who might find this method more convenient.

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

located between Reading and Basingstoke, we are
approximately 15 minutes drive from either Junction

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

12 on the M4 or Junction 6on the M3.

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

Part exchange welcome. EÁ-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

The new unit has 2demonstration rooms, which
will make assessing our select range of prime audio
products even easier.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
Ar-, n,03
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Loth XIon Amaze speaker
A' tri axial'

Audio claims its frequency response as 50-22kHz,

speaker which is easy to drive, yet which only

and it sounds refreshingly robust for what would

starts to sing when the amplifier driving it has

Eminent Audio

be abookshelf speaker if it wasn't so deep. I

power in reserve which it may never (or rarely) be

0121 373 141{2

ended up using it on Foundations, which brought

called upon to deliver. While the Croft Cameleon

them up to the right height: Ifound they sound

was an intrinsically ideal match, every time I

best with the listener's ears just slightly below the

hooked them up to something with iooW or more

PRICE

£75o/pair

SUPPLIER
CONTACT

high- efficiency partner for low- output valve amps

Don't worry: Ihaven't suddenly acquired

level of the tweeters.
As the Ion Amazes were with me for some

ataste for high- sensitivity speakers. It's just that I

per channel, they displayed dynamic capabilities
and bass control missing with smaller amps.
This is not what either Loth Xnor Eminent

couldn't resist having astab at athird Loth X

time, Ihad achance to try them with avast range

product. Although its profile seems oddball — a

of amplifiers beyond the aforementioned low-

Audio want you to hear, because — clearly — this

Singapore- based company making freaky amps

power packages. In addition to the stunning

amp was designed for sale to customers shy of

and speakers — the brand has areputation for

McIntosh C22oo/MC2io2 pre/power, Ialso used

wattage. But don't take my word for it: if you

uncommonly good sounds; I
was blown away by

Pathos, Musical Fidelity, and Audio Analogue, all

arrange ademo, ask the retailer to hook up any

the flagship system, heard at ashow last year.

yielding much more power than the speakers

decent monster amp of the triple- digit

As for the amp I
was privileged to try — the

demand. But it's bad news for ye of the 8W/ch

persuasion. I
don't mean more expensive — just

11300 — well, that's tie stuff which dreams are

persuasion: whatever the 96dB/iw rating tells

more powerful — I'm talking about more wattage,

made of, and Ineed anew car more than I
do a

you, the Ion Amaze loves power.

not necessarily of abetter- sounding amp. Overall

single- ended triode amp hewn from solid. But the
little BS- 1speaker was aknockout, and I
just

That's not so weird when you consider that the
same applies to Wilson's System 6, another

couldn't say no to aslightly bigger sibling at only

sound quality wasn't apower- related issue. But
bass control, speed and dynamic contrasts were.
Whatever you use, the constants include a

£75o/pair. Besides, Ineeded something to

punchy forwardness which characterises horns,

partner low- power gear like the Croft Cameleon

accompanied by arich upper- bass to lower-treble
region characteristic of transmission line

and Antique Sound Labs Wave AV8.
At aclaimed 96dB/iW, the Ion Amaze was an

speakers; I
was actually reminded of an old

obvious choice. (Who comes up witii these daft

favourite, the stunning and collectable IMF Super

names? I
thought Frank Herbert was dead.)

Compact. Added to this is awonderful sense of

Enhancing its easy driveability is asane load of 8

scale, the Ion Amaze sounding gigantic with

ohms. Like other Loth Xproducts, it uses adriver

orchestral works, in particular some Bernard

made in-house, afull- range crossoverless tri axial

Hermann soundtracks and that of Glory,

design, which Isuppose means it's athree-way.(l

suggesting that five of these would make a

erroneously dubbed it atwo-way in my review o'

helluva surround sound system for not awhole

the Croft Cameleon.) This measures 6in across,

lot of money. The shape of the soundstage was

including chassis, and effectively, it's a4.5-5in

ultra- wide — aGood Thing — but with only

diameter speaker. Its paper cones are treated

medium front- to- back depth. As abonus to

with aspecial proprietary coating which was

garage door fans, though, it also offers surpris-

initially so toxic that it almost cost the designer

ingly convincing height.

his teeth. Ah, the price of audiophile bliss!
Fitted to aslimline and compact enclosure —
400 x305 xzoomm (hwd) — the dryer resides

Downsides? At this price, what's there gives no
reason to grumble, but Ihave to say that the Ion
Amaze shows aslight lack of finesse and

above afront- firing slot. As it turns out, the Ion

refinement. Regardless of the amplifier or source,

Amaze is not ahorn, as Loth Xfans would

the Ion Amaze has aslightly thick sound, tending

suspect, but ahybrid like its kid sis:er: oart-horn,

to coarseness if it suspects that the amp is

part- transmission line. This explains the

working hard — hence the benefits of more

unfeasibly satisfying amounts of bass; Eminent

power. Whether or not you'd find this debilitating
depends on your musical diet. Dense, layered
works suffered little; lean, acappella material,
small acoustic ensembles and spoken word discs
will reveal alack of polish.
But, as with the BSI, if you're hot for horns
and haven't the space, Loth Xdoes it again. What
it lacks in grace it makes up for with excitement.

Put more

So here's another one for anyone who covets a

power in here

Morgan +8over an Audi 7 or Kat Slater over

and you'll feel

Gwyneth Paltrow. In other words: rock on.

the benefit!

WORDS KEN KESSLER
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Marantz
DV8300
universal player
This ' all- in- one' DVD-A/SACD
player gets its first full lab test
WORDS & LAD MEASUREMENTS PAUL MILLER

PRICE

£1500

SUPPLIER

Marantz UK Ltd

CONTACT

01753 68o868

E

arlier this year Denon and Marantz were
consolidated as D&M Holdings Inc, succeeding
Marantz as a publicly-traded company on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange. This new company is split 70/30
between
Denon
and
Marantz
shareholders
respectively, giving Ripplewood Holdings LLC (which
currently owns 98% of Denon) a 68.6% share and
Royal Philips Electronics (Philips) a14.7% stake.
Now, before you think you've accidentally dipped
into an accountancy magazine, I've used these figures
to illustrate the fact that Marantz is now less inclined to
toe the party line over SACD. So, while it'll be some
time before Philips entertains the notion of DVDAudio, Marantz now has afreer hand to mix 'n' match
its high-resolution technologies. At £ 1500, this

iiiraeaureetwaltx

SRCO/DVD PLAYER

universal SACD/DVD-A player is just the first
example of Marantz's altered priorities, a player
clearly ' inspired' by Pioneer's £900 DV-747
[reviewed in HFN, April '02]. The DV8300 includes
decoders for Dolby Digital, DTS and MPEG
compressed audio standards with the same 12-bit
video encoder and Progressive Scan converter used
in the Pioneer model. Marantz has also applied,
paid for and received aTHX Select specification for
its first universal model, adding to the complement
of badges that litter its slim but substantial front
panel. These are joined by the basic track access
facilities, with everything else diverted to the
RC8300DV remote.
Around the back of the player, we find two
SCART, composite and single S-Video and
component video outputs. The digital outputs,
meanwhile, will support encoded DD/DTS/MPEG
bitstreams plus 96kHz S/PDIF data with
appropriate software.
Historically, although the mechanical characteristics of DVD and SACD discs are identical,
political rivalry has kept the formats apart. Both
discs use the same substrate, the same groove pitch
and length and offer the same data capacity, even
though the nature and packing of DVD-A and
SACD data is completely different. Truly universal,
dual-laser transport solutions are thin on the
ground, which probably explains why the DV8300
uses Pioneer's VWS1470 DVDM assembly with its
DVD, DVD-A and MPEG video decoders
included. Both players accept DVD, DVD-R,
DVD-A and SACD software without compromising
compatibility with older CD, CD-R and CD-RW
(including MP3) discs. Neither HDCD nor D'TS
24/96 formats are supported, however.
Once the data is stripped off the respective discs,
it is separated and decoded according to type.
Individual decoders are employed for DVD-A and
SACD, the latter provided by Sony, while DVD-A
data has afurther processing block to accommodate
the various bass management and delay facilities
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labtestDVD-A

O At the back:
two SCARTs,
composite and
single S- Video
and component
video outputs are
provided

The DV- 8300
uses Pioneer's
proven duallaser transport

SACD player

that are unavailable to SACD. For more general
information on bass management, please turn to my
three-way AV processor test on page 20.
Anyway, these features are accessed via agraphical
OSD that also provides -I-1-6dB worth of level
adjustment for each (DVD) channel. Do remember
that, with this model, listening tests are complicated by
the fact that its SACD output is uniformly 3dB lower
than its CD/DVD-A cousins (
ie, 1V instead of 2V).
I have provided a screenshot of the speaker
configuration page from Marantz's setup menu which
offers other options for the digital output and preferred
SACD playback mode (two-channel or five-channel).
Other pages deal with the video aspect ratio, interlaced
or progressive component video output and a
comprehensive video adjustment covering both chroma
and luminance noise reduction, sharpness, black/white
levels, gamma, hue and chroma level and delay.
The videophile is evidently well catered for while,
back in the audio domain, Marantz claims to be using a
192kHz/24-bit DAC for the front channels with
961(Hz/24-bit converters for centre, sub and rear. In fact,
the DV8300 is equipped with three CS4392 DACs from
Crystal, as is Pioneer's DV-747A. These chips offer
compatibility with 192kHz PCM and DSD data,
allowing the two formats to converge before being
filtered and buffered via a series of Marantz's
proprietary HDAM op-amp modules. It's here, along
with judicious use of Cerafine and Silmic capacitors, a
beefed-up power supply and copper-coloured (steel)
metalwork that Marantz can exercise more than alittle
of its own flair.

PERFORMANCE
Although the DV8300 arrived after our group test of
DVD-A/SACD players published last month, and was
delayed still further by the first sample proving faulty, a
second sample was eventually auditioned under the
same conditions and with the same software as before.
Incidentally, the graphs printed along with the lab
report are scaled and colour-coded to match those from
the group test, assisting any comparisons.
Our listening preceded the lab work, so it was with
some puzzlement that the panelists reported hearing a
very consistent sound regardless of the CD, DVD-A or
SACD format in play.
The Ryan Adams CD encapsulated the performance
we were to experience over the next few hours, for while
the uncomplicated quality of the banjo and positive,
well-miked vocals sounded open, lucid and solidly
positioned, this subtle, delicate touch was steadily
crushed by the mounting density of the music.
The vocalist on Nickel Creek's 'The Hand Song' had
aslight bloom to her voice while the bass lacked the big,
flowing quality we had expected. One listener suggested
that 'the fun and energy of the track was lost' as the
player struggled for detail, grasping for the richness in
her voice, the percussive edge of the guitar and the
power of the bass line, which seemed strangely subdued.
'Rvo-channel SACD certainly enjoys the warm, easygoing perspective of better players, but there's still a
diffuse quality to its presentation. The elegant 'Ne Me
—IVnovember
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labtest DVD-A/SACD player
Quitte Pas' from Barb Jungr's Space in Between was
tonally well balanced, but also lacked astrong central
image, diluting the passion, and the foreboding
atmosphere this helps create, if not the basic
articulation of the vocals themselves.
1Wo-channel DVD-A fared similarly with the raw
quality of Sandy Dillon's 'Blue' sounding, well, rather
less 'raw' than we had previously imagined.
To some extent, issues of stereo focus are overtaken
by the steering of multi-channel audio where, for
example, vocals are reinforced by a dedicated centre
channel. So, Natalie Merchant's 'Beloved Wife' on
DVD-A certainly possessed abit more energy and drive
while benefiting from the targeted imaging of six
discrete channels. Nevertheless there's no escaping
what was described as its ' instrumental muddling' as the
intensity of the music develops. This smoothness,
compression or muddling is equally apparent with

turn out to be ajack of all trades, but

master of none. This was certainly
my view of Pioneer's DV-747,
although its second generation, and
substantially
more
affordable
universal player, the DV-656A
[reviewed last month], proved to be
a more successful all-rounder.
Perhaps this is to be expected as
lessons are learned in the 'early days'
of new, mixed technologies when
manufacturers are faced with a

multi-channel SACD choices like David Bridie's 'Sad'
which simply did not sound as atmospheric, or as
'spooky' as we know to be possible.
Clearly there is no disputing the sheer versatility of
the DV8300 nor the attraction of its neat, one-stop
solution. But while its music remains perfectly
intelligible, it still lacks that invigorating sparkle and
insight regularly achieved by ostensibly less ambitious,
high-resolution players. Of course, one of the
difficulties in engineering aproduct that purports to be
all things to all enthusiasts is that it may just as easily

O Inside, HDAM
modules (top),
and chunky
remote ( above)

limited choice of third-party building blocks. So, while
Marantz is to be applauded for tackling this project
ahead of its competitors, the DV8300 still offers little
advantage over Pioneer's first generation effort.

LAB REPORT
In all important respects, the performance of the
DV-83oo is dominated by the choice of CS4392
DACs for each of its front, centre, rear and sub
channels. Typically, the DV8300 is at its best
with CD, achieving alow 0.0009% distortion at
its 2.0V peak output through the midband,
falling even lower to 0.0004% from -6dBFs to
-iodBFs (ref ikHz) and increasing to <2% at
-9odBFs with dithered signals.
Fig 2 shows there's no appreciable difference
in distortion or dynamic range between CD,
SACD or DVD-A, although only CD (red trace)
does not suffer the interference patterns visible
about the base of the ikHz signal.
Distortion is higher at the frequency

be compared with those
last month but most
closely mirrors that of the
Pioneer DV-747 [April ' oz]
while the 3D plot [ Fig 4]

11111111111011•11

a

highlights this rush of
noise most graphically.
The last products to

a

Eel

•

issue such noise were CD
players from Roksan and Arcam, to name but
two, which used the PCM17to DAC from BurrBrown. These players were highly amplifierdependent and I've no doubt the DV8300 will be
similarly fussy.
More important, perhaps, is the repercussion

(7.6dB/8okitz and -16.3dB/tookHz).
The jitter plot [ Fig 1] is nigh- on identical to
Pioneer's player at 625psec and also shows the
same uncorrelated or noise- like jitter that
mirrors the peak itself. Often, this is due to a
common audio/video master clock - a
situation never encountered in dedicated CD or

extremes, however, at 0.006% (2oHz) and
0.045% (zokHz). Thereafter, distortion
harmonics are rapidly submerged under the

of this noise on Marantz's own internal HDAM
op- amps, an area of its design that differs from
Pioneer's DV 747. Perhaps as aresult, the to7dB

SACD players.

excess of ultrasonic requantisation noise,

A-wtd S/N ratio is afew dB behind the Pioneer

normally evident with SACD, but also present
here with CD and DVD-A replay at just -5odB to
-65dB below full output up to tookHz. Fig 3may

while the response, which is dependent on filter
design, is slightly flatter with DVD-A (-1.7dB at
80kHz) but more rolled-off with SACO signals

•To view afull QC Suite report on each of the
players mentioned, including additional
embedded graphics, HFN readers are invited to
visit www.milleraudioresearch.com
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Classé CP65 pre- amplifier
and CA201 power amplifier
With new distribution in place and acomplete new range,
this well-known Canadian high- end brand is back in the UK
WORDS & LAB MEASUREMENTS MARTIN COLLOMS

PRICE

£4799 (CP65)/£3195 (CA2o1)

SUPPLIER

B&W Loudspeakers

CONTACT

01903 750750

This review pairin gserves to introduce

the new UK distributor for Classé products, B&W
Loudspeakers, who now look after the electronics of
this long-established Canadian company. For this
review a representative 200W per channel stereo
amplifier, the CA201, has been paired with its upmarket
CP65 line pre-amplifier. The CP65 is also aimed at
partnering more costly designs such as the 350
monoblocks and the like.
Taking the CP65 pre-amp first, this two-box design is
distinguished by a separate power supply, which has
sufficient capacity to drive another component such as a
processor. Its removal from the pre-amp box avoids any
question of whether supply hum or vibration could
intrude on the performance.
Like its brother pre-amps — the junior CP47.5 and
the top of the line Omega — the circuitry is fully
balanced from input to output, providing a good
measure of universal operation. They also have solidstate circuitry in common, which combines the best

easy to use and has control switches to select between
stereo and mono operation as well as balanced and SE
input connection. Such selection is always made in the
'power off' state.
It also offers the 12-volt control loop control facility
to automatically power up in automated systems such as
ahome cinema installation. Rated for loads down to 4
ohm, it is specified at 2x200W 8ohm output, which is
then doubled into 4ohm loads.
Supply input is via adetachable IEC line cord. WBT
mid-line connections allow for avariety of speaker cable
terminations. It is priced at f.3000.
This stereo chassis has deeply finned heatsinks to the
sides and stays quite cool even under heavy drive.
Designed as fully-balanced from input to output, it has
ahighly symmetric topology, but do note that acommon
ground connection must not be used at the output,
whether for test or used with aheadphone or speaker
switch box. Such balanced output amplifiers achieve
high power from more modest supply rails.
Classé is also a known exponent of the multiplecapacitor, distributed power reservoir approach. This
means adistribution of smaller capacitors work together
to provide afaster equivalent of asingle large capacitor.
The 201 offers afurther operational mode — as a

features of transistor and FET characteristics, and helps
balance their sound signatures to deliver a neutral
result.

monoblock of 400W per channel rating which is useful
where less sensitive loads of 8ohm or better average

The CP65 is a versatile line-level control unit
equipped with afull-function, remote-control handset,
hewn out of a milled billet. With a wide range, high
resolution volume control — typically 05 dB steps —
the inputs may be user-programmed for sensitivity and
source identity via amenu selection.

impedance are involved. The ' mono' bridged
configurations do provide much more output voltage to
drive the load, but conversely, the output load driving
current capacity is not increased to go with the voltage.
The circuitry employs amixture of MOSFET1 allied
to powerful bi-polar output transistors, said to help

A unity gain setting allows astraight connection for a
cinema processor mode, to partner, for example, the
Classé SSP30. The electronic display provides aclear

achieve atonal balance free from device signatures.

SOUND QUALITY

numeric readout of input and level, while the nicely-

For these sessions Iused Tannoy TD12, Quad ESL-63

weighted Volume knob is an endless rotary encoder
type.

and Wilson 7 loudspeakers. Reference pre-amplifiers
included the Krell KCS, the Conrad-Johnson ART and
the original Audio Synthesis Passion Passive. CD

Inputs and outputs comprise afull line of XLR and
gold-plated phono sockets, while the umbilical to the
supply box is via a locking multi-pole connector;
however, the cable could have been just that bit longer
46 november 2002

to aid its remote location.
The well-finished CA201 stereo power amplifier is

e

sources included the Naim CDS II and Marantz CD-7.
Cables included balanced van den Hul The Second and
Transparent XL series for interconnection and speaker

11.111111111
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duty. Reference power amps included the Krell FPB
400cx and Naim NAP 250.
I found the electronic volume control worked
smoothly, with good resolution. The user interface is
fine and there is negligible step noise. Checking out the
alternatives of single-ended and balanced input and
output, Ifound good consistency amongst the various
combinations, which is apromising result.
Assessed as an independent audio component, the
CP65 did well in the listening tests, showing a fullbodied sound, which was well balanced, strong and
extended through the low frequencies, well resolved
throughout and with revealing and rewarding stereo
images. Its almost creamy texture was particularly
appreciated, with an even, near-grainless character
present throughout. The nicely dynamic bass lent afine
foundation to the midrange where resolution was such
that a deep, clear and spacious soundstage could be
recreated.
Entering the audiophile class for definition, for
example on clarity and separation of voices in choral
sections, it also showed better than average dynamics
and rhythm.
At this price level we have aright to expect alinelevel controller to be a convenient switchboard to
interface sources and amplifiers, to provide
accurate, repeatable control of loudness and yet
preserve signal quality. In the listening tests this low
noise pre-amplifier showed all the right signs without
sounding significantly contrived or mechanical. Over
the sessions, the subjective score levelled out at 35.
Extended listening showed the CA201 power
amplifier to be essentially easy on the ears,
even unobtrusive. It got on with the job
in a cool and considered manner,
free from stress at any listening
level, and also stable with
the
several
loudspeaker loads

we tried. With the matching CP65 pre-amplifier, the
pairing showed some synergy with aflowing, even tonal
quality and a tempo — an advance in earlier Classé
amplifier generations, which were to my ears more
downbeat than usual.
Assessed as an independent component, the power
amplifier demonstrated a number of interesting and
clearly identifiable traits. Some of these unfortunately
detracted from its accuracy and neutrality.
Via the balanced input connection — and the
sound of the single-ended terminal proved
quite similar in this test — there was
modest error in tonal balance
amounting to thickening of
texture
and
excess
richness in the
lower

Nagra VPA
vacuum tube
power amplifier

R.T. Services
Oxfordshire OX11 ] TG
United Kingdom
Phone 1012351 810455
Fax ( 012351 810324
info@rtsaudio.co.uk

Nagravision SA
Route de Genève 22
CH- 1033 Cheseaux
Switzerland
Phone + 41 21 732 0101
Fax + 41 21 732 0100
www.nagra.com
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with abenign low-order distortion, plus versatile input,
stereo/mono mode and power-up facilities. There was
nothing obviously wrong with the sound, but the
the overall mid-balance on the ' rounded' side. While the
moderate coloration and rather laid-back, almost muted
bass was satisfactorily extended, it lacked some of that
approach to musical performance for me failed to raise
vital sense of propulsion and percussive attack. With less
sufficient musical spirit. But do try
grip than usual, it was not particularly good at tune
it for yourself.
playing in the bass.
Unquestionably, the CP65 was a
The high frequency range was good in the sense of
fine pre-amplifier, which it should
being unobtrusive, but having said that, it wasn't
be at the price, but does at least
particularly explicit or well resolved.
the
manufacturer's
Image depth and focus precision were rated only a justify
advertising boasts. In addition to its
little above average and the low-level resolution, microclean clear and neutral character,
detail was also unexceptional. Ultimately, the overall
its flawless results on the test bench
effect was of significant blandness with just satisfactory
bode well for a consistently good
listener involvement and rhythm. For this half of the
sound quality in arange of systems.
pairing, the sound quality score of 19 was unimpressive
Universal, balanced and SE
for its class, despite the use of fine cable, agood power
working is awelcome feature while
line and aFinite Elemente sound table.
the control electronics have been
well worked out from the matching of input sensitivities.
CONCLUSION
through sources, to named assigning of inputs and the
The genial, self-effacing CA201 is hard to sum up. It is
sequenced power-up capability. Add in the highly
well priced in terms of its technical performance,
accurate high resolution and very wide dynamic range
proving very capable on 4-8 ohm speaker loads, but not
electronic volume control, and asolid recommendation
the most severe 4ohm examples. The lab results were
is assured for the CP65.
exemplary for this well-sorted design, excellently stable
midrange, almost a 'plummy' quality. The upper mid
region was slightly thin and 'pinched', but this still left

() CAzoi pack
panel: balanced
and unbalanced
inputs, double
speaker soc kets

LAB REPORT
for peak current is in agreement with this at ±21A.

CLASSÉ CP65 PRE-AMPLIFIER

indicated ' 38' on the display. Output impedance

This product sailed through the lab tests
(essentially done in SE mode). It showed ahighly

was 52 ohm for effortless cable and load drive

Power bandwidth was very good and the amplifier

while the input presents an easy load at 27k ohm.

was mechanically silent in operation.

linear performance with a ` DC to light' bandwidth
by audio standards at least. At IHF rated levels

Frequency response was very wide and ruler flat,
with benign low- order distortion components.

over the frequency range, typically around o.cn%

the distortion was typically —88dB or approaching

Taken overall, it was pretty faultless. So in case

at low and mid frequencies, and better than 0.07%

0.0035%, shading alittle to 0.033% at 2okHz. But

you were wondering, we felt that graphs showing

at high frequencies. High frequency

this was of little consequence, as shown in the

flat lines were pointless for such an accurate

intermodulation was particularly good, at better

excellent high- frequency intermodulation

product'

than loodB down throughout.

CLASSÉ CA201 POWER AMPLIFIER

Channel separation was very good, as were
signal-to-noise ratios under all weightings and

performance, with aminiscule —95.2dB of
difference tone distortion.

Distortion was negligible at all powers and

The CA2o1 performed very well in the lab.

levels. Channel balance showed alittle more eiror

to-noise ratio 86.5dB IHF CCIR [ 11(Hz], also

Unconditionally stable into virtually any load, its

than usual at 0.39d13. though not enough to cause

95.8dBA and finally 88dB unweighted, the latter

low output impedance aids compatibility and will
not affect the matching equation. Singly- driven, 8

concern. Input impedance represents an easy load

This line- only controller showed afine signal-

revealing the very low hum levels. From the main
output, the DC offsets were satisfactorily low at

ohm power was typically 285W, and 265W both

and in balanced mode 97mV sufficed for 1W
output, 1.8 volt for full power. Output impedance

1.o/o. 9mV, L/R, and abit higher via the tape

channes driven. For 4ohm loads, with both driven

remained less than 0.05 ohm, 2oHz ta 2okHz. DC

output, 1.6 and 4.8mV. Input overload was good

Igot 2x58oW — apretty serious performance for

for an electronic volume control at 6V. Maximum

the price and size.

offset was negligible at 1.7/3.1mV, UR. Avery
good frequency response was obtained,
essentially unlimited at low frequencies, —o.5dB

Deliberately current- limited for sub- 4ohm

output was 6.7V (doubled in balance mode),
enough to drive any power amplifier but not to

loads, power dropped with a2ohm load, reading

down at 21.4kHz and —3dB at 6o.5kHz. Protection

studio desk levels.

440W peak programme, abit less than the 4ohm

is by current limit and fuses.
Comparing the distortion spectra, mid- band,

result. For the very best results 4to 8ohm

Channel balance was excellent, o.000tcIB at
full gain and better than o.o8dB over a6odB

speakers are preferred, but those with a3.5 ohm

for the amplifier at 1W [ see graph] with that at

volume control range. Volume resolution was in

minimum and less should be avoided. The figure

200W, the lower level showed abenign tube- like
monotonic decay of harmonics with

fine o.5dB steps at high volume levels,
coarsening to 1.8dB at about 6odB
attenuation, 3.5dB by —7odB, 5dB at
—8o, and 12dB steps at 9odB. This is
normal for the type. The control had
15dB steps at the lowest part of the
range — essentially inaudible — going

o

frequency — ignore the 5oHz residuals
— and at alow level. By 20oW the

dBr
-zo

circuit was working harder and awider

-40

bandwidth of harmonics was present
though it must be said that they were
very small, and quite evenly matched

-6o
-80

for even and odd components.

on to adeep 115dB attenuation, well
into the noise floor. This is avery
practical performance.
The amplifier provided 26dB of gain
or 20 times, and the unity gain setting
for 'direct' through connection is

Overall this was avery good result.

-100

120

This performance was matched by an
o

3

4

5

6

7

ro
8
9
frequency (kHz)

0 Classé CAzoi: distortion, rVil at 1101z

excellent result for high frequency
intermodulation, 19.5 and 2o.5kHz,
mixed 1:1.
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Speakers for the floor. Six of them. We listen to and measure
the latest in the £550 to £1300 market sector
WORDS ALVIN GOLD
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LAB TEST DAVID BERRIMAN

PICTURES TONY PETCH
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Free-standing column

speakers have
become something of acliché. From the day that the
Mission 753 reinvented the type two decades ago, they
have become astaple of the industry. Their popularity
stems from the fact that they're big enough to deliver
real bass but, with a restrained width and (usually)
depth. they take up no more living-room real-estate
ALVIN GOLD
has an unrivalled
knowledge of
today's hi-fi
products and is
one of the most
respected experts
in the field

than acompact speaker on astand.
Of course the design of the floorstanding speaker
has not stood still, and the six assembled here present
avariety of approaches. We have two-way and threeway speakers speakers with conventional radiation
patterns, and a near-omnidirectional model (a socalled Omnipolar design from Mirage). One has a
coaxial driver which in effect behaves as apoint source
(the
equipped KEF). There is amodel with a
ribbon tweeter, one with aside-firing bass driver, and
at least one model with atweeter that extends far into
the region above 20kHz, the preserve of the new high
resolution media, and the odd passing bat.
For all the variety, there are common factors too.
These are all avowedly general purpose speakers that
should be at home with any kind of music, and they are
nominally full bandwidth designs which cover the
entire audio band, leaving out the odd half octave that
is only plugged with much larger speakers or a
subwoofer. Finally, they can all perform at what might
be called realistic sound pressure levels in domestically
scaled surroundings. Welcome to this test of mid-price
floorstanding loudspeakers.
We included ablind listening test element using a
panel of experienced listeners. Speakers were
auditioned with their identities concealed by
acoustically-transparent but visually-opaque curtains,
and running orders were randomised in repeat
presentations, with volume levels normalised between
presentations. The panel test sessions were in addition
to my own more extended sighted tests, using awider
range of music and partnering equipment.

ELAC 512 JET
Standing 965mm tall, and with a 200mm x 2.35mm
cross-section, there is some interesting technology
under the skin — or under the baffle covers. The
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large-area folded ribbon-tweeter boasts a bandwidth
extended up to 30kHz (no limits specified), though the
512's published frequency response is even more
impressive — or boastful? — at 30Hz-35kHz. The
180mm cone (dish?) mid/bass unit, which takes over
below 2.8kHz, has a new suspension that allows it a
longer throw, enabling it to work comfortably at
higher levels. The enclosure is internally reinforced
and rear vented, somewhat in contradiction to its
voicing, which is such that near-wall positioning works
rather well. Power handling is officially 250W, and
sensitivity amodest 87c113/2.83V/lm (85dB in the lab
tests), but note that this is a4 ohm load which may
make some amplifiers run warmer than usual
Component quality has always been apriority with
Elac, from the well-endowed rare-earth magnet
structures in the JET tweeters to the use of silver
internal
wiring,
audiophile
grade
crossover
components (
MKP capacitors for example) and gasflowed ports. The system is bi-wirable, and is available
in cherry veneer or an anthracite lacquer. The base is
designed to be mass loaded with sand.
Perhaps something is lost in the translation when
Elac claims that the 512 is 'designed to compete
acoustically with much larger speakers', while being
'especially suitable for placing in normal living spaces'.
What they probably meant to suggest is that the 512 is
designed for those looking for a little more warmth
and scale than is provided by some of Blac's other
models, which are often rather clinical in their voicing.
Whatever the intentions, the Elac is quite different
from the crowd. It is amuch more analytical animal
than the others in the group, to the extent of there
being some edgy overtones, which are apparent with
female voice - Mary Coughlan's 'Love For Sale'
sounded less smoky, ITIOre pedestrian and deliberately
articulated than usual. But this same track showed that
the bass is unusually well extended for asystem this
size. There was complete unanimity from the panel on
these basic points too, and this is a speaker whose
performance seems largely determined by its technical
performance — not always the case with loudspeakers.
Well perhaps not quite. Nothing in the numbers
quite explains the tidy, propulsive and rhythmic ability
november
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O Ribbon tweeter lurks behind vent

O Ceramic dome tweeter and coated driver

O Flared reflex port nestles beneath Uni Q

If you set aside the unusually sharp finish, the
512 JET is adeceptively conventional-looking

Although no taller than the other loudspeakers
in this group, the Infinity Kappa 400 is an
extremely deep and heavy design that achieves

The magnetically-shielded Q7 is the part of the
newly revised Qseries, taking its place as the

rectangular design, though the game is given
away when the front covers are removed.
Hidden behind is adished aluminium sandwich
cone that has become almost atrademark of
the brand, and the equally distinctive slatted
cover of aJET ribbon tweeter, aderivative of
the Heil's classy Air Motion Transformer.
PANEL PARTNERS
Equipment
used for the
panel tests
included a
Denon DVD3800 as a
surrogate CD
player, TAG
McLaren
DPA32R preamplifier and
250M E
monoblock
power amps,
wired with
Norc ost
Quattro Fil
interconnects
and SPM
Reference
speaker cables

its narrow frontage by repositioning the main
bass unit onto the side panel. Given also that
the Kappa tioo is packaged in furniture-grade
real wood veneers of maple, cherry or black
ash, and that it is afull three-way system, it
provides alot of loudspeaker for the monec

of this loudspeaker, or its sharp, precise imaging which
is nevertheless a little lacking in scale. Timing and
speed are very good, but despite the impressive bass
extension the sound has alean quality that can make
music seem rather cold at times. A good speaker
overall, but one that needs careful system matching if it
is not to sound uncommunicative, even sterile.

INFINITY KAPPA koo
The Kappa 400's vital statistics are 850 x220 x410mm
rhwd), and a back-breaking 29kg. The baffle which
slants back at 5° and the widely radiused edges are
clearly not the marks of inexpensive construction
techniques. The slant reduces the number of parallel
internal surfaces, and time aligns the system from a
normal listening position (by contrast KEF's UniQ is
time-aligned from any listening position), though this is
negated somewhat by its short stature. Overall though,
this is alot of loudspeaker for the money.
A proprietary technology that is used in all three
drive units is CMMD, which stands for the Ceramic
Metal Matrix Diaphragm, claimed to be stiff, light,
well-damped and resistant to resonances. This sounds
highly desirable and probably is in the context of a
three-way design where each driver covers a relatively
narrow frequency bandwidth, but it's worth noting that
there is more than one way of addressing cone
resonances. Some deliberately exploit them, for
example to reduce the cone radiating area at higher
frequencies, maintaining dispersion where directivity
would otherwise become too narrow.
An unusual, though not unique, design feature
concerns the bass drivers, which are set into the side
panels (facing each other was better in the test set-up,
but the choice is the user's), towards the base and the
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largest and most costly model in arange
distinguished by UniQcoincident source
drivers. The original white paper was published
in 1995, and the technology has gone through
anumber of iterations during which its
performance has been racked up; this model
takes full advantage of new changes made.

back of the enclosure. There are two major benefits,
one of which is a narrower baffle, just enough to
accommodate the 170mm midrange unit, which plugs
the gap between 125Hz and 2kHz. The other is that the
interface with the floor is ' known', which should allow
amore predictable and consistent bass performance.
This speaker was designed by Robin Marshall,
famous in past years for his involvement with
Mordaunt-Short, Monitor Audio, Spendor, Mission
and others, and his efforts here seem to have propelled
Infinity speakers into the mainstream — almost. This is
aclean, expressive and communicative design, with the
minor treble peak identified in the measurements also
audible on test, and in the panel sessions. This failed to
attract any real criticisms, however, and overall this
speaker seems notable for its unobtrusive clarity across
the whole of the audio spectrum. The bass is generous
with atrace of excess warmth, and the midband is clean
and natural, with ahint of distance by the standards of
some of the other models, the Elac especially. In short,
this is an excellent all-rounder, detailed and full, with
relatively natural timbre, fairly strong dynamics and
decent timing. The only residual criticism concerns a
hint of dynamic compression: the sound becomes a
little flatter dynamically at very high volume levels.
The bottom line is that although the Kappa 400
doesn't really excel in particular areas, it does
everything at least reasonably well, and this plus the
competitive pricing makes it astrong contender.

KEFQj
The current generation KEF UniQ driver is a
smoother, more accurate performer than before, while
retaining the special advantages of the breed, namely a
smoother off-axis response, especially around the
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O One of this speaker's two tweeters

0 Shaped baffle supports three drivers

0 Ultrasound courtesy of supertweeter

Omnipolar is the name of the game with the
Mirage OM series, of which the 0M-9 is the
smallest floorstander in arange of three. A
two-way design equipped with two tweeters

Although by far the most affordable of the six,
the m53 doesn't betray the fact in any obvious
way. Although the veneered enclosure is

Tannoy introduced Eyris late last year as its
new mainstream range, of which the Eyris 2is

fundamentally arectangular shape, it uses

the smaller of two floorstanders, ascaled down
version of the Eyris 3. Differences are

and two bass/midrange drivers, the 0M-9
consists of two two-way systems mounted
back to back on opposing faces of ashallow

Mission's proprietary transverse folded
construction to improve stability of the panels,
with extensive internal bracing, and atwo-layer
baffle, 38mm thick, with moulded cover
smooth rounded in both Manes.

predictable: aslimmer, slightly shorter
enclosure, slightly less sensitivity and power
handling, less extended LF bandwiath and
more attractive pricing. But the essentiat
attributes of the senior Eyris 3are retained.

top section, giving abroad dispersion that is
approaching omnidirectional.

crossover region, and superior time alignment, which
should translate into more stable, accurate imagery.
This is athree-way, twin-vented bass reflex system,
with a 160mm UniQ driver covering the entire audio
band above 120Hz — the treble crossover is at 2.7kHz
— supplemented by aB169 'racetrack' LF driver, the
oval shape allowing anarrower front baffle. This unit
has the radiating area of a 200mm driver, and the
minor axis of a 150mm unit. The enclosure is finished
in agood quality vinyl wrap, and the complex shape,
which includes afaired ' pod' to accommodate the UniQ driver, virtually eliminates parallel surfaces. The
curved side panels increase stiffness, which is further
enhanced by internal bracing.
The system measures 950 x260 x350mm (hwd) and
tips the scales at amodest 17kg. The small front vent
was plugged with the foam plug provided, but the rear
vent, which is shaped to mimic the B169, was left
unplugged, which yielded a more open, airy bass,
helping the sound 'breathe' better in large scale
orchestral recordings.
Over the years, UniQ has sometimes seemed to
cause as many problems as it solved, but the Q7 marks
what might be its coming of age. In this model (and
other models in the range I've auditioned recently),
treble quality is on a par with other respectable
speakers, without the dull, somewhat edgy sound of
some previous iterations. It still lags somewhat in
crispness and focus, but it holds up off-axis in away
that more conventional speakers simply can't manage.
The idea of a listening 'sweet spot' is a foreign
concept to the 07, and the Q7 sounds if anything
slightly smoother off-axis than on. Even when you are
listening as much as 45° off-axis, the Q7 is capable of
generating a convincing soundstage centred between

the speakers. Perhaps more important than this is, it
drives the room well, as room reflections are generated
by the well- integrated, off-axis behaviour of the
speaker. This perhaps is a factor in the 07's easy,
relaxed and generally natural — lazy according to one
panellist — sound quality. The 07 is also arespectable
performer in the bass, though not as generously
extended as the specifications imply.
While it lacks the weight and power of the Infinity
and one or two others, it is tidy, clean and well

VOTIMG EARS
The blind
listening panel
consisted of
Alan O'Rourke
(of Ruatk),
Stephen N Harris
(AudioPlus) and
Andrew Harrison
(HiFi News)

integrated, and the KEF Q7 remains tuneful and
propulsive down to the lowest frequencies. Any
tendency to lushness, which is apossible criticism, can
be addressed with the foam bungs, but as suggested
earlier, this is at the expense of air and space: the
sound becomes alittle boxier.

MIRAGE 0M-9
Mirage's Omnipollar' dispersion pattern requires the
duplication of drive units, a feature that sets this
speaker apart from most others. One of the 0M-9's
two drive unit pairs is mounted on the front. and the
other on the shallow, slanted back panel which is also
home to bi-wire speaker terminals and areflex port. A
very low ( 1.9kHz) crossover is also consistent with this
design aim, as the titanium dome tweeter takes over
the reins before the 165mm bass units have the
opportunity to become too directional.
The 0M-9 measures 1111 x 294 x 307mm (hwd).
The shape is unusual, but well balanced and attractive;
however, it is hard to avoid concluding that its bulk
makes it more intrusive domestically than most of the
others. The system is finished in achoice of cherry or
an impressive high gloss black.
The 0M-9 was amixed bag on audition, but on the
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n axis response (first graph) was
commendably flat through the mid and lower treble,
with just abroad peak at around Lo-17kHz (which
could be audible as acrispening of extreme treble
sounds due to emphasis of harmonics). Off- axis
curves were also very smooth, except below- axis; but
this should not be an issue, as the more crucial
above- axis response was very even. Impedance
minima were 3.6 ohm at i8oHz and 5.3 ohm at 3.2
kHz, which neatly qualify it as a4ohm speaker. The
43Hz dip corresponds to the reflex port tuning. Bass
extended nicely down to 28Hz — remarkable for a
compact design — without sacrificing too much in
the way of sensitivity, so that 85dB figure, though
slightly below average these days, is all the more
noteworthy.
Spectral decay measurements showed delayed
energy corresponding to the LokHz-i7kHz peak, but
the level dropped commendably fast. Decay above
5.4kHz, in the region handled by the let tweeter, was
fairly rapid, to -28dB or so after one millisecond. The
metal cone seemed very well behaved, with just a
small bit of well- damped delayed energy around
2.4kHz. I'd guess the Elac 512 might sound fast and
detailed, with ahint of extra treble attack coupled
with an unusually deep and natural bass for its size.
TEST RESULTS
om axial frequency response, 25oHz-zokHz

53dB

Kappa 400 measured smoothly onaxis, just ashallow response 'dishing' at 3kHz and a

lift towards amild 12kHz peak. Sensitivity was above
average. Off-axis the curves stayed close to the axial,
except above- axis (orange curve). This narrow ' notch'
at 2.8kHz may not be very audible in practice, though
note that as the Kappa is afairly short loudspeaker,
the listening position is likely to be above axis.
Impedance dipped to aminimum of 3.7 ohms at
450Hz (4.2 ohms at 2.2kHz and 3.9 ohms at 2okHz),
missing an 8ohm rating, but qualifying as 4ohms
nominal. The 35Hz dip indicates the reflex port tuning.
Low frequency measurements took some allowance of
reinforcement due to the woofer's close proximity to
the floor. Output extended well, to 3oHz (-6dB), with a
9oHz hump on the way down.
Spectral decay curves showed avery fast drop in
output above 3kHz, down to -3odB in the first
millisecond. Asmall peak centred on 6.4kHz was
visible, but the fast decay suggests aclean and
uncluttered treble. From this, the 400 should have
clean- sounding treble, with aslight lift in harmonics
due to the high frequency peak. There may be some
added bass punch due to the 9oHz low-frequency
peak; deeper notes should also have weight.
TEST RESULTS

6.5dB

Off- axis spread

85dB

Sensitivity for 2.83V at om

Bass extension (-6dB point)

28Hz

Bass extension (-6dB point)
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Impedance (nominal)

Kappa 400
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n axis, the Q7 measured very smoothly,
with agently treble roll- off, and was actually slightly
better off- axis. The minor wriggles between 8kHz and
2okHz diminish at lo* above (orange) or 15 .
horizontally off- axis (blue). The off- axis family of
responses are all commendably close and there were
no crossover integration dips or peaks. Sensitivity
was high, aided and abetted by the low electrical
impedance. With foam in the front port, the minima
were 3.3 ohm at 37Hz, 3.7 ohm at 4oHz and 2.6 ohm
at 4.5kHz. If we turn ablind eye to the high-frequency
dip (there's less musical energy at 4.5kHz), it would
rate as 4- ohm nominal, but strictly, it's a3-ohmer!
Bass curves are shown with and without foam in
the front port, because when undamped, this
introduced aboost centred on 6oHz. With foam in
this port only, aflatter output was measured. The rear
port is tuned to 38Hz, and damping this has alarge
impact on the low bass (not shown). With or without
the front port foam, bass extended to 4oHz.
Waterfall curves for the Q7 showed energy peaks
at 8.8kHz and 13.5kHz, but these fell rapidly within
one millisecond leaving just aminor 4.5kHz ridge and
alittle high- frequency energy. Otherwise, there's little
of concern. The Q7 should sound very consistent.

TEST RESULTS
ono axial frequency response
Off- axis spread
Sensitivity

KEF Q7
23.25 d8(+ 11 - 5.5d13)

2-3dB
89dB

Bass extension (-6dB)

40Hz

Impedance ( nominal)

4ohm
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Unique in

this group, the 0M-9 has two pairs
of bass/mid units, one firing forwards and the other
rearwards. The two bass drivers couple internally to
the bass port. On- axis (in front), there was adrop in
the woofer level to 1.8kHz and alift totalling LodB or
so towards 2okHz. This was shared by the off- axis
curves, which are all very close together, indicating
good consistency in the crossover region. The rear set
(responses not shown) shared this trend, with the
except the horizontal curve's 2kHz dip. Sensitivity
measured as average, but in atypical room there'd be
another two or three decibels added by reflections
from the rear- firing pair, lifting perceived sensitivity to
above average. Impedance minima were 4.6 ohm at
i6oHz, 5.1 ohm lokHz and 5.2 ohm at the 4oHz port
resonance. Strictly, a6- ohm nominal speaker would
not drop below 4.8 ohms, but it's close enough.
Bass extension to 4oHz is not outstanding for the
speaker's size/sensitivity, but good nonetheless.
The 0M- 9's waterfall family of curves showed a
rapid energy decay from the tweeter, down to -3odB
or so in the first millisecond (2.6kHz to 13kHz). Small
ridges at 2okHz indicate alittle storage towards the
tweeter's resonance peak, but even the minor peak at
2.1kHz decayed to - 31dB in two milliseconds.
TEST RESULTS
1m axial frequency response, 25oHz-zokHz
Off- axis spread
Sensitivity for 2.83V at im
Bass extension (-6dB point)
Impedance (nominal)

OM:

loklit told*

Mirage 0M-9
±5d8
3.5dB

85dB
40 8z
6ohm

O

bunch of energy around lokHz to 16kHz, which
decayed to - 35dB after two milliseconds. Also, the
range above 800Hz was generally down to - 3odB by
1.2 milliseconds, indicating well-behaved decay.
With such asmooth frequency response through
midrange and treble, good crossover integration and
fast energy decay, I'd expect the m53 to sound
generally clear, with an open midrange.
TEST RESULTS
im axial frequency response
Off- axis spread
Sensitivity

Mission 11153
±2.5dB
3.5dB
89dB

Ilart

looHt

lok111 toldix

n - axis response was very smooth, with just a
very gentle and progressive lift from the low mid to
high treble and no unevenness in the crossover
region. This trend was repeated in the off-axis curves,
showing good driver integratlon and consistency of
sound balance at different listening positions. Onaxis sensitivity was high, helped by the impedance;
this dropped to 4.2 ohm at 2ooHz and 3.5 ohm above
lokHz, making the m53 a4-ohm nominal (3.2 ohm
minimum) speaker. The port tuning resonance shows
as adip in impedance at just over 4oHz.
Bass depth, at 45Hz (-6dB), was good considering
the high overall sensitivity. The mild 8o-9oHz lift
might add alittle subjective punch to the bass.
The spectral decay tests showed very fast energy
decay above 4.6kHz, down to -3odB in the first
millisecond, with no serious ridges — only aslight

'MMus el

Iola* »kW

Tannoy's Eyris 2, on-axis, was pretty
smooth, apart from asmall narrow crossover dip at
4kHz and atweeter peak at 15kHz. Off-axis curves
were mostly very consistent and close to the axial
curve, with the exception of the below- axis curve
(green) which showed quite abroad dip. This is not
likely to be significant because the likely main
listening position will be either at or above the main
axis. Sensitivity is about average.
Impedance minima were 5ohm at 18oHz, 5.5 ohm
at 2okHz and 4.3 ohm at just below 29Hz where the
reflex port is tuned. Note that this vanishes with foam
in the port, due to heavy damping of the port's reflex
action. Strictly speaking, with the port open this is a
4-ohm nominal, but with foam, it would rate 6ohm.
Bass with the Eyris 2measured smother and
deeper without the optional foam bung. Leaving the
port clear to work fully gave afigure of 42Hz (-6dB).
The foam worsened this figure to 48Hz and peaked
up total output in the LooHz to 18oHz region. This is
likely to sound fuller but with less depth and not so
natural, but much depends on the acoustics of the
user's room. The spectral decay ('waterfall') curves
mirrored the 15kHz peak, with aridge decaying fast to
-25dB in one millisecond.
Tannoy Eyris

TEST RESULTS

im axial frequency response

2

+6/-5dB

Off- axis spread

12dB

Sensitivity

86dB

Bass extension (-6dB)

45Hz

Bass extension (-6dB)

42Hz

Impedance (nominal)

4ohm

Impedance ( nominal)
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From the lab tests, David Berriman said he'd have
guessed that the Elac 512 might sound fast and
detailed, with just ahint of extra treble attack
coupled with an unusually deep and natural bass for
its size. Listening test correlated well with this, and
the speaker could be summed up as ' impressive'.

LAB TESTS AND
LISTENING

Loudspeakers in
this group test
have been
subjected to a
searching lab
test regime as
well as extensive
'blind' and
sighted listening
sessions. Where
possible we've
highlighted
correlations
between
measured
performance and
perceived sonic
results, to give a
as complete a
picture as
possible of each
product's
performance

Looking at the lab results, DB concluded that the
Kappa 400 should have clean-sounding treble, with a
slight lift in harmonics, due to the high frequency
peak. There may be some added bass punch due to
the 9oHz low-frequency peak, while deeper notes
should also have weight.

whole it was not well liked. It escaped serious criticism
of treble performance from the panel and in my own
tests. but the bass was clearly not happy, and the
distant midband was clearly audible as a recessed
soundstage and a loss of detail and presence. Bass
extension was thought unimpressive compared to the
best in the group, but its warm and sometimes
congested quality made for a rather plodding
performance with orchestral music, and asoggy one
with rock and dance, while dynamically the sound
didn't really come alive.
Reading between the lines, Ifeel that the problem
here is not in the unusual radiation pattern that sets it
apart — indeed other Mirage Omnipolar designs work
well — but appears to be related to its execution. The
voicing of the speaker makes it sound lazy and rather
dull. As one panellist put it, the sound is 'cavernous'
and he missed the liveness' of the sound in one test
track (from Mendelssohn's Octet), while another
described the sound as 'treacle smooth'. But the large
image scale and excellent off-axis behaviour could
prove attractive.

MISSION m53
In this rear-vented design, the base section is internally
subdivided, and can be mass-loaded with a suitable
filling material. The m53 weighs 19kg, which is modest
in group terms, and measures 973 x 205 x 360mm
(hwd). The drive unit complement consists of a
microfibre dome tweeter flanked by two 150mm
sandwich cone Paramid cone drivers in aD'Appolito
configuration.
There is some subtlety in the design that is not
obvious on casual examination. For example, the
tweeter is mounted on to the front moulding,
decoupled from the main baffle by a layer of foam,
while the two mid/bass units are bolted to the main
carcass, the idea being to reduce intermodulation. The
crossover employs silicon steel inductors and
polypropylene capacitors and is described as
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DB's lab tests suggest aconsistent sound regardless
of listening position. From the graphs you'd suspect a
lack of in treble sparkle, but in- room this is unlikely
due to superior dispersion. DB anticipated that bass
to sound more natural with the front foam bung in,
but perhaps alittle richer with it out.

audiophile grade, with second-order acoustic slopes
centred on 2.4kHz. Remarkably given the price, this
speaker is British made, and is finished in achoice of
beech, rosewood or graphite black real wood veneers.
The m53 may look almost disappointingly
conventional compared to some of the speakers in this
month's group, but this for the author was the best
speaker overall in the group, despite being by far the
cheapest of the six. The 'blind' panel clearly took the
same view, as the following representative comments
show: 'plenty of atmosphere...', 'holographic image...
effortless high end....', 'good sense of detail and
distance...', 'smooth vocal presentation'. There were
occasional mild complaints, but few were consistent or
repeated, apart from one of aslight lack of bass depth.
Indeed, low frequency extension is not quite as
impressive as some of the others — remember this is a
two-way design with the base cavity not available to
acoustically load the bass driver — but bass quality is
excellent. There is aperceptible warmth in the upper
bass, but nothing that could be described as boomy or
excessive, and it was able to drive the music along with
arare panache and clarity.
Overall the m53's presentation could hardly be
bettered. The system is detailed, expressive and
coherent, vocals are intelligible and the m53 has stable
imagery and good dynamics. It sounds comfortable in
its own skin over awide volume range.

TAN NOY EYRIS 2
Major distinguishing features of the other Tannoy Eyris
models are carried through to this one. To start with,
there is the extended-bandwidth Eyris tweeter, under
the 'power hump' at the top, which takes its cue from
the Tannoy ST-200 Super Tweeter and derivatives. It is
matched here to a pair of pulp-cone bass/midrange
units. Pulp was chosen to match the titanium dome
tweeter's 'speed' (quote marks here because speed is a
rather nebulous terms when discussing loudspeakers).
Bass loading is by reflex port and a dual-chamber

grouptest
MIRAGE 0M-9
£1299

PRICE

SUPPLIER

API ( UK) Ltd

SUPPLIER

CONTACT

01787 249656

CONTACT

With good test results including acommendably fast
energy decay from the tweeter, DB anticipated aclean
treble output, abright balance with aslightly distant
mid, and an ' uncluttered' overall sound with
reasonably smooth bass output, possibly on the
warm side. Listening results correlated well with this.

TANNOY EYRIS

MISSION m53

PRICE

£ 549.9 0

PRICE

£999.9 0

Mission UK

SUPPLIER

Tannoy Ltd

01480 45 1777

CONTACT

01236 4201 99

DB's tests showed asmooth frequency response,
good crossover integration and fast energy decay, so
he expected the m53 to sound generally clear, with
an open mid. Treble would be clean clear and crisp —
fairly neutral overall, but possibly tending towards
slight brightness, the bass quite fast and punchy.

internal cavity, an arrangement designed to control
resonant behaviour, in particular ' organ pipe'
resonances of the type that are common in tall, narrow
and shallow designs.
The 16kg Eyris 2 measures 170 x 908 x 259mm
(hwd), excluding the protruding feet, which are
screwed on after unpacking. However, the active
volume of the Eyris 2cabinet is only 21 litres, making
this easily the smallest speaker in the group
acoustically. The Tannoy is dressed in a choice of
sycamore or American walnut real wood veneers
From previous experience, the larger Eyris 3has a
'big and engaging personality' [see HFN, June 2002],
though it is not strictly aneutral one. In the smaller
Eyris 2, alack of objective accuracy was apparent, but,
also, for reasons that were not easy to pin down, it
seemed to lack a compulsive quality, that touch of
magic that makes music come alive.
Auditioning without the optional foam post inserts,
the panel felt the Eyris 2was rather lightweight, even
thin, and lacking in atmosphere and 'occasion'. The
clean, controlled nature of the speaker, especially
through the midband, did attract comment, but then
so did the treble, for all the wrong reasons. It was
described as 'tinselly' by one listener, while another
correctly identified it as a wide bandwidth tweeter,
which he felt abandoned something essential in its
pursuit of bandwidth.
Certainly this speaker needs careful handling.
Orientation is important as the tweeters do have a
rather obvious sweet spot; more than afew degrees off
axis, they lose their edge and the focus seems to drift
somewhat. Dynamics seem rather lacklustre too,
which is perhaps one of the trade-offs for the relatively
small volume enclosure, but the Tannoy is extremely
detailed: transient attack and decays are handle with
gusto, and the system has an almost electrostatic-like
transparency. But it was somehow not compelling
musically, and the result was a package that, in the
final analysis, just didn't convince the panel.

speakers
2

DB's lab results for the Tannoy Eyris 2showed a
15kHz frequency response peak which may add a
touch of crispness to musical harmonics, but
otherwise this loudspeaker was thought likely to
sound well balanced and uncluttered. The 4kHz dip
may marginally ease back the perceived treble level.

THE VERDICT
Turns out it wasn't difficult to sort the speakers into a
ranking order that makes equal sense with most music
types. It's acompetitive market right now, and there were none of the
nasty surprises that might have been expected afew years ago. Most of
the group have abasic minimum degree of all-round competence. But
there are winners and losers, and they were not necessarily the ones that
might have been expected. As an example, the Mirage 0M-9 Omnipolar
failed to live up to the great promise of the bigger 0M-7, which in this
case seems partly due to some relatively basic response errors, including
arather obviously recessed mid and aperformance out at the frequency
extremes that lacked control and definition.
The Tannoy Eyris

2 has

few obvious objec:ive failings, yet in our

listening tests it simply didn't gel. But there is always apossibility that in
the right system it might show adifferent side to its character.
The KEF Q7 is the top model in the current Uni Q series, and on this
form, it's atechnology that has made good. On the whole this is an eventempered loudspeaker that never sets afoo: out of place, and its appeal
is further enhanced by its pricing — second lowest in the group — and
radical enclosure constriction, with the best eye appeal in the group.
However, Infinity has taken no chances, and the Kappa zpoo put in one
of the most impressive performances in the group. This is an elaborately.
designed heavyweight three-way loudspeaker that cuts no corners, and
bearing this in mind, the pricing is very impressive. Exactly the same
sentiment can be used to describe its sound quality.
The real find in this test is the Mission m53, though our experience of
the smaller m51 in arecent test robs this conclusion of some of its shock
value. Basically this is the m51 grown up, or if you prefer, it sounds
exactly the same but with amore extended low- frequency bandwidth. It
hasn't as much grunt as the Infinity Kappa, and the drier- balanced Elac
JET 512 goes alittle deeper than the Mission too. But the m53 is hard to
fault. It is simply asuperbly balanced all-rounder, one that works
consistently with Mary McLaughlin and Mahler, with Lambchop and
Lutoslawski — all of whom featured in the test programme. It treads a
fine balance between being unobtrusive sonically — it lacks most of the
usual box cues— and being musically compelling. At fsoo, it is more
than just asignificant bargain. Let's not pull any punches — it's
outrageously cheap.
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Walrus Systems
amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
avantgarde
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
carfrae
cartridge man
cawsey
chord electronics
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
es lab
final lab
gamut
hadcock
incognito
klimo
lavardin
lector
loricraft
lyra

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

There's never been a better time for hi-fi lovers.
Weird, innit? The word is that good sound reproduction as a pursuit is declining, to be
superseded by Home Cinema, Multimedia, and other lowfi media. Strange, then, that there's so
much superb equipment ( dedicated to hi-fi) which sells like the proverbial hot cakes. And,
provides lasting pleasure. And, keeps it's value. Don't always believe popular myths!
We always keep a wide range of Audio
Physic loudspeakers on dem. from the
£999 Vera. to the £ 6599 / £ 7499 Avanti 3
(pictured). A natural sound. but clear
and very open. Deservedly popular.
Hear the music, not your hi-fi!

The Brinkmann Integrated puts to
shame a lot of well known amps.
Sound quality is top notch ( very
natural) with bags of power to hand.
styling is timeless, and build, it goes
without saying, the very best. £ 2000
for the standard version, £ 2500 with
inbuilt valve output DAC

We are one of the very few
places you can compare
both these top selling
British turntables side by
side. Gyro SE or
Spacedeck? You decide.
And, yes. we know it's
actually the Hyperspace
pictured, before anyone
complains! This, too, can
be compared with the
Michell Orbe. As can the
SME Model 10.

So you thought Walrus was only
for Analogue? Only ' cos we've
been waiting for decent digital
products ( too few on the market,
unfortunately). The Chord DAC 64 £1900 - is more than decent, it's
brilliant. Detail freaks will love it retrieves every last bit off your CDs
(and future formats), yet sounds
musical with it!

Although Klimo is new to Britain ( to our knowledge),
it's world-wide reputation for at least the last 20 years
precedes it. The Merlin pre- amp: magical valve sound,
superb build ( from Germany, need we say more), and a
price which comes from cutting out the middleman!
From £ 1550, taxed, on the road, as it were.

From Rega, to SME,
Clearaudio, and yerdier.
Walrus is Britain's premier
turntable specialist.
You want power? And you want the subtlety of
valves? And build quality to last? The Papworth
M100 monoblocks (£ 3950) are the answer. An
absolute. British built, bargain!

The Brinkmann MC
pickup ( based on the
legendary EMT
generator) gives
rivals several times
the cost a thrashing!
Our direct import
price? Just £ 1250.

Latest!
Origin Live arms and arm mod
kits now available
*Chord Electronics now on demo
*Cawsey cables from Australia the best we've yet heard!
*Trichord Dino phono stage on
demo
Lavardin on demo
•Exciting new Musical Fidelity
range on demo

Duevel - exciting. transparent, very open, 3
dimensional, the list goes on, and on. and on...
The full range, always on dem.

.i11111.1

michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
phy cables
pink triangle
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
schroder
shun monk
sme
spendor
stax
sugden
sumiko
tci cables
tivoli audio
tom evens
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul
verdier

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items.
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
•interest free credit available on most items. subject to status '

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

opinion

John crabbe
The reference

to
Barker loudspeakers last month
deserves some expansion, as
those units had some very

foam surrounds and renamed Duode 12D and 12E), but in the
meantime I'd become ensnared in the Voigt episode mentioned
last month and soon lost touch with Barker developments.
Yet despite some 20 subsequent years of horn- based

striking features. The inventor

speakers, an early attachment to reflex loading finally

was Arthur CBarker, who used

resurfaced, since when, along succession of commercial

aluminum to minimise the voice-

models have passed through my hands, mostly featuring some
variation on the reflex theme. But it's been the underlying

coil's mass and tame its rising
impedance curve, but also to

acoustics that really fascinate. Indeed, Helmholtz's cavity- plus-

fabricate the supporting former,
which was separated from the coil by alatex sleeve. This was

vent paradigm has always intrigued me, not least as it can crop
up in contexts very remote from hi-fi, some, like the following,

his ' Duode' patent, where the coil- former behaved like a
transformer secondary, whose currents, induced by the

straddling several disciplines.
There's evidence that infrasound can have curious

surrounding coil, enabled it take over the drive with rising
frequency as it was freed from the coil's still- tangible inertia by

subjective effects while remaining inaudible, sometimes
producing changed states of consciousness. Mindful of this,

the intervening latex compliance.
Apart from enhancing HF performance, this scheme virtually

and noting that megalithic tombs of the passage- grave variety
resemble giant Helmholtz resonators, archaeologists have

eliminated the main LF resonance, because the coil-former

found that these commonly resonate in the sub-ioHz region.

also acted as ashort-circuited turn resistant to unbidden
movements within the magnetic gap, thus severely curtailing

This has led to conjectures and experiments suggesting that
Stone Age peoples excited those resonances with rapidly

the usual impedance peak. One upshot was that the need to
juggle areFlex enclosure's tuning by means of

paced drum- beats, generating levels of infrasound sufficient to
produce mysterious feelings during ritual ceremonies.

port/tunnel/vent manipulations disappeared, as the Duode
seemed impervious to such niceties.

This would have amounted to the unwitting evocation of a
hidden acoustical property. But in contrast, the Arapesh

But this all concerns activities at tne drive- point, and
Barker's other ploy was to introduce
aseries of graded corrugations
across the moulded linen cones of
his 3oomm units. These provided an
aptly contoured compliance
between apex and suround, thereby

people of Papua satisfy their ritual needs with very audible

There's evidence that infrasound can have
curious subjective effects, sometimes
producing changed states of consciousness

reducing reflections within the cone
and making for avery smooth overal. response. On my first
Barker unit, the ida, those corrugations took the form of

sounds, produced by covering alarge slit- gong cavity with
banana leaves and activating it with shouts delivered via an

concentric rings, but on the more expensive high- flux 150 they

inserted bamboo tube. Resembling aHelmholtz device (but

were replaced by acontinuous spiral.
While the improved transient response granted by the 150's

with such relaxed sealing, probably not behaving like one),

bigger magnet was very evident, afriend and Inoticed asubtle

this produces noises said to signify presence of the mythic
Cassowary Mother, while the sounds themselves comprise

coloration not present on the cheaper model. On balance,

loud but otherwise faithful reproductions of the deep

though, this seemed worth tolerating for the sake of an overall
performance which still bettered anything I'd tried previously.

drumming/bellowing/grunting cries of real- life cassowaries.
The only reference I've found to the vocal mechanism of

But on learning of our reaction, Barker set about an

these birds (and their emu cousins) states that the female's

investigation which revealed areal oddity.
The misdemeanor occurred at around 5ooHz, but no

mating- call is 'produced by means of apouch communicating
with the windpipe'. This surely does quality for the ' H' epithet,

resonance was registered, just an impression of something

and one wonders if the Arapeshi were simply attempting to

added intermittently when listening to music. It transpired that

simulate that pouch/pipe when devising their cavity/tube set-up.

whenever there were signal components at twice the suspect
frequency, some of the energy was transposed down an
octave. The explanation was that at ikHz some part of the

Cassowaries, though, are hardly prime candidates for
imitation, whereas songbirds have always attracted mimics.

diaphragm would Rex alternately forward and backward in

Yet the syrinx itself defies replication, and since earliest times
the devices employed to echo birdsong have been globular

response to successive forward motions of the drive, thus
halving the radiated frequency, while there was ahint that an

flutes (ocarinas). But these are cavity resonators with fingerhole vents, so they join reflex loudspeakers, ancient

equivalent effect occurred at other multiples of 5ooHz. I
believe this was eventually cured (with the two units given

infrasonics, cassowary gruntings, and (as an afterthought)
ordinary whistling, in exemplifying Helmholtz at work. ri
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By sheer force of personality, aselect handful of prime
movers has defined and shaped the market for high-performance audio. One of the best known is Dan D'Agostino, CEO
and Chief Engineer of Krell Industries Corporation, the
Connecticut-based manufacturer of hi-fi and home cinema
electronics and, latterly, loudspeakers. Dan founded the
company with wife Rondi in 1980, and Krell now claims to be
the leading US high-end audio manufacturer in the business.
Dan's father seeded his interest in hi-fi, building designs
from the pages of Wireless World, with Dan's help. 'When you
put aspeaker in abox, apply asignal and it makes anoise —
you really think you've done something special,' Dan
explained. ' It hooks you as a kid'. His seventh-grade class
teacher also played a part, by showing him how triodes
worked. Dan designed some single-ended triode amps when
he was in high school, and started ' playing around' with
Williamson push-pull amplifiers, which he built from scratch.

6o november zoolt—

`They were fun, because they were within my grasp, my limited
knowledge' he explained.
His education continued in the submarine service, where
his work included repairing electronics, and here he learned
about RF and microwave transmission, and power supply
design. By the end of his military career, he had what he
describes as agood working knowledge of electronics, based
in part on his experience of classified equipment.
More introductions to the hi-fi industry included working
for Dayton Wright on its legendary gas-filled electrostatic
speaker. It was avery unusual product' he explained. It had
two unshielded electrodes 0.25in apart, with a 25kV bias
voltage on the diaphragm. The speaker was filled with sulphur
hexafluoride gas which is five times heavier than air. It is also
an insulator, a spark quencher, and is used in many high
voltage switches, such as for turning on neons. And it's inert:
you can breathe it in, but unlike helium your voice goes lower

theinterview

•
infinite

power.

When he created the first Krell amplifier,
Dan D'Agostino took his inspiration from
Forbidden Planet and arace of aliens who
could command almost limitless power...
next entrepreneurial step was Krell Industries. ' It started
conceptually about 1979. I was fooling around with very
unusual Class A designs making some small amps with headphones, and an equaliser, which sounded really unusual. As
soon as solid-state came on the scene Irealised that was the
way to go. Solid state amps have more power, and Ialways
knew that loudspeakers were usually underpowered. Iwas
influenced by afeature in the now defunct Audio magazine —
by Julian Hirsch Ithink — which set out to show much power
was needed to reproduce apiano note at the same level that a
concert piano would play at. He came up with something like
680 watts through aparticular loudspeaker which Ithink was
aJBL. This got me thinking about the whole subject of power.
'When comparing big amplifiers to small ones, acommon
experience is that the small amplifier generally sounds better,
and that is because most designers start with asmall amplifier,

pitch instead of higher. The Dayton Wright electrostatic also
had the best midrange you ever heard. A fabulous speaker —
but it broke alot'. He also distributed speakers from Ira Gale,
and worked with Ira on his amplifier.
Dan's first outing as a manufacturer was with a small
speaker company called Trilogy which produced a

and just add on more output devices to the driver stage. Our
approach is the opposite: we always start with abig amplifier.
Ifound that by increasing the power, and by maintaining the
focus of the design, it sounds better.'
But isn't it the case that Krell amplifiers also use many
parallel devices in the more powerful models?
'Yes, you need lots of parallel devices to increase the safe
operating area, but this doesn't this mean you're in the same
trap. It's amatter of technique. If you take my smallest ampli -

'I knew loudspeakers were usually
underpowered... This got me
thinking about the subject of power'

subwoofer/satellite combination for around $600 dollars.
Unfortunately, its launch coincided with an economic
downturn, and President Carter cut credit card spending.
Around 1971 Dan had his own store, Transcendental
Audio, in Buffalo NY, where he sold classic early designs
from Crown (later Amcron), and the first ever Phase
Linear amplifier, the model 7, starting with number two off
the production line. Other lines included Audio Research (the
SP1) and the original Magneplanar flat panel speaker, anticipating a long and celebrated association between Krell and
Apogee's famously difficult-to-drive ribbon speakers. Dan's

fier, you'll find it's my worst sounding amplifier, and that's at
low, low volume levels as well as at high ones. The biggest
amplifier sounds better than any of them. The FPB650, now
the 750, sounds alot better than the 300 because we've been
able to enrich the amount of current through all the early
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circuits so that the combination
of driver to output and predriver to driver current conforms
to afixed formula. And I'll tell
you why the big amplifier

Dan is well aware that
the introduction of
loudspeakers — such as
the LAI-i— has changed
Krell's relationship with

sounds better — we have so
many devices in parallel on the
big amplifier that the source
impedance of the amplifier
becomes very low'. Don't all
Krell amplifiers have a low

other high-end producers,
though he deemed it
politic not to say exactly
how. His standpoint is that
he has anetwork of

source impedance? ' Yes, but
there's low and there's very,
very low. Our reference amplifier has a source impedance
about a hundred times lower
than a FPB600. And it sounds
glorious.
'We run our amplifiers with
very, very wide bandwidths. The
output devices are made by Motorola for us, which are very
high speed devices. Even our biggest amplifiers run at very
high speeds, without compensation networks, coils or Zobel
networks, and that means the output of the amplifier is delivered right to the speaker terminals without intervention or
filtering. This means that cables are avery important part of
the story. We're very much against any type with an impedance
matching or wire matching compensation because they are all
low-pass filters. You don't want them in the signal path'.
In the run up to Krell's first amplifier, Dan made four or
five different types of amplifier, all solid
state and Class A, of which the most
powerful was around 25-35 watts or so
per channel. ' Itold Rondi what aspecial
amplifier it was, and that it was perhaps
the best amplifier in the world. She was in

dealers in the US,
many of whom don't have
appropriate speakers to
accompany Krell's
electronics and provide a
compelling demonstration.

Year's holiday. By January 3
1981, we were ready at the
CES show with three amplifiers that we had built from
scratch in one month'. This
was the first KSA 100, which is
claimed to be the world's first
high power, high current true
Class A power amplifier. ' It
was amiracle really' said Dan.
'We were just too dumb to
know at that time that you
couldn't do it like that'.
The matching pre-amplifier
was a piece of serendipity.
Dan had worked for Mark
Levinson before he started
under his own name. ' Irang
him up and said " Mark, we've
just got this power amp and we

really want to use your pre-amp". He said he'd be happy to sell
it to me at agood price, but he wouldn't lend me one. His preamp cost more money than we had in the bank, so we had to
build our own. That eventually became the PAM1, a dualmono design, of which afew were sold in the UK. That model
was eventually succeeded by the PAM3. The PAM2 was a
version of the PAM1 for the Japanese market. The KSA50, a
50-watt stereo power amp, which was many people's introduction to Krell, came alittle later. All the early amps were fan
cooled, and Class A. In 1986 the change was made to convec-

`If you take my smallest amplifier, you'll
find it's my worst sounding, and that's at
low volume levels as well as at high ones'

marketing, and knew the market really
well. A lot of people had told her that they had the best amplifier in the world, so she just laughed. But Igot together with
the Audio Critic, and their reviewer was immediately taken by
what my amplifiers did, and this was all the encouragement I
needed.
Ithought that maybe I'd found alittle niche marketplace,
and we'd build maybe six to eight amplifiers amonth, collect
the money which would be enough to live on, and then build
asimilar number again. That would have been with just two or
three of us, one doing some assembly, and another doing
assembly and testing.
'It never worked that way. Rondi and Iwere
married, and we started the
company in December 1980 in
our garage. Icalled every PCB
manufacturer I could find —
everyone
laughed
at
me.
Eventually Icalled one supplier
and told him we needed circuit
boards in three days, and he said
"No problem". The case, the
output stages, the cooling parts we
bought in, my mother helped make
the cases, and we had them
anodised and finished during the New
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tion cooling with the KRS-200, and all subsequent amplifiers
have been convection cooled.'
Technological innovation has always played an important
part in the Krell story. Iasked Dan to explain the basics of
Krell's Class A Sustained Plateau Bias, now in Mark III guise:
'Our SPB circuit is Class A up to its full rated output. It measures the speaker load with amicrocontroller, then it measures
the input, and it sets the bias accordingly. Unlike other bias
circuits, it retains that bias level for along time after the peak
has gone past. It doesn't drift. Most bias schemes vary the bias

A3.2 SERIES II
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
MACHINED, MIL-SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.
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theinterview
at the audio rate as the music is playing, which creates huge
intermodulation distortion. In our circuit we ramp the bias up
and up as the music requires and it stays there — it never
drifts with the music. The circuit gives us great power management, which is vital. You couldn't have a680 watt amplifier in
your living room, as it would be completely unmanageable.'
What's the difference between Krell's biasing scheme and
other pseudo, or sliding, bias schemes? 'There is virtually no
relationship between them. We use a Hall effect sensor to
measure the speaker and we also measure the input signal. All
the others actually do is measure the current level of the input
signal going in at the front end, and they match the bias to it.
So basically, it is happening after the fact. You could say "but
doesn't SPB have the same problem?" In principle it does, but
the turn-on happens so quickly — nanoseconds — that it's not
something you could ever hear. It stays at that level, so if
you're not playing it louder, you're in Class A all the time. In
other words, if you're set at 50
watts in Class A, you're always
running at 50 watts in Class A,
even when the music stops. Only
after 60-90 seconds, depending
on bias level, it starts dropping
down. In other words, transient
onsets cause the bias to go up
almost instantaneously, and after

and add gain again. In our circuit you're staying in pure
current mode and operating with exactly the same signal.
Voltage gain is only applied at the power amp's pre-driver
stage. The advantages are less circuitry, less noise, and huge
dynamic contrasts. And there is no dependence on interconnect wires. The type you use are of almost no consequence at
all. You could use telephone wire'.
Are any changes to Krell design practice envisaged as a
result of the current spate of wideband sources? ' Not in our
products, which have always been extraordinarily wide bandwidth. For example, our pre-amp, the KCT, operates at —0.2 or
—0.3dB at 1MHz through the volume controls, and that's not
untypical'. Does he favour DVD-Audio over SACD or vice
versa? ' Ilike both. In an ideal circumstances Ithink Iwould
pick SACD. Ithink it sounds more musical, has less artefacts
and is more compatible with CD. As for which will win, Ican't
speculate and frankly I don't care. If people want DVD-

'You couldn't have a680 watt
amplifier in your living room,
as it would be completely
unmanageable. That's why we
devised this bias scheme'

60-90 seconds, it goes down in
steps. So there is never a stage when the amplifier output
stage is allowed to behave in anon-linear fashion.'
One of Krell's most interesting proprietary innovations is

Audio, then that is what I'll produce, and vice versa'.
'Dan has been quoted as suggesting that any high end
audio company that doesn't get into home cinema will be

CAST (Current Audio Signal Transmission), now in its second
iteration, and licensed to TAG McLaren, though they have yet
to use it commercially. 'We use current gain in all our ampli-

dead in afew years. ` Yes that's true. Many people buying
home theatre don't know anything about Krell, Linn or
other companies. But if asalesman comes across and says

fiers, and convert voltage to current early in our pre-amps. We
have this gorgeous pre-amp circuit, and the same in the power

'buy this one, this is good, and everything here is made by
one company', than they feel secure in their purchase. It's a

amp, so why would Iwant to convert it to voltage before it
confidence thing. They don't what to know about woofers,
reaches the speaker? Istarted to think about how to do that.
tweeters and wires. They want to take the ahome theatre
It's not an easy thing to do, because what you're basically
system home, get some popcorn and play. t/oz•
trying to do is transfer acurrent
through awire, and because the
wire has aresistance, it will gain
voltage. Irealised that the only
way Icould do it would be to
make the output impedance of
the pre-amp extremely high —
usually it's extremely low — and
the input impedance of the
power amplifier extremely low.
By inverting the usual equation,
with a500k ohm source impedance and a5ohm input impedance, say, there is no possibility
of any voltage gain in the wire.
By doing that, you're transferInnovations such as the
ring a pure current signal and
Krell Executive System (right)
there's only one current-tokeep krell ahead of the pack.
voltage conversion stage in the
'If you have abusiness and
whole amplifier. The advantages
you don't grow, or you shrink,
are tremendous. In a convenyou won't stay around. Year on
tional
amplifier,
you
add
year we invest more into R&D,
voltage, add gain and more gain
and that's akey reason for our
and go into an amplifier stage,

longevity'.

HifiNews
software

JAMES MCMILAN/DECCA

Nelson Freire joins Decca • Ilya Gringolts records for DG • Rachmaninov
played by John Ogdon • The Golden Ring on DVD • jazz and Simon Fell's
crystalline Thirteen Rectangles rock, pop and audiophile releases

classical
BOTTESINI:
Double- bass Concerto

2 •

Gran

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8
RCO/Chailly
Decca 466 653-2

79m 045

Recoupling Haitink's outstanding

Duo Concertante/MEYER:

recordings with the Vienna Philharmonic

Double- bass Concerto • Concerto

Orchestra of the Third and Eighth

for cello and double- bass

Symphonies (which effectively superseded

Joshua Bell (vIn)/Yo-Yo Ma (ylc)/

his two earlier Concertgebouw versions)

Edgar Meyer (d-bs)/St Paul CO/Wolff

on two midprice discs [ Philips 470 534-2],

Sony Classical SK6o956

only amonth ago, puts Chailly at

67m 16s

something of adisadvantage — to which
some will add his choice of the Nowak

The composer and double- bass virtuoso
Edgar Meyer has been playing the

Edition (the question of editions is tactfully

Bottesini concerto for zo years, and in this

avoided in Richard Osborne's note, though

recording with Hugh Wolff he reintroduces

the reverse liner declares it) — to weigh

cadenzas dating back to his first

against accommodation on asingle CD.
What gives this distinction, I
think, is

infatuation with the music; the Duo
Concertante was originally for two string
basses but is played here naversion

replacing one with violin — Meyer and

O Nelson

Bell seem to enjoy the operatic writing

Freire

Fine modern recording
Good

A: I
B:

Very good

2 Good

Moderate

C: 3

Moderate

Poor

D: 4

Poor

Historical, eg. 78rpm

H: H

Historical

• Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

like Appalachia Waltz and Appalachia

Gidon

orchestrating is made clear — the use of

journey; here they join forces in the

Kremer 0

solo violin in the slow movement is just

Concerto written in 1995. Mozart's K364
was the model for structure and
orchestration (strings, oboes and horns),
although American, bluegrass roots show
through. Ilike much more the two later
Movements in the slightly earlier solo
concerto (1993), the finale ajazzy amble,

A' star denotes outstanding quality. Ratings

the other aslow- moving, lazy melody for

also show disc price codings: • full price

the double- bass set against upper string

al mid price • budget price • special price.

pizzicatos with acouple of contrasting

II All discs reviewed are available from the

sections.

CD Service: tel 01234 741152 for details.
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS

Meyer's neo-classicism fused with
jazz elements is hardly testing listening,
but the composer's superb playing (along
with that of Ma and Bell) makes this an
enjoyable programme. CB An •

66

third movt) and Bruckner's skill in

with Ma has been celebrated in albums

Sound quality: Performance

november 2002 \
IL"

balanced; every strand tells (with the
exception of harps at the climax of the

enormously. The composer's relationship

ratings

the way in which the orchestra is

musir choice
one example: beautifully balanced. To

'Paris' Symphonies are worth hearing —

hear the timpani sounding in the wonder-

as former HFN contributor Nalen Anthoni

ful ambience of the Concertgebouw is a

suggests too (with reservations), in his

pleasure in itself. And Chailly's pacing and

overview of Ansermet as an interpreter of

rhythmic control ensures that the scherzo

classical works in the Summer 2002

seems not amoment too long.

Classic Record Collector. Writing before

This is aBruckner 8with textures of

these CD transfers became available, he

almost Straussian warmth; provocatively,

described the sound as ' rough and dated',

the final pages are more cataclysmic —

which is to some extent so.

and Wagnerian — than affirmative. In

As the recordings were new to me, I

sum, astraightforward ' modern' reading

was unsure whether or not awash of

free of mannerisms if without the spiritual

reverberation had been added. There's an

depth of Giulini's [ DG] or Schuricht's [ EMI

obvious hardness to the opening of ` La

— Haas Edition]. CB ea*

Reine' and generally less focus than one
expects from Geneva Hall — it's also apity

CHOPIN:

that Ansermet groups all his violins

Piano Sonata 3 • Etudes Op.25 •

together. But this is very vital conducting,

3 Nouvelles Etudes

with grandeur in the minuets (yet not

Nelson Freire ( pno)

heaviness, which marred Dorati's Haydn

Decca 470

series). An interesting alternative to the

58m 58s

288-2

Bernstein/Sony set. CB B—Ca V
In atime of reduced commitment to

MAHLER:

established artists, here for achange is a
new Decca signing for the Brazilian pianist,

O Claudio

arrangement of the Octet (1900) and — a

58 this month, who first recorded for LP in

Abbado:

first recording — the much later (1940)

BPO/Abbado

Europe (CBS) in the late 1960s. He won his

Mahler's

Piano Quintet.

first competition aged only 12 in Rio de

Ninth

DG 471 624-2

These are works of real purpose and

Symphony 9
81m 035

Janeiro. Nelson Freire's 1971 NY recital

Symphony

fndividuality, yet paradoxically one listens

Given in the Philharmonie in autumn 1999

debut prompted press admiration for a

with the

in search of references — Ravel, most

this completes aDG trilogy of live

technique ' that approaches the heroic

Berlin

obviously, for the Quintet, which is very

performances of Mahler with Claudio

perfection of Horowitz' but whose playing

Philharmonic

'
french' in its refinement of sound; but the

Abbado and the Berlin Philharmonic. Quite

reflected ' taste and elegance'; that year he

nagging restlessness of Britten comes

how it should rank among recommendable

recorded the 24 Chopin Preludes — more

strongly to mind (eg the Frank Bridge

versions of the Ninth — five with this

recently he has partnered Argerich in duos.

Variations), along with early Schoenberg

orchestra alone — I'm not sure. In relation

here ano there, in the Octet. But this

to Abbado's 1987 live performance with

the Third Sonata [ DG] is your yardstick,

music, whose finale surreptitiously builds

the Vienna Philharmonic the sound is

better to turn first to the Etudes — Freire's

to an extravagent waltz, also suggests

coarser, which makes the finale, with its

reading might suggest sophistication but

influences of folk idiom.

If the grandeur and authority of Gilets in

alack of real commitment other than to
surface polish.
In the studies elegance and technique

long stretches of string playing of

Relaxing away from this pointless game

maximum intensity, Ithink, problematic.

of comparisons, one listens with increasing

Towards the end there is some audience

absorption — hardly surpris ng, given the

restlessness; even so, aremarkable 47

are in no doubt, and Freire's marvellous

potency and clarity of these Kremer- led

seconds elapses between the last note and
any applause.

playing puts one in mind of an older

performances. The booklet analysis makes

school of Chopin pianists — Moiseiwitsch

rather heavy going, so one should simply

comes to mind — where dexterity and

set it aside and discover the music for

colour were primary virtues. With Freire's

oneself. CB A:1* •

possible qualification relates to the

style in focus, the sonata then affords

ENESCU:
Octet Op.7 • Quintet Op.29
Kremerata Baltica/Gidon Kremer
2

73M

recently quoted as saying. 'they are all

Symphonies 82-87 ' Paris'

John Malkovich', which surely implies a

Suisse Romande Orch/Ansermet

certain knowing quality. The soft playing is

Cecca 470 062-2

uniquely skilled, but for Mahler, heart- on-

2CDsoliom 09s

sleeve, isn't it too calculated? The terrific

(vIn/dir)
Nonesuch 7559 79682

character of the orchestra: Rattle was

HAYDN:

more pleasure. CB A:1/1* •

The balances in Vienna were more
distant, with cleaner results. Another

58s

Record producer John Culshaw's

inner movements certainly make this a

autobiography paints apicture of afraught

disc to hear, although those used to the

life at Decca with Maurice Rosengarten

easy-going Bruno Walter in the Lândler (
ii),

Yehudi Menuhin never ceased to sing the

playing one artist off agains: another;

Abbado's more searing, embittered

praises of his Paris- based teacher and all-

Ernest Ansermet was aparticular stone in

conception will come as ashock. And if

round musician, George Enescu; and Dinu

his shoe, possessive and mean- spirited

you wonder at the heavy accentuation of

Lipatti's small discography included his

(if we are to believe the book). He was

the string entry in bar io, that, like

Third Sonata. But Enescu's works have not

associated more with colourful modern

everything elese here, is exactly as Mahler

won wide recognition. Here, Kremer's

works than those of the classical period,

prescribed it in his instruction- laden score.

group plays an expanded strings

but these 1962 recordings of Haydn's six

CB B(C)a*-2 •

—1V
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reviews
two Piano Sonatas for RCA (the Second in

with agroup of Schubert songs — here,

MOZART:

its revised form; the original is given here).

'Pilgerweise', ' Der Unglückliche', 'Auf dem

Piano Concertos in Eflat, K271 •

Now, from that last year, acache of stereo

Strom' (with Timothy Brown, the sensitive

in C, K5o3

recordings made by Brian Culverhouse in

horn partner) and ' Die Sterne'.

Alfred Brendel ( pno)/Scottish CO!

1988, which includes both sets of Preludes

Mackerras

and Etudes- Tableaux, the Corelli (
more

Philips 47o 287-2

67m 44s

Andsnes describes his intuitive musical
partnership with Bostridge in abooklet

strictly, la Folia') Variations and the rarely

note where he also remarks upon

heard Three Nocturnes of 1887-8 — Three

Schubert's songful piano writing. He brings

These Usher Hall productions pair the

Nocturnes of 1887-8 has been released for

silvery, darting qualities to the Sonata,

'Jeunhomme' Concerto, which Brendel first

the first time. The most moving playing

ever songlike; the slow movement indeed

recorded in 1966 with the Zagreb Soloists

comes in the slow movt of Sonata 2; the

might be apart of Winterreise. This is

again athird recording, the great Cmajor
(where he continues to play his own
cadenza, first heard on Vox in 1962).
As Brendel's Mozart changes, if at all,
by only small degrees over the years ( here,
for instance, modified ornamentation in
the slow movt of K5o3), differences in his
concerto recordings relate more to the

rather special playing and I
can't wait to

COURTESY RICHARD OGDON/EMI

under Antonio Janigro [ Vanguard], and,

hear more. And the intertwining and
support of piano accompaniment in the
songs suggest anew relationship
C John

comparable with that between Fischer-

Ogdon:

Dieskau and Gerald Moore. Iwas

success and

concerned lest the acoustic anonymity of

tragedy

Air Studios might work against these
recordings but my fears were groundless:
this is alovely disc. CB A:1* •

accompaniments. In the first movement of
the earlier work (K271, like Beethoven's
'Emperor', starts with exchanges between

SHOSTAKOVICH:

soloist and orchestra before the proper

Violin Concerto i/TCHAIKOVSKY:

exposition), Mackerras makes one or two

Violin Concerto

awkward rhythmic bulges, Brendel

Ilya Gringolts (vIn)/Israel PO/

occasionally lets musical principle rule

Perlman

over musical elegance, and the tempo is,
for me, too hurried. Iprefer the less
sophisticated Zagreb version.

DG 1
1
71 616-2

72m 39s

sense of assault on the music is most
potent in the Études Tableaux. In siort,

Ilya Gringolts first recorded for BIS

we have the rough with the smooth (or

(Paganini), but is heard here working with

than under Marriner; pomposity is avoided

sensitive) in the playing, much as

his Juilliard School mentor Itzhak Perlman

in (i) and it has afinely judged finale.

described in the booklet note. The church

— to whom he was recommended via

However, if you already have the Philips

acoustic adds abusy-ness to the sound,

box set with Marriner, you may find this

which doesn't help (it's cleaner on

K5o3 is better: more characterful in (ii)

new disc superfluous. CB A:2110

headphones but then some occasional
traffic noise filters in). The piano's upper

RACHMANINOV:

register, too, is unattractive.

Piano Sonatas iand 2 •

Ogdon's Rachmaninov lies at apolar

Preludes • Études Tableaux •

opposite to, say, Howard Shelley's

Corelli Variations

[Hyperion]. Only now and again does he

John Ogdon ( pno)
EMI CMS5 67938-2

produce the polished kind of sound one
3CDs, 214m 25s

finds on that (poorly engineered) RCA LP;
in the Preludes you feel his solutions are

When he was young, John Ogdon looked

cerebral — the fingers linked to the brain

like astudent, say, of nuclear physics. In

more than to the heart — but even at this

one sense he belonged to the nuclear age,

late phase his ability to make genuine

in that he almost beat the Soviets at their

sense of the mass of notes remained

own game: the 1962 Tchaikovsky

intact. CB B—C:2(H)

Competition (sharing first prize with
Ashkenazy, who was to turn to the West).
Manchester College's musical boffin
thrived on complexity — Sorabji, Busoni,

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in A minor, D959

Stevenson, Birtwistle. But his career was

•Lieder D713, 789, 943 & 939
Leif Ove Andsnes ( pno)/lan Bostridge

O Ilya

Zukerman, shown avideo cassette of the

shortlived and he died of pneumonia at

(ten)

Gringolts

then St Petersburg student. He'd asked to

only 52, avictim of schizophrenia. Icannot

EMI CDC5 57266-2

makes his

record the Sibelius but was rightfully

first DG

persuaded instead to perform in the

recordings

concerto written with David Oistrakh in

61m 255

think of another pianist whose life would
be dramatised for television, as Ogdon's

The more pretentious critics used to write

was (Alfred Molina wonderful in the role),

about a ' Schubert Liederabend', as if this

mind, which had won him aPaganini

following the publication of the book by

somehow sanctified arecital. EMI plans a

Competition award in 1998. In the

his wife Brenda Lucas.

series with one of its principal contracted

Shostakovich, suggests Gringolts,

pianists, to include an important sonata

'the hero is probably screaming... in

In 1968 Ogdon recorded Rachmaninov's

68
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musicchoice
But why record the music in Vienna, he
asks Solti, marking up his scores in a
rather bleak hotel room, BiSoDol at the
ready. Do we need the answer?
It was the Ring which set the seal on
Georg Solti's recording career; but you
r't •

THE GOL

NRING

A documentary by
Humphrey Burton
LeCa 071 253 -9
DVD 88m + 69m excerpts •

might think that this was more the
Culshaw Ring. Those who never saw the
BBC television transmission (incidentally,
its 90 minutes now seem very long...) may
wonder at Solti's yielding to his producer's
suggested tempo for the Siegfried's
Funeral March, which 'gives it line', which

Are- run of the Ealing Comedies was
launched last month. But for those in

presumably Solti's didn't at all.
The one ' funny episode' contrived,
where ahorse is brought backstage and

search of subtler comedy, some Engl.sh

paraded up and down whilst Nilsson sings

public school accents and the even more

the Immolation Scene is done with such

excruciating German speaking of the Decca

solemnity as to appear completely unfunny

team filmed by an earnest young

— or maybe this is akind of KomPdie

Humphrey Burton during the recording of

that's over my head.

GOttercliimmerung (
Gottlob Frck in

Rather than incidentals like the off-

magnificent, black voice, seen smiling not

stage steer- horns cued by CCTV, seeing the

once; Fischer-Dieskau smiling — and

singers shepherded to allotted platform

smoking — all the time, regardless of what

areas for stereophonic staging or hearing

Walter Legge wrote about him in his

Christopher Raeburn dismiss the

memoirs; Birgit Nilsson, who keeps her hat

Musikverein as ' no good for recording', it's

firmly on for piano rehearsals), this 1965

the footage of Georg Solti (then 53, though

black and white film, complete with wonky

he looks much younger) that matters here.

credits, fills the bill perfectly.

With the hem of his baggy jumper and the

'Zigarettenpausen!' comes over the

high waistline of white underpants making

intercom, and the orchestral players get

apallet of their own, his arms sweep

up; Walter Weller is mostly seen as VPO

widely in circular gestures, and his face

leader but he never gets amention.

registers ecstacy as the Vienna

There's alot of smoking in this

Philharmonic realise this 'great

documentary, as the production team man

masterpiece' (as he characterises the

the purpose-built console, directed by John

tetralogy, seeing nothing of racism in it)

Culshaw (pioneer of spin, you might think,

with its unique splendour.

from what he has to say direct to camera)

The booklet has texts for the lengthy

and the Sofiensaal — and adjacent rooms

recording excerpts in the film; additionally,

— fill with Wagner.

remastered for 5:1 Surround Sound

It's adrama, says Burton, those outside
in the local market ought to be aware of.

Tchaikovsky, singing out'.
In his 20th year, Gringolts is justified in

(Dolby), there are 'audio highlights' from
the complete Decca recording. CB B:H •

O Georg Solti recording Gdtterammerung

braked awkwardly. No real dramatic

own effective solution to the long cadenza

tension develops here, although the

(separately tracked) showing greater

saying that he'll change the way he plays

soloist's quiet playing in the Canzonetto is

musical depth than Vengerov — whose

the Tchaikovsky (so should we be expected

seductive. Iwouldn't rank this with Viktoria

Teldec recording with Rostropovich is

to pay full price for the present disc?).

Mullova's first recording in the West, with

surely over- rated: it doesn't hold acandle

Ihope so — there are many aspects thope

Ozawa and the Boston SO [ Philips].

he will reconsider: less teasing the

Warner's DVD release of Bruno

to the original Oistrakh/Mitropeulos NY
version on CBS/Sony.

listener; fewer dynamic exaggerations;

Montsaingeon's Oistrakh portrait [ 3984

some cleaner, less aggressive bowing;

23030 2],

increased respect for the music. But

Tchaikovsky and the devastating cadenza

ending is genuinely exciting. The dryness

Perlman too is culpable, especially in the

performance from Shostakovich iwith

of the Tel Aviv Mann Auditorium is more

(uncut) finale where the Israel

Kyril Kondrashin, offered invidious

manifest here tnan in the Tchaikovsky. The

Philharmonic, playing very decently, is

comparisons. Gringolts may not have the

packaging contains no fewer than 23

encouraged to languish in the slower

rapier thrust of the suavely confident

portraits of Grimgolts! It would be good to

sections which ventilate the movement

Maxim Vengerov in the Shostakovich

hear this young violinist in the Bartók

and where the final resolving chords are

scherzo either; but he has worked out his

unaccompanied Sonata. CB A—B:1/2 •

which has various clips from his

Gringolts's drive in the Burlesque finale
seems to energise the orchestra and the

—\/ november
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0118 9507134
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Dear
stocks
Agent
of '11m
' ISOTEl< SYSTEMS' products, it would seem that this situation, inste

English Audio
Hereford, Herefordsh""e
01432 355081
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team
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0161 202 9922

Seyenoakes Sound & Vision
Sevenoa, Tunbndge Wes. Kingston, VV1. ham

resulting
sound
has, wel, just
more
of everything."
"The biggest
improvement
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extra
detail, which draws out drarnatic vocal
performances where before things sounded flat, and opens up wide soundstage

01784 725722, 01892 531503
0208 547 0717, 01376 501733

The Audio
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Consult ants
Tadley.
01323 731336
Bas

"Dynamics
are also greatly
improved,
and when a track pauses, there's nothing but
with
sube ambient
information
laid bare."
sdence until the music surges back in again with power authority well beyond this
s-ystern's Meagre price point. Try it out you'll be amazed." -
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'These
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systems,
the how
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goods,
no matter
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they wegh so much." -
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music choice
jazz

Nonchalant swing (' Rectangle

becomes

asymbol of openness to irrelevant
pleasures. The way quasi traditional forms

BROTHER JACK McDUFF

('Rectangle 6' is aNew Orleans strut,

Tobacco Road

'Rectangle

Atlantic Masters 81227 3583 34m

ablues) break into

abstraction is seamless. Fell hears the

155

pressures and tensions of modernists like
For this set, recorded for Atlantic in 1967,

Varèse and Feldman in jazz, so this is not

organist Brother Jack McDuff fronts two

some polystylistic experiment in collage

different bands: atentet with Red

and the music is mercifully free of the

Holloway on tenor, Roland Faulkner on

tongue-in-cheek smartness of the

guitar, Bobby Christian on vibes, Robert

downtown crew.
The musicians play in parallel lines,

Guthrie on drums and Loyal 1Gresham on

accumulating arguments which may

electric bass, plus four other horns; and a
quartet with Danny Turner on tenor and

suddenly explode into transgressive

flute, Calvin Green on guitar, Joe Dukes on

outbursts, giving the music the poignancy
and tension of first-time sex between

drums and McDuff using the Hammond's
Byas and Hershel Evans. These novelties,

O The real

besotted lovers. The last time anything as

blues and ballads were recorded for the

deal: Brother

pure as ' Rectangle lo' was recorded in

easily melds these different line-ups into a

Apollo lapel in 1945. Singers include

Jack McDuff

England, it was by Joe Harriott.

single music: warm, driving, rich, and the

Wynonie Harris, Rabon Tarrant and Cee Pee

unique paddle- steamer beat favoured by

Johnson, but there's also wild piano (check

puttering clarinet, bowed bass and

organists drives everything before it.

out Jimmy Shackleton on Wiggle Wiggle

skittering drums is strikingly novel. By

Dylan's ' Blowin' In The Wind' becomes

Woogie'), jungle trumpet (Jessie Perdie)

'Rectangle 13' just scraps and smears are

Caribbean gospel, with steel pans, skating-

and gruff-yet- literate McVea tenor. Charles

left, like groaning survivors after a

rink organ stops and agreat rocksteady

Mingus pops up playing bass on acouple

skirmish. Thirteen Rectangles has the

bass- line from Gresham. The closing ' Wade

of tracks. Call it jump blues, small- group

sense of wrestling with the difficult matter

In The Water' is unstoppable.

swing, proto-R&B or the popular side of

provided by Paul Rutherford's group lskra

foot pedal bass.
McDuff's powerful downhome approach

Remastered from the original analogue
tapes, the sound is trebly and electric, as if

Debop,

On ' Rectangle 11', the combination of

this stuff is great, great, great —

in the early ' 7os. Today's scene badly

and swings like the clappers.

needs this earnestness. BW Ae•

everything was recorded in the red at

Sound is rough but realistic. BW Hu •

Chess Studios: entirely appropriate for

SIMON FELL QUINTET

McDuff's grits'n'greens fare. And what is

Thirteen Rectangles

that McDuff is grasping in his pocket in the

Bruce's Fingers BF43

JEAN-LUC GUIONNET &
EDWARD PERRAUD

7orn 2.3s

Heur

cover shot? In the immortal words of
Johnny ' Guitar' Watson, this album has to

In the context of Sonic Youth's embrace of

be The Real Deal. BW An •

'noise', where amistaken — hazy and

(IMP # 259

depoliticised — notion of ' 6os freedom has

56m 22$

CIMP's purist recording policy (two mics,

JACK McVEA

Peen mixed with dubious poses derived

no mix) can produce athin or wonky sound

McVoutie's Central Avenue Blues

from the Velvet Underground and marketed

for large ensembles, but it's perfect for two

Delmark DE- 756

as 'avant', bassist/composer Simon Fell's

instruments. Altoist Jean-Luc Guionnet was

crystalline musk is like a

born in Lyon in 1966, Edward Perraud in

71m 02S

Christened ` McVoutie' by Slim Gaillard on a

bucket of water so chill

Brittany in 1971. They've played duos since

recording session with Dizzy Gillespie and

it's icy. Aitnough he uses

1995, and here deliver an unbroken suite

Charlie Parker — Parker didn't have areed

the full capabilities of his

of remarkable coherence and variety. They

for his saxophone, so Gaillard applied his

non pareil improvisors

start with improv squeaks and scrapes,

hipster lexicon and came up with

(Alex Ward on clarinet,

Guionnet splitting his tone so completely

`McVoutie's got areed!' — Jack McVea

Gail Brand on trombone,

he sounds like two saxophonists, Perraud

learned his tough tenor style from Don

Alex Maguire on piano,

finding distinct musical tones by scraping

ac
lidea
url.,

I

%IId 11,11
Ital. Um.,
nonio• 11.11 re.
101,1". Ilt.egglervon
eo• Vt.t..loh11,4••
it411.11 Iarrand
1.«Itt

O•
McVoutie': from swing to bop

114•.-

Steve Noble on drams),

his cymbals. The pair merge their sounds

as tunesmith Fell is

so it's less like ' sax and drums' than the

picking up on m.c1-'705

complex croaking and puttering of some

Anthony Braxton, when

unattested magical beastie: the sense is of

that amazing saxophonist

something being born, with all the painful

was developing something new in terms of

°Simon Fell:

beauty that that implies. Fans of 1st (Simon

composition. Braxton once named an

cool and

Fell's quiet trio with Mark Waste!! and

album after aKandinsky painting (
Black

abstract

Rhodri Davies) will warm to Guionnet/

Relationship), and Fell does the same here,

Perraud's tension and understatement.

implying asimilar commitment to

However, unlike the British trio, asubtle

abstraction. Braxton's retooled, digital

yet funky beat finally emerges as aco-

bebop is evoked by the opener, ' Start

ordinating element. Never has the toe

Frame + Soft Hard ( Interpolation 1)'.

tapped to such unlikely sonics. BW Au •
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Littlen
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Ithink the Mark Levinson No. 39 is a hell of a machine. It is
fabulowl> built, operates like adream, is extraordinarily versatile
anc best of all is in total ' simpatico' with the music.
Chris Thomas, HiFi+ - April I
999

Mark Levinson's gamble of going against their traditional product image
is likely to pay off. Be sure to ge: in on this sea-change: Audition
the No. 383.
Larry Greenhill, Stereophile - July 2000

The

Performa M20 offers virtually Class A performance at an

affordable pr ce.
John Atkinson, Stereophile - January 2002

Heatherdale Audio has put together asystem for everyone who wants
true high- end audio from a compact package at a realistic price.
Heatherdale Audio's System Number I:

•Huge Power • Superb build • Stunning looks • Compact size.
Speaks for itself really.

Heatherdale
audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ -«*
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com

must, choice
rock

debut album, The Texas Campfire Tapes,

PHIL COLLINS

maverick thorn in the flesh of the music

Testify

industry. This double CD, the first release

recorded on aWalkman in the open air,
and ever since she's been adelightfully

WEA 0927492732

from her own label, Mighty Sound, finds

57m 465

her in vibrant form.
The Deep Natural disc is aset of 14 new

Phil Collins was talking about making this
album when Iinterviewed him way back in

songs, with Shocked delivering some of

September z000, and if it's taken awhile,

her most intimate and personal

the wait has been worth it. Whether you

performances so far. ' Why Do IGet The

love the little chap or hate him, he remains

Feeling?' with its huge, swirling steel

one of the most skilful songwriters on the

guitar, is abeautifully forlorn ballad about

planet. It would be easy to dismiss this as

lack of communication between lovers,

just another hour of adult- orientated MOR

while ' That's So Amazing' is afine example

love ditties but what differentiates it from,

of her ability to draw out melodic lines to

say, the recent lames Taylor comeback

the point where they're about to collapse,
then propping them up just at the last

album is that when Collins sings, he
sounds as if he means every word, and

HNIA towards sounding more like early

O Phil

being adrummer by trade, there's asolid

experimentalists Rotary Connection,

Collins

percussive foundation to every track.

whose vocalist Minnie Riperton had an

returns

second with apunchy hook.
And that's the theme she extends into
the second disc, Dub Natural, where she

uncanny ability to get inside asong and

revisits all of the songs in classic dub

making music is because of his love for

bring out ; ts meaning. Similarly, the

style, transforming them into ambient

Motown, The Beatles and Stax Records,

lyrically inscrutable

Collins affirms that the only reason he's

but those are hardly the elements that

'Devil's Night' finds her

spring to mind when listening to tracks like

supplying complex multi-

'Wake Up Call' or ' Testify'. There's more of

tracked backing vocals

asmooth PhiIly groove to these songs,

behind her own lead,

overlaid with asheen of computer-

while the curious ' Do You

generated keyboard textures that might

Want To Come To My

sound facile if it weren't for Collins himself,

Party' features nothing
but the title line sung over

emoting at the heart of it all.
Musically too, it's afine piece of work.

and over again with

Little details, like the mesmeric synth lick

almost no melodic

and the muted trumpet solo in ' Swing

variation. Even so, left to

Low', or the exotic drum patterns of

her own devices, she'd

'Through My Eyes' are proof that Collins

have ahard time carving out acareer in a

O The

still enjoys seeking out the little things

world already swamped with gifted soul

soulful His

particularly joyful reggae strut, while

that make his tracks worth hearing again

vocalists. It's the happy co- existence of

Name is

'Forget To Dub' conjures images of aback-

and again. If you're looking for the cutting

Warn Pippen with Defever that enables her

Alive

porch in Georgia on astarry night, where a

edge thrills of young songwriters in the

to shine. To understand why, listen to

bunch of Rastas have popped by for the

first flush of musical excitation, you

Defever's creamlike instrumental ' IBeen

evening with some particularly efficacious

probably want Jimmy Eat World or Incubus,

Good Up Til Now' and it becomes obvious

weed. It's unlikely that this could be a

but for abaldy old geezer, Collins remains

that, although he can deliver tasty soul-

permanent change of direction for Shocked,

hard to beat. 1E3 Aa

jazz guitar licks aplenty to decorate

but even as abrief whimsical innovation,

Pippen's smoky — and, in the case of

it's remarkably effective. IB Ba •

HIS NAME IS ALIVE

'Maybe', potentially platinum — ballads,
his ambitions are far wider and much less

Last Night
4AD CAD

2210

soundscapes. ' Match Burns Dub' is a

CD

63m 35s

commercially orientated In aworld of
processed pop pap and cynically slick soul,

On their last album, HNIA mutated from

HNIA is shining abeacon for humanity in

quirky mid- west American kitchen sink

music. The fact that this album was, as the

experimentalists into soulful groovers via

sleeve proudly boasts, recorded in 'a

the introduction of vocalist Lovetta Pippen.

basement, abedroom arid at rehearsal'

Pippen is impressive, usually operating in

says it alt. JB 8:1* •

Whimsical
innovation
from

an Alicia Keys/Lauryn Hill mode, but on the
deceptively simple ' Teardrops', she reveals

MICHELLE: SHOCKED

Michelle

an ability to be something more than just

Deep Natural/ Dub Natural

Shocked

another nu- soul diva as she sings the song

Mighty Sound YTYlool2 2CDs 119 ii os

almost straight, avoiding the tune- bending
improvisations so beloved of her peers.
The result of this approach is to push

Folkie singer- songwriter Shocked helped
kick off the lo fi revolution with her 1987

—"V
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choice
audiophile:
new formats

kind of natural lower registers to bring tears
to the eyes of those with huge
floorstanders. So smooth it makes Bryan
Ferry look like John Prescott. KK A*:l*

DAVID JOHANSEN AND
THE HARRY SMITHS

THE DOORS

Shaker

LA Woman

Chesky Records JD236

Elektra 7559-62612-9
Multi- channel DVD-A

96/24 recording
48m 36s

54m

025

More of the same, minus the novelty of the

However much some may object to turning

first album, but why jeopardise aformula

stereo recordings into surround epics,

that rewarded Chesky with one of its best-

there's no denying that the rainfall on

selling discs ever? Blues revivalism mixing

'Riders On The Storm' has been an effective

authentic rural/Delta feel with the

emissary for surround- sound DVD-A.

reverence evident in 0Brother Where Art

Simply put, it works in this context, and the

Thou?s take on bluegrass. Traditionalists

rest of the album hasn't been butchered to

will hate it, but Johansen's respect for the

the degree it might have. Still, purists will

genre is manifest. Roll on the SACD version.

O David

his ntentions by filling the disc with Motown

prefer the two- channel soundtrack, while

KK Al A*a*

Johansen's

covers; you'll adore the opener, aversion of

follow-up to

Stevie Wonder's ' Signed, Sealed, Delivered'

print should reassure you that this wasn't

HERB POMEROY

one of

which sounds like Bobby McFerrin jo,ned the

left in the hands of Philistines. The Doors at

Big Band Jazz Live As Sandy's

Chesky's

Persuasions. Sonics are superb, with

their moodiest. KK AlBah*

Red Rose Music RRM 09

biggest

controlled use of the surround element.

sellers

KK A*:111*

the name Bernie Grundman in the small

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER

Two- channel single- layer SACD 75m 37s

Fresh Aire 8

From Mark Levinson's vaults, asweet-

JOHNNIE TAYLOR

America Gramaphone AG9888-7

sounding big band set released in the

Who's Making Love...

format which may one day be known as

Stax/Ace SCD24 4115-2

DVD-A, DTS, HDCD

'purist SACD' — two-channel, single- layer.

There's areason why playing time hasn't

This is the sort of disc which Levinson uses

'24- bit remastered' CD

34M 295

Because this comes from anon-audiophile

been included: the threat of 'over four hours

to great success for his pro-SACD

of content' on the back tells you that this

proselytising, and the sound presents a

label, it's probably been overlooked by hi-fi

double disc, which includes every format

pretty strong argument: it's so spacious you

enthusiasts — which is ashame: Stax has

bar SACD, has more in common with aCD-

won't wonder where the other 3.1 channels

been remastering its 1960/705 soul classics

ROM package, or an extras- loaded movie

went. KK A":1

and they sound just fine, if maybe atad too
smooth for those who expect their Srax raw

DVD. Navigating it all would take more time
than any sane individual could justify.

FREDDY KING

Reviving the Fresh Aire mood music

Texas Cannonball

franchise, this package contains amusic

Hi- Res HRM

CD, video DVD with 5.1 Dolby Digital, 5.1
DTS and stereo soundtracks, aDVD-A

and raunchy boh musically and sonically.
Nice digipac, abonus track — this is afine

2012

Two- channel DVD (` 96 /24')

76m 095

version and more. Contents-wise, it's the

Proof that the audiophile community can

same old New Age fluff, but someone must

show traditional reissue labels athing or

like it. Better suited for showing off your

two: Freddy King's most highly-acclaimed

system than for filling time while awaiting

album, amasterpiece from ' 72, is bolstered

the fourth series of The Sopranos.

by no less than seven bonus tracks. Astar-

KK A*:213

studded marriage of real urban blues and

O Soulful

way to acquire snouter Taylor's best album.

jazz from

Hey, it kicks off with the title time... and the

Kevin

best scream this skie of James Brown.

Mahogany

KK AlBa***

TELARC

f

rock, it featured uncredited A- list stars plus

JACINTA

half of Booker T's MGs and Leon Russell.

Lush Life

One of the finest blues/rock crossovers

Grrove Note/JVC JVCXR-0217-2

ever. KK A*:1**

XRCD2

57m 415

KEVIN MAHOGANY

As lush as the title says, breathy jazz vocals

Pride & Joy

and standards like ' Summertime' and

Telarc SACD63542

'September Song'. Turns your listening
room into afacsimile of The Thomas Crown

tit
pride ir joy

ire

Multi- channel dual- layer SACD 50m 24s

Affair (
McQueen's, not Brosnan's version),

Soulful jazz vocals with the emphasis on

but so will athousand other discs. This,

the soul, but not so much that it will

however, shines through its sonics, with the

antagonise pedants. Mahogany makes clear
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L Upsampling
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still cannot pinpoint why, but upsampling digital audio

again

a can improve the 16- bit experience. How much could this be
due to ultrasonic dither — and can conventional dither
really reap infinite resolution?
WORDS

KEITH HOWARD

If

your eyes incline heavenwards at the prospect of
me expending yet more words on the subject of upsampling, I

novelette) which began its last instalment with the premise
that I'd deluded myself and, less forgivably, HFN's readership

admit some sympathy but make no apology. A few years ago
the audiophile world in general couldn't wait for DVD-A and

in claiming as part of my most recent piece on upsampling 2

SACD to materialize as means of escape from the strictures of
CD. Today the best CD replay is so improved that many
pundits have begun to question whether the new highresolution media have lost much of their relevance. Although
Iabsent myself from that view, it has to be acknowledged that
CD as an audiophile source has taken on anew, unexpected
vitality in what was supposed to be its dotage. And that new
spring in its step is principally due to upsampling.
For audiophiles who simply enjoy their music and care
nothing for the rude mechanicals of audio reproduction,
almost everything about this is good news. Having to buy an
upsampling CD player or DAC is adownside but the benefits
can then be heard on your entire CD collection. For those who
crave some understanding of why different audio components
sound the way they do, upsampling is a two-edged sword.
Because for all its obvious benefits — and they can be very
obvious — there remains aprofound puzzlement as to why it
has the effects it does. Like a persistent itch that doesn't
respond to scratching, that mystery irritates the inquisitive.
Idon't claim to have shed much new light on the subject in
my previous investigations of upsampling 2,although Ihope I
at least illuminated some of the darker corners. In the interim
the subject has moved on as a result of two quite different
contributions elsewhere which deserve to be aired and
critically examined. That's what this follow-up is all about.

ALL OF A DITHER
The first of these new contributions took the form of arecent
article by Peter Moncrieff in IAR ( International Audio/Video
Review, www.iar-80.com). Entitled ' Digital System Wars' it
was acharacteristically protracted treatise on the subject of
DVD-A, SACD and upsampling (by my hasty reckoning it ran
to about 18,000 words across three episodes — a veritable

76 november 2002 \
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that correctly dithered PCM has infinite amplitude resolution.
In Moncrieff's own words: 'The HFN article indicates that
the actual resolution of a16 bit system is not limited to 16 bits,
but in fact is virtually infinite. It goes on to say that merely
adding dither noise with amagnitude of 1LSB will enable a
16-bit system to resolve asignal of interest down to any finer
(higher bit) resolution, and it demonstrates this with a
measurement of asine wave signal successfully recovered by a
16-bit system, even though the sine wave signal is way down at
the 24-bit level and thus is buried in the noise.
'These statements contain just enough truth for them to be
attractive bait for digital engineers to swallow. But they are
tragically misleading, because of what's missing. These
statements leave out two crucial facts.
'First, the resolution enhancement of a 16-bit system to
some better ( higher bit) level of resolution is not achieved
merely by adding appropriately scaled dither noise. The signal
must also be averaged over many, many samples, for along,
long time, in order for this so-called resolution enhancement
to work at all.
'Second, this long term averaging only works for asimple
sine wave. It does not work for music. But the whole context
of our work and hobby and writings involves music
reproduction systems, not sine wave reproduction systems. So
it is tragically misleading in this context to be espousing a
technique that does not even work for music signals, but only
works for asine wave signal.'
The article then goes on to justify these statements at great
length but without a single measurement to back up the
contention that HFN has been peddling falsehoods.
The critical thing to understand about dither — when it has
the correct statistical properties and equals or exceeds a
particular minimum amplitude — is that it completely
linearises the quantisation process, at the expense of adding a

little extra noise. Instead of being stepped the transfer
characteristic becomes astraight line although, because of the
dither noise, you have to use averaging techniques to see this.
Because the transfer characteristic is now linear, the low-level
non-linearity problems and amplitude ' extinction' exhibited by
non-dithered quantisation disappear completely.
This linearity — amply demonstrated in the classic AES
papers on dither by Vanderkooy and Lipshitz — is not
arbitrary. The quantiser is not linear for sine wave signals but
unaccountably not so for music, as Moncrieff
suggests. Certainly you have to use long-term
averaging or FFT analysis to demonstrate
this,
but
that
is
a straightforward
consequence of the statistics of noise and of
extracting signals buried within it. It is not a symptom of

directly in print but Ican show you how progressively longer
periods of averaging lower the noise floor to reveal more of
the original signal. Fig 1 shows spectra for an attenuated,
dithered and re-quantised 6.5-second piano excerpt ( in mono)
averaged over 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000 iterations. As you
can see, the noise floor drops by 10dB for each ten-fold
increase in the number of averages, exactly in line with theory,
and in each case the visible portion of the music signal
spectrum is exactly the same as that of the original signal.

Dither is just as effective with music
signals as it is with sine wave test signals

skulduggery.
It is almost trivially easy to demonstrate that the amplitude
resolution below 0.5LSB (least significant bit) provided by
dither is just as valid for music as asine wave. All you have to
do is take an existing digital music recording, note its
maximum amplitude and then attenuate it (using floating
point arithmetic) such that its peak amplitude lies just below
0.5LSB. If you were to re-quantise this signal without dither
the result would be digital silence. If you re-quantise with
TPDF ( triangular probability density function)
dither at an amplitude of 1LSB peak-to-peak, the
30
outcome is quite different: you can clearly hear the
amplit.ide
dBFS
music playing within the dither noise. Fine details
-40
are masked by the high level of the noise, of
course, but there is no suggestion whatever of the
music being corrupted or distorted in any other
way. Repeating a short excerpt many times and
then averaging over the excerpt length allows the
noise level to be suppressed — because it is
random by nature, it partially cancels — and the
music can then be heard more clearly.
There is no way Ican convey this demonstration

-5
0

Although there can be no substitute for hearing this
demonstration, these spectra confirm that — entirely contrary
to Moncrieff's claims — dither is just as effective with music
signals as it is with sine wave test signals.

DITHER GOES ULTRASONIC
The second and much more important recent contribution to
the upsampling debate takes the form of a paper by Doug
Rife' — inventor of the MLSSA measurement system - which
is posted on the MLSSA wehsite, www.mIssa.com. Actually the

'
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description 'recent' isn't quite accurate since the paper grew
out of a letter to Stereophile which was published in the
December 2000 issue, and was first posted in expanded form
on the MLSSA site in November 2000. The text was revised in
late May this year, though, so it at least rates as newly recast.
What makes the Rife paper interesting and of great
potential significance is that it suggests an entirely different
explanation for upsampling's beneficial sonic effects to those
previously offered. Rife clearly has little time for the notion
that energy smearing lies at the heart of this issue, although in
claiming that far larger time smear effects are caused by
loudspeakers he glosses over the point that the smearing
caused by energy storage in speakers is causal by nature (
ie, it

sonic effects of upsampling, particularly when using
interpolation filters with wider transition bands.
Figs 2 and 3 quantify these filtering differences with
reference to the dCS Purcell upsampler, which offers four
different interpolation filters when upsampling from 44.1 to
96kHz. Fig 2 illustrates the frequency responses of the four
options, which range from atraditional brick wall type (Filter
1) to one with amuch wider transition band (Filter 4) [Fig 3]
via two intermediates. Subtracting the response of Filter 1
from that of Filter 4shows that the gentler filter allows much
more of the image content to pass in the frequency range
22.05kHz to roughly 28kHz.
Persuasive as the Rife explanation may appear, the bald
truth is — despite (as Iwrite) the almost two years that have
passed since it was first proposed — no measurement
evidence whatsoever is offered to substantiate it. Although the
MI-SSA website pointedly describes the paper as providing ' a
scientific explanation of [upsampling's] effects upon digital
audio sound quality' — the implication being that other
explanations are unscientific — this is science of the ivory
tower rather than the dirty hands variety. Like all purely
theoretical discourses, it waits to be tested by experiment. As
Doug Rife seems reluctant to do this, Ihave instead.

M ETHODOLOGY
Itackled the problem of how to test for the Rife effect by the
simple expedient of adding a narrow frequency band of
random ultrasonic noise to conventional sine wave and twintone test signals. This does Rife's theory afavour by using a
truly uncorrelated ultrasonic dither, which ought if anything to
be more effective than image components.
The noise was generated by first creating a20-second 24/96
WAV file of pink noise using Cool Edit Pro and then using
CEP's scientific filters component to apply 20th-order
bandpass filtering with corner frequencies of 23kHz and
27kHz. This signal was then mix pasted, at two different levels,
to WAV files containing dithered 997Hz sine waves at
amplitudes of -30 and -90dBFS and to a dithered CCIR
intermodulation test signal comprising 19kHz and 20kHz
tones each at -40dBFS. With amusic signal the amplitude of
the image components immediately above the Nyquist
frequency reflects the amplitude of the extreme treble, and
thus will vary according to signal spectrum. By using two
ultrasonic dither (UD) amplitudes differing by 50dB the
intention was to imitate the likely extremes.
Spectra of the two ultrasonically dithered 997Hz
-30dBFS signals are shown in Fig 4. The red
trace represents the test signal with ahigh level

With or without UD present they as near
overlapped as makes no difference
occurs after the original signal stimulus) whereas with linear
phase interpolation filters the energy smearing is acausal since
some of it appears (apparently) ahead of the stimulus. This is
an important distinction which leaves open the possibility that
the ringing of interpolation filters might indeed be audible,
even in the context of loudspeaker listening.
Rife's alternative explanation is that upsampling using
gentler interpolation filters has the effect of passing an
increased amplitude of ultrasonic hash to the D-to-A
converter which acts as ultrasonic dither. This dither linearises
the DAC by blurring its differential non-linearity, thereby
reducing its distortion. It is this reduction in non-linear
distortion, Rife claims, which is responsible for the beneficial
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of UD and the blue trace the equivalent with the
low level of UD.

All six test signals, and their UD-free equivalents, were fed
to three different 24/96-capable DACs — Musical Fidelity X24K, Perpetual Technologies P-3A and the optional DAC
stage of the TacT RCS 2.0 room correction pre-amplifier (here
awaiting replacement by its successor, the 2.2X) — via the
S/PDIF output of an M-Audio Delta Di0 digital input/output
sound card. The DAC output was in turn connected to alowdistortion 24/96 measurement ADC based around a Crystal
CS5397, and the digital output from this looped back to the
computer, allowing the DAC output to be recorded
synchronously with the playing of the test file using CEP's
multitrack capability. The resulting recordings were then

thefeature
spectrally analysed using Sound Technology's SpectraLAB
FFT software.
Rather than publish all the resulting spectra, I've elected to
show just the 997Hz —30dBFS results from the Musical
Fidelity in Fig 5. There are various reasons for this. First, the
higher level sine wave test revealed clearer differences
between the UD and non-UD cases than either the low-level
sinewave or the twin-tone IM test. Second, spectra from the
MF DAC proved much cleaner at low frequencies than those
from either the P-3A or the RCS 2.0, both of which displayed
mains-related and other spuriae; this makes the differences
easier to see. And third, the MF was the only converter of the
three to display high-order non-linearities, the significance of
which will shortly become apparent.
Fig 5a shows the X-24K's output spectrum on the 997Hz
—30dBFS sine wave without UD. Take no notice of the fact
that the fundamental's amplitude appears here as less than
—40dBFS, which is aconsequence of the measurement ADC's
low input sensitivity. Ignore also the undulating nature of the
spectrum's noise floor. According to Crystal's published
information on the CS5397 ADC this 'scalloping' occurs as a
result of serial data coupling to the analogue stages and is
presumed to occur here for some (to me) obscure reason
related to the looped measurement methodology. Total
harmonic distortion in this instance (calculated from all the
identifiable harmonic components up to 22.05kHz) is just
0.00779% but this increases to 0.352% with N-squared
weighting applied°, reflecting the presence of high-order
harmonics.
Fig 5b shows the X-24K's output spectrum on the same test
signal but with the higher level of UD added. Note the
elimination of many of the higher-order harmonics, proving
that UD can reduce the effects of differential non-linearity,
just as Doug Rife claims. THD here is 0.00225%, and the Nsquared figure 0.0992%. Fig 5c shows what happens when the
lower UD level is used: suppression of the high-order nonlinearities is now much less effective. THD here is 0.00719%
and the N-squared figure 0.303%.
Although at first glance these results appear to support the
Rife theory of upsampling, there are some important
counterbalances to consider.
First, many upsamplers and upsampling DACs do not use
or offer a notably gentle interpolation filter, so the UD
concept does not apply to them at all. Any sonic benefits they
bring must therefore be due to another mechanism.
Second, quite ahigh level of UD is required for maximum
effect. This means that the benefits, if any, will be notably
signal dependent, music with little treble content being barely
affected.
Third, UD's potentially beneficial effect relies on there
being significant differential non- linearity (
je, step size
variation) in the DAC. The X-24K — a relatively old DAC
now — clearly suffers enough of this to benefit from UD, but
the best modern DAC chips display little non-linearity of any
sort and are therefore less liable to benefit, if at all, from UD's
presence. As already noted, the other two DACs Itested
displayed little high-order non-linearity and their spectra with
and without UD were little different. With modern highperformance DACs that outcome is likely to be the rule rather
than the exception.
Fourth, there is always a possibility that the additional
ultrasonic components associated with gentler interpolation

filtering will increase a DAC's intermodulation distortion
rather than reduce it, particularly if its output stage uses opamps with poor HF linearity. In such acase the presence of
UD could make matters worse rather than better.
To test the X-24K using amore music-like signal, Irepeated
the measurements with and without UD but this time using
the revised Belcher test signal I've deployed occasionally in
these pages before. This comprises two interlocked harmonic
series with fundamental frequencies of 100 and 140Hz, added
in random phase. The resulting waveform looks noise-like
(with, in this instance, apeak amplitude of —10dBFS and an
rms level of —19dBFS) but the signal is periodic with a
repetition length, at 96kHz sampling rate, of 4800 samples.
This allows the harmonic series to be cancelled from the
output signal of the device under test by subtracting it from a
delayed version of itself, leaving only the intermodulation
components added by the device.
I haven't included the spectra of the X-24K's Belcher
residuals here because there was no point: with or without UD
present they as near overlapped as makes no difference,
suggesting that with acomplex music signal and acompetent
DAC the Rife effect is essentially non-existent.
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Fig 5 Testing for
effects of ultrasonic
dither. Results from
the Musical Fidelity
X- 24K DAC, using
the 997Hz —3odBFS
test signal.
Spectrum (a) [top]
shows the result for
the undithered test
signal; spectrum
(b) [ middle] the
result with the
higher level of UD;
and spectrum (c)
[bottom] the result
with the lower level
of UD. Note how in
(b) the higher-order
harmonics have
been suppressed
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valve amplifiers

"Steinhart Audio
particularly tickled
my ears"
Paul Messenger, stereophile US

Se,oilatice
48 High Street, Northampton NN4 ONE UK
tel/fax01604-660 285

An Amnllier for All Seasons!

Audio Consultants
7Comet House, Aldermaston, Berks
Tel: 0118 981 9891

uppneo witn attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cover
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Our new EL34 amplifier is switchable to either Triode
or Pentode mode. Giving you the choice of either
exceptionally smooth quality that only Triodes can
give, or the power to rock when you want to.
All triode front end. Hand built. Point to point wiring.
No P.C.B. Stunning looks. Superb sound quality.
Order now by phone or ring for our free illustrated
leaflet. Or our website for more info www.iconaudio.co.uk
Part Exchange your old amplifier, ask for details.
Try for 30 days, full refund if not delighted £899.95*
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquines welcome
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
CAILLG-0—
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Custom Sight & Sound
High Street, Epping
Tel: 01992 571879
Midland Audio X-change
181 Franche Road, Kidderminster, Worcs.
Tel: 01562 822236
Distribution UK:

Gryph on

Audio

De-iigns

Tel - . 45 8689 1200 Fax: .45 8689 1277
sales@gryphon-audio.dk

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
CE marked

*Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee including valves.
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competition

Win! Wilmslow speakers worth £2000!
For once, our prizes are really worth alot more than you'd think from
the headline. When assembled and finished, Wilmslow Audio's easy-to- build
kit speakers will stand comparison with models costing twice or three times
as much.
That might seem an easy claim to make, but Wilmslow can back it with
more than 30 years of experience and amatchless reputation among ' hands
on' hi-fi enthusiasts. Wilmslow's aim is ' to provide the music enthusiast with
the best possible sound quality for the lowest price'. The company designs
all its own loudspeaker systems, undertakes its own manufacture, and is the
UK's largest distributor of quality drive units; finally, Wilmslow sells direct,
not through retail outlets, keeping costs down.
All Wilmslow speaker kits are designed so that acomplete novice could
construct apair in aweekend. Cabinets come flat- packed, all parts fully CNCmachined and rebated from MDF, ready to be glued together with the
supplied PVA adhesive. Crossovers come assembled, ready for simple
connection to the drive units. (If you can't solder, Wilmslow will even attach
gold-plated push- on connectors for you instead.) All other parts, such as
fixings, gaskets, acoustic damping material, grille cloths and badges, are
included in Wilmslow's ' Total Kit' packages. Basic Kits, less cabinet parts, are
available at afurther substantial saving.

FIRST PRIZE: WILMSLOW AUDIO EXCELLENCE
Wilmslow is amajor supplier of drive units from famous names such as ATC,
KEF, Morel, Peerless, Scan- Speak, Seas, Vila, Visaton and Volt, and our first
prize shows off the latest high- quality drivers from Seas Excel. The
Excellence is abig, handsome three-way design. Drive units are Seas
W22EX-ooi 22omm bass unit and Seas Wi5CY-ooi i5omm midrange,
both with magnesium cones, plus the Seas T25CF-002 Millennium
25mm tweeter. The ported cabinet measures 950 x250 x28omm
(hwd), giving an internal volume of 45 litres and is constructed in
18mm MDF. Frequency response is quoted as 3oHz-zokHz, and
sensitivity 88dB/iW/im with anominal impedance of 8ohms. The
Total Excellence Kit costs Elmo/pair.

extends to 4ok1-12, while the worm Ti loo bass/mid unit
is claimed to reach a ' remarkably low' 35Hz in this design,

SECOND PRIZE: WILMSLOW AUDIO TOPAS

woich is described as a 'transmission line/bass reflex'
type. Normal price of the Topas in Total Kit form is f800.

The tall slim Topas is based on two of the best Visaton drivers. Thanks
to the wideband MHT 12 ribbon tweeter, the upper response limit

Don't miss the chance to win one of these supefb
loudspea'cers. Entei today'

RULES

HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to Wilmslow Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey CR92ZA, to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 15 NOVEMBER 2002.
The questions:
1) Which famous brand of

2) What is the internal

3) Which drive unit gives the

drive units are used in the

volume of the Excellence's

Topas speaker its Supertweeter

Excellence loudspeaker?

enclosure?

treble response?

Li Vila
Scan- Speak
Seas Excel
IMorel
name

1

140 litres

,Seas T25CF-002

_45 litres

Visaton Ti too

32 litres

ISeas W22EX-oot

42 litres

Visaton MHT 12

address

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

IPC Media Limited, publisher of Hi Fi News, and IPC Electric
Limited will collect your personal information to process your
entry and to gain obetter understanding of our magazine
readership. We may send you details on our magazines and
services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC.

We may pass on your details to other reputable compones whose
products and services may be of interest to you. Please tick here if
you prefer not to receive such offers.

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of Wilmslow Audio, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter.
Entries must
be received by first post on Friday, 15
November 2002. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in HiFi News, March 2003
issue. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding and no correspondence will
be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.
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Henleybesigns
01235 511166
www.henteydesigns.co.uk

THE POWER
Krell. a name to fill the hearts of
competitors with jear... and respect. No
other audio manufacturer has quite
attained such legendary status. And
with good reason: Krell has alwes
delivered the absolutepower required
to maki your loudspeakers deliver
brilliant Music. Absoltd4

THE GLORY
The Listening RDOME a name to fill your
heart with awarm, cuddb,
.feekng. Whetheryou
can afford - or aeire to - the absolute best, we will
ensure thatyou build ahifi orAV rystem that does
your music proud. Our ste are always on hand to
guide you towards the Duren; of_your dreams, while
our credit facilities will ensure that you avoid the
eendingofyour nightmares. Glorious, isn't it?
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Copy protection: the vinyl solution
lust got sent this the the other day and thought

listener must use aspecial player which contains

of you as soon as Iread it:

a " needle" that runs along the grooves on the
record surface, reading the indentations and

'Music bosses have unveiled arevolutionary
new recording format that they hope will help win

transforming the movements back into audio that

the war on illegal- file sharing which is thought to

can be fed through loudspeakers.
Even Shawn Fanning, who invented Napster,

be costing the industry millions of dollars in lost

admits the new format will make file swapping

revenue.

much more difficult. " I've never seen anything

'Nicknamed the " Record", the new format
takes the form oía black vinyl disc measuring

like this," he told reporters. " How does it work?"

12

'As rumours that aTaiwanese company has

inches in diameter, which must be played on a

been secretly developing a12- inch wide,

specially designed "turntable".

turntable- driven, needle- based, Firewire driver

'"We can state with absolute certainty that no

remain unconfirmed, it would appear that the

computer in the world can access the data on

able to hack into the disc's code or access any of

this disc," said spokesman Brett Campbell. "We

the musc files contained within it. " It's like, really

music industry may have, at last, found

are also confident that no one is going to be able

big and stuff," said Doug Flamboise, one of the

the pirate- proof format it has long been

to produce pirate copies in this format without

testers.

searching for.'

going to aheck of alot of trouble. This is without

mean, what format is it? Is it. like, from France or

doubt the best anti- piracy invention the music

something?"

industry has ever seen."

couldn't get it into any of my drives. I

'In the new format, raw audio data in the form

David O'Hare, e-mall
II Unfortunately for the music industry, many

of music is encoded by physcally etching grooves

audiophiles have already learned to use so-

process, the designers gave some discs to a

onto the vinyl disc. The sound is thus translated

called 'analogue' technology to ' rip' arecord's

group of teenage computer experts who regularly

into variations on the disc's surface in aprocess

content, albeit with some quality loss. And it

use file swapping software such as Limewire and

that industry insiders are describing as

should soon be possible for determined file-

Gnutella and who admit to pirating music CDs.

"completely revolutionary" and "stunningly

swappers to buy aVestax disc-cutting machine

Despite several days of trying, none of them were

clever". To decode the data stored on the disc, the

(around Sio,000) to make their own ' LP records'.

Ripping us off

more for your money than, say, seeing amovie

can't be done for less. But surely the real

Has our Ken gone meshuggah? Is this the same

or the other examples tcited.

question is whether it needs to be done at all.

'As part of the invention's rigorous testing

KK who was in the vanguard of exposing the

It's all about perspective. My problem with

We are, after all, talking about the reproduction

extent to which UK consumers are routinely

my ( US) countrymen is that they have no

of music, which is often just light entertainment,

ripped off?

concept of global pricing at all, while my

but even at its greatest can still achieve most of

problem with Europe has mainly to do with our

its emotional impact without needing to be

misconception simply to convert pounds to

tax money subsidising, say, French farmers or

reproduced to the highest standards.

dollars and vice versa without taking the US

illegal immigrants. Naturally, the UK is caught

What Imiss in your pages these days is the

versus UK standard of living into account.

in the middle. Are CDs worth f16.99? No. But

kind of common-sense approach adopted by John

are they expensive at US $ 12.99? Again, no.

Crabbe 35 years ago in HiFi

Ichallenge his math as well, since it is a

Iand many others understand 'value for
money' only too clearly — and this does not

One other thing, so as not to cloud the issue:

The Home. He

used agraph to demonstrate 'the important fact

usually involve paying apremium of up to athird

When discussing prices, one has to separate

that the law of diminishing returns operates with

for any product.

local goods from imports, eg. aCD pressed in

avengeance in the realms of high fidelity' and

the UK should cost less than one imported from

that ' there is apoint above which the practical

Japan. When Mr Dean- Wiley refers to dollars to

man of middle income does not normally go'.

John Luke, Hampshire

GA Parish, Croydon

II Ken Kessler replies: It's not that Idon't

pounds, he's failing to take into consideration

believe we in the UK are being ripped off — we

all of tne things that add to the cost of any

are shafted in almost everything, from petrol to

import: shipping, duty, VAT, importer's margin

paperback books to blue jeans.

etc. What makes me gag is the obverse, such as

Ken Kessler's review of the Sonus Faber Cremona

when aJaguar costs less in Los Angeles than it

[Sept oz] called the speakers ' full- range' at

about pre-recorded music are that (1) Yanks are

does in the UK. That's meshuggah!

32H2-4okHz. Sorry Ken, but the human audible

idiots for complaining about CD prices, but (2)
even at our inflated UK prices, CDs offer better

Drawing the line

value for money than just about any other type

In you- September editorial you suggest that hi-fi

IMF professional monitors areiHz off at 17Hz,

of home entertainment. That doesn't mean the

components shouldn't be described as

but hell, they're 32 years old and it's adamn

price is right, only that CDs still give you alot

overpriced if they achieve something that just

sight better than most other speakers can do.

The points Iwas trying to make in my column

Getting in range
range is 161-12-16kHz which leaves the Cremona
some way off the lower limit. Granted, my own

•We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publicat on, which should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full address (which will not De published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion, but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi- fl. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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bEspokE audio visual consultants
36 Queen

St. Maidenhead. Berkshire SL6 IHZ
01628 633995

OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE
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SYSTEM I
Roksan Caidy CD Player
111111.111g

£550

Unison Research Unico

£750

KO 0 5

£600

Total

Now Demonstrating

£1900

SYSTEM 2
Musical Fidelity A 3. 2 CD

£1000

Unison Research 52K

£1295

Opera Super Pavarotti 11

£1150

Total

£3445

SYSTEM 3

r

Copland CDA 822 CD

£15001

Audio Research SP 16

£2000

Copland CTA 520

£1300

Sonus Faber
Cremona Auditor
Total

Ex Demonstration & Previously Owned Equipment
Mission 753 speakers

£ 295

SH

Nairn 82 Preamp as new ex dem

£1895

XD

Nairn 180 Power Amp

£950

XD

Nairn 52 preamp as new

£2895

XD

Nairn Hicap as new ex darn

£595

XD

Tri Vista CD

Naim Supercap Ex Dem Mint

£1950

XD

Tag McLaren AV32 A/V Processor ex dent

£1750

XD

Musical Fidelity

Theta Casanova fully loaded incl Circa Surround, Silver
Proac Response 15C Ex Dem

£3250

514

£ 795

XD

Sonus Faber Signums

£995

XD

Sonus Faber Amotor Power Amplifier

£595

SH

Krell FPB300cx Power Amp Latest Model

£8500

XD

Ex Dem

£2150
£6950

Musical Fidelity

£4000
£4000

TriNista amp
Martin Logan Aeon

£3150

Total

£ 11150

Krell ESA1005 Power Amp

£1995

51-t

Marantz 5Al2 CD/DVD/SACD

£2750

SH

Unison Research Mystery One/Smart 845s

£2795

SP

Audio Research L53

£ 650

SH

SME 10A

£3400

Audio Research SP9

£695

SH

Krell KP5 28 C

£9000

Krell KCT

£10000.00

Krell FPB 350 MCX

£14000.00

Wilson Audio Sophia

£12000.00

Audio Research VT60 Power Amp

£ 950

SH

Audio Research D100.2

£2795

SH

Nairn 102

£ 950

XD

£1495

XD

Nairn 90

£195

SH

Audio Analogue Bellini Preamp Silver

£295

SH

Wilson System 5.1

£5495

SH

Wilson System 6.1 Ferrari Grey

£14500

514

Musical Fidelity A3 Preamp/Power Amp Ex Dem

£1295

X0

Krell CD DSP Mk 2 CD Player Glass Lid Top- Loader

£1495

SH

Krell KP525sc CD Player

£14995

51-1

Krell 250P Preamplifier

F1495

XD

Nairn 250 Power Amp

Ex Dem

ti INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Agencies include: Audio A, ,

TIE FOR ' I 'HE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST
tie, Audio Research, Audio Tuhnica, BOSE. B&W, Cable Talk, Cande.

Copland, Denon, Grant', Goldring, Jan.. Jadis, KLF, Koetw, Kren, Lexicon. Loewe

Tv &

Video. 14ra,

Maranta, Martin Logan, Michell, Musical Fidelity, MRS, NAD, Nam. NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nofflost
Cables, Onkyo. Opera, Ortolan, Pioneer, Pxoac, Pro-jot, QED. REL Subwoofer., Rote', Sharp LCD Se:eens,
Speakercraft, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus l'aber.

SolTillICe.

TEAC. Theta. Therein,, Transparent Cab', '

Stands Unique. Stay. Target, TAG MeLAREN.
Resr arch. van den Hal, Wilson. Yamaha.

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL - ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS
Canlay House, Park End Street, Oxford OXI 1JD
Telephone: Oxford I
018651 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
E MAIL: Oxford.Audio«,, btinlernel.com
WERSITE: www.oxIbrdaudio.co.uk
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SYSTEM 5

Total

£17195.00

All of thE above systems are currently in stock and
available for demonstration
Brands stocked. Artcoustic • Audio Access • Audio Analogue • Audioqusst • Audio

Licensed Credit Broker

REFER TO OUR NA IIt

P"

SYSTEM 4

Research • Barco • BCD Engineering • Beyerdynamic • Bryston •
nologies • Boston • Clearaudio • Copland • Crestron

BOSE •

Bow tech-

Definitive Technology • Devon

•Draper Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harman Kardon • JVC
plasma • CAT • Lemon • Linn Classic • Living Control •

LOEWE

televisions • Michell

EngilEering • Miller Ei Krc-isel • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin Logan • Nad
•Nordost • Nakam:cni • Opera • Panasonic plasma • IParasound • Pioneer plasma •
Primare • Proceed • Project • OED •

Oued

•OuadraspirE • ROL • Revel •

R
EVOX

Screens • Roksan • Rialto • SME • Scnus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique •
Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Sumiko

Tact Audio • Tag Mclaren • Transparent

Audio • Theta • Unison Research • Vienna Acoustics • VutEc Screens • Wilson Audio
and other leading components and accessories

views
Deep bass may not be everything, but it's

Hartley's design. Also, it illustrates the sealed

Synthesis has just closed it in my opinion. The

important. Also, to Stuart Shepherd of

version, which nicely tallies with what I'd seen

Transcend is well- named — it transcends all

Northampton who uses horn speakers to listen to

and heard in that same year of 1950.

others! Astunning achievement.

pipe organ music, you do realise horns produce

As for RCA's great HFOlson, he is surely

Fam. Michiels-Van den Steen, e-mail

no bass so you're missing about 2-3 octaves of

more renowned for his books than the odd

bass and are frankly wasting your time? Buy a

magazine article. The mighty Acoustical

No timers on tuners

subwoofer, Isay.

Engineering is still in print, and its forerunner

After looking at the various DAB tuners available

Elements of Acoustical Engineering was drawn

on the market, Isettled on the Videologic DRX-

understands the importance of deep bass — if

upon by Briggs in Sound Reproduction as a

6oiE — asnip at £ 220. When agreater choice of

only there were people like him making speakers

source of data for cabinet design. Also, Olson's

models becomes available, Ishall, no doubt,

in the industry.

Music, Physics & Engineering (
formerly plain

move upmarket (not that there is anything wrong

Musical Engineering) is an endlessly fascinating

with the DRX-6o1E).

Itake my hat off to Simon Briggs who

On aclosing note, I
am not some oldie who
owns IMFs — I
am only 23 and would put them
up against any speaker for all-round ability
(how's that for controversial?).
Philip Mayze, Edinburgh

and enlightening tome, despite its age.

Transport of delight

When looking at the various DAB tuners
though, I
was disappointed to notice acomplete
lack of facilities for timer recording operation on

Ever since the CD was introduced, hi-fi

all of them. If you buy arecording machine, all

enthusiasts have thought it was agreat

but the cheapest have atimer Record/Play

• Ken Kessler replies: I'd love to know what
source components and software you're using

invention. But the gap between vinyl and CD was

facility. The tuner manufacturers seem to be

just too big. As the years have passed,

unaware that the record facility on such

which deliver 16Hz signals. Oh, and Iwas

companies have tried to close that gap, without
success. Lovers of the black vinyl, myself

machines is primarily used with aradio tuner.

included, thought that the sound it produced

option would have been both technically difficult

didn't sound as warm or as detailed as agood

and costly on an analogue FM/AM/LW tuner.

selling IMFs when you were still asperm!

Hartley boffles
Ihave just read with interest John Crabbe's
article/opinion in the September issue. Although

vinyl record, but rather thin and cold.
Then along came Audio Synthesis and the

Ican appreciate atimer and programme

Modern tuners on the other hand use software to
operate most of the functions so Ithink abuilt-in

Ihave not been directly involved in the

latest incarnation of its Transcend CD transport is

timer/programme facility wouldn't be that

manufacture of hi-fi equipment, Idid know the

awinner! Besides its trendy appearance, the

difficult to incorporate.

late Gilbert Briggs and Mr Walker of Quad. In

music it produces is top-

fact, Iused to meet Mr Briggs in his factory in

notch. When you use the

Idle. Mr Briggs was cogniscent of Mr Hartley's

top drawer, the transport

work and had heard about boffles.

oozes quality.

If you refer to Briggs's book Sound

Put on aCD — don't

'We can be confident there will
be more excellent programmes
it's apity we'll miss them...'

Reproduction, second edition (May 1950), you

forget to use aclamp or

will find on page 36 (reproduced below) a

the neighbours might

diagram which illustrates three Hartley- like
boffles. The drive unit was special; it was not one

complain about flying saucers — and listen.
Surrender to the magical experience. Combined

use MiniDisc and reel-to-reel connected to tuners

of Briggs' products at the time. Ihave heard a

with one of Audio Synthesis's D/A converters, it's

and atimer. This set-up enables me to listen to

boffle with aHartley drive unit in it. That was in

like listening to arecord without the bumps and

programmes I
would miss, such as Late Junction,

about 1943 and it was driven by aPX4 push-pull

scratches. David Heaton is areal magician!

amplifier. The back area was like the third

The transport may seem costly, but for the

illustration shown, but was made of athick felt-

sheer listening pleasure it gives, it is worth it. As

like material. It sounded fairly good at the time,

to the gap between vinyl and CD, Audio

you could have your sound according to choice!
Ifind it curious that nobody has seen fit to

The Proms, drama on three, The Evening Concert
on Classic FM and alot of excellent programmes
on Radio 4.
It would be nice to get the use of what can be
avery expensive piece of kit even when we are

but also had aback with holes of various sizes
drilled in it, which was easily detached, so that

In the past Ihave used cassette tape and now

ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION
Thi my be wind by pecking the Interior of the cabinet aid,
conongrool
t or other
to
edema, or by emir*
ns
i dawned ballet ;
bet it hoeid
etrannheted d ot me
of aand amielues
abogie dqxh of goner ynneleggb, we •
system of Wake to
function dooro lo ao cydes notdd require • cabinet »eerie depth.

away from it — you can, after all, buy aVCR
machine for as little as boo and do just that.
Has any market research been carried out as

mention the name of Olson (
Acoustical

to the facilities the public would like from DAB or

Engineering, 1957), the American who wrote an

will we just have to make do with what they give

article in the American radio magazine Radio and

us? We have been told we can expect to get

Electronics on the parameters of the construction

additional features with DAB, but that only

of large loudspeaker cabinets and all the details

seems to be if you are stuck in front of it.
Does anyone know how many people record

necessary to ensure good frequency response,
including its shape.
Bob Blackwood, Castle Cary
MI John Crabbe replies: Mr Blackwood's
memories nicely confirm the impression I'd
gained regarding various versions of the Bottle

fe.—vorieue Cabmen

If yea accept the plenum the function of good LT. nopente in to
œoph the ingest poodble ono of ait
tige coot, you ea tenet the
system. lf, gm the other heed, yao atoect matte to any trace digcolas gr hogn reameee, you nay an:Iconiclo aboorptioe mean
oil open eann—ar ogee ear. la ds-goons void, moos tegerbee•doe ono.,
. the method may be ray coottadist In to,, lively room
with herd, Wee web. ohm Wow die se of cockoed speakers. thus
hailing the mod » atingle some tad mixing coefation.

radio programmes using atimer in asimilar
fashion as using aVCR?
We can be confident there will be more and
more excellent programmes broadcast over the
air now that DAB is here — it's just apity we
shall miss most of them.
I
am at the moment using two tuners, but it

being on offer across the years. Interestingly,
Briggs didn't actually mention Hartley or use

O In black and white: this page from Gilbert

would be nice to have just one top-flight DAB

the name ' Boffle' in his book, while only the

Briggs's Sound Reproduction clearly shows a

tuner by say Quad, Revox, Arcam, etc.

righthand picture could be said to resemble

Hartley- like ' bete'

Christopher Fairfowl, e-mail
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Acoustic Arts
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AUDIOQUEST
B&W ( INC NAUTILUS)
BEYER

HI FI * HOME CINEMA * MULTI ROOM * FULL INSTALLATION SERVIC

BLUE ROOM
BOSTON
CASTLE
CLEAR AUDIO
COPLAND
DENON
DENSEN
GRADO
RMAN KARDON

The Sonus Faber Cremona is a rare
combination.

An

interior

JADIS

designer's
the

KEF

Cremona has true audiophile appeal,

KOETSU

dream

with

following

stunning

in

the

aesthetics,

footsteps

of

KRELL
MARTIN LOGAN

the

Guarneri Homage.
The

Guarneri

set new standards

MICHELL

for

NORDOST
ORTOFON

musicality and midrange transparency,
the Cremona picks up this baton and
moves forward giving greater scale,

PRO-JECT
PRIMARE

dynamics and weight. A truly capable
speaker,
it
application.

can

be

used

in

QUADRASPIRE

any

QED
REL
ROKSAN
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SONNETEER
SONUS FABER
SUMIKO

101 St Albans Road Watford, Hertfordshire, WD17 1RD. Tues - Sat 10 - 5.30.
Late night Thurs by appointment. Tel 01923 245250/233011 fax 01923 230798

THETA
RANSPARENT AUDIO
VIBE

E-mail ACOUSTIC-ARTS@freenet.co.uk. See classified for second hand listing.

FREE HiFi Upgrade
hififorsale corn ltd's AudiophileCandy
2003 accessories catalogue
Our NEW Edition Features:

it

2003

WILSON AUDIO

WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

•Amassive selection of class
leading audio accessories
from manufacturers
throughout the world
•Overviews and advice from
leading industry experts
•The Latest Industry News
•' Your Views' letters page
•Over 65 full colour pages
featuring over 350
products
AudiophileCandy 2003 is your FREE essential guide
to the very bcst in audio accessories.

Grub Your Copy NOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue please give us acall,
or visit www.audiophilecandy.com and fill in our contact form

0870 241 246 9
86

november 2002 \
t".

PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:Power
Amplifiers
30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables,
Capacitors.
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Transformers.
Subwoofers. Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

http://www.wnaudio.ccn
Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the loo
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

• Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
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NAME
Arum CD23 Text

Jamo D83o

• Want the full review? Just contact HFN

Harbeth Compact 7ES

Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

Linn Ikeini

REVIEWED SUPPL ER
02/02 [AH] 01223 203200

UOD SOOdtk CD12

£400

2001 Awards 01223 203200

£ 12,000

02/02

[
KK]

020

8819 7962 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT Classic Audio Research with lab handles,
balanced XLR analogue and digital outputs, and sliding top lid
with magnetic puck. Straightforward top- loader, and for KK one
of the sweetest, easy-to- listen-to- for- hours- on- end players I've
ever used... if ARC's unspoken goal was to make this player
sound like an analogue retrieval device, they've succeeded.'
Chord DAC64

in«

ilea iffill

Musical Fidelity A3.2 £999

f345o/f9000 12/99 [AH] 01799 531999

01753 68o868 www.marantz.com

05/02 EDI]

020 8900 2866 www.musical-lidelity.co.uk

12/00

[
AG]

01722 332266

www.raim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Won't play CD-RW discs or give adigital
output, disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results indifferent.
But musically, it's in aclass of its own for the price, imbuing a
richness and life that CD too frequently lacks. Unsophisticated
in some ways, the CD5 has asolid, three-dimensional quality
and superb dynamics. Great sense of timing too, naturally.

www.dcsltd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD-to- Dconverter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and professional- grade electronics. Sublime sound quality. After feeding them
the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs start to sound wholly believable at last.
Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.

[
AG]

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much arevision of the A3, as ascaled- down Nu-Vista 3D.No
nuvistor valves but it has got 24/96 upsanpling, for new levels of cleaness and
refinement. Pitch definition is superior too, and its smoothness and lack of congestion
lets you play at an increased level. Exemp.ary performance at arealistic price, said JH.
Naim Audio CD5 £ 1125

01622 1
21444

12/00

HOW WE RATE IT Using four Bitstream DAC7 D/As in dual- differential mode, and a
DSP digital filter to counteract group delay, this player also includes CD Text, and can
play CD-RWs. The sound is alittle distant and not as detailed as some but with arich,
varied tonal quality, aided by astrong bass. If the extreme treble is perceptibly shy,
the player has astrong, almost physical, presence that helps music to come alive.

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz capable DAC features abuffer
memory and re- clocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded:
'It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
dC5 Purcell/Delius

[
CB 8,5H] 014.1 307 7777 www.11on.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left ' with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD12 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less. But note that the
CD12 now uses amodern 24/96-type DAC instead of original mulfbit.
Maranta CD-17 Mk It £ 99.90

£5490

8/99

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player. Well-balanced performance at the right price.
Audio Research 03

mat 3o7 07777 wina.linn.co.uk

www.arcanco ut

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution and
organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music
Arcam DIVA CD72

a/et RR]

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi-sized case is Linn's smooth-operatirg all- metal threemotor disc mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC and ahigh- frequency switchmode power supply. Offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual
instruments easily, yet more relaxed in treble focus yet with plenty of articulation of fine
details. Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

CD players
PRICE
Eity9.90

fins°

Rahn CDS II

£5900

1/99 [MC]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.

november

2002

Hi-Fi News
Perpetual P-IA/P-3A $1099/799 ii/os [ DA]

+s303 5413 isoo

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit (P- 1A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. DA found the combination transformed CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians better than other moderate- priced DACs. The P- LA is the killer, used as a
software- based interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ
correction too. Mail order only in the UK, see www.perpetualtechnologies.com
Primare

030.2

£1499

6/
99IAG1

0103

3590M

wirePdlinnulu

HOW WE RATE IT This player uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism but with
Primare-tweaked software designed to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to
shock that results, there is new decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by 8x
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit D-Aconverters. There is little graininess, but the
balance between resolving ability and smoothness is about as well judged as it comes.

U
L- -4

NAME
Arcam DV88

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
02/01 (AH]
01223 203203

£1300

06/01 [ AG]

04/02 [AH]

Magnum Dynalab MDio2 £ 1990

o3/o1 [ IH]

01932 816000

f1300

www.sony.co.uk

NA

MI

Arcam DT8i

01932 828828 www.toshiba.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Copper- plated chassis and power supply
screen show audio hasn't been overlooked. On DVD-A it was of
ahigher calibre than many so far, the exaggerated high treble
adding clarity, but not too intrusive. Video circuitry can be
switched off for best results, though there's still a ' haze' on CD
compared with adedicated CD player. HDCD compatible.

•••••

0000

07/01 [AH]

november

09/0111H1

01753 680868

vAvw.marantz.co.uk

07/00 [AH]

0800 7838007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT High- quality £ 1400 AM/FM analogue tuner with an optional £ 895
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this a
highly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The T32R
had more warmth and body through the midband (compared to Arcam DRTio), and a
less digital sounding treble. AH called it ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Turntables
PRICE

Clearaudio Champion £ 45

REVIEWED

SUPPLIER

03/01 [AH]

01252 702/05

www.audioreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; midband could sound alittle recessed. It showed rhythmic 'groove' and pace
to make extended listening apleasurable experience. Looks good with its 19mm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.
Lion L1h2

from

£1075

10/97 [ KK]

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.
Michell Gyro SE

Radio Tuners
PRI( F

REVIEWED

SUPPLIER

£650

01/02 [AH]

01223 203203

2002

4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

f775/499 05/99 [AH]

020

8953 0771

w‘vw.michell-engineering.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the ' 80s, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, for lower price and arguably better sound.
Unique merry-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the
ear needn't be fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great
sound at areasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU and
aclamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.
www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arcam DT8L. With better controls than previous models,

88

020 8948

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Substantially built, this high- spec model has adual 65o/78onm
laser for best results with both SACD and CD, also allowing it to play CD-R/RW. Its
user- selectable digital filter options proved interesting, but on most material the
standard setting sounded the most realistic. This is asimple- to- use, self-assured
player, holding you spellbound with the best DSD/SACD recordings and transfers.
Toshiba SD- 900E

£599

TAG McLaren T32R £ 2295

NAME
f1200

02/01 [ AG]

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound was 'cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image.' Tonal balance
was alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceived,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes quiet confidence.'

HOW WE RATE IT An easy- to- use universal machine that provides, as AH put it, the
ideal platform to get on and play the new wideband music. Neither new audio format
was found to underperform, and (unlike most) the ' 747 gave decent results on CD too.
Note that it won't decode HDCD or the new dts 96/24. Alandmark product.
Sony SCD-555E5

oao 836s 433 troecteekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The T43 is asimple fuss- free FM tuner with excellent sound quality.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multipath
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing...
high quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'

Maraud:ST-17

0208 665 6350 www.philips.co.uk

01753 789789

ootot 11H]

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-Video player, but does not offer DVD-Audio. SACD
replay had apoise and clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACD
brought something close to real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of
outputs, but it's better to use the front Land Rof the multi- channel set.
f899

Ewa

HOW WE RATE IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was for
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM- only tuner has
optional remote- control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other Ihave
heard, including DAB, in every respect...it's nothing less than
stunning.'

HOW WE RATE IT Painstaking audio circuit design details include separate clocks and
power supplies for audio and video, and apair of Wolfson 24-bit/i92kHz WM8716
DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound
equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE from awell-built, and ergonomically- satisfying design. To
add DVD-Audio capability, afactory- retrofit upgrade is promised, probably around £300.

Pioneer DV-747A

Creek To3

DVD/SACD players
PRICE
Egoo

Philips SA(Di000

the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMI DT26. Like other Arcams, the
DT81 has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.

Pro-ject Debut

Eno

07/00 [ 11]

01235 511166

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed belt- drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and

Ortofon m- m cartridge. No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp
and lively sound,' commented TB. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m
or m- cform for an extra £40, and you have an incredible vinyl- playing front-end.
Pro-ject RPMfour

f3oo

07/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Comes complete with an Ortofon sio cartridge ( if bought
separately, £45) and aPro-ject 9tonearm (nominally £ 25o). The clear acrylic cover
attracted comment, reminiscent of 'ajelly mould or blender'. Change to 5rpm is by
shifting the belt, which means first removing the platter. Sound quality was rated as
good: but achange of stylus (to Ortofon MC3o Supreme) brought the unit alive.
Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£500/£75o

06/01 [TB]

01235 511166

HOW WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt A (£ 5oo), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass quality,
with no brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£ 750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o
stylus on asolid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and
detail. Both were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
SME Model io

£ 2643.75

12 /99

[ KK]

01903 814321

www.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for
the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it is so damned quiet. The Model io let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Amplifiers
NAME
A112112 FMJA32

PRICE
LUGO

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/02 [ AG] 01223 203203

floo

05/01 [ AH]

01223 203203

Conrad- Johnson MV6o £ 1349

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 8W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DL- coupled, bipolar transistors (no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.

)

03/00 [ MC]

020 8971

HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of C-I's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for
the ` MV' prefix designates a
lower- cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.
Creek P43R/A52SE £350/£599 5/00 [TB]

08/01 [ MC]

07/00 [AG]

4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level preamplifier gives an
easy- to- listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add ' standard' or ' special' m- m phono stages (£49 and £ 79), and
low- and high- sensitivity m- cboards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.
£699

02/01 [AH]

020 8361 4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This / 5VV, ch integrated amp with passive
pre- stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive
combinations. Its sound had all the right elements in place, in
tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rock- steady in awide
believable space. Remote control of source and volume as
standard: phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with
uprated components also available.
Croft Vitale

£50

02/00 [ KK]

01746 769156

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard-wired pre- amplifier, true to the minimalist ideal. As KK
explained, while sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and
grain, the Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's
also enough low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of
'no transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre- amp. Quieter than aNuVista? Er, no.
£1449

01/00 [ KK]

01480 453791

www.ear-yoshino.com

01159 224138

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
ESLab DXS4

01892 539595

www.balanced.com

HOW WE RATE IT Full remote control pre- amp and 6o watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle- ended design! It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

£2495

11/01 [ IH]

01903 814618

www.eslab.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 200W was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient reouirements'. IH found
nothing to fault in performance.

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is still top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT VK-5oSE/VK-60 £6125

020 8381

3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialist's earlier achievements, eg, SPio II. Despite
broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled design,
sound quality was top notch. It joins the reference class of preamplifier controllers with amarvellously balanced sound, in a
f881fflue mix which defines true performance. ' It comes close to, or is
state of the art,' said MC.

AS Passion Ultimate £ 1295

020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Conrad- Johnson Premier 171.5 £ 4895 12/01 [ MC] 020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

EAR 864
Audio Research Ref Two £ 9998

12/01 [ MC]

HOW WE RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, using two pairs of Svetlana
EL34 output valves. Designated with the budget range ' MV' prefix it may be, but there
was an unmistakable vein of the excellence which distinguishes the c- jPremier range
of valve power amplifiers from lesser breeds. Anicely- tuned upbeat delivery was also
present in good measure, proving equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

www.arcam.co.uk

www.arcam.co.uk

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SPMizooC uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.

Creek 5350

HOW WE RATE IT This top- of- the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of looW/ch. Pre- amp is revised too, giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently
in charge, making the most of the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
Arcam A85

Chord CPA 3200/5Pm 1200C £4041/4210 1/99 [AH] 01622 721444

Krell KAIllooil

E31199

lo/o1 [ KK]

020

8971 3909 www.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up nohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-'8os
vintage, and found 'the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue... I
would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp Ican name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
Suppliers of the finest Audio
and Video Equipment from
Ti.. Li4CillEIR IP.J 0.41.10•Ct

crucuperneuraca

WE ARE THE
SOUTH-WEST'S
ONLY DEALER FOR
KRELL AND
SONUS FABER
If you would like to discuss or experience these
beautiful world- class designs in a music or
cinema context, please telephone Brian Rivas at
Pinewood Music.
We have been an exclusive dealer for Absolute
Sounds for 15 years and specialise in KRELL
and SONUS FABER, which in our experience are
unequalled in their ability to make a direct
connection to your senses.
Dan D'Agostino of Krell and Franco Serblin of
Sonus Faber may have different approaches to
making music in the home, but the results either combined or separately - are unmatched
for their sheer beauty or electrifying immediacy.
With unsurpassed design and build quality, plus
Pinewood's highly respected support and
service, you may rest assured that your
investment will bring you endless pleasure in a
troubled world.

High quality integrated
amplifiers now available
are seriously challenging
the traditional, more
costly, separate preamp
and power amp setup.

InLeorok._ed
solugLons
Why pay for two boxes — and find
room for them — when one box will
do the job and cost less?
We supply outstanding integrated
amplifiers well suited to systems
costing £ 10 — £25k.
Separate preamps were essential for
good quality when they contained a
phono stage for LPs. ( If you play
vinyl we often suggest acompletely
SEPARATE PHONO STAGE with a
dedicated power supply.)
Integrated amps were seen by users
and manufacturers as entry level.
Today the sources are CD, tuner
and tape — signals many 000s of
times more robust than the fragile
output of aphono cartridge. No
longer the need to separate control
from power output — IF DONE WELL.
ACCUPHASE make superbly crafted
amplifiers with avery full range of
facilities, even including defeatable
tone controls. Prices £2.2k — £6k.
The star is a30W Class A beauty.
The amp from ADVANTAGE of
Sweden hides its capabilities under a
svelte stylish skin. Lively and
involving. Fully remote controlled
including gain setting for each input.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
famous for their valve pre and
power amps, offer the new VK300x
with the option of avalve front-end
taken from their top preamp, for a
touch of valve " magic".
Customers say we make some of the BEST

The
Right
Note
dip

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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music along the way and save money in the -13

,--r .

"

long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BAT,dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,
VERDI) MERACUS, PASS, SAT,SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, PASS, SAT,SONNETEER,
SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, LUMLEY, NEAT,TOTEM,
VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO,
CHORD CO., DNM ,HOVLAND, NORDOST, SILTECH, TAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC.

SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNIQUE

Linn Kolektor

£495

4/99 [ AH]

0141

307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LK14o power amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m- m phono input, one of no in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.
McCormack

£2590

10/00 [AG]

0208 948

4153 wymmccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
MF X-Ploo/X-ASicio

E799/799

2/99, libo [ AG/AH]

020

8900 2866

HOW WE RATE IT Musical Fidelity's X-Ptoo pre- amp substitutes solid-state devices
for nuvistor miniature valves. The X-ASi000, aloo W/ch solid-state design, is housed
in similar stretched cylinder canister. While the pre- amp is the star, the power amp is
relatively transparent, and the combination is clean and musical with bags of power.
Musical Fidelity A3oo £ 1399

03/Do [ IH]

020

8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful yet compact i5oW/channel amplifier, with five line
inputs, m-m/m-c and tape monitor, the remote controlled A3oo is essentially
transparent to the signal. ' There is a ' rightness' here,' said IH, 'which soon had me
re- appraising current CD favourites and rediscovering others'.
fl000

MF ACy3

o6/oo [ DB]

020

8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

Features an impressive outboard power supply, and uses new Semelab output devices
so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry is not required. The circuit is
internally bridged to give 14oW/8 ohm, or double that into 4ohm, with prodigious
current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there is areal synergy.
Pass Labs X35o £9950

lobo [ DB]

020

Pathos Twin Towers

11

4/99 [ IN

f3250

01235 810455

www.nagra.com

HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 50 watt
into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.

Primare A30.1

f.s499

f625/E75o

03/02 [AH]

6/99 [AG]

Quad QC 24/II-forty £3995

u/ 00 PI

02/01 [ AH]

01722

332266

fio,000

8/00 [ MC]

rnwt.primare.nu

014
60

44noo www.quad-hifi.co.uk

£5 0

2001 Awards

01722 332266

01903 750750

www.rotel.com

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful amplifier for the money, giving over 9oW into 8ohms o
test. Sonically, its basic character is warm and open, with good detail, although it
could betray agrey, even ' processed' or identifiably 'solid-state' character. In this last
respect at least, it might not compare favourably with Arcam's £ 450 A75. But the Rotel
can still win in terms of sheer bang for buck.
Sj pcatoo/ppatoo £ 4
4
730

04/00 [ IH]

0141 8io 2820 www.sjaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre/power amp
combination (E215o/£258o) are exceptional, although much of the complex circuitry
is related to the power supply. The power amp too takes the reduction of residual
noise and interchannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH found that they
provided extraordinary definition and that he had rarely been so impressed with an
amplifier combination, and felt that in all key respects it performed flawlessly.
10/00 [ MC]

0800 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
en- and decoder and as aDIA converter for digital sources. It can also accept the
company's DAB radio module internally (af6o5 option) and can be intelligently
interconnected with other TAG McLaren components using the proprietary system bus.
The DPA32R offers asolid performance at afair price, and above average sound
quality, despite which MC found it worthy of respect and areserved recommendation.
7/02 [ KK]

01753 652669

www.naim•audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 3oW (we measured 36W), but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing
were its real strengths. For more volume, just look to the 112/150 pre/power.
Nairn NAP5oo

01423 359054

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/11
valve amplifiers is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tilt/tone controls. Only available only as apair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre- amp lacks the noise floor of the
original, and has anew smoothness and precision but elusive
lushness of the original is retained.

Unison Research Unicof75o £750
£799

wwmukd.co.uk

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP 15o power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Naim sound'. There
was an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of the unnatural glare and haze that
afflicts some hi-fi products that attempt to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. AH concluded ' you would find the NAC 112 and NAP 15o difficult to trump in
terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical satisfaction'.
Naha NAIT 5

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A30.1 bipolar amplifier, rated at looW/channel, looks like a
million dollars, and is remote- controllable. The volume control is afine step- ladder
type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into account.

TAG McLaren DPA32R f1695
Naim NAC 112/NAP 150

8/99 [ KK]

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/12)(A7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Rotel RA- 972

£9350

www.passlabs.com

8900 2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Arevision of the Ai amp in the stretched cylindrical- cased X- Series:
you can see the X-A2 either as astripped down, remote control- free version of the XAtooR, or an enhanced X-M, with the superior transformer of the X-MooR, and power
increased from 5o to 75 W/ch. Deciding whether it improved on the X-A1 was, as DB
put it, a ' no brainer', thanks to asurprisingly powerful bass, with superior separation
and articulation, while voices are clearer, and music is more convincing.
Naga VPA

01892 539595

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 350 watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it aLowe
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

HOW WE RATE IT Choke Regulation power supply configuration employs an extra
inductive component to block higher mains harmonics and RF noise. Additional
capacitance is used after the chokes to reduce the AC impedance as seen by the
output stage. This pre/power combination has arare sense of ' rightness'. The
excellent low-level musical resolution and subtle articulation work well with SACD.
Musical Fidelity X-A2 £499

02/00 [ AG]

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP5oo is the largest Naim amplifier, in astylish sci-fi boxwork.

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 8oWich
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its
midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.'
Ventas P400

£ 2995

05/ 04111 1

012637414
17

HOW WE RATE IT It is built into a beautifully fabricated brushed aluminium cabinet
that's compact considering its 240W/ch output, although it weighs achunky zikg.
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Sound quality was superb, the P400 'tells it the way it is', and will mask no flaws in
the programme. But it could reveal new detail and so provide engagement for the
listener. Well worth seeking out!

overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
B&W Nautilus 802

PRICE
boo°

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/00 [AG] 020 8642 4436 www.alr.de

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval, rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium midrange
driver. Tuning allows the user to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
ATC SCM7oLE

£95oo

u/99 [AG]

ois85 76056s

www.atc.gb.net

HOW WE RATE IT ATC's Studio Control Monitor ( 1200 x405 x465mm hwd) is an
monolithic 70- litre fully active three-way design and includes 350 watt of on- board
power amplification and electronic crossovers, and an external pre- amp, the SCA2
(£2599). Musically it has bold dynamics, apowerful bass reach, but slightly vague
imagery and amarginal loss of HF detail and sweetness. An effective communicator.
Avantgarde Uno

£ 5300

05/00 [SH]

01895 833099 www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

Dynaudio Contour T2.5£2456

01/01 [ IH]

01453 752656

www.avihifico.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm) twoway update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and
127mm Vifa pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. Aconsistent
impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill version retains, or
even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy, and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod £ 259

o7/00[AH]

01903 260033

Elac CL82 Mk Il

9/02 [ KK]

01903 750750

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall standmounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals 'sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
B&W CDM INI

£750

01/01 [AGI

01903 750750

Elac 31oi JET

12/01 [AG]

01903 750750

£399

f.85o

wynw.dynaudio.com

12/00 MI

0800 652 5002

wontelac.com

o3/oo [AG]

os494 551551

www.elac.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact, vented all- aluminium enclosure with
aluminium cones and domes. One for the stripped pine and
chrome set, this litle model has sharp reflexes, and is at once
bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, this
is asurprising and engaging speaker. What it lacked in
sophistication was made for up in panache.
Energy Encore

2

£ 75 0

olit/oi [AG]

01473 240205

www.energy-speakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a150W MOSFET amp in charge of the zoomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental playing
and full-scale orchestral recording at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to acquit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG
Utilitarian rear- ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered-tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than
the rest. Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly

£2 49

2001

Awards

020

8361 8864 www.epos-acoustics.com

HOW WE RATE IT Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well- tried Epos bass/mid driver,
with acarefully- profiled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple crossover. With a
cabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel, and screwed- in front
baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sound. Avery fine speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact 7ES £ 1299

6/
99

[ MC]

01444 235566

www.harbeth.com

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then-equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/SPi. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn- door
standards. Thin-wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed- on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy to recommend.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This smallest member of the CDM series has now been upgraded
with aversion of the Nautilus tweeter with its extended damped rear cavity, married
to afront-vented 165mm Kevlar cone bass unit. Avery grown-up loudspeaker which
manages astrong, large-scale sound and its bass is also more tuneful and expressive
than many rivals'. Treble quality is not quite as good, but it remains powerful.
B&W DA1303

08/00 [ KK] 01732 451938

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers have aluminium enclosures and ribbon tweeters,
but this one uses awood enclosure and dome tweeter. The aluminium composite bass
dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels that
would defeat most others with negligible compression or distortion. Bass lines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.

Epos Mu

£299

www.bwspeakers.com

www.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft- dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
8&W 602 53

ono; 75075o

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically- shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

HOW WE RATE IT Avantgarde's smallest stands 1.44m high, has
horn- loaded mid and tweeter, and self- powered subwoofer, with a
claimed system sensitivity of ioodB/watt. SH noted that they
gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication - but without
the coloration that has spoiled other horn loudspeakers. The Uno
more than stood up to box speaker competition at the price.
AVI Neutron Ill£499

eft [AH]

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one
of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers. It carries the authority and
finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces
where the 801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass,
midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to
mention killer looks lead to atruly great speaker, recommended
without hesitation.

Loudspeakers
NAME
AIR Jordan Note 3

f6000

12120

D830

£1499

05/02 [AG]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can be
forward. Monitor- like incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its ' astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.
Jamo E850

£300

03/01 [TB]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
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Mail Order Cables& Accmsories

NiVt
Mains flor

clearaudio

NEW!
from C120

With 4,6 or 8way options,
choice of cables, EarthTerminal
nickel plated contacts with
contact enhancer, and the
option of an in-built mains
purifier, this versatile
block will suit any system.
Call now for more information
or to order your
MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE-

CALL UK FREEPHONE
and quote

11 2
2 for your FREE CATALOGUE

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,FFEEPOST NWW8B1A, KENDAL LAB 9ZA
Tel: ( 44 ( 0)1539 825500 Fax: + 44 ( 011539 825540
E-mail: AN112 ,irussandrews.com

www.russandrews.com

Sa. UK OlOrébe r
lof KIWI. KUL

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
CAIN 15 908

io B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
• British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
• Interested D IY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

1r

julio

•

TELEPHONE & FAX 01582 736561

CYCYCI1CC
'
For more

information:

UK Distributor on 0 12 5 2

70 2 7 0 5

or email: info@audioreference.cosuk
or visit our web site:

www.audioreference.co.uk
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RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 BAO
Personal Callers by appointment only
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, Oft SUPPLY EX STOCK.

contain two zoomm cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft dome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
JMlab Cobalt 815 £ 859

05/01 [AG]

0121

616 5126

www.focaLtmir

HOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
two i6omm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Linn Katan

£635

11/01 [AH]

cow 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AR.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single-wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Martin- Logan Prodigy £ 8967

08/00 [ MC]

020 8971

3909 www.martinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with ' stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, this ML may be the one for you.

in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small i4omm paper pulp bass/mids and az8mm
silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but
the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only the last ounce of
detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Sonus Faber Signum £1249

f2200

04/00

[
AG]

01473 240205

£700

01/00 [AG]

01480 451777

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT So much control over every area of misbehaviour something subtle
but significant had been squeezed from the sound. The 782 is most comfortable when
producing medium volume levels in small to medium-sized rooms, despite the zoo watt
maximum recommended amplifier power and respectable (89dB/W at im) sensitivity.
Complex design, and still one of the most detailed and articulate speakers in its class.
Mission f52-AV

£799.90

11/00 [AGI

01480 451777

www.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
f52- AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
which can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The f52-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL- 989

£

000

07/00 [ KK]

01480 4477 00 www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
Ruark Etude

£99

05/02 [ AG]

01702 601410

WWW.Nark.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm load with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Ruark Prologue R

£949

10/00 [AG]

01702 601410

89713909

Snell E.5 Tower £1520

6/99 [AG]

01233 813111

www.snell.com

HOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.
Tannoy Dimension TD12 f65oo

4/12 [ MC]

01236 420199

www.tannoy.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated- driver array; in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression normally associated with much higher
prices. It remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.
£59

7/99 [AH]

01924 406016

www.totem.com

www.miragespeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aCorlan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
Mission 782

020

HOW WE RATE IT This is acostly miniature, with an 8- litre enclosure. Beautifully
finished, it's built from superb solid hardwoods with asense of style. Such is the
quality of this speaker's appearance that it is worth fitting the matching solid walnut
stands, at £450. While its tonal balance is not quite in the reference class, its obviou
commitment to the musical message, sense of performance and pace certainly are.

Totem Ann
Mirage MRM-a

6/99 [ MC]

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood veneered enclosure is supplied

HOW WE RATE IT Aslim floorstander, the diminutive Arro is thin enough to slip into
the smallest of listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability
to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between
the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the
fluid midband. Despite the limitations of power/ low frequency handling, AH found
himself quite taken by these delicate, pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 £ 120

9/01 & 121,01

0—
R45

4580011

www.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely an opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will ' astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds.., astonishing
clarity, top-to- bottom cohesion, more than plentiful bass and amidband naturalness
that recalled the Quad ESL'. AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an
uneven balance that did no favours except with the most well behaved and
straightforward recordings'. Probably best suited to low volumes in small rooms.
Wilson Benesch ACT 2 £9000

10/99 (AG]

014 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbon loaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery £5500

o8/01 [ AH]

01142 852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses four drivers per box. Ai5omm
Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in an isobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.
Wilson WATT/Puppy £8700/9700 04/no [ MC]

ozo 8971 39 09 www.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy combination. System 6includes re-engineering of both units and now
provides superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the
world's largest power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo
imaging was good and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more
expensive units.
—\/ november
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Recreating the entire
musical event with all
its light, colour and
detail.
the abso!ute sound: "... in some respects,
it's hard to beat for any amount of money",
...and... "the GamuT 0200 has the best
souredstaging I've yet heard from any amp
superb width, depth and layering ..."

"Now I
can only
say that until I
had the Mana
equipment table
fitted, my hi-fi
system was at
best half
Cocked."
Alan Sircom
HiFi Choice
March '95

"Mana Tables are not cheap. But they are essential if you want to
unlocK your system's true potential." BEST BUY
Malcolm Steward, HiFi Choice February '96
MANA products please contact lint E, Amlwch Ind. Est.
Amlwoh, Anglesey Wales. LL68 9BX..Email: post@mana.co.uk

For information on

Sales: C1248 751 043 Factory 01407 830 530
Fax C14C7 830 535

VISA

visit" THE

MANA FORUM At

de

http://manaforum.atinfopop.com

In the UK HiFi News wrote: "Through all
types of music the GamuT D200 shows
spectacular three-dimensional layering of
the stereo sound stage." ... and... "excellent
retrieval of ambience and an accurate rendering of the space around instruments."
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Ireland's Premier Home Entertainment Event
The Dublin Hi -Fi Show
Burlington Hotel

November 9th - 10th
10am - 6pm
Admission € 5.00
the abso!ute sound says of the CD- 1:
"...what the Gamut does let you hear, on
disc after disc, is the music" ... and... " The
music lover says, this thing is a joy and,
for the money, a dream. -

For more information:
UK Distributo - on

01252 702705

Featuring
The very latest in home
entertainment

systems

Hi -Fi • Multi- room • Plasma
•LCD Wall mounted TV
Great Show Offers/

or email: infoaudioreference.cc.uk

Live Music

Visit our new web site:

wwIALaudioreference.co.uk
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Organised by Cloney

Audio

For details please call + 353 1 2888 477

accessoriesdub
Microphones Cook Book
All you really

MICHELL TENDERFEET ISOLATION CONES:
Small
per 3
Moo
Large
per 3
£12.00
MICHELL 4MM PLUGS: Gold on brass
Per 4
flo.00
INSERT AUDIO:
4mm plugs
per 4
£8.00
Spades
per 4
£8.00
FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS:
Small (6mm)
per pair
£12.00
Large (12mm)
per pair
f14.00
KONTAK: Contact cleaner
f15.00
DE-OXIT: Contact de- oxidiser (spray)
£14.00
PRO-GOLD: Gold contact enhancer (spray)
£14.00
METAL CLAD MAINS DISTRIBUTION BLOCK:
UK Li European O USA E
4way
£70.00
6way
f85.00
RELAXA MAGNETIC SUPPORT
£375.00
CICABLE LS35A EXTRERNAT CROSSOVER
f600.00
AM/FM INDOOR ANTENNA
£25.00

deals with history and performance, specifications
need to know is what Paul
Whatton said about Microphones Cook Book (Guida
and aesthetics, covering all of the major brands
Ai Microfoni), by Paolo Torsello. Whatton - who
through ablend of photos, reprinted
works with quality recording equipment every day.
manufacturers' data sheets and the author's own
who adores vintage hi-fi, and
Ter••11.
perceptive observations about
whose dad co- designed the
the various microphones'
LS3/5A - got his copy of the
characteristics; he's askilled
book and 'dropped everything,
recordist with apassion for valves.
went into the garden, and read it
Every major brand is included,
cover- to- cover. Brilliant!'
every classic model discussed,
What he's raving about is a
along with the sorts of rarities
history of/collector's guide to
and obscurities which keep
classic microphones, up to and
collectors salivating. Calrec,
including PZM mics, which does
Sony, Schoeps, Sennheiser,
everything abook of this sort
Neumann, Beyer, AKG, RCA - it's
should do. It informs and
afeast for anyone who has any
entertains, and - moreover interest whatsoever in recording,
whets your appetite for the next
and that means pro or amateur.
audio fair.
For £ 13.95, it's gotta be the bestr-tbeef: lee
Published by the same crew
buy read of the year! But Igotta
idlo.dfflibet Lltta•lc Mai r
which produces Audion, probably
confess: the photos which had
De•
the world's best vintage audio
me and Whatton and the other
magazine, Microphones Cook Book is adual'sad bastards' drooling profusely were those of
language paperback which mixes it up into an Italian
Torsello's own hi-fi system...
Ken Kessler
stew in the classic manner: minimal ingredients
delivering total gastronomic satisfaction. Torsello
Microphones Cook Book
£13.95 n

WM

HFN oot FLUXDUMPER: '
Magic Brick' for valve amps
HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer
HFN 005 SPIKE SET: 8xM6 spikes
for wood
for steel
HFN 012 LP/CD STORAGE SYSTEM:
Stackabke, black MDF, 465mm w:
LP Store: 120 LPs 2 dividers 36ohx34od
CD Store: 260 CDs 4shelves 22ohx165d
CD Base Store: 160 CDs 4shelves 22ohx165d
HFN 022 WALLNUT II: Wall mounting, shelf table
HFN

022

f80.00
f99.00 D
£59.00 0
f65.oe

SORBOTHANE damping sheet asoxr5ox3mm £ 13.00

HFN 023 INNER SLEEVES: Nagaoka style per 50
flo.on
per loo
f29.00
HFN 026 DIVIDERS: Set of 25: LP £ 12.00 0 for CD fi2.00 13
HFN 028 SOFT SHOES: Isolation feet
pack of 12 f18.00
HFN 002 THE PRODUCER'S CUT Test LP
£ 25.00 o

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD CLEANING MACHINE: Mk II
self assembly kit £ 255.00 O
fully assembled £450.00
MOTH: RCM Fluid
ilitre fi5.00 O 5litres £ 35.00
PVC OUTER SLEEVES: Heavy duty
per 50
f2o.00
per loo £ 38.0.)
LP POLYTHENE STORAGE BAGS:
per mo £9.0o

0
0
0
0

per 5oo £40.00 0
DECCA MKIII: Carbon fibre LP cleaning brush £13.0 ,2 O
NAD PP-1Phono pre- amplifier
f4cLoo
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus force gauge
£ 20.00
CARTRIDGEMAN: Digital stylus force gauge
(o.ozgm accuracy)
RINGMAT SUPPORT SYSTEM (
without Ringmat)
RINGMAT 'ANNIVERSARY' TURNTABLE MAT
RINGMAT 'XLR' TURNTABLE MAT
INCOGNITO ARM RE-WIRE LOOM
Suitable for Rega arms, all types and derivatives
In House (return arm)
DIY kit
Incognito Rega Arm VTA adjuster
DISCWASHER VINYL CARE SYSTEM
AESTHETIX CARTRIDGE DEMAGNETISER
LAST STYLUS CLEANER

£199.00 O
f115.00
f7cutzo
f5o.00 D

£129.00
fii5.00
£25.00
£30.00
fi99.00
£12.50

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD 'JEWEL' CASES:
Standard 541 complete
Maxi- single slimline

pack of so
per io

f6.5o
f6.5o

I]
D

STS AUDIOPHILE: Test CD vol 2 O vol 3 O
SOUND IMPROVEMENT DISC
DISCWASHER CD/DVD HYDROBATH
BIB CD CARE KIT
RINGMAT 'CDI BLUE -STATMAT
RINGMAT ' MK II CDI' STATMAT

1000VA 230/230V

•new website:

£45 000
£500.00

0
0
O

RADEX EARTH CABLE:
Standard per metre £4.50 E

o

£315.00

5ooVA120/230V, 230/120V International
Adjustable output voltage facility

£395. 00
plus £80.00

H/D per metre £6.5o

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE: 1.2m
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR: pair
EARTH HENRY RF EARTH CHOKE:
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT:

flo.00
f18.00

f45. 00
f6o.00

£ 50.00 0
2-way £59.000

6-way
fisisuoo O
'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY'
booklet £ 22.00 0
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU: self assembly kit
330.00
fully assembled
f399.00 D
PHONES ou HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER:
self assembly kit
f218.00 0
fully assembled
f299.00
PURE HARDWIRE: 12- way mains distribution unit fi45.00
PURE TERMINATOR: RF line cap
per 6 £ 3o.00

£22.50

f15.00 D
£37-50 D
£20.00

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME I:
LORAD MAINS CABLE

£40.00 111
£40.00 [1]
£25.00

Euro/UK

l000VA 12o/23«, 230/120V International
5ooVA 230/230V Euro/UK

VARIOUS
'SUPERSPIKES':
Equipment (unkersal)
per 4
Speaker
M6 0 M8 O per 4
Self adhesive
per 3

0

PURE MAINS CONDITIONER: in- line or switched-output mode.

Slim double,
pack of 5 £6.5o
5in PVC protective sleeves
per 30
f6.5o
DENSER DMAGIC: CO demagnetiser
flo.00
XLC/REFERENCE: Test & burn- in CD
£ 24.00 0

f25.00
f75.00
fix.00
fitoo

0
0

BEN DUNCAN'S ' PURE

iiecropboses

EXCLUSIVE HFN PRODUCTS

0
0

£15.00 D

per metre f15.00

O

visit us at the new domain

www.hi fi accessories club.com

accessoriesiub order form
Naine
Address

Postcode

Tel

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling) made payable to:
Accessories Club OR please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex*
Card Number
HFN

11111111111111
Expires (date)
*Please indicate which

Signature

D
D

TO ORDER: send completed order form
(tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HEN Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box zoo, Bedford
MK4o IYH, United Kingdom.
Fax: +44 (0)1234 742028 Telephone: +44 ( 0)12 34 741152
E-mail: accessor esclub@britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address:
www.hiflaccessoriesclub.com (secure order facility)

UK SALES: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include delivery.

EXPORT SALES: export sales are very welcome. Where
applicable they will be VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject
to additional shipping at cost. Please contact for quotation.
Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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PUTTING SOUND
INTO FOCUS

FROM ILLUSION TO REALITY
WITH RINGMAT AUDIOPHILE CABLES
Performance every bit as special as our other Ringmat and Statmat products
We have been researching the design of multi-strand cables for many years, as we felt that existing
cables did not provide the level of performance required by our other Ringmat and Statmat products.
The fruits of this research resulted in the concept and design of the Ringmat OFC Pure Power Cable
and the Ringmat Pure Signal Cable.
With very low capacitance and low resistance. the Pure Signal Cable and Pure Power Cable
complement each other, giving exceptional tonal performance, transparency and accurate sound
reproduction. The over-riding impression is of "speed", giving great pace to lively music and allowing
every detail of aperformance to be savoured.
For best results, use with other Ringmat and Statmat products to maintain signal phase coherence
throughout your system.
Pure Signal Interconnects from £ 105 for 0.5m stereo pair, phono to phono
Pure Power Speaker Cable from £225 for 3m pair terminated with 4mm plugs
Pure Power Speaker Cable from £325 for 5m pair terminated with 4mm plugs

to
this

from
this...

NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME,
HEAR SOUND REPRODUCED AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
All products purchased from us have ano-quibble money-back guarantee as well as help and advice
in getting the best out of our products in your system.
RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO Box 200 Brentwood Essex CM15 9FB GB
Call: 01277 200 210

Visit: www.ringmat.com

or Email: enghifin©ringmat.c,om
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'My tubes are imp-e-se-ible
to get hold of'

cDpcpcpcp 4GgIciplcDpio@cpu
Over 2,500 different tube types in stock at all times
- We offer you the best prices around, Guaranteed
- UK's first fully online tube ordering

system

- Expert matching service by PM Valve Labs
- We sell only the World's BEST brands
- Next day delivery ( If ordered before 3pm)
- Free delivery ( on all orders over £ 50)
- MONEY
You can even telephone your order

- Trade

Tube- Shop- Corn
98 november 2002 v

BACK

GUARANTEE

enquirers

vvelcorns

26 High Street, Sevenoaks, Kent

TN131HX

theexperts

for advice on hi-fi matters

write to: the experts, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA • e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Using aPC hard drive source...
Following KK's revelatory snippets on

as apossible source, but there are some major

using a PC hard- drive as asource (March

limitations to using anotebook.

2002), I'm planning to give it aserious

My preferred method is to build acustom PC

shot in arelatively high- end system:

from scratch and carefully select the components

Sonus faber Amati Homage, Nagra PLP

you need. If you want just music/MP3

and VPAs. Ihave agood Sony Vaio

playback/jukebox capabilities, then your main

notebook Ican use for the purpose, but I

concerns will be sound card, storage solutions

know the sound card won't be good

and system speed. If, like me, you want better

enough. I've read elsewhere in HiFi News

movie playback as well, then you have to consider

that there are audiophile quality outboard

which graphics cards to use.

sound cards. What are they? And what

As astarting point, Iwould easily recommend

else do Ineed to know? Iknow these are

the same audio card that Iuse in my reference

awkwardly open questions! Do you know

HTPC. It's aMidiman Audiophile 24/96

if there's an internet news group

(www.midiman.com). As far as internet news

dedicated to this subject?

groups are concerned, join the AVS forum on

Ithink Ken's provocative piece will

www.aysforum.com and take part in the home

have got quite afew tinkerers' cogs

theatre computers thread. There you will meet

turning over, so Idon't think my questions

thousands of converts who will be more than

will be the last ones you hear!

hapy to discuss your particular system and needs.

Steve Asher, e- malt

Once bitten, you'll never look back...

11 Craig Crane replies: You are correct in thinking
that acustom-built PC could become amajor
source for your system. You mention aSony Vaio

Craig Crane's own custom-built PC
[July 20011: the PC tower is now
replaced by amore elegant housing

nextmonth
Hi-Fi News
Wilson does it again...

Our exclusive review of the Wilson WATT/Puppy System 7, the
speaker that seems set te keep the Utah company out in front

Hi res audio comes of age
An audiophile milestone: first-ever reveiew of Pioneer's DV-757
universal player, with 29211z digital output to amatching amplifier

More exclusive reviews
We test Musical Fidelity's unique Trivistor amplifier, stunning
Pathos valves from Italy, Nahn's SL2 speaker and many more

On sale Friday,1 November ... essential reading!

he Disc Emporium

SALE
Ex Demonstration Stock
NEW SALE
EAD Powermaster 2000

7250

3500

EAD Ovation Processor
(DD, DTS, Prologic, MPEG & HDCD + autosetup)

4495

3000

EAD Theatrevision P

3250

2115

EAD Ultra CD Player

2220

695

VSA VR5 speakers ( maple)

7500

4250

Parasound HCA1206 (6 channel amp).... 2000
Pioneer SP- Du DD & DTS processor
900

1200

(5 channel Amplifier 400 watts per channel)

(Dedicated Region One Player with progressive scan)

(See www.vonschweikert.com for details)

Previously Owned Equipment
300

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
144 London Road, Knebworth, Herts, SG3 6EY

Tel: 01438 816688

1
AUDIO
ILLUSION

Langley, Berkshire, SL3 8NB
23 Langley Broom
2 mins, June 5 off the M4)
TEL: 01753 542761

EVERYTHING MUST GO

FAX: 01753 772532

(Open: 10am - 8pm ( Mon-Sat By Appointment Only)

www.audioillusion.co.uk

audioillusion@btinternet.com

MASSIVE CLEARANCE SALE
AT PRICES NEVER TO BE REPEATED
**ALL ITEMS SOLD WITH A WARRANTY**
**ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED**

**MANY ITEMS HALF PRICE OR LESS!!!!**
STRAIGHT AUDIO / HOME THEATRE

ACCESSORIES, ETC.
EUPDONIA ISOLATION CONES:
Petite 30: Box of 6, Use 3Under Amps, etc.
NEW/Cased
Grande 46: Box of 3, for Large Power Amps, etc
NEW/Cased
FI-RMUTARGET STANDS: Many-give us acall Ex.Demo/Mint
MONDIAL: MAGIC BOX - Improves your Picture! NEW/Sealed
ACI.JHUS
ACT 3: Processor/Preamp with Dolby Dig.DTS,etc
ACDII:• • CD Player (Black)
A250: 250W Stereo Amplifier (Black)
A200X3: 3-Channel (3x200w) Power Amp. ( Black)
‘COUSTIC SIGNATURE
Final Tool: Turntable (Aluminium)
with Rega RB300 Ann
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
Model 5: Bookshelf Monitors- Pair (Maple)
Including Special Stands
Model 7B:** Floorstanding Speakers-Pair (Cherry)
Plus Special Plinths
Model 10T: Reference Loudspeakers-Pair
(Santos Rosewood) inclinding Special Plinths
CC3B:** Centre Speaker (Natural Cherry)
SR3:** Rear Surround Bipolar/Dipolar Switchable
Loudspeakers - Pair (Black)
SW12:** 400W Active Remote Control Subwoofer
with Parametric Equalizer (Rose Walnut)
AVM
A2: Integrated Amplifier ( Black)
CD2: CD Player (Black)

100 november
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Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint

RETAIL

SALE

£ 60
£ 90

£
£

30
45

£ 99

£

49

£2000
£ 800
£ 1400
£ 1600

£ 1495
£ 375
£ 850
£ 975

Ex.Demo/Mint £2100

£ 1350

Ex.Demo/Mint £2900

£ 1495

Ex.Demo/Mint £5000

£2500

Ex.Demo/Mint £8700

£4350

Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1800
Ex.Demo/Mint £3000

£ 900
£ 1500

Ex.Demo/Mint £4800

£2400

Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1500
Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1500

£ 795
£ 750

CAIRN IEZO
ARIA: Integrated Amplifier with 2x40w and
Preamp Output with Remote ( Silver)
K5.5:** (
5x100w) Multi Channel Amplifier,
6Transformers. Bal. Inputs/Outputs (Silver)
FOG: CD Player fitted with Upsampler (Silver)
CHORD
CPM 2600: Integrated Amplifier (Black)
MICHELL
ORBE: Black/Bronze & Clear Acrylic with
QC Power Supply - No Ann

RETAIL SALE
Ex.Demo/Mint £ 450
£ 225
Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1500

£ 895

Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1100

£ 549

Ex.Demo/Mint £3500

£2495

Ex.Demo/Mint £2100

£ 1450

M1H.,
1GE
AVS-500:•• Full Home Theatre Pack(Black L'ette)
FRX-S11:•• Active Subwoofer (Black)
HT- I: Spec.Stands for AVS-200 Satellites(Black)
HT-3: Spec.Stands for AVS-200 Satellites(Black)
OM-R2: Rear Speakers - Pair (Piano Black)

Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo,'Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint

£ 399
£ 249
£ 100
£ 50
£ 440

£ 210
£ 140
£ 40
£ 25
£ 220

PEGA ( P Series - see picture abovel
S3: SateRites with Wall Brackets,Pair (Aluminium)
S4: Floorstanding Speakers -Pair (Aluminium)
S4C: Centre Speaker (Aluminium)
POL:** Floorstanding Speakers -Pair (Aluminium)
PSUB I:** Subwoofer (Aluminium)
P4XL:•• Floorstanding Speakers-Pair (Aluminium)
P10: Reference Floorstander Speakers-(Piano Black)

Ex.DemolMint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.DemoiMint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint

£ 499
£1095
£ 440
£1695
£1850
£2210
£6350

£ 250
£ 550
£ 220
£ 850
£ 925
£1105
£3250

** AWARD WINNERS / 5 STAR BEST BUYS
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Lexicon MC.12
Is this anew ' reference
AV processor?
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Quad exclusive
The aal speaker tested

Chord's pool power
performance in one box!
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Does arau rat abara II
Have you won a feo.000 hi-fi system?
Your personal number is.
Turn te page 67

Missing avital back number?
Our Back Issues service can help.
We can supply single copies of

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0870 756 0000
OVERSEAS ORDERS: + 44 ( o)

208

ested in this issuer

519 3969

most issues from the last three

FAX HOTLINE: + IA ( o) 208 519 3695
E-MAIL: LINKBACK@AOL.COM

years. Simply cut out or photocopy
the coupon, or write to:

Mr/Miss/Mrs/Ms(caps)

ORDER FORM

Back Issues Dept,
John Denton Services,

Address

Please send me back issues as indicated below:

PO Box 666,

issues required:

London E15 OW, England

Daytime Tel:

Make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal
order/international bank draft)

Cheque/postal order enclosed for f

We welcome and can take
credit card orders by telephone:

Postcode
Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows:

is payable to IPC MAGAZINES LTD.

Please tick postal service required
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.75 per copy

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.50 per copy

OVERSEAS SURFACE

f5.50 per copy

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL
Please send me __

(pounds sterling)

made payable to: IPC Magazines Ltd.

£8.00 per copy

Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex*

binder(s) e £7.50 or fit.00 ( overseas)

Card Number

Please note:
Photocopies of articles are available at acost of

£2.50

(UK)/f.4.00 (overseas) per article by credit card or personal
cheque (Switch not accepted). Call ozo 8774 0846 or e-mail
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Issue No:

(24 hours) on +44 (o) 208 519 3695.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high quality gold
embossed binders will help you look

Expires
Signature

(24 hours) on 0870 756 0000,
overseas +44 (o) 208 519 3969 or fax

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable.
IPC Media Ltd, publishers of Hi Fi News and IPC Eectric Ltd t'IPC') will collect your pe -sonal intormation to process you order and to gain abetter understanding of our magazine
readership. We may send you details on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC
We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services may 1W of nterest to you. Please tick here if you prefer not to receive such offers 3

after your copies of HI Fi News.
Each holds up to 12 issues.
Binders cost just £ 7.50 in UK P&P
(overseas, fitoo) from the Back
Issues Department.

--1\rrlovember
-
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NORTHERN IRELAND

BUCKS
on demons', aluni
-Audio Note CD2.1x
-Exposure 2010 range
Labs Micro Utopia
-Isotek mains products
-Marantz SA- 1SACD
-Merlin Cables
-PMC DB1 speakers
-Pure DAB Digital radio
-Quad ES Il speakers
-Talk Electronics Thunder 3.1
Upsampling CD
-Shanling CDT- 100
Aim'

No.

11

)dÊ

(I

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN

•High Fidelity • Home
Cinema • MuItiroom •

BIGGER BETTER RANGES
AND FACILITIES

From Vinyl to SACD, Valve to
Transistor, FM to DAB, CRT to
Plasma, Stereo to Dolby Digital,
we are the independent specialists

HIFI, HOME CINEMA,
MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS
LARGEST PRODUCT

98 Cambridge St.
Aylesbury. Bucks
Tel: 01296 429870
www.northwoodaudio.co.uk

RANGE IN IRELAND
FANTASTIC SPECIAL
OPENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
IMO 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 028 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail. David okronosHi-Fi en. uk
Web Site http. www.KronosHi-fi

YORKSHIRE

THE DIRECT DISC

Premier Audio
Naw demonstrating
Dcs Eiger, Purcell & Verdi Transsxm, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
'Room

2 Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Triangle CD/Amp, Manin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

IAudio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aeon - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Onofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
9(omt demonstration

VINYL VINYL VINYL

gocedsection of SAfanal

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50
Telephone / Fax 01621 810740
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTH COAST

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio line lull digital theatre),
SAW speakers ine Nautilus 800 Series, Sonia Faber, Sony Projection, Dnen,
Crimson, Audion, Wilson Audio, Sonos Faber, CROL Epos, Creek, Myryad,

Rd, Ratel, Denon, 0.1 Produces

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Ire
Tel: (01508) 570829

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

We are 1Ornirts J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel: Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Michell, S.M.E,

NORFOLK

Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after compact discs.

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink

'PA wekome

Credit ; Including Interest Free) Available

Choose from the,
finest ege

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co. Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com
GREATER LONDON

I-1/\ I ) /\

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

.

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

Mere

Krell KRC3 pre amp. Mint - boxed
Jada Orchestra CD. Boxed

Now

(
ex den) £3,490 £2,595
(ex dem) £ 1,299 £950

Unison Research 58-845. Mint - boxed

£3,000 £ 1,995

Songs Faber Electra Aerator II Speakers.
Boxed

(
ex dent) £2,698 £2,095

Audion Sterling valve or

single ended

lea dent) £600 £425

AIC SCA2 pre amp Boxed.
rnInt with remote

( s/h) £3,450 £2,295

To see our full up to dote listings go to www.chantryoudio.com
NB. All Ex Dem items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
•:*****• ,,,,,

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
fax

(01473) 635172

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

corn

YORKSHIRE
SOUTH EAST LONDON

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Sweet, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OW
Telephone ( 01 7771 870372 Facsimile ( 01 7771 870437

SURREY

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man !,
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Stockists of: ARCAM . 1)) \••• 1 \ • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

•MICROMEGA • \ \ \ St ) • SE VT • REGA • ROTEI.
•ROYD • SIMUM \ • lit! • 1 \ ‘I \ HA & MORE

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,

n idelity

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

indecently good hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thom,"
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 0943 3530
Open Ties - Fri 10.305m - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - epm

102 november zoo2

email.eng@signals.uk com

CLOSED MONDAYS

Moil Order Available -*************

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 023 9266 3604

Celebrating

AVAILABLE'

plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

Decade

of

Sound

(
no) zsz

Wae)-ja •

E.A.R. and others.
NOW

a

For 1
flelld1) ads1CC of ti, ail-doge your de111011,1fU1101101 ',011ie it the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS
8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous part
li.inge allowance always available.
dmes include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon
•Nordo‘t • Primane Systems • Red Rose • REI. • Spender • Wilson Renee
•the Enilemional Monitor Co • Veritio • 1
1
nalia and many more.

• REID ROSE
GamuT Wilson oenesch

\.."
.
dui

Phone/Fax:
LEEDS (0113) 2528850 a\
E-Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk
Website:
m.audioreflections.co.uk

thegul
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WEST MIDLANDS

NI
1 — FI
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E

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. late night ( not Stourhridge) Thursday till 6.30
363 HAGLEY ROAD.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0.4 Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

I— F

H

Our extensive range of products include, the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord. Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan.
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark.
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber. Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Bene.a.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 801

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 FD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL. 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 3541933

LONDON
ASCENT

Mil O'Brien Hi-Fidei
Est.

1966

AUDIO ANALOGUE

•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK
•DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • COLORING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO
•NAD • NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE
•SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON
Clearance / Second Hand /

Ex

Or/c Instant

Dem Equipment • Details on request

Finance Available

COPELAND

itten details On request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from Al IRaynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat
Tel: 020 8946 1528

Fax: 020 8946 0331

E-mail:

shop@obrienhifi.com

UK WIDE
M ADISOLIND

Isolation j

Systems

.e.E. . .

-I,AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms
for electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews)
NATURAL RHYTHMS Equipment Rack System
with unique cable isolation System, Floor standing
Loudspeakers, all hand crafted in our workshops
in avariety of real wood veneers.
Custom sizes and finishes undertaken.
Interconnect cables, solid silver, & copper fitted with bullet plugs.
Quality Mains Power Cords £49.95 Credit Cards Taken,
Tel,
t4
on 01643 822128, voodootekehotmaiLcom

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE
Have all WNW equipment on demonstration along
with SMETUBE TECHNOLOGY-MICHELL
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE LORICRAFT/GARRARI )
CROFT - various cartridges, ORTOFON, VDH
Second hand equipment, Record cleaners/cleaning service
Perspex lift off covers, Major credit cards.
Tel: 01643 851351

grahamesouthwestanaloguelsnet.co.uk

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY
Martin — Logan SL3
Krell KAV — 280CD
Krell KAV — 300CD
Krell KAV — 500i Integrated
Krell HTS — 1
Krell KAV — 150

£ 2.000
POA
£ 1.900
£2.600
£4.250
£ 1.500

Tel: 01460 54322

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Wm«.

PARTS AND ADVICE.

Male

•

J/o.

•Z="'"

seas

THE INNOVATIVE

RETAILER/INSTALLER

S

Soler] Inductor,
Solen Fast Cap,

r71:7

«:
1 ›A

à

I
mudspeakers

Fostex

SERVING

LONDON

FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES 8. LEMONS
Friendly and efficient service

IP/0 Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER

PEFLUE

ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CRI IK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PM ,
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

ACOUSTIC PANELS

/•li-2/‘

vffà

HIFI,

HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM

e

pews

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SWI I
"Al ' A

MYRDOST

UK WIDE

E7TIN

SOUTH WEST HI—FI

scan-speaK
mAnisouNo SPEAKER COMPONENTS.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
•.'AIDISON WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
"L 608.831-3433 FAX 608.831-3771
e-mail info@madisound corn
Web Page http'axe macfisoand

website: www.oandlhifi.co.uk

Repairs and advice on High- End and
quality
INC.

by

an engineer with over

35 years experience.

ri

Tel: 01752 779 933
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

To advertise in this section Call Dennis on
020

8774 0718
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Absolute Demos

Image Audio

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier £265.00.
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier £219.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £3499.00
Audio Reaearch CA50 - Integrated Amp. £2049.00:
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£800.06:
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier £945.00
Audio Research LS5 Midi - Preamplifier £ 1999.00'
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier £2590.00.
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £2199.00.
c
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£699.00:
California Audio Delta -CD Tra port £499.00!
California Audio DX1-CD Play r
£399.00: Copland CSA28 - Integrated Amplifier £849.00:Copland CDA277 - CD Player
CD
£899.00.
Copland CDA288 - CD Player
D
£ 1249.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve P amplifier £720.00
E Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Prea plifier £730.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplif r
£ 1099.00,
• Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Ampli r
£ 1400.00
•• Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
£2499.00
t
£899.04)
• Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier £ 1599.00
-0
PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier £275.00
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
£989.00
PS Audio Reference Link -Digital Preamp £ 1999.04)
Sonus Faber Concertino Loudspeakers £349.00
▪
Sonus Faber Electa - Loudspeakers black £ 700.00
• Theta Digital Carmen -CD/DVD £ 2379.00 .
to Theta Digital Pro Prime I - DAC }
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5champ
=
Theta Digital Pro GenerationVa DAC £ 3490.00
ft3 Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Black £ 2900.00
n, Wilson Audio Watchdog active sub £ 7498.00
2Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850.00

)».

4

CROFT

611i

www.eminentaudio.co.uk
UK - 44 (01 1746 769156
fax t- 44 [ CD 121 6E116772
Worldwide Croft distributor

no grey imports - all equipment comes

UK Uoti-FX distributor

with 1 year full warranty

MANTRA AUDIO
V

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Reference

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR -125
SR- 225
SR 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641

Audio

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

£495

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA17

£ 30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA 18
MA19

£ 32

OUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
to 2phone plugs

£22

OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

£280

1006

£76

£62

GEX

£ 52

1012 GX

£95

£76

SEX

£67

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

1042

£143

£114

GEX £ 100

Eroica LX/1-1

£133

£109

GEX

Elite

GEX

N/A

£86
N/A

N/A

Prestige Gold

£142

N/A

£78

Ortofon

510

£34

N/A

£22

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MG 30 Sdpreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

Kontratemkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Ruhmann

£837

£742

EX

£95

N/A

Shure

M 97 )ŒV 15 V XMR

Sumiluo

£304

N/A

Blue Pcirt Special £ 265

£237

N/A
£26

N/A
£58
£204

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ove- 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 12 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
1=1

£16
EX

£190

£ 38

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £ 8.00

£330

£47

Switching Unit to share single pair of
speakers with two systems

N/A

£232

£ 25

CC126

STYLUS

£28

Prestige Black

Headphone Volume Contrai for
conection to amp not equipped

EXCHANGE

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 SAP

I % I. OI IIl;•••

Arcam Delta 290 Power Amplifier..

Grado

QED SPEAKER SWITCHING
MA15

Lintone Audio
SELECTED ( SM) EDUIPMEN I%NI) •-iPI

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

Grado Prestige

Stockists of Nairn, Linn, Rego, Arcam, Dynaudio, Denon,
Sanyo Projectors, .1M Lab, Dynaveetor, Mana Acoustics,
Ouadraspire, B&W, Lyra, Sian
USED/I \ Di \ I \\ ii \ i
\\ li.ii ip\II \ i
Arcamthd i, . \ I
u.
C350
Arcam A R200 A,
.Amp
Nv,ics-dem
£606
&earn CD72 Text • black.. .. New/ox-dom £ 25
Arcam Xeta2 5.1 Processor .
S/H
£ 100
Audiolab 8000s + remote
S/H
£ 75
Cyrus Pre Amp + remote
S/H
£ 175
Linn LK140 x2
New/ex-dem
075
Linn Director
New/ex-dom £ 00
Linn Line Musak L
New/ex-dom £ 00
Linn Kean Maple
Exdom
C435
Linn Pekin Tuner
Exdom
£
455
Nairn Nail 3 (Line)
S/H
C300
Nairn NBL - Cherry
Exdom
£,000
Nairn CDS2 + XPS
Ex dom
£,250
Nairn CDX CD Player
Exdom
£,000
Naim Nac 82 Pre-amp
Exdom
£2,000
Naim Nap 250
Exdom
£ 1,200
Nairn Nap 135's
Exdom
£ 000
Naim Credo Black
Exdom
i850
Nairn Intros Black
Exdom
C450
Roksan Caspian Power
New/en-dom £ 00
Roksan Rokones
New/ex-dom £ 50
Roban Caspian CD & Amp
New/ex-dem £800 each
Linn LK100's x3 (all for (900)
S/H
£330
Linn Kaim Pro Iyear old
S/H
£700
Linn Linto Phono Stage
S/H
£400
Linn LK140 x2
Exdom
£
600
Naim Nail 3
S/H
£ 50
Naim CDS2 & 8PS
Exdom
(
4500
Naim Nor 82 Pre-amp
Endom
£1800
Naim Supercap
Exdom
£1500
Nairn Nap 250
Exdom
C1200
Nairn Cuedos, black
Exdom
£750
Naim Intros, black
Exdom
f400
Roksan Caspian Cl)
Exdom
POA
Roksan Caspian Amp
Exdom
POA
Roksan Caspian Poweramp
Exdom
POA
PMC FBI's, boxed, ( 1pair only)
New stock
£ 1000
Triangle Ittoks
Fx-dem
£
400
MANA ACOL'STICS Now I\ s"r(cK
Contact Andrew or Dave
8 - 10 It Anne's Road, Headingley, Leeds LS6 3NE
Tel: 0113 2789374 Fax 0113 2754252

L.1%.

SUPERDEAL AUDIO

£2: ,

Arcam AVR100 AN Receiver
( c‘ dem).... £5-19.00
Audio Research LS2 Pre Amplifier ( used) .. £ 1,200.00
Audio Note MI Pre Amplifier
(used)._ £495.00
Counterpoint SA- I00 Power Amplifier (used) .. £ 1,000.00
Chord SPM800 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £ 1,200.00
Exposure XVIII Power Amplifier (used)._ £600.00
Linn LPI2/Ekos/Lingo (black)
(used) .. £ 1,500.00
Marantz CD94 CD Player
(used). ... £395.00
Meridian 603 Pre Amplifier/DAC (used).... £600.00
Naim CD2 CD Player
(used) .. £ 1,100.00
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim

NBL Speakers ( Beech) (used) .. £4,995.00
Intro Speakers ( Rosewood) (exdemi. ... £695.00
Credo Speakers (Cherry)
( used)._ £800.00
Fraim Stand ( Beech) (used) .. £ 1,400.00
NAP 500 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £6,995.00
NAP 140 Power Amplifier
(ex-dem).... £650.00

Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier

(exdemi. ... £975.00

Naim NAP 250 Power Amplifier
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier

(exdom) .. £ 1,500.00
(ex-stem). ... £550.00

Naim NAC 102 Pre Amplifier
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amplifier
Naim NAC 52 Pre Amplifier

(exdom).... £950.00
(ex-dem) .. £ 1,995.00
(exdemi .. £2,995.00

Naim XPS Power Supply
(
ex-dem) .. £1,695.00
Naim Supercap Power Supply
(exdom) .. £ 1,950.00
Nairn CDX CD Player
(exdom) .. £ 1,995.00
Naim CDS CD Player
(exdom) .. £3,295.00
Naim Hi-Cap Power Supply
(exdemi. ... £630.00
STOCKISIS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN. CYRUS. ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY BAT
MCLAREN. (SELL MARTIN LOGAN. ARCAM. NC, MARANT7.. DENON ET(
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Email: infoe lintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
l'el 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

& VISUAL

SUPERIOR SOUND • SUPERIOR VISION • SUPERB SERVICE
3 dedicated dem. rooms, including " BOSE® EXPERIENCE" Room.

Products from: Arcam, ATC,

Delivery and installation, free locally. Multi room installs.

Bose, Boston, Beyer, Celestion. KEF. JBL, JVC, Linn, Loewe, Marantz, Mission, Morduant Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim,

Ortofon, Panasonic, Pioneer, Primare, Project, Prowire, QED, Quad, REL, Roksan, Sony, Soundstyle, Technics, Toshiba,
NîdeoLogic. Vienna Acoustics, Wharfedale etc. etc.

COME AND VISIT US AT 352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON CRO 7AF
TEL. 020 8654 1231/2040 www.superdeal-online.co.uk
101 november 2002 \t"--

Credit Cards welcome
Finance available
(inc. (1%)
Subject to stain ,

emarœ
FOR SALE

B&W DM6o3 S2 speakers £ 345, QED Profile 414 (6m

QUAD FM4 tuner, 34 pre- amp, two 606 amps, mint
condition, circuit diagrams, offers Tel: 01392 873827

x2) speaker cables £ 114, QED QNECT4 £ 41, Monster
Cable interlink400 £ 32, Monster Cable interlinkCD £ 32
interconnect cables, Nordost Flatline gold £ 21. Please

(Exeter) [ K1488]
CABASSE Skiff 301 speakers 94dB floorstanders in

call 01628 473958 thanks [ K1562]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu- Vista M3 integrated

light oak, absolutely superb sound, elegant and
dynamic, mint and boxed, Cabasse lifetime guarantee
f800 (£ 1500), Electrocompaniet balanced
interconnect, mint £ 130 (£ 400), Tel: 01308 868044

amplifier, mint, boxed £ 2800, ask for Steve after 7pm.

[K1524]
B&W Matrix 801 black £ 1900, KEF 105/3 black £650,
XL0 signature type 2.1 balanced Ybi-amp interconnect
2.2m £ 900, XL0 signature type 5.1, speaker cables,
8x2.5ft £ 600, Tel: 01293 882789 [ K1525]
ROGERS E40A integrated valve amp with phono
stage 40W/ch class A, three months old (£ 2000) £695

amazing sound equivalent to speakers costing 16 to
18 grand, Tel: Richard: 07816 063648 [ K1577]
ARCAM Alpha io with DAVE unit, surround power
amps, Alpha io DAB tuner, Alpha 9CD player, Alpha 8

ono Tel: 01992 719320 [ K15351
NAIM NAP 5oo power amp (£ 10,995 new) £ 7395 ono,
Naim Supercap power supply, iyr old (£ 2450 new)
£1850 ono, both mint and boxed, Townshend Seismic
Sink 1.3 DTurnstable support (£ 235 new) £99 ono Tel:
O7719 921262 (day)/ 0118 9461421 (eves) [ K1536]
NAIM 52, original PSU Match60 135s and Monitor
Audio Studio 5os, rosewood, including 5m NAC A5
f6000, may split, Chord Solid RCA DIN 1m £6o,
Optima 440 stand, stainless finish £ 200, Pink Triangle
Ordinal and 1307 Chip, faulty output board £ 200, Tel:
Mark 07968 998948 [ K15381
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power £ 2750, 38 Pre- amp
£1950. 39 CD player £ 2750. Wilson Audio watt 3
Puppy 2speakers, piano black, tails, paws and
original crates £4250, all in excellent condition, Tel:
O1962 864109 [ K1542]
MARK LEVINSON Reference CD Transport No. 31
£4500 (£ 9500), the ultimate CD transport, mint
condition, boxed as new. Tel: 01384 371586 day or
evening [ K1502]
MARTIN LOGAN Ascent speakers, outstanding
sound quality, brand new condition and boxed, very
regretful sale (house move), cost £ 3900 15 months
ago, will sell for £ 2600, 4m pair Townshend speaker
leads £ 200, pneumatic turntable supports £ 125, Tel:
07774 195471 [ K15441
MERIDIAN 557 £ noo, 502 £950, 508.20 £950, 2
(XLR) pair vdH The Second cables £ 100, all vgc,
manuals, boxes, Tel: ow 87769812 email:
m.curtis83@ntlworld.com [ K15451
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 11A power amp ( new
valve), £ 2000 or nearest offer, PV12 pre- amp with
phono stage £ 900, all items are boxed and in mint
condition. Tel: 07967 603166 (day), 01223 722351
(eve) [ K1547]
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- Ray £450, A3cr (power)
£700, Quad 405 roman2 and 34 (modified) £ 100,
Genesis CD floo, All vgc, Tel: 07836 739271. [ K1551]
THETA Casanova, silver, alloy cover. DTS, video
switching, circle option, latest firmware & chipset
(£595o new) £ 3800. Meridian 596 DVD player, latest
spec £ 1950, Target five- tier hi-fi rack, silver fo,
DBX2oo switch £60, Rega RB2oo & Audio Technica
AT33SE £ 70, Tel: 01628 627406 or email:
will.loyal@btinternet.com. [ K1552]
BRYSTON 7B- ST, silver, pair, boxed, mint £ 2850,
Modulus M3A pre- amp, boxed, mint £ 1495, Proceed
CDP2 CDT2 player/transport (Madrigal) £995, Tel: 020
8543 9580. London. [ K1553]
MERIDIAN 500 CD transport £ 675, 562V Multimedia
Controller £ 550, 565 - 7.1 Digital Surround Processor
£noo, Meridian Digital Loudspeakers: DSP55oo
£4000/pr, DSP5000 fz000/pr, DSP5000C fl000, Tel:
Chris Harris 01628 474729 [ K1554]
SONY TA-El000ESD Digital Processing Control
Amplifier plus 2Sony TA-N55ES stereo/bridged mono
power amplifiers £ 550, Pioneer DV9o9 DVD/LD/CD
player plus Meridian 519 Laser demodulator £600, Tel:
Chris Harris 01628 474729 [ K15551

Tel: 01943 864097 [ K1569]
STAX SRS 313 headphones, 6month old, absolute
pristine condition, new £ 700, accept £ 450 ovno,

FM radio, all as new or unused, Castle Howard
speakers, cherry, and Castle Richmond on stands,
original cost £ 500o, all for £ 2600, SW England, Tel:
07774 888676, email: camcrews@ukonline.co.uk
[K1588]
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 14 line pre- amp, total
use 1870 hours, re- valued at 896 hours, unmarked
£2000,. Tel: 01730 825493 ( Hampshire) email:
jeremybacon@cemco.com [ K1589]
TRANSPARENT Musiklink Super interconnects, 1m
boxed vgc £ 320, Yamaha KX48o cassette deck w/IR
remote, boxed mint £ 75, Yamamura M4000 speaker
cables (3m), vgc £400. Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris (eves)
[1(159o]
LINN Naim black ash LPiz, Valhalla, Basic+, K9 £ 475,
Trampolin £ 60, 3.5m pair A5 cable £ 30, NAC 62 &
snaic £ 200, Dynavector DV-zoXL 2months use, 8
months old £ 260, all OW10, Tel 01293 419203
(Gatwick) [ K1591]
LINN Keilidh, black, granite stands £ 550, Linn LKioo
amplifier x2 £ 325 each, Linn Numerik £ 325, Loewe
Calinda 21in TV, looHz scanning £ 425, Tel: 07887
560865. email: robert766@aol.com [ K1592]
GARRARD 401, with SME 3009 arm and Shure V15
type II cartridge, solid veneer base. Tel: 07831
097999, email: arwinsor@aol.com [ K1593]
AUDIOLAB 8000C m-m/m-c phono pre- amp £ 200,
8000SX power amp £ 240, 8000CD £450, Monitor
Audio 7o3PMC rosewood £ 400, vdH teatrack bi-wire,
2x5m £ 140, boxed, reciepts. Tel: 020 8769 9868
[K1594]
MERIDIAN 556/20 DAC, sumptuous sound £ 550. Tel:
07768 520634 ( Birmingham) [ K15971
AUDIOLAB 8000 CD player, mint condition f495, van
den Hut CS122 speaker cables x2pairs, 4m. £8o per
pair. Tel: 01933 674425 (Wellingborough) [ K1601]
AUDIO RESEARCH 0125 £1495, A/R SP11 Mk
£1495, Copland CD288 £950, KEF 105-3 £950, all vgc,
Tel: 01494 873024, mobile: 07768 763576 [ K16031
MIRAGE M351, immaculate super high- end speakers
black finish can demonstrate £ 1500, Tel: 07813 211891
email: anders-home@sebnini.com [ K1605]
KEF Q65 speakers £ 450, SME IV arm £ 55o, Nakamichi
Dragon £ 1200, Michell 150 MC £ 50o, Croft Charisma
elite £ 50o, Jadis defy amp £ 2950, all excellent
condit ,on. Tel: ozo 8688 6565 [ K1606]
MAGNEPAN MG20 speakers, mint condition £6000,
Gryphon Adagio CD player £ 5300, Gryphon Callisto
zzoo integrated amp f595o, boxed as new, Tel 0033
686 860 786 (Paris) email: Lgourdain@magic.fr
[K16081
WADIA 27 digital audio converter £ 3800, Meridian
DSP5000 24/96 speakers £ 2950, Wilson Audio Cub
speakers and stands £ 2900, Faroudja NRS £ 2900, Tel:
0033 686 86o 786 ( Paris) email: f.gourdain@magicir
[K1609]
TAG MCLAREN AV32R EX processor £ 2200, TAG
McLaren looX5R amplifier £ 2200, latest software
version, boxed as new. Tel: 0033 686 860 786 (Paris)
email: f.gourdain@magic.fr [ K1610]
KRELL KRC-HR Ref pre- amp with SPU, vgc, original
boxes and manuals, 16- bit electronic volume control,
full remote control £ 4200 (£ 7000) Tel: 01590 62 4333

REVEL Sudio loudspeakers, voice plus pedestal
centre speaker, gloss metallic grey and aluminium,
Embrace surround speakers, white, original manuals
and packing, superb condition £ 12000, Tel: 01223
264839 [ K16141
KR ENTERPRISES VT 8000 valve transducer mono
amplifiers, very rare opportunity to own these 'state
of the art' power amps 8oW/ch, mint in crates, retail
£20,000, accept £ 11,000, Tel: 020 7253 6690 [ 1(16,16]
COPLAND 289 CD player, hardly used, £ 1400 ono,
Cyrus aCA7 pre- amp and PSX-R £ 450 ono, Cyrus FM
7.5 tuner £ 200 ono, Tel 020 7818 6883 [ K1618]
KRELL KSAiooS £3400, KAV 300CD £ 2500, KRC-3
£2400 ProAc EBS and stands, black, fabulous sound
£1250, Sonus Faber Electas, black, £ 950, XL0 2.1
Signature balanced im £ 195, Transparent Music Link
balanced im £ 195, Tel: 01628 789115 Mob: 07710
879000 dtalwaruk@yahoo.co.uk [ K162o]
LAVARDIN PE+AP line pre (6inputs) stereo power
amplifier, audiophile quality, superior brother to
legendary IT, superb transparency and imaging, 2 _
years old, boxed, mint £ 3250 (£ 6100), Tel: 01344
772509 (nr Bracknell) [ K1624]
ARCAM DIVA 72T, compact disc player, two months
old £ 300, guaranteed, Moth 30, pre- amp £ 80, Creek
5350 integrated amplifier £ 530, as new DNM reson
speaker cable £ 5.5o metre, interconnect £ 32, B+N
CC6 centre speaker as new 279 £ 129 not used. Tel:
01582 724414 / 07710 614209 [ K16251
LINN Karik-O CD player, hardly used, boxed £ 350.
Tel: 01823 667228 nr Taunton [ K1526]
PERREAUX exceptional 2001 integrated 200W amp
(new £ 2400) and matching balanced CD1 HDCD player
(£2300) as new, in boxes with
manuals/warranty/remotes (www.perreaux.com)
32900 Tel 07753 928123 central London [ K1529]
SONUS FABER Extrema loudspeakers, with original
stands and boxes, superb condition, £ 2800 (£ 7000+)
Mark Levinson 334 amplifier, two years old, as new
with boxes, £4500 (£ 6000) offers considered. Tel:
01273 464449 [ K15341
NAIM very little used, pair monoblocks (315s) £ 2300
Hi- Cap (£400) Tel: 01873 858969 [ K15351
QUAD 99 system pre and power amplifier, CD and
tuner, complete with B&W CDM 7NT speakers, all
boxed and mint (cost £ 4000) £ 2100, Tel ozo 8508
4190 [ K1536]
CAT Sil signature pre- amp £ 1600, Lumley ref 120
monoblocks (£ 3500) £ 1250, Lumley ST7o power f800,
Trichord transport pulsar one DAC and power supply
both with latest mods, in my system preferred to NuVista CD player (£ 3000) £ 950, Tel: 01772 314151 Mob:
07751 475062 [ Ki626]
PHILIPS digital (DCC) desktop recorder DCC73o, plus
portable DCC17o recorder, plus car DCC822, plus 60
cassettes, plus instructions, excellent condition £ 200,
Tel: 01925 411349 Eugs [ K1627]
CYRUS 3Q 24- bit CD player, iyr, boxed, manual 58o
(900) Tel: 0141 337 2744 [ K1628]
QLN Signature speakers, rosewood, excellent
condition R590 Shearne Audio 3.5 power amp £ 390
Tel: 07754 413024 [ K16291
SONIC FABER concierto with stand kef, piano black,
Mark Levinson 385 pre- amp, Transparent Ultra XL 4m
Tara Labs digital AudioQuest Diamond, Madrigal gel i
MDC-1 van den Hut 0102 Mk 34m, Tel: 01707 392063
[K1630]
SME zo, fresh from full factory upgrade, includes 2
year old, little used gold-plated Series Varm, OIRO
£2000, Wanted: Quad 707, Tel: 01273 779 674
(Brighton) bendonna@bburrows.freeserve.co.uk
[K16311
GRADO RSi headphones, the best, brand new, boxed
(£700) £ 450 ono, Beyer Dynamic DT 990 headphones
(£120) £ 75 ono, Tel: 01506 441455 [ K1632]
MARK LEVINSON No. zo Reference Monaural
amplifiers, looW/ch, class A, single- ended or
november 2002 105

themarket
balanced inputs, mint condition, cost £ 12,000 new,

REGA Cursa / Maia amplifier, 18 months old, remote

now only £ 3995, P/x considered Tel: 01449 676335
[K1634]
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- Ray CD player £ 400,
Parasound HCA 1206 amplifier £ 1200, Pioneer SP 707

controlled, boxed £ 475 Rotel 971 CD player £ 240 both
mint condition Tel: 02392 470123 email:
rashleys@sopanet.com [ K1641]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CDP, silver trim, only 6

processor £ 300, all excellent condition, Tel: 01707
336013 daytime, email rIg@rIg.co.uk [ K1635]
SONIC FRONTIERS Anthem pre- amp £ 600 TOFT

months old, perfect condition, going multi- channel
£495 Tel: 01483 420782 (Guilford area) [ K16421
PMC FBI speakers, brand new, in oak £ 900 ono, Tel:
01206 298836 or 07870 840425 [ K1843]
ATC SCM20 SL speakers, black ash mint £ 820, Linn
Karik/Numerik cd player, mint £650, ProAc 3large
stand- mount speakers, rosewood finish, unmarked,
boxed £ 295, Atacama SE24 stands £ 25 Tel: 01923
224404 / 07930 524246 [ K1644]
FOLDED HORN cabinets for Lowthers H1220 W42o
D915 £950, sand filled panels zookg can be
dismantled and transported in small hatchback (less
sand) spectacular sound, other cabinets from £ 250,
various Lowthers available, delivery and assembly

audio LBPA5 balanced pre- amp £ 750, CAL Tercet Ill CD
player £ 250, Epos E525 speakers £ 750, Michell ' so
Hera phono stage f3oo, XL0 Ultra 6, speaker cable
2.5m pair inc fly leads £ 275 Tel: Pete 01273 819168
(day) 01273 608332 ( Eve) [ K1636]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion 8M passive controller
£895 Croft 3R OIL valve amplifier £975, Tel: 01992
581576 [ K1637]
MERIDIAN 506 20- bit £ 650, Meridian 551 £ 550,
Meridian 565 24- bit £ 1650, Meridian 562V f85o all
items boxed and complete with manuals, control
leads, etc, sold singly or together, total £ 3700 ono

possible Tel: 01763 269613 [ K1645]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD latest components but

Tel: 07785 340671 (day) or 01425 480907 (eve) email:
Co30833DObtinternet.com [ K1638]
HI- Fl NEWS back issues, complete years 1967
through 1980, 1983, 1985 and 1987 part years 1981,
1982 & 1984 offers to include fi per magazine
delivery ( min 12 issues) or collection by arrangement.
Tel: 01757 288652 weekends e-mail
nich288652@aol.com [ K1639F]
WILSON WATT Puppy 6, perfect, black gloss
£12,800, Mark Levinson 31.5 transport and 360S DAC
new fii,500 ( both) Transparent Ref XL balanced

all in mint condition, io months old £ 750 or will be
split £450/£350, Tel: 01256 701139 or 07966 143 294
[K1651]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS m- cphono stage with Penny
and Giles pot, for direct connection to power amp
£175, Musical Fidelity 2A pre- amp m-m/m-c input £ 75,
Mission 772 power amp, offers, Tel: Alan 0121

07720 449803 [ K1646]
DCS Elgar Plus, state-of-the-art nAr (
1;
mi nt
condition
. nm.nt
condition with original box, manual and remote
control, recently serviced by dCS £ 5750 ono, Tel:

monoblocks £ 2250, Audio Alchemy V2.0 V3.0 £ 675,
Tel: 0117 9556555 or 07979 514450 [ K16531
ARCAM DiVA A85 amplifier, as new, excellent
reviews, change of circumstances forces sale £ 595

01242 226515 evenings [ K16471
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP processor, HT600 5-

(£75 0), Tel: 07958 615817 [ K654]
DENON SDI° II CD player, aheavyweight Gold series
player, smooth and dynamic (£ 1300) £ 350, boxed as
new, Bow Wacoo amplifier £ 750, excellent condition.
Tel: 020 8203 2120 [ K16551

Tel: 07967 646089 [ K1648]
NAIM AUDIO --,
KIAP 180 ,...
(r£n
1155, , 650 - 305 ,..
14- 107o,1

++ STOP PRESS ++ Classified ads can now be submitted by email.
Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com For your security, do not include a
credit card number in any email. Please include a daytime telephone number
where you can be contacted for card details. All enquiries to 020 8774 0631

Hi-Fi News

interconnect available) Tel: 01252 672687 [ K165o]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Mon Class Aintegrated
amplifier, excellent condition, 200W/ch into 4ohm
£1200, Tel 01256 701139 or 07966 143294 [ K1651]
STIRLING LS3/5A and Rogers A131 bass extenders,

with A3 style facia (aluminum/chrome) hence price,
mint, boxed, mauals, excellent sound £ 700 ono Tel:

203, 204

575643 or 020 7976 6996 [ K1640]

Naim CDX CD player of similar age Tel: 0121 358 0459
or 07789 904529 [ X16491
OPTIMUM 5Shelf hi-fi rack, aluminum and glass
£200, Yamaha KX-580SE cassette deck, little used
£50, Celestion sil subwoofer loin driver £ 5o (custom

4432412 [ Ki652)
PROAC Response iSC, Orbe SE/DC Dino and Dino
and Grace 707/11, sealed boxes, new offers TEAC
VRDS-9 £ 350, Magnum P200 PSzoo pre- amp A200

channel power amp, 2months old, mint, receipt, cost
£4000 asking £ 1600, various Musical Fidelity, Chord,
vdH speaker and interconnects, Meridian 207 205x4,

interconnects and speaker cable (solid state) POA
Mark Levinson No33h monoblocks POA Tel: 07785

£550 Flatcap (£ 380) £ 175 all items 2-3 years old inc
manual, boxes, as new, or will swap all 3items for

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT
ORDER FORM

Rates: £ 8.00 ( inc VAT) per 3o- word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14.00; three months Wm,.
Additional words 5op each. Box numbers £3.00 extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (
cg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

TUBE TECHNOLOGY Genesis amplifiers, pair
monoblocks, looW/ch, excellent condition £ 1075,
Thorens TD124, SME 309 arm, Dennon DL304 m- c,
mounted in beautiful American plinth, superb, £ 585
Tel: 01494 837358 [ K1656]
VOLCANO £65o, Phyon £ 350, Musiclink £650, AN-VX
£300, Decade £ 300, Madrical £ 100, Mit 330 £ 250,
Terminator 2fo, Nu- Vista £ 60, Proceed £ 2500,
Bryston loBSTD £800 4BST £ 1500, Mark 385 f2400,
Main £ 30. Tel: 01707 392063. [ 1(1657)
ATC 70 anniversary active speakers, custom finished
in light and dark piano grey with black grilles, boxed
with manuals and certificate of authenticity £8500
ovno, Tel: 020 7584 5784 Of 020 7589 4840 [ K1658]
VAN DEN HUL The Wind speaker cable 3m bi-wire
pair f3oo (£600), Tel: Steve 07813 788420 or 020
8466 7451 ( H) [ K1659]
51234 Pro electrostatic headphone system, mint

STA X

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

con, boxed £ 100, Tel: 01268 540 3339 [ X16701
GLENSOUND ISDN OB mixer GSGC 5X dual complete
with Beyerdynamic mic MzoiTG and stand with DTioo
phones immaculate condition, all original packaging,
sensible offers. Tel: 01245 263481 evenings
(Chelmsford) [ K1671]
KRELL MDA 300 monoblocks complete with large
coned feet and slate platforms £ 5000 (£ 12000), Krell
KRC HR Reference pre- amp with PSU f5000 (£ 7800),
both mint condition with manuals. Tel: 01384 371586
day/eve [ K1673]
KRELL KPE Reference Phono Stage with PSU ficloo
(£2500), mint condition, boxed with manuals, Tel:
Please publish the above advertisement tor

FOR SALE Li

inserbons under the heading:

WANTED

Box number required

Name
Address

yes

no

cheque/postal order enclosed for f (pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex Card Number
Daytime telephone number

I
Expires (date)

Dale of sending

Signature

*Please indicate which
II No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
IPC Media Ltd. publishers of HiFi News, and IPC Electric Ltd will
collect your personal information to process your order and to gain a
better understanding of our magazine readership. We may send you
details on our magazines and services. Please tick here il you prefer
not to hear from IPC D
106

november

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi-fi News, IPC Media, Focus House.
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR 9 2TA.
We may pass your details to other reputable companies whose
products and services may be of interest to you. Please tick here if you
prefer not to receive such offers Li

01384 371586 Day/Eves [ K16741
NAIM AUDIO FM tuner, model ioi complete with
snaps power supply boxed and complete with manuals
and leads, excellent condition £ 595, Tel: 01224
322644 anytime (Aberdeen) [ K16751
LEAK Stereo zo varislope, Troughline, sandwich
speakers, 3001 turntable, £800 complete, Tannoy 3L2
£400 ono, Cartridge Man digital stylus gauge £ 100,
sell all for fl000, Leaks have all been serviced, rewired to original specification. Tel: 01834 813199
Robinson. Also Uher 4000 AV cased and extras £600
buyer collects Leaks/Tannoys. [ 1(16761
ROKSAN Caspian integrated amplifier, as new,
boxed, 3year love affair but upgrade forces

the place to buy or sell audio equipment and accessories
seperation £ 550, Tel: Steve 07876 216255, Essex
[K1677]
AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro audiophile amplifier,
new model, 9months old, 150 watt, very powerful and
heavy! As new condition, can demonstrate, cost £ 2600
new, accept £ 1850 ovno, Tel: Richard 07881 800 009
[K1678)
DYNAUDIO Audience 70 floorstanding speakers,
black ash, 210 watt, under 2years old, non bi-wirable,
excellent condition. Can demonstrate. Cost fi,ioo
new, £ 500 ovno, Tel: Richard 07881 800 009 [ K1679]
SME 20/2A c/w SME Series Varm and Roundale
Research 2118 moving coil cartridge £ 3,400.
Oracle Alexandria turntable c/w integrated arm
incorporating lift-off £ 550. Tel: Chris Harris 01628
474729 [ 10680]
VAN DEN HUL The First Ultimate Interconnect o.6m
£90, vdH The First 06m £ 70, both great condition only
printing is off - supplied in their original boxes. Tel:
07786 233553 [ 106811
SYSTEM EZO pre amp, two mono power amps 20ow
fog CD 24/192 upsampler all Face Nord £ 2400 or split
£700 each (£ 4000) all boxed call John 01885 410517
(Worc) [ K1682]
MIRAGE 0M9 speakers £850 (£ 1300) Piega P4xlmk2
£1600 (£ 2300), P4Imk2 fi000 (£ 1700) P4c £ 550
(£900) Psub £ 1100 (£ 1900) all boxed, Tel: John 01885
410517 (Worc) [ K16831
PASS LABS Aleph 5power amp, 6oW/ch pure class
Adesign, Stereophile class Aproduct, vgc, little use,
original box and manual, retail £ 3500, accept £ 1795
no offers, Tel: 020 7253 6690 [ K1684]
SONY SACD 555 ES, black, like new, super CD
plaback boxed, remote, manual £ 800, Tel: 07713
258836 [ K1685]
REGA Brio amplifier, new shape, original box &
receipt, perfect condition, for sale due to upgrade
£190, Tel: 01494 717850 [ K1686]
ZINGALI Home Monitors 212 12in horn, 2x12 bass,
superb sound, beautifully finished, 6months old,
imminent move abroad forces sale £ 10,750 new, will
accept £6750 OVf10, Tel: Troy on 07980 211447 or
email: troy@runbox.com ( London area) [ K1688]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.24 upsampling DAC, 5
weeks old, unused, unwanted swap 535 (800)
Transparent Music Wave bi-wire loudspeaker cable 2.5
metres 330 ( 700), Tel: Chris 01733 701345 or 07881
525582 [ K1689]
MISSION Stance speaker stands, 6ocm high, 12
months old, excellent condition, £ 30 (new: Loo) Tel:
01242 517669 (Cheltenham) [ K16901
RUARK Equinox speakers, Copland CSA14 amplifier,
Micromega Stage 3CD player, Shumonk CD plinth, full
XL0 interconnect leads & high end bi-wire XL0
professional speaker cable, full manuals, sold as
complete £ 1500, Tel: Michael 01525 222641 [ K1691)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A37o mark 2power amp,
150W/ch, high current output, will drive and speaker
with ease, £ 950. Mob: 07790 945796 [ K1692]
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 pre- amp, boxed excellent
condition £ 520, Kimber KCAG silver interconnect 1.5m
boxed £ 180, Van den Hul MCi cartridge, re- tipped
little use boxed £ 390, Fidelity Research FR 201
cartridge fioo, Tel: 01934 4129951 1(16931
VDH Revelation speaker cable, 2.5m bi-wireibi-amp
set, spades both ends, new cost ficloo+, will accept
£350, Mana turntable stand fioo, Tel: Steve on 020
8422 0942 or 07939 540107. Middlesex [ K1694]
CABLES Audio Research Litzlink XLR 1.5m £ 120
(£300), Audio Research Litzlink XLR 8M £ 240 (£ 68o),
Audio Research Litzlink RCA 2M £ 130 (£ 360), all as
new. Tel: 01453 88 7954 [ K1696]
CABLES Van den Hul The Second RCA 1.5m £ 160
(£425), Van den Hul The First RCA 1m fioo (£ 270),
Kimber PSB RCA im £ 35 (£ 100), all as new. Tel: 01453
887954 [ K1697]
CABLES AudioQuest Diamond RCA 1m £ 250 (£ 950),

MIT Spectal MI350 Ultralinear Reference RCA 35ft
interconnect £ 1250 (£ 3700), boxed, as new. Tel: 01453
887954 [ K1698]
INFINITY Kappa 8, floorstanding speakers, santos
finish, approx 12 years old but totally unmarked, 5
drivers, ribbon tweeters, very smooth, nearest current
equivalent ProAc Future I (£ 5800) rated 250 watt
£650 ono, Tel: 01275 472489 [ K1512]
KEF Reference 3.2, cherry, 19y old, 5Y warranty,
perfect condition, superb performance, packaging and
manual, will demonstrate and deliver locally (£ 2250)
£1650 ono, Tel: 01935 840506 eve and w/e 01935
703837 weekdays [ K1699]
KRELL FPB 650m mono amplifiers, pair, mint
condition, factory packaging and manuals, top all-time
ratings by Stereophile and HiFi News, stunning
sound, legitimate reason for sale, £ 11,500 (£ 25,200)
Tel: Adam 020 7373 8818 [ K1700]
AVALON ACOUSTICS Radian HC loudspeakers, pair,
premium curly maple, manuals, crates, other extras,
Stereophile class A, superb imaging, electrostatic
delicacy w/ real bass extension, must sell, £ 5500
(£15,800) Tel: Adam 020 7373 8818 [ K1700)
MUSICAL FIDELITY NuVista M3 Integrated amp,
read reviews at www.musical•fidelity.co.uk, boxed,
guaranteed, mint, £ 2400, vdH First Ultimate im £ 200,
Kimber Select 2020 digital £ 300, ATC5oA sl rosewood
£3200, Tel: 01312259002 or email:
S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [ K1702]
MERIDIAN 506.24 boxed, manual, remote £ 625,
Lumley Monitor 3.5 speakers, walnut £ 475.
Counterpoint HC-8o8E surround processor, boxed,
remote £ 175, Restek Sixtant six- channel power amp,
boxed £ 225, all items in excellent condition. Tel:
01525 757421 (Beds) [ K17031
QED Genesis bi-wire speaker cable, brand new, cost
£790 only £ 499, van den Hul The Second balanced
interconnects 0.6 metre £ 70, and to metre £ 125 Tel:
Ken in Worthing 01903 690055 [ K17041
B&W Nautilus 801 speakers, in red cherry finish, 15
months old, stunning reference monitors, excellent
condition f6499, buyer arranges collection 95kg
each! Tel: Ken in Worthing 01903 690055 [ K17041
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 integrated amp, gold £ 450
Linn Keilidh speakers, black with plinths £ 275, all vgc,
original boxes & manuals, Tel: 01252 518074 eve or email: duncan.findlater@ntlworld.com [ K17051
B&W Matrix 801 Series 2 loudspeakers, some cabinet
marks, hence only £850. Tel: 01462 713204 or 07815
887746 [ K1706]

RUARK Etude speakers, excellent condition, boxed,
nearly new £ 5oo (£650 new) no offers, Cambridge
ISOMA6i CD700 DAC, boxed, nearly new £ 8o, Tel:
0191 2576561 Tyne and Wear [ K1707]
AUDIOLAB 8000T tuner FM/AM/LW upgrade forces
sale, boxed with manualf275, ProAc Tablette woo
stand mount speakers, good condition, boxed,
instructions, What 1-Ii-Fi?say extremely musical 5*
rating £ 350, Tel: 01623 744261 or 07816 063648
[K1708]
TACT Millenium amp Mk II £ 2900, TacT room
correction system DD £900, Tel: 01489 79614711(17091
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CL- 15 CD playerprocessor with digital volume control and fully
upgradeable, Stereophile class A/B floor) (£ 1700) or
best offer, Tel: Peter 01202 393348
loki@powernet.co.uk [ K1710]
LEXICON MCi, superb high- end pre- amp, Dolby
Digital, DTS, LoGIC7, THX Ultra certified, v4 software,
manuals, remote etc, mint condition ( retail is over
£5500) bargain at £ 2495, Tel: 07956 303909 or
simonOplatipus.com [ K17111
CDS for sale, all top condition (CD wash- machine
cleaned), or new, over 40 titles - classical,
collections, rock, pop and jazz, £ 2.50 per CD, Tel:
0035 2021285621, email: barig@pt.lu or fax
00352407811 for list [ K1712]

ISO phono stage and Hera power supply from Michell
includes cables £ 300 ono, Tel: 07968 138489 (day)
[K1713]
NAIM CDS fl000, Naim Nait 5 £ 700, both new
unwanted prizes, boxed with remote and interconnect,
will accept £ 1400 for both, includes iyears
manufacture guarantee from date of purchase,
unwanted prize. Tel: 01482 897040 (EYorkshire)
[K1582]
SUGDEN A48 amp, R21 tuner, Technics SLi5oo
turntable, Glantz cartridge, LKS 3/5a speakers, all in
very good condition £ 200 ono Tel: 01476 562531
(Grantham) [ K1720]

WANTED
KRELL KSA25o power amp, Krell KBL pre- amp £ 3750
for both. Technics tow box CD SLZi000 CD player SHXi000 processor £ 5000 new, will accept £ 1750 Tel:
01527 459 274 [ Kisio]
CYRUS power amp PSX power supply compatible
with Cyrus integrated amp Tel: 01752 291625/ 07759
283320 [ K1519]
TURNTABLES and tonearms: collector seeks items
by Micro Seiki, AlphaSON, Ariston, Unn, Systemdek,
Roksan, Garrard, Thorens, SME, Voyo, Helius, Oxford,
Michell, Oracle, Walker, IMF, Gale, NVA, Source, STD,
etc!!!. Tel: 01455 613489 [ K1561)
VINTAGE hi-fi wanted, especially from 50's and 60's,
interesting old quality items required; Western
Electric, Vitavox, Pye & Tannoy speakers, vintage
microphones, value amplifiers, nice record decks,
arms & cartridges, hi-fi year books, Tel: 01726 812966
[K1579]
QUAD 707 & 77 stereo power amps, 77 CD player
with phono outputs, vgc, Tel: 01775 760604
(evenings) [ K1599]
QED speaker (TRI) stands 22CM (1322) or 17CM (
T517)
Tel 020 8262 7568 (evening) or 020 7377 7000 ex
2363 (day) [ K1612]
ROGERS, Harbeth or similar, one pair of LS3/5A
speakers, must be in excellent condition, private
buyer, Tel: 01394 388 399 [ K16331
QUAD FM4 tuner wanted, Tel: 01788 816267
(Evenings) [ K1687]
ROGERS CD player, possibly the only one in
existence, piano black finish, in perfect working order
with remote control, collectors item! £ 2000 Tel: 07885
489832 [ Ki7i5F]
LINN LP12, Ittok, K9, £400, Spendor BC1 pair £ 150,
Meridian 506 Mark i£475, Wanted - Meridian
507/508 Tel: 01480 458987 Huntingdon [ K1716]

TRADE
STRATOSPHERE Turntable (by Reference
International) 5years old, top condition, special price
for quick sale only £ 1495 (new f6000) SME armmounting (SME arm available from Heatherdale Audio)
Tel: Dave Ruffell at Heatherdale Audio (unit on
audition in shop) on 01903 872288 or email:
barig@pllu [ Wm]
AMAZING interconnects! Hand- built pure silver
cables with world class connectors, fantastic
performance, money back guarantee £ 105 per metre
pair. f5 p&p, other lengths available Tel: 0115 982
577 2 after 7pm or email bob@skydivers.co.uk 11(1436)
PAUL HYNES custom amplification, can't find what
you want off the shelf? For custom assembly of the
amplification of your dreams Tel: 01932 712822 or
paulhynes@freezone.co.uk [ K1531F]
GRAND M25 Audio Jumble W Leatherhead Leisure
Centre M25 junction 9, Sunday io November io.3oam.
Tel: 07730 134973 for details [ K1672]
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

NEW THIS MONTH
WADIA 16 CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£2,795
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE "KOOL"
£1.495
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2.500
APOGEE MINI GRAND SPEAKERS INC SUBS
&DAS CROSSOVER
£2,500
MARTIN BASTON REBUILT & MODIFIED GARRARD 301
TURNTABLE MENTOR REFERENCE ARM
£500
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200

LIST

Home cinema & Hi -Fi consultants

S/H £7,395

36 Druid Hill,

S/H £3,500
S/H £5,950

Stoke Bishop, Bristol 1359 lEJ

S/H £5.890

Tel: 0117 968 6005

S/H £1.200.
S/H £370

PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO TURNTABLE WITH HELIOS
ORION SILVER WIRED WALNUT
£595 5/11 £1,200
KOETSU BLACK CARTRIDGE LOW USE
£200 S/H £600
FERREUX 3150 3WPC MOSFET POWER AMP
£895 SM £1,800
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3.500 E/D £8.500
KEF REFERENCE 3.2 SPEAKERS IN EXOTIC
ALBHINO BURR FINISH 10 MONTHS OLD
£1.495 SIR £2,750
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY, STUNNING
£6.500 SIR £12,369
WADIA 7 & 9TRANSPORT & DAC
£8,995 ER £22,000
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1TRANSPORT & DAC 2
£2,500 S/H £7,230
PRIMARE T20 ROS TUNER
£350 S/H £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2 PREAMP
£1,595 SIR £3,400
DENSER BEAT 100 MK3 INTEGRATED AMP INC PHONO
f395 SIR £900
ARCAM ABS INTEGRATED AMP R/C 3MONTHS OLD £495 SIR £700
ARCAM P85 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD
£350 SIR £500
KRELL FRB 200C POWER AMP CAST. LATEST £5,995 S/H £8,750
KRELL FPB 300 POWER AMP BALANCED £5,995 S/11 £9.450
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6,500 S/H £12,495
PROAC 3.8 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,500 E/D £3,990
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2.500 E/D £3,500
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SPEAKERS BIWIRE & STANDS £495 SM £1,145
HELIOS STARGATE CD PLAYER. SUPERB £1.503 5/11 £2,700
AUDIO RESEARCH LS38 BLACK & Ft/C
£1,795 S/H £3,125
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
750 5/11
1,220
MIRAGE MI SPEAKERS MK2 THESE ARE STUNNING
SPEAKERS WITH STUNNING LOOKS TO MATCH £2.300 SIR £5,000
LINN CD 12 CD PLAYER AWESOME
£7.995 S/H £12,000
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT & CJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £1,995 SIR £3.800
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMPLETE WITH
ROWLAND ACTIVE BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
£6,995 SIR £15,500
AVANTE GARDE TRIO HORN SPEAKERS
LATEST SPEC, TERRIFIC
£9,995 5/11 £21,950
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 S/H £2,500
NAKAMICHI DRAGON AUTO REVERSE
3HEAD CASSETTE DECK, AREAL CLASSIC £1,250 S/11 £2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO VALVE INTEGRATED R/C
JUST BEEN FITTED WITH NEW VALVES
£2,500 541 £3,945
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND XA2
FRONT LOADING CO TRANSPORT
£795 5/11 £1,300
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 (FIXED OUTPUT DECADE) £1,095 S/H £2.200
MERIDIAN 207 PREAMP CD PLAYER
£1,050
MERIDIAN 201 PREAMP
£395 S/H £760
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO Akin MK2
£2.500 S/H £5,760
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295 S/H £3,500
MISSION 754 SPEAKERS PRIMAVERA FINISH
f595 S/H £1,398
EGGLESTONE WORKS ANDREA SPEAKERS
PIANO BLACK, STUNNING SPEAKER,
STEREOPHILE ASPEAKERS OF THE YEAR
£6,995 EA) £1389
NAIM 135 MONO AMPS
£1,995 S/11 £3,152
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500 E/D £5,800
LUMLEY 120 REFERENCE VALVE MONO AmPs,
TRIODE SWITCHABLE. CHOICE BLACK OR CHROME FINISH.
BARGAIN
£1295 Eli) £3,500
MIT MR 750 PLUS SERIES 2SPEAKER CABLE 392M PAIR £395 S/H £900
CARY 805211 SIGNATURE MONO TRIODE POWER AMPS
BALANCED VERY RARE
£
6,995 SH £12,000
CAFRAE LITTLE BIG HORN LOUDSPEAKERS £4,995 ED £8,800
CELLO PALETTE (LATE MODEL) & MASTER SUPPLY £7.995 SH £29,000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9,995 NEW £27.500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £10,995 ED £35.000
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE & ARM
MKIII COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7.995 ED £20,000
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC
(STUNNING CD PLAYER)
£7.500 SH £20,000/
KRELL KAV300 CO PLAYER (LATEST) £2,500 SH £4,290
CELLO REFERENCE STUDIO DAC UV22 (EXCELLENT) £3.500 ED £11.000
JADIS JA80 MONO POWER AMPS MKIII (LATEST) £3,995 SH £9,580
CARY 80SC TRIODE VALVE MONO POWER AMPS ( LATEST) £4,995 SH £8,995
NRO A401 MONO POWER AMPS 400 WATTS
,
£12,000
PRIMARE 928 MONO POWER AMPS COMPLETE WITH
928 PRE AMP NICE COMBO BLACK/GOLD £2,995 SH £9,759
LEVINSON ML3 POWER AMP DUAL MONO
£2,995 SH £8.250
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/PAC £995 SH £2,700
VtL INTERGRATER VALVE AMPLIFLEX ( LATEST) £1,695 ED £2,400
AVI S2000 MONO POWER AMPS
£795 ED £1,400
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT A/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
GAMMA AEON 211 TRIODE VALVE MONO'S VALUE £2,250 SH £6,995
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIM'S 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1,695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP ( NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
ROBERTSON 4010 POWER AMP
£495 SH £995
SONUS FABER QUID INTERGRATER AMP & SUPPLY £795 SH £1221
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
AVALON ASCENT II LOUDSPEAKERS IN BURE ASH
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS ( EXCELLENT) £6,995 SH £14.800
ARTIMIS EOS SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS IN CHERRY
&BASS MODULES & SEPARATE CROSSOVERS (BARGAIN) £5,995 ED £17,750
SPENDOR R.10 LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD ( LATEST) £1,995 SH £3,475
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1295 SH £6,000
ALON 4LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH (BARGAIN) £995 SH £3,850
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY CAT SL1 MKIII
VALVE PRE AMP
£2,995 ED £6,250
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH
£600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH
£886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1.795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH
£950
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
£195 SH
£450
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN -HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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202, lindan Road, Worthing, 13:1 .14
Pre-owned equipment (Imitable
with guarantee

SALE OF EX- DEMO & PIE EQUIPMENT

Export facilities al'ailable

APPROX
NEW

SALE

PRICE

PRICE

ATC SCM 50 SL ( Passive) Black
Alon Petite (Walnut)

£5,400 £3,000
£1,200 £600

AVI Bigatron ( Cherry) Ex-demo

£600 £400

Roxsan Radius/Goldring/022 £750
AVI Pre + Monoblocks
(not current units)
Ruark Solstice Reference Monitors

£400

£2,400 £1,000
£4,000 £2,700

Triangle Zays (91db) Black/Walnut £ 1,200 £700
Jamo 507's ( Black)

£750 £350

Linn Sondek/Lingo/Mission Mechanic/
Kiesiki Blue (V. Den. Holed new)

£N/A

ATC SCA-2/SPA2-150 Pre Power
Proceed Audio-Video Pre-amp

£6,800 £3,500
£4,700 £3,000

Audioplan Kontrapunkt Mk IV's

£1,100 £450

£1,300

Alon ( l's MkI ( Black)
£2,000 £1,200
Alon Lotus SF
£3,000 £1,500
PS Audio Lambda CD drive (+ AT&T) £2,800 £1,400
Otters on SOME of the above would be considered

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the vwsicri Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064

41.11

wow

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE

SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

•60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of all US taxes.

¡ ¡COMPONENTS
LiACCESSORIES
grIPTUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuftation
(215)862-4870 * fox ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
httpV/www.fatwyre.com
tatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE

CABLE

Heatherdate
*audio limited
Visit our Web Page wwwhifi-stereacom
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEAKERS
PRICE
ATC SCM 50A Active speakers
£3495
TANNOY Kingdom 12 xDemo
£3495
PRO-AC studio 1speakers mk 2
£395
CASTLE 7speakers
£295
AUDIO Physic Tempo Speakers
£995
HALE Transendance 5Speakers
£2950
REVEL Studio Speakers (rosewood/black gloss finish)
£P0A
JEAN-MARIE REYNAUD Offrand Speakers £ 1495
AUDIO NOTE AN JSE Speakers
£650
ORCHID LWO Speakers ( Ex demo)
£2295
YAMAHA NS1000 ( Not M) Ebony Speakers
£825
THIEL SCS 2Speakers (Walnut, factory sealed boxes)
Normal price £2395
Our price £1595
PRE AMPS
NAIM audio NAIT 3pre amp
NAD 114 Stereo Pre Amp
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3A Pre Amp
NAKAMICHI CA- 7E Pre Amp (Remote)
ADCOM GIP 450 Tuner/Pre Amp
OAKLEY High-end Valve Pre-Amp
(similar to Conrad Johnson)

£425
£99
£ 125
£ 1295
£350
£650

AMPLIFIERS
NAIM audio NAP 90 power amp
£395
ARCAM neta one integrated amp ( pro logic)
£595
SUGDEN A2 1a integrated amp with Phono stage
£650
MARK LEVINSON No.334 Power Amp
£P0A
KRELL KST 100 Power Amp
£ 1695
HEYBROOK Signature System (CD Player, Pre & Power Amp). . £995
BOW WAZOO Integrated amp ( New. Normal retail £2500) £ 1995
NAKAMICHI TA4 high definition Tuner/Amp
£395
CHAMELEON Ruby Amp
£545
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
AVI 2000MI Integrated Amp ( ex demo)
£750
ROGERS E40a Integrated Amplifier
with PhonoStage ( NEW)
£995
SUGDEN AU511P Power Amp
£395
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
NAIM audio NACO 3CD player
CEC TLI CD Transport Belt Drive ( Gold finish)
(Stereophile recommended) Normal retail £5000
MARANTZ CD72 Mk2 SE CD Player ( mint)
KRELL KAV 300 CD Player

£695
£2650
£295
£1995

DAC'S
THETA GEN VDAC
£2495
SONIC FRONTIERS SED1 Digital Processor
£895
THETA Chroma HDCD DAC ( ex demo)
£775
MISCELLANEOUS
NAIM Headphone amp and power supply
£ 175
NAIM audio FLATCAP power supply
£250
PIONEER 830s 3head cassette deck
£ 195
TARGET Heavy duty speaker stands
£ 195
NAKAMICHI cassette deck 1
£395
NAKAMICHI ZXL-1000 Cassette Deck
£ 1495
NAKAMICHI BX-300 3Head Cassette deck
£295
OUADHASPHIRE 04 Wall Shelf
£ 120
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH Coax Resolubon
Reference balanced digital cable
£250
HOTEL RO 97U BX Phono Stage
£99
MERIDIAN FM 204 Tuner
£249
STAX 5/5007 Omega Ref (SA11 7Head Phone
&SAMOO 7Dual Triode) Normal Retail £2995
£ 1750
STAX SRS4040 (SR404 & SAM 0067)
Headphones Normal Retail £ 1195
£750
SHUN MOOK Record Clamp Normal Retail £ 1660
£995
MARK LEVINSON ML 25S Phono Stage
with Power Supply
£3495
NAKAMICHI CR40 Tape Deck
£225
REVOX Reel to Reel Tape Recorder
£275
HARMONIX Record Clamp
£ 195
LUXMAN 6331W Cassette Deck
£ 150
AUDIO NOTE ANS7 MC Transformer
with Photo Phono Stage
£8495
CHORD SYSTEM Enhancer/Mains Conditioner
£95
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono stage
£ 1495
KOETSU Urushi Cartridges ( New & Unused) Retail £2800. £ 1995
KOETSU Jade Diamond Cartridge ( New 8, Unused)
Retail £7900
£4500
KOETSU Red TCartridge ( New & Unused) Retail £ 1495 . £995
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Air Bearing Arm with
Magnesium Wand c/w Pump
£1695
THORENS TD1 25 Turntable with SME Arm
£ 195
ORTOFON MC 7500 moving cartridge, ex demo
£895
VERDIER Ebony wood arm board
£425
Selection of Koestsu moving coil cartridges
at discount prices
£ P0A
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE. (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

Fax: 01903 872234

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Email: heatherdale@ hifi-stereo.com

í

"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
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OUR PRICE ORIGINAL RETAIL PRICE
Kenwood LI
000C pre/ LI
000M Power Amp
Exposure VII pre + XII psu
Harmon Kardon AVP I
Cary 572 se Monoblocks
D nalab SDA 2.8

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
:hole(' hi -fi make it easy for
'ou to fulfill your sonic
¡reams. Quality hi-fi is not just
lbout expensive brandnames.
t's about aspiring to the very
pest sound, about choosing
,our ideal system from the
neidest selection in the country,
naunique no- pressure
nvironment.

yourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglascon Works
Electrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
Imerge
J M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M.C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Tear
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

£795.00
L595.00
£175.00
LI,295.00
L195.00

£2,500.00
£1.200.00
L L2.350.00
L600.00

thismonth
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Treble Active Card
Linn Bass Active Card
Audio Research VT I
50se Monoblocks
Cello Duette 350
Trilogy 948
Audio Research DI25
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson No 28 ( incl Phono)
Audio Research LSI
LOUDSPEAKERS
M Lab 926 ( x- demo)
M Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod ( White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Sub ( Blue)
CD PLAYERS & DACS
Audio Research CD2
Marantz CD7
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS
Nordost Quattrofil Tonearm Cable
Trichord Dino Phonostage

I

o

Nne c

r-

£1.500.00
£6.000.00
£6.000.00
L16.800.00
(10.000.00
£2.000.00
L5.000.00

£I,395.00
£945.00

£4,000.00
£2.000.00

£1,750.00
(On Dem
L
L
L

£2.149.00
L895.00

LI,895.00
L2,795.00

£3,499.00
L3,500.00

£399.00
£199.00

(800.00
f299.00

cc-

cC .

amplifiers

Chord SPM 1200E + Integra + Remote
Krell FPB600
Theta Dreadnaught/5
Gamut D200 " new"
Primare A20 Integrated
Croft Mk IV Power Amp
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations 51000 mk III monos
Krell Kan 500i
Krell KSA 80B
Goldmund Mimesis 3
Krell FPB250M
Bryston 4 BST
Naim Nap 90
Krell MDA 300
Oracle S3000 Integrated " new"
Bryston 7 BST Monoblocks new
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Linn LK 100
Boulder 500 AE
Acuphase E203 Integrated Amp
Krell FPB 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Cary Audio 300 SE Sig.WE30013
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated
Plinius SA 100 " new
Krell 250 A/3 3Chanel amp
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
Sunfire 300 Power Amp .
Plinius 250 mk IV ' new
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"

PI' Ea

L695.00
L2,750.00
L2,495.00
LPOA
LPOA
£7,995.00
£4,995.00
£995.00
£I,795.00

£4,250.00
£7,995.00
£3,250.00
(On Dent
£395.00
£395.00
£I,395.00
£I,395.00
£3,495.00
£1,595.00
£I,495.00
£6,450.00
(On Dein
£295.00
£4,995.00
£5,995.00
£,250.00
£1,295.00
£345.00
£3,495.00
£795.00
£5,995.00
£1395.00
(On Dens
£3,495.00
£I,350.00
(On Dem
£2,995.00
(On Dem
£995.00
(On Dens
(On Dem

L5.986.00
L13.498.00
£4,499.00
L3.250.00
C750.00
L £2,500.00
£3.000.00
£5,498.00
£3,847.00
L5.150.00
L10.000.00
£2.050.00
£650.00
£12,000.00
£9.950.00
L4.400.00
£2,250.00
L650.00
L5.500.00
L £9,990.00
LI .030,00
L16.500.00
£5.304.00
£I.500.00
£3,400.00
£4,698.00
L5,995.00
£2.400.00
L6.000.00
£8.250.00

£3,250.00
L395.00
£2,250.00
£2,595.00
£995.00
£I,095.00
£695.00
£2,450.00
£695.00
£495.00
£4,250.00
LPOA
£5,295.00
£I,750.00
£I,795.00
(On Dem
L495.00
£1,295.00
(On Dens
(On Dem
LPOA
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
£150.00

£4,887.00
L995.00
L3.400.00
L4,995.00
£1,895.00
£1,997.00
L1,500.00
£3,400.00
£1,295.00
£I,000.00
£6,900.00
£4,950.00
L6,500.00
L3.000.00
£2,794.00
L13,000.00
L995.00
C £4.900.00
(5,595.00
£30,000.00
L3,200.00
L5,750.00
£3,I40.00
L450.00

£1,995.00
£I,595.00

C4,000.00
L3.700.00

amplifiers

Chord CRA 3200E + Integra
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Research ISIS
CAT SL I ( Black)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m bal/ remote
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
Audible Illusions P3Amc
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Mark Levinson 380 S
Hovland HP100 Line Pre
BAT VK5OSE
Krell KSL 2Pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
Trilogy 901 Pre
Krell -1(SL + Phono
YBA IAlpha Pre mm/mc + psu " new"
YBA Passion Pre + mc " new"
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono new
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM/MC mk 11 "new"
Naim 42.5
PRE POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity F15/ F22
Audio Innovations S1000 monos! L2 Pre

CZ?t_rality

speakers

Martin Logan Ascent
Martin Logan Cinema ( Centre)
REL Stentor 11
1MLab Mini Utopia + Std ( Rosewood) eew"
REL Stentor ( Walnut)
SD Acoustics SDI
Martin Logan SL3
IM Lab Cobalt 826
B+VV DM 602 52

tc/:0 20
fax: 020
Open from

£3,250.00
£4,499.00
£I,295.00
LI , 798.00
£I,295.00
£2,000.00
£2,995.00 £ 5.780.00
L695.00 £ 1.500.00
£695.00
L1.650.00
£1,995.00
L3.399.00
(On Dens
¿ 1,279 00
£195.00
£330.00

839 2
8392

ELL

£1,995.00
£6,499.00
LOn Dens
(On Dens
£7,995.00
£I2,495.00
£I,395.00
£6,995.00

ATC SCM 20A
Audio Physic Avanti III X-dem
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
Thiel 7.2
JM Lab Utopia ( Ex Dem)
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Avalon Ascents
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Std Blk
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Naim SBL*s
ClaraVox Magnifica
Ensemble Speakers PAI
Audio Physic Spark " new"
Rogers LS55 " new"
ATC SCM 10 + stds

rICW

£5,499.00
(On Dens
£1,295.00
£6,995.00
£995.00
(On Dens
£330.00
£795.00

C:rpola.yer- s

-Fur

r-

bles

L3,300.00
£7,499.00
£750.00
£4000.00
£14.000.00
L18,799.00
L3.200.00
L12.000.00
(3.899.00
(7,799.00
L2,000.00
L2,225.00
L14,500.00
£2,000.00
L1.749,00
£430.00
LI,200.00

DACS

£750.00
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Perpetual Technologies Dac + Correction Engine PSU £995.00
£995.00
Meridian 508/20
LI1,995.00
Krell KPS 25S
£3,495.00
Mark Levinson No 39
£4,995.00
Mark Levinson 390S ( upgrade)
(On Dent
Audio Aero " new"
£I0,995.00
Audio Note DAC 5
£2,495.00
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD
£995.00
Micromega CD3 + Duo duc
(On Dens
Primare V25 CD/DVD
£695.00
Thule Spirit CD
£1,595.00
VVadia X 644 AT&T! Bal
£595.00
Theta Pro Geny
(On Dens
YEA CD 1Delta " new"
£995.00
Tag Mudaren CD22OR
£995.00
Audio Lab 8000 DAX
£9,995.00
Mark Levinson 30.5/ 31
L4,495.00
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Sony CDPRI/ DAS RI
L2,995.00
LI4,995.00
Krell KPS 25s 24/96
£1,895.00
Acuphase DP7OV
L6,999.00
Acuphase 90/91
L395.00.
YBA CD Speciale
LPOA
Boulder 2020 dac
£I6,995.00
Krell KPS 25sc
£1,995.00
Theta Data II Transport AT + link
(On Dem
YBA CD Integre " new"

LI,000.00
LI .500.00
L1,800.00
£22.500.00
L5.000.00
L6.495.00
L4.500.00
L19.500.00
L3.000.00
L3.000.00
LI.000.00

c9cxxoo

(5,000.00
L1.295.00
L4.400.00
L1,500.00
L1.600.00
L24,000.00
£7.500.00
I6,000.00
£22,500.00

-

£16,000.00
L675.00
L24.000.00
L23,498.00

btooecio

LI,195.00

ecanaloque

£395.00
L Project 2.9 Classic/ Ortofon 510
L245.00
L450.00
Quad FM4 Tuner
LI 0,495.00
£12.289.00
SME 30/2 A " new"
£2,250.00
L4,200.00
Oracle Delphi mk IV
£395.00
L Moth Record Cleaning m/c
(On Dem
L325.00
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
(On Dem
L2,050.00
Project RPM9/ Ortofon Rohmann " new"
(On Dens
L1.050.00
Ortofon Rohmann
(On Dem
From £ 300.00
Adjuster Racks ( Aluminium/ Perspex)
L6,500.00
c14.00000
Krell Kan Processor
£1,695.00
£4,000.00
Pierre Lurne JI/ SL5
L325.00
L495.00
Michel ' so Phono + Hera
(On Dens L500.00/L750.00
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
LOn Dens
1,100.00
£1,295.00
(2,000.00
Elemental 4Tier ( Fixed)
£450.00 ( 1.000.00
Roksan Shiraz
£1,495.00
L2,200.00
Michell Orbe/QC
£795.00
L Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
L695.00
L Voyd Valdi/ Orion
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
L795.00
L1.600.00
L295.00
L400.00
Parasound TQI600 ( remote tuner)
SME Series VArm " new"
L1,350.00
LI.650.00
L895.00
LI,400.00
Wilson Benesch Act 2arm
L495.00
L Musical Surroundings Phonomena Phono Stage
L795.00
L Pink Triangle PT SA/RB300S/VV
(On Dens
L2.750.00
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
LI,895.00
L4.000.00
Transparent Audio Music Wave Ultra XL Bi Wire
£895.00
L1,695.00
Cary PH301 MM/MC
£225.00
£400.00
Nackamichi DR 3
(On Dean
LI ,795.00
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
£1,695.00
L2,065.00
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
L423.00
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply £320.00
L740.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC £640.00
L2.500.00
Lavardin Reference Phono " new"
( On Dent
L250.00
Linn Akito
£ 150.00

AN/

components

Linn Klassik DVD
( On Dem
Krell HTS ( AV Processor)
£4,495.00
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
( On Dens
Audio Refinement Multi 5 ( Powerrnew"
( On Dens
Lexicon MCI new
£3,500.00
Lexicon MCI2 " new"
( On Dem
TELEVISIONS & DVD PLAYERS BY LOEWE
Loewe Xemix DVD new ( On Dem
Loewe Aconda
CPOA
Loewe Planus
Std
LPOA
Loewe Xelos + Std
LPOA
Loewe L2A Active Speakers
LPOA
PLASMAS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
irons £4000.00
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PVVD4 " new"
£4,995.00

1 95 9 é<z- 020

1994

BUY/5

8392

L2,000.00
(6.498.00
0395.00
(2.250.00
(5.500.00
03,100.00
L495.00

LPOA
LPOA

19 6 3
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10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

MAX

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Midland Audio X- change
Spectral - DMC-15 Preamplifier
Spectral's latest addition to their superb range of
electronics will be available from late July as a
replacement for the DMC12. A line level remote
controlled preamplifier with topology taken from the
DMC3Os Reference preamplifier, we are very excited
about this product please call John Roberts to
discuss the possibilities with any Spectral
component.

Accuphase DP55-V
The Accuphase DP55-V has been revamped and now features :—
• MDS type DIA converter achieves 24-bit linearity and minimises noise
• Two sets of digital inputs and outputs
• High-performance digital demodulator with minimum jitter
• 3- pole analogue filter with hand- selected
components
• Fully digital control of CD mechanism

(% Q

• Balanced actuator drive circuitry
Superb build quality and sonic performance all
for the amazing price of £2999!

Copland CDA 822
The CDA 822 uses atrue 24bit, high resolution, dual differential, digital to
analogue converter with current output for widest dynamic ranges, fast
conversions and lowest noise. The output circuitry provides both
balanced and single ended outputs. Jitter distortion arising from time
errors is virtually eliminated by sample converters and our precision
internal masterclock. Increased oversampling of 192 kHz is used to avoid
the loss of energy and transparency in acomplex analogue output filter.
All audio power supplies are mullet-regulated.The output amplifiers are a
priority in the design of this audiophile CD player. Operational amplifie -s
with their fixed working conditions and sound quality can become an
obstacle when the designer wants to be in control of the final performance

Midland Audio Xi-chan
Resolution Audio— Opus 21 cd
Building on over 9years of experience designing high-performance audio
components, the Opus 21 cd is the product of an 18- month development
effort to improve upon the critically acclaimed cd 55.
By moving the power supply and display to asecond chassis, the critical
audio circuitry is free to bring out more detail than ever before.Threedimensional circuit construction, while more costly, dramatically reduces
signal path for unparalleled precision.
A design this sophisticated requires an equally compelling chassis By
avoiding steel, the audio signals are free to develop without being
constricted by magnetic interaction The compact design is arefreshing
departure from the common, overbuilt excesses crowding the
marketplace.
The result is adistinctive player of unmatched musicality at asurprisingly
affordable price.

Gamut D200 Power Amplifier
Awesome dynamics, speed and delivery from this bargain of the century
2x200 Watts in 8Ohms load
2x400 Watts in 4Ohms load
• THD is below 0.05°c.
• Noise is at least 100 dBA below 100 Watts in 8Ohms
• Input impedance is 10 kOhms, balanced and single ended
inputs can be chosen.
• Sensitivity can be selected internally to be 0.77V, 1,55V,
3.1V or 3,9V for f
ull power.
• The output for aloudspeaker is binding posts taking 4mm
banana plugs and spade termination.
• Available in black or Silver, or Chrome at extra cost

--11111111.11111111111111111,

Avalon Acoustics— Symbol
Over the course of the past decade some of the most superlative
audiophile recordings, benchmarks in the industry, have been monitored
using Avalon Acoustics consumer products. Audio labels such as
Reference Recordings, Telarc, Turtle, Golden String, and mainstream
labels from Polygram to Deutsch Grammophone, have all discovered that
clarity in the monitoring process translates into excellence in the finished
recording. When the world's most accomplished producers and
engineers are given proper tools, allowing them to hear and manipulate
the subtleties of there are, truly exceptional recordings are the result. Our
monitors recreate the dimensionality of the recording space, where
minute changes in microphone placement, mixing and effects, are all
clearly defined and

Suppliers and installers of High
Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory
Accuphase
ATC
Audio Physic
Audio Research
Avalon Accoustics
Avid
bel canto
Benz Micro
Cardes
Clearaudio
dCS
Densen
DNM/Reson
Electrocompaniet
nite Elemente
Graaf

jto Labs
Kuzma
Lavardin
Mark Levinson
Martin Log
Mich

Re
Siltech
SonuSlaer
Spectral
Nordost
Sugden
Transparent A
V

accurately rendered.The
goal of Avalon
Professional Products is to
provide accurate and
flexible monitoring
transducers designed
specifically for the most
adept studio professional.

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
call John Roberts Tel 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • Dv11 5AD
e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Fax 01562 756246 Mobile 07721 605966

The Scottish Hi Fi Show
2002
Audio salon is a
sponsor dealer.
ad vinyl been invented after high resolution digital,
See us at the
it would be greeted as ahigher technology
Thistle Hotel,
Cambridge Street,
Glasgow
LYRA HELIKON
sat 19 and Sunday
20 October
Simon
... and find out ho'.‘ Yorke
much you are
Designs
nti‘-;ingt
makes
one of the
world's finest
SUMIKO PEARWOOD
turntables.
Based on
simple
innovation,
materials and
craftsmanship rather
than complexity, the
price of £7,500 makes
BLUE POINT SPECIAL
the S7 by far the
cheapest in its class. At
ATC CA2 pre-amp
£4,500, the S8 is no compromise or scaled down model, but
arefreshing and ultimate statement in suspended chassis
Speakers technique. Prices include optional SYD tonearms.

statement

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER

L

SME II 0
The SME model 10 or 10/A (including optional tonearm for £3,400)
brought anew level of precision and quality within the reach of a
wider music-loving public. As adesign project, it clearly surpassed
mere scaling down of the models 30 and 20. Combining the
compactness and ease of CD, the model 10 platform offers
amazing micro detail, leading edges and clarity based on many
years of research at SME's famous Music Room. Careful choice
of cartridge defines the timbre and shade of reproduction. Pride of
possession is an over-used term, but the model ten oozes with
perfection and ergonomics to die for.

ARIVIANI
FERRARI ...
ZINGALI

A

sthis and future winters set in, invest in so
Italian style and passion. Not all Italian
speakers are created equal. Find out why
these ones are also used by leading musicians ar
studios worldwide. You can find them reviewed a
online. Zingali are Italy's biggest loudspeaker
manufacturer, yet you may not find them at yot
ATC Active tens j
local store, not least because the price you pa
Our turntable experience goes back to the early 1970's, and we have
invested in seasoned solid wood and a
given amiss to many highly reviewed models whose tolerances are not
compression driver quite distinct from any
consistently reflected in production samples. John Michell's experience
moving coil. If the sound is for you, the suit
goes back even further, and completes our trio of ultimate brands. No
the car can wait until next year
Zing.
other maker offers so much value at the £ 1,000 (Gyrodek) to £2,000 (Orbe)
horn speakers employing the Compressi.
price points, because no one else has built the knowledge and the facilities.
Driver start from £ 1,920 (with pedesta
The
latest versions of these demand your time to listen and discover why
ProAc Tablet Ref 8
vinyl has returned as the supreme HiFi format.
ATC represent the type of professional
product we insist beats the highly reviewed highly
promoted names. In the High Street, you pay for
the manufacturer's advertising and the dealer's
overheads. You may need to look and travel
further to buy professional and hand-crafted
products, but this way you will arrive!
Updating of their product range now settles with
the £999 SCM 12 loudspeakers and the Active
20's at £2,500 per pair. The classic Studio Control Monitors SCM
50 and 100 models remain, but revised and greater than ever.
Some folks find these are too revealing. They should talk to us
about upgrading, and optimum source components, mains
leads and audio cables; it's what dealers are here for.

ATC SCM100

Ott

SIMON YORKES

Loudspeakers are apersonal choice with so many and
compromised sonic timbres and presentation. Our chosen
Art Loudspeakers
modular speakers are ART Audio's Impression and
Expression 3way monitor
Expression monitors products which offer agrand slam
and imaging yet exquisite musical timbre. That, dear reader, is an achievement. It certainly
scares some people in the high-end, you know who we mean? Hear them at the Heathrow
or Scottish Exhibition, or all models on dem at The Audio Salon.

larn-1

iew policy
tMark
evinson
REFERENCE DEALER
No. 390S C D Processor
the
Thirty years of progress has placed Mark Levinson at the
nmediate
peak of achievement. Part of ahighly resourced and
pplication of trickle-down innovations, thus the
committed team, many innovations and unique research
has been accomplished. Without the fuss of charisma and
90S owes much in its pre-amp section to the
marketing hype, Mark Levinson innovate courageously but do
not
follow fashions or unproven formats. Levinson models last
!eference No 32. There is too much to say
for many years, so the launch of new 400 series amplifiers from
bout this digital processor so much more
the master of the genre has created much excitement. Hear the
new No 431 and No 432 first in The Audio Salon. New style; new
lan amere CD player. And yet, I
performance; new value. No other high-end company approaches
Levinson's
scale of economy. Buy ahigh-end amp made by ahigh-end
ersonally admire it simply as just that.
company. " Cheaper" alternatives, upgrades and add-ons work out more
,
gloriously simple one- box
expensive still.
ndreamed quality of musical
5q.
aproduction from today's much
etter mastered CD's. The CD is
ot on Death Row; it has won
sappeal. Future format
Revel is not merely
an excellent match
for Mark Levinson
amplifiers. but an
acclaimed product in
its own right. If you
are spending
£1,695 to
£15,000 it
should be on
your short
list.
Stereophile in
December
named the
Studio not only
joint Speake of
the Year but joint
Product of the Year,
dHiFi+, the independent UK magazine.
•,ently acclaimed the £ 15.000 Salon as very
od value. The best place to hear the Salon. in
ropinion, of course. is At The Salon

•

o

:0141 - 357 5700
:0141 - 339 9762
:info@audiosalon.co.uk
pecialists
... Since 1979
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Mark Levinson
The Gryphon
7éSUGDEN
5))Proceed

Updated on 1st of each month
-NEWSLETTER
-USED AND DEM EQUIPMENT Iupdated weekly)
-USED CABLES AND AUDIO UPGRADES
-AUDIO CABLES SECRETS - HINTS AND TIPS
-LINKS. AND MUCH. MUCH MORE

5 Crown Terrace - Hyndland - Glasgow G12 9HA - Scotland

SME
Trichord / MICHELL
Simon Yorke
Lyra / Sumiko
ART Audio
EAR / Yoshino
ART Loudspeakers
ATC - ProAC
Revel
Zingali
STAX - Ergo

K: Next Day Delivery incl. Insurance. Overseas 2-4 days. We use TNT and UPS

,OrS

Advisors in system matching, audio cables and mains power products

7

eseid)lo

onece

Audieigurce Stereo Interconnect

Stratos series III stereo interconnects: £ 125 per
one metre pair, £99 per half metre pair, £ 59 for
one metre digital. RCA or fully balanced plLgs.

ew! Integra shielded AC power cord: for
integrated and power amps. Unprecedente
performance and value at £ 150 for 1.0, 1.5 or
2.0 metres using Wattgate IEC plug.

The new Gryphon Prelude pre- amp and Encore power amplifier

SUGDEN AUDIO

The revised audiosource double helix,
British braided cord bets all
contenders at only £ 55. Standard
length 1.5 metres
-—

THE MASTERCLASS INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Shanling CDT- 100
Audiosource type E4 po
mains conditioner.
Now with Integra shielded input lead,
left or right entry.
349 six outlets. E389 eight outlets.
Sold direct to the end-user. As the price is reduced
by mail order distribution, we are happy to offer
home trial on approval for thirty days full refund
,ijisot delighted.

www.audiosource.co.uk

.
911. -f-. . f.
ka3 1
.13e1
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Meet the future. In the pas
sked the Chinese to make
components and circ
ards with British names on
outside. But who ca
oubt the Chinese native des'
flair?
Shown above, the Shanling CD player souri
good as it looks:
options of solid-state or triode, upsamplin
plain filtered. The
UK price is £ 1,650 due to the unusual f
olicy of enthusiast
distributor Real Hi Fi.

ART AUDIO
EAR/Yoshino

Audio Adagio Mono blocks

www.jpslabs.com

impeting directly with the 890 is ART Audio's all- new Mk2
ncerto amp featuring soft start, sentry circuits ( protecting
inst catastrophic tube failure) and auto bias ( allowing tube
anges without user adjustment) Our favourite is still the Diavo
gle-ended tube amp featuring the nighty 300B, whose cult has
orne mainstream orthodoxy. At least adozen makes to choose
m, assuring economy and performance Welcome to the PJ300B
m China; on sale at the Salon!

the UK direct at US domestic prices, not pound equals
dollars!!!!
New! The SuperConductor fx
interconnect 1.0 metre £219 (
0.5
metre £ 179): fully balanced
£319. Digital fx £219: fully
balanced £299.

e8allilleenl
Our best - selling product ever. The
JPS Digital component AC mains
cord. UK version. 2.0 metres. £269.
This cord offers full conditioning and
filters RH. Digital hash is prevented
from entering via mains and from
cross contaminating other equipmen

range from £ 330 to £ 699 ( and NOS upgrade tubes
always possible). Details on request. Revolutionary!!

ir prices are 10 20% below market on all used and
ex-dem equipment. Our core business is dedbated
to in-depth stocking of new and current professional
and hand-built products.
Iequipment is premiJm. no rogue, abused.
reurbished " recently serviced" or grey-inports, and
no speculative sourcing from overseas ads.
Iused equipment guaranteed for six mcnths; exdem adds manufacturer guarantee
goods shipped same day where possible. UPS
mium service costs £ 9per box UK next day ( overseas
;ost) Al insurance costs 0.75%. For domestic
urance of high value audiophile equipment we can
hly recommend this company.
•updated and comprehensive list of equipmentand
ho cables, please visit www.audiosalonco.Jk .

dio Note M3RIAA Phono Stage
1with free AN-S2 MC step up
navector 20XL (
hardly used)
1h output MC
go Planar 25 with Reson Reca
old.

£4 ,
000

£ 1.250

£299 £ 150

£369 £469

nonths

ksan Xerxes Xwith Tabriz arm
est spec) Rosewood, boxed. mint

£1.800 £ 799

3ITAL
yone seeking outstanding value and performance h
Iplayers should not overlook Heart Audio from the
therlands. Their tubed versions of Endhoven Marantz
players are, at last, oficially imported to te UK, prices

- -- h'(
- '
(
v

are the preferred audio cables and AC mains

T Audio make the most amazing tube pre-amps, probably the harder
k. The Vinyl One phono stage (from £ 1,195 to £ 1,795) recently came
of a review including all the big names! And the DM-VPS full- spec
-amp including remote control, is teyond praise in sonic beauty . At
,500 it easily outperforms most rivals at twice the price. Worth the
it. Worth travelling to hear —
ue No 76 - November 2002

iliPq..i
n•-..

cords at the Audio Salon. Alumiloy as exclusively
featured in JPS products uniquely displays the fine
quality of our world class equipment. Sold exclusively in

ality and value
.R's pre- amps range from the amazing 834P " Signature"
A/MC phono amp (with/out volume control) for under
50 End feature the line stage at £499 and the fullecifization 864 for £ 1,529; balancec il/out, phono sta
.New power amps include the 890 at £2,500 and
egrated 899 featuring 8of the marvellous and reliable
90 tubes

j

Bow ZZ-Eight / 12S(latest spec) exDem
Mint, boxeo, as new with the VVand Glorious,
analog+digital, s-e, purist, amazing CD
transport
£4,995 £ 3,995
Classe CDP-1.5 CD Player, baV s-e
plus digital outputs, mint boxed £ 1.995 £ 1,350
Manley Labs RefDAC 20-HDCD
Professional grade Tube DAC £9,310 £ 3,995
Redefines digital: deny this after hearing it!
Presently driving apair of ATC SCM-100. rather nice
combination. Please do not disturb.
AMPLIFIERS
ATC SIA2-150 Integrated amplifier
Mint, as new, suppled by us £2,375 £ 1,495
Audio Note Japan ( Kondo Labs) M7
Line level, product of genius: bw price for quick sale
£8,000 £2.500
Audio Note P2-SE Class A, 20 wpc
Boxed as iew
£ 1,500 £ 695
Audio Note P4- Sig with Black Gates, etc
As new, marvelbus 300B monoblock amps
£4,950 £ 2,250
Balanced Audio Technologies VK-3I
Less than one year old. 1owner from new
£1.750 £ 995
Croft Absolute One Pre-Amp with MM phono Dual
mono, classic pre-amp, not latestbut
greatest! £ 2,995 £ 1.295
The Inner Sound ESL Stereo amplifiers (
silver)
Boxed, mint. 12 and 18 months old. 230 vot Glorious
for users of Quad or any ESL: see

t
The acclaimed kaptovator AC
cord allows for amazing
resolutions and avery black
background. Although it has
attracted rivals at the same price
point of £ 1.095 it has no equals.
Full information available.

www.innersoundnet $ 2.995 £ 1.450
Manley Labs 240/100 Monoblocks ( pair)
Pentode/ triode switchable, amazing pro gear ex
dem Somewhat superior to domestic brands!
Current list is for areised " Neo" model
£8,450 £ 3.500
Musical Fidelity A3CR Pre-amp
£995 £ 695
PassLabs Aleph 5
60wpc, bal and s/e, glorious. milt, boxed
£1,650
£3,150
LOUDSPEAKERS
Apogee Duetta Signatures ( anthracite)
With DAX-III actrve. all mint. c. 1992 Dream
loudspeaker system: see Apogee users net.
£9.480 £ 2,350
Audio Note ANJ-SP Silver wired
Birds Eye Maple, sealed cartons (unused)
including AN stands £ 2.200 £ 995
KEF Reference 104/2 (
black ash)
Super price, cult product, cica 1992
£1.250 £ 450
Martin Logan Re- Quest ( Cherry)
4yrs old ( in London) £ 5,898 £2,750
Muse 18 active sub-woofer (
walnut)
Currently with Apogee card ) nus Faber. Martin
Logan etc available) 2x10" woofers, purist 230 volt.
Stereophile rave reviews,
bsite, etc
$4,850 £ 1.500
ProAc Future Two (
Cherrywood)
Glorious state-of-the art final price reduction
£10.570 £5.495
Wilson Benesch ACT- 1 ( Cherry)
£6,999 £4,500
Zingali Overture . 2S (
Walnut) £2,520 £ 1,750
Ex-dem. With pedestals. Wonderful
LIST UPDATED WEEKLY ON
www.audiosalonco.uk

Advisors in system matching, audio cables and mains power products

fop

The theme this month is preamps (as if you hadn't
oticed). And you may also
now that The Salon
pecialises in select
rands not whatever is
selling profitably this
month, or year . It's a
long-term approach
Itwo of the highest

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•
•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

Tel

01283 702875
9am-9pm

DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON:

Music & Film DVDs
you want without having
to buy unless you want at

give-away prices!

W

Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

IFI Al DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIONWIDE

Now you can have all the

Contact us now for details & special offer!

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD

IAN HARRISON HIFI

To celebrate our 40th Birthday...

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
CARTRIDGES & STY( I GRAHAM
MOTH
MIZZEIM MEZEIBM
D
PIONEER
CLEAR AUDIO
ROKSAN
TEAC
AUDIO NOTE
SHURE
HADCOCK
MICHELL
EAR
AUDIO TECHNICA
SONY
11=11ffin CLEAR AUDIO
ROKSAN
GOLDRING
TOM EVANS
APOLLO
AUDIO NOTE
DENON
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION SOUND STYLE
MIZSZEM MIZE= WEIS1=1.
LONDON (DECCA)
SOUND
SONY
HARBETH
GRADO
ORGANISATION
SENNHEISER
DENON
CANASSE
ROKSAN
ALPHASON
SONY
VAN DEN HUL
EPiOS 44()°K
ORTOFON
IIMEEffl AKG
GRADO
SONIK LINKSONY
DENON
ZEOM
AUDIO NOTE
illE
RESON
AUDIOOUEST
AUDIO TECHNICA
MIREfflin DENON
CLEAR AUDIO
VAN DEN HUL
AUDIONOTE
KOETSLI
OED
CAT
ORTOFON
:IIMI SONY
TASCAM
DENON
I
ONEARMS
GAMUT
NORDOST
-• AN
SONY
MEMZEM ALOIA
SOUTHER
ARGENTO AUDIO
PANASONIC
MICHELL
EAR

a

-

L

PO Box 32 St.Leonards E.Sussex TN38 OUZ
Tel: ( 01424) 718254 Fax: ( 01424) 718262

)11W03 -aUllUOISA/1

WILMSLOW AUDIO

Quail 405 Conversion
Lucid Designs offers afull rebuild of the Quad 405 with improved sound
quality lower distortion and higher power output into low impedance
loads. Custom designed Pre and Power amplifiers can also be supplied.

!MI:EMI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U IL GUARANTEES NO EX•DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

-.cartridges
•
dnm

•goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
..> cables
auslioguest
cable talk
hotci c
*ompany

Lucid Designs Limited
1
7,
Whitwell Terrace, Guisborough, Cleveland, TS146EY.
Telephone: 01287 631990. e-mail: luciddesigns@btopenworld.com

New ATC loudspeakers
now on demonstration
Active SCM

2_0 Big brother

to the acclaimed SCMioA. Priced
at £2500 with built in active

— dnm amplification. Amazing value.
nordost
gect
trichord

SCM 12

van den hut
..headphones

A quite remarkable £999 passive

grado
sennheiser
_ stax
.>stands

stand mount. Might look unassuming but it sounds stunning.
Same bass driver as used in the
2o, but in aconventional cherry

sound org'n
something solid

veneered enclosure.

soundey-le

stands unique
target
>hardware
atc
b

audio physic
technologies

Nordost specials save 40%

THE

Ex demo or trade in cables see the website or
phone for up to date lists.

QUAD

densen

SPECIALIST

harbeth
michell
nht
primare

signals

•,
ESL 57

royd
sugden
teac
tnchord

ipswi ch

hi-fi for grown-ups
( 0

14 7 3 )

6 5 5 17 1

fax ( 0147 3) 6 55172
email:eng@signals.uk.com
signals
bu klesham
ipswich
suffolk
IPio oDY
w
w
w .
si
g
n
a
I s.uk.c
om
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SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: + 49-261-38172
email: guad.ger@t-online.de

UP

TO...

3YEARS

INTEREST FREE CREDIT* from...

ckers HI- Ft
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area 1 Independent advice
Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 30yrs experience
Qualified staff
Comfortable dem rooms

Superb showrooms

Mthà

Main road location

Mox
Mise

Insurance estimates

Muska-

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit* only 20% deposit

MYrYect
NAD '

Carriage Free Mail Order (inc. credit) • subject to status

Service Dept.

Delivery & installation

Or lopnen

Part Exchange

Picker Wig
Printer@

Major car parks nearby

•

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm 6days: Mon. to Sat.

Pro-Ac

Visa, Mastercard, Switch etc.

Prolect
REL

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

SME
Sonus-Febar
Stax

Tel: 01904 629659

TAG McLaren
Tannoy

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TEAC
Thong»
Yamaha

cklists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1961

& lots

90% of our customers prefer our " warm and
old-valve" sound to their expensive transistor
preamplifiers & power amplifiers. We have asigned
testimonial to prove that one customer prefers
£900 " EL34 Lim Signature" to £2,600 preamp /
power amp/power supply made by afamous name.
Do you need further proof that price is not a
substitute for the " valve sound" ? Money refunded
to 10% of customers who prefer transistor amplifiers.
Money back guarantee (less £30 return carriage,
within
month)without
that ourharshness,
valve amplfrom
fiers CD
deliver
clear
CIt
distortion
sweet1treble,
players
+ 100% fatigue free + Sibilance on female voices
is well controlled and greatly reduced.
£ 900 •
'His' sound like ' His' and not ' Hissssssssk'
+ Singers accentuation and accents become olataitly obvious + Random background
ise, noie/crossover
s
disappears, creating an inky black silence, so you can hear quiet notes, breathing no
artificial reverberation, etc
+ more powerful bass slam than most transistor amplifiers and most Single Ended amplifiers + 40 watts (EL34)
A

more
bass

One customer bought our £600 " EL34 Silver" to replace his
£1,200 Single Ended va:ve amplifier because our amplifier has more bass.
Another customer listened to a £ 1,300 Single Ended valve amplifier, but he bought
our £ 1,350 " KT88 Triode Connection - High End" because our amplifier has more bass.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 18 testimonials from satisfied customers + www.affordablevalvecompany.com + Amplifier shown without
CE safety cage, to prove that this is agenuire valve amplifier. Customers must not remove the CE safety cage.
Free delivery to U.K.
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to other countries.
Return carriage for Money Back Guarantee is £30 for U.K. £ 100 for other countries.

Proven reliability.
2years guarantee.
november 2002
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THE MIDLANDS
BEST USED
EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT. BOUGHT,
SOLD PART

N
ET
)R
-

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246
LPi

EXCHANGE
ALSO AGENTS FOR
Advantage
Balanced audio technologies
Boulder Burmester.
Egleston.Hovland Kharma.
Lumley Pass labs.
Sound lab VTL

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEGIS CENTRE BLACK
ACCUPHASE DP65V CD
ADVANTAGE A300 POWER AMP
ADVANTAGE M300 MONO'S NEW SEALED BOX
ART AUDIO QUINTET VALVE POWER
ATC SPA2-150
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONO'S
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK 11
AVI S2000MP+P PRE
AVI S2OOMM MONOBLOCKS
AVI SC200MC CD
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK20 PHONO REMOTE
BKS 107 SUPREME RIBBON HYBRID
BOW WIZARD 2
BOW TECHNOLOGIES WAZOO INTEGRATED AMP
BURMESTER 001 CD WITH VOLUME AND REMOTE
BURMESTER 935 PRE
BURMESTER 956 POWER
CHARIO SYNTAR 100 TOWERS BLACK
CHORD CPA 1800 PRE
COPLAND CTA 505 POWER AMP
COUNTERPOINT 5 SPEAKER SURROUND SYSTEM
GRAFF GM 20
GRYPHON TABU INTEGRATED
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
J M LABS MINI UTOPIA + STANDS
KEF REFERENCE 1BLACK
KIMBER 4TC 4.5 MTR
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD10 VIRTUAL DECODER EX DEM
MARANTZ SACD 12IS NEW UNUSED
MARK LEVINSON 331
MARK LEVINSON NO29 POWERAMP
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MARK LEVINSON NO39
McINTOSH MC 2000
McINTOSH C100 TWO BOX PRE
McINTOSH MR85 TUNER
McINTOSH MR73 TUNER
MICHELL ISO
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 ROSEWOOD
MONSTER ZR REFERENCE SPEAKER CABLE 2X10 FT
MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS 8 24/96 KHZ DAC
NAIM 82
NAIM 250
NAIM CD2
NAIM SBL LATEST DRIVERS BLACK
NAIM PREFIX S
NAIM NBL CHERRY EX DEMO'S
NAIM CREDO CHERRY
NAIM CREDO EBONY
NHT 1.3A SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM
NHT 1.1 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 1307 FILTER
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL INTEGRATED
PIONEER DVD 717 REGION 2
PROAC 1SC WALNUT
PROAC RESPONSCE 3.8 BLACK
PROAC CC2 CENTRE BLACK
PROCEED COD TRANSPORT
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK/ROSEWOOD
QUAD 34 BRONZE/DIN
REGA CURSA/MAIA PRE POWER
REGA P25
SAT CDFIX 24/96 KHZ WITH UPSAMPLER NEW SEALED BOX
SONY SACO 1
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO MARBLE BASES
SONUS FABER CONCERTO HOME WALNUT
TANNOY MERCURY M3
TARA LABS RSC MASTER GENERATION 2 BALANCED 3 MTR
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT
TEAC T1 TRANSPORT
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT BLACK
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION 5MTR BALANCED
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION HB 2X 1.5
VTL MB125 MONO'S
WADIA 61
YAMAHA SW 160 SUB

RAP
150
4000
2800
4600
1800
3000
3500
3500
1700
14000
N/A
4400
3500
N/A
1050
1600
1250
5000
2000
3800
2000
7875
3280
5425
550
2000
1900
1500
3300
3800
5750
7000
5250
N/A
262
N/A
700
3500
5500
N/A
4000
5000
15000
6500
2300
N/A
N/A
3000
350
7000
2500
1910
2000
2540
450
7620
1425
1425
500
400
1300
1860
4000
600
1300
4000
1000
2700
3800
N/A
1000
620
1500
4000
2100
900
250
1200
2800
550
4000
389
800
3000
N/A
775

NOW
75
2795
1395
2795
495
1695
1195
1995
895
4995
1095
1995
1495
795
395
795
450
1995
1295
2295
895
4995
1995
3695
150
895
695
150
1995
2295
4495
4995
2995
495
150
195
195
2595
2995
1395
1595
3495
8995
3495
1695
395
150
1295
95
2495
1695
1195
895
795
250
3995
695
695
150
150
495
695
2495
150
695
2495
650
995
1095
95
495
395
795
2395
995
495
95
395
1695
350
2495
195
150
1595
1695
150

PLAYROOMS LTD

SALE
EX DEMONSTRATION STOCK
ALL IN AS NEW CONDITION
NEW
8100

6400

LEXICON DC 2

3600

2400

PARASOUND AVC 1800

1200

695

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDVI

2700

2000

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDC7

3500

2300

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDA7

5000

3500

II
300

8499

SELECO SVD800 PROJECTOR
QUADSCAN FOR ABOVE

1250

750

STEWART 4:3 72" ELECTRIC SCREEN

N/A

1800

PRIMARE VIO DVD

750

400

ONKYO DRS 2AV SYSTEM

900

600

1500

999

LEXICON 700T REMOTE
CRESTRON REMOTE CONTROL

RING FOR DETAILS

NORDOST AUDIO & VIDEO CABLES

RING FOR DETAILS

MAIL ORDER - MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
PLAYROOMS LTD. 76 HIGH STREET, SUNNINGHILL
BERKSHIRE SL5 9NN
TEL: 01344 621100 EMAIL: sales@playrooms.co.uk

LI
EWE
Engineering with Emotion
We've just designed the best audiophile dac on the planet
Thought you might like to know.
Picture us sitting here
Mesmerised by the sound and
Permanently grinning.
One day, hopefully soon

THIS SITE IS UPDATED DAILY SO BE SURE TO VISIT AGAIN SOON.

Perhaps when the power fails

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.I AM ESPECIALLY
INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

We'll feel the urge to multiply and

•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON
•NAIM AUDIO • LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA
•ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN
•COPLAND • CHORD • EAR • YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU
•XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND
•DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN
•TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM • DYNALAB

TEL: 0121 747 4246

SALE

LEXICON MC 12

Make serial number 00000002.
But meanwhile, we'd be grateful
If you could get along without us
Just for awhile
Thank you so much

5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
118
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Websile: audiosynIlhesis.co.uk or audio-syrolhesis.rom
location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham N69 11)1

U.K.

Telephone: +44 ( 0) 1159 224138 Fax: +44 101 1159 229701
Entails: salesinfo«Paudiosynthesis.co.uk technicalqüaudiosynthesis.comk

High

Performance Audio

Systems
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T HE V L1.

LJ L, I

A CD TRANSPORT AND A SACO TRANSPCII

BEEN

MADE

I0 OBTAIN

T HIS

IS

THE

Q UITE

BEST POSSIBLE

SIMPLY THE

BEST

PLAYBACK

IN

ONE -

E VERY EFFORT HA S

FIDELITY

FROM

CD T RANSPORT WE

BOTH

HAV E EVER

MEDIA.

USED.

BEI Canto
EVo

T HE

2i

B EL C ANT O EV 021

REPRES EN TS THE TR UE
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MUSICAL PATH TO THE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE.
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verity audio
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www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Hear the difference
for yourself!
When choosing a turntable all you have to do is listen. Ignore all the jargon
and gimmicks, if one turntable sounds better than another - it's because it is!

/
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WHAT HI-F17
SOUND AND VISION
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*****
"This cruises effortlessly
through everything
from jazz to rock,
bringing music to life in
a thrilling manner.
Sonic pictures have
immense solidity, detail
retrieval is exemplary,
and dynamics and
punch are huge"

April/May 2000

(USA) May/June 2000

12 out of 10

* * * * *

-Detail

Extremely capable
design with
no apparent
shortcomings;
don't even think about
selling your vinyl
till you've heard it
on this!"

/
ZIT

A
udio
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WS

was staggering,
and if performance
were judged solely on
how much could be
heard the score would
have to be ten out of
ten. Sorry, make that
12 out of 10!"

The AVID Acutus is
a performance
package that offers
what Iconsider the
most complete and
thoroughly integrated
solution to quality
vinyl replay"

(Germany) Feb 2001
*

*

*

*

(Greece) May 2001

* * * * *

*

"Listen to it. Give into
its magic. Let it drag
you to a totally sensual
musical world.
Experience It even If
you do not have the
ability to acquire It.
It is an experience
that maybe you owe
to yourself"

Our AVID distributors will let you compare any of our AVID turntables to
any other brand. The difference will amaze you!
> Audiocraft (
Uxbridge)

01895 253340

> Kronos HiFi (Ireland)

> Definitive Audio (
Nottingham)01 15 973 3222

> Loud & Clear (
Scotland)

> Doug Brady Hifi (
Liverpool)

> M.A.X. (
Birmiigham)

01925 828009

02887 753606 > Premier Audio (
Wakefield)255045
01924
0131 555 3963 > Progressive Audio (
Kent)

01634 389004

01562 822236 > Sounds Perfection (
Cornwall) 01326 221372

(AVID)
ID)
7 Yeomans Close, Catworth, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 OPL, England.
• Tel: 01832 710370 • Fax: 01832 710436 • Email: info@avidhifi.co.uk • Web. www.avidhifi.co.uk
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PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
\LIDIO INNOVAIIONS SERIES 1000 MKII MONO'S
£995
\UDIOLAB 8000A-GREYPHONO
£199
\UDIOLAB 8000DAC
£199
1 ( EFINMVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 ( INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS-02350 NEW)
£ 1195
I ) ENON AVP-A1 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
11ENON DVD-5000 GOLD WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED- SUPERB MACHINE
£99
£
8955
KEF LS3/5A TEAK LOVELY CONDMON
£195
KRELL KSAI00 POWER AMP LOVELY CONDITION
£ 1495
IINN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£399
IINN ISOBARIKS DMS WALNUT LOVELY CONDMON BUYER COLLECTS
£595
MARANTZ DV4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW
£299
MERIDIAN 500/566-20 BIT TRANSPORT/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£
MICROMEGA STAGE 6IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£49
S6
9
)
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£,,4
£
99 5
5
MONITOR AUDIO MAI800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
MUSE MODEL 3PRE- AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
MUSICAL FIDELITY TI FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£9
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
09:
£
£399
NADA NAP180 SUPERB CONDITION ETC
£695
NAIM HI-CAP-OLD STYLE- BLACK CASE
£429
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE£
f279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
MAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£149
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE-SUPERB CONDITION
flee
MAIM NAP90/3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ ,9
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER- WAS £ 1500 NEW- LOVELY CONDMON
£199
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
PIONEER DV- 7I7 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD
££ 299
1
79
PRO-AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY- IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER ( 0503 NEW)
£ 1695
REGA PLANAR 3/RB200/REGA SUPER BIAS
£ 179
ROKSAN DP1.5/DA1.5/DS4 BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£899
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW
£,
29,2
)
()6
ER
RUARK CL20 CHERRY
VERY GOOD CONDMON
TAG MACEAREN DAC 20-24 BIT BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
££,, '
TUBE TECHNOLOGY GENESIS VALVE MONO BLOCS BOXED SUPERB
£ 1695
RUARK CL30 CHERRY WOOD ( NEW £ 2500) WITH SILTECH AND XLO INTERNAL
I
IARD WIRE UPGRADES AND WBT BINDING POSTS- SAVE OVER £ 00
£ 795
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLF itiF: RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
IIREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

STATE OF THE ART
s

AMPLIFICATION
DPA DSP200 PREAMP
PS AUDIO 6.0 PREAMP
OCM 55 PREAMP
OCM 200 POWER AMP ( 100 WATTS)
OCM 500 POWER AMP ( 200 WATTS)
ARC LS2 PREAMP SILVER
ARC LS2 PREAMP BLACK
ARC 13200 POWER AMP (200 WATTS)
MUSICAL FIDELITY STUDIO T POWER
RGR 4 PREAMP
SANSUI C2000 PREAMP
EXPOSURE XI PREAMP
EXPOSURE VII PREAMP
EXPOSURE VI PSU
EXPOSURE VIII POWER AMP
ROGERS CADET III VALVE AMP PRE 8 POWER
METAXAS MARQUIS PREAMP
KRELL KRC 3 PREAMP

EX
EX
EX
EX
EX

DEM
£595
DEM
£695
DEM
£ 1700
DEM
£ 1900
DEM
£2850
S/H
S/H
SM
S/H
S/H
S/H
SM
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
£ 1800
EX DEM
£3495

NOW £250
NOW £395
NOW £695
NOW £ 1000
NOW £ 1600
£ 1250
£ 1450
£ 1850
£400
£250
£225
£300
£200
£ 100
£300
NOW £750
NOW £2750

DIGITAL
TEAC TI TRANSPORT
OPA TI TRANSPORT
COUNTERPOINT DAII TRANSPORT (
NEW LASER FITTED)
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TEMPEST 11 SE
THETA CHROMA HDCD
ORELLE DAC
MJ5 530 SONY

SM. £550 NEW
£250
Sill . . £595 NEW
£250
£1500 NEW
£650
S/H
£ 1250 ONO
EX DEM . . £950 NEW
£800
S/H
£200
£299 NEW
£200

SPEAKERS
KLIPSCH RB5
KLIPSCH SB2
KUPSCH QUINTET SURROUND 5SPEAKERS
JEW SUB WOOFER
DCM TIME WINDOW la
TRIANGLE COMETTE
SPICA TC50 WALNUT

EX
EX
EX
EX

DEM . £695 NEW
DEM .. £450 NEW
DEM
£250
DEM
£75
S/H
£495
S/H
£250
S/H
£295

£400
£250
£400
£ 120

TURNTABLES
SYSTEM DECK II ORIGINAL GREY NEXTEL
£260
GARRARD 401 ON SME PLINTH Cm SME III
£500 ONO
LINN ITTOK 12" PU ARM
£200
FIDELITY RESEARCH 645 PU ARM 12
£200
SOUTHER SLA3 LINEAR TRACKING ARM ( BOXED)
S/H
£400 ONO
PIONEER F91 REFERENCE TUNER
SONY STA3ES TUNER
YAMAHA TC800 GL DESIGNER CASSETTE

Acoustic Arts
11 \ 1,11 111,11

9 Finchfield Road West. Finchfield,Wolverhampton. WV3 SAY
Telephone/Fax: 01902 380083

OTHERS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

1

AID MID rill STUDIO

I2

S/H
£200
S/H
£ 150
S/H . . £ 100

definitive audio
Living Voice • Vitavox • Electrofluidics - Art Audio • Border Patrol
Canary - DNM • Sugden • Wavac • Lyra • Monarchy • Western Electric'
Wadia • Michell • Stax • Tom Evans • Nottingham Analogue • EMT
Kuzma • Resolution • Benz Micro • Tri planar • SME* • Van den Hul
*W.E. valves - in stock • "SME turntables and tonearms - in stock

won:tides Plc Champion range Is upgrade.
able and so ( ou can man on the afforahle and
proceed on to dream time. Also we base the
new unipisig tonearm from Clear Audits
inakill..lhe perk, combination with a
• snamable.

Sale of Part Exchange and Ex -dam Items

ti0A1 Sl \ HER CREMONA
The S• 11. Falser range continues to grow from
strength to strength! The laic., from Sonm Fah,
is the new Il s
Cre lllll hi llonmee!
The Crentim
Antin
•S bah( Anhui tin less than live Moo:wind pounds'
,

NIATZ1 IN liii.
IM.SCENT
The ) Lstraordmary Klan'', Logan Descent subwonfer.
An impressive blend of the most ' musical * subwoofer which can help
improve the stereo performance of any system. While still being able
to really scare you. if you are using the Decent for Movies!
Perfect for high end combined music and cinema systems.

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
EX-DEMO
RRP ( NEW)
NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTG AMP MINT f
3499 00 £2750 00
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
(GOLD) NON REMOTE
£ 1200 00 . 870000
DENON AN.F100 MINI SYSTEM
(DVD/DECODER/AMP)
£ 799 00
f
650 00
NAKAMICHI SOUND SPACE 8
LIFESTYLE SYSTEM.
£ 1099.00 £ 75000
ROTEL RB981 POWER AMP
£400.00 £32090
MICROMEGA MICRO DAG
f400.00
f150.00
MICROMEGA TEMPO 2
£900 00 £695.00
WILSON AUDIO CUB MKT SPEAKERS £7949.00 £ 500.00
WILSON AUDIO WITT MKT
£12000.00 £7500.00
you require any further Informathin
please contact us by phone.
fax or email as below

SECOND HAND
IMP(NEW)
CLASSE AUDIO THIRTY 8
SEVENTY PRE/POWER
C2600.00
COPLAND CTA501 POWER AMP
£ 1600.00
HEP 107 SPEAKERS WITH CUBE
039500
MACINTOSH MCD 7009 CD PLAYER
£4000.00
MICHELL ISO hr PHONO STAGE £895.00
MYRIAD M120 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER. 8700.00
MAD 214 POWER AMP
£
570.00
KRELL (SL PRE AMP_IFIER
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
ONKYO E0901 CINEMA PROCESSOR £700.00
RE VOX 077 REEL TO REEL TAPE DECK
82000.00
RUARK SABRE SPEAKERS IN BLACK ASH 050.00
SELECO H0800 CRT PROJECTOR ....... £ 12000.00
THETA COBALT DAC
£800.00
THETA DATA 14K2
£ 290.00
ZSYSTEMS MODEL TTC
esocem

SP PRICE
£1200 00
f800.00

moo.00
moon)
095.00

raseoo
£190.00
£700.00
£125.00
8.200.00
. £ 50.00
.
0160.00
£6500.00
. £ 7500
£600.00
£50000

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR BUY NOW PAY LATER'

* 4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS INCLUDING 2 CINEMA ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
- . 310 RESEARCH AUEBOOUEST. RAW INC BOO HAUT) BEYER. BOSTON. CASTLE CELESTION. CLEAR AUDIO. COPLAND, DENON. DENSEN, GRADO. JADIS
KEF, ( OEM. KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN. MICHELL. MICROMEGA, NORDOST ORTOFON. PROJEKT. OUADRASPIRE, SED ROL ROTEL. SENNHEISER. SIM)
SONUS FABER SONNETEER. SOUND STYLE, SOUND). SYSTEMLINE. TARGET. THETA. TRANSPARENT AUDIO. VIDIKRON. VUTEC, WILSON
111

101 St Albans Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD17 1RD
Phone: 01923.245.250/ 233.011 Fax: 01923.230.798 EMail:acoustic-ansereenet.co.uk
From Tuesday Ox Saturday 10am - 5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)

Sale

Living Volee Airscout Mahogany.
Proac Response 1SC.
Linn Kelidh Walnut.
Mirage M890i Canadian floorstanding speaker, black.
Celestion A3 Rosewood - boxed - perfect.
Rega Planar 3
SJS Model 1 Line pre-amp.
Conrad Johnson PV10 Phono pre-amp - new valves + service.
AudioNote Soro Phono integrated - fully serviced + new valves.
Cary 2A3 Stereo - new valve set..

New

£9500 £ 19500
£550 £ 1200
£300 £750
£300
£600 £ 1400
£155
£650
£500 £ 1400
£700 £ 1900
£700

Original Voyd Reference - Oak - light use, as new. Rare as...

£5000

Voyd Standard split phase PSU Black - VGC.
SME Series V tonearrn.
SME Series IV - with superb Living Voice arm lead.
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 integrated amplifier.
Nottingham Analogue '
Anna Log' tonearm - 9" Carbon fibre
uni pivot (
unused).
Art Audio VP1 - Special - Chrome.
Art Audio Concerto Power-amp 6550, inc Hovland caps.
Audio Innovations L2 line pre-amp.
Snell Type C rare classic loudspeaker - Walnut.
Art Audio Diavolo 6300B 15w - Black & Gold - inc volume pot.
Art Audio Concerto Line integrated 6550.
Canary Audio 601 Pre- amp - Blue. Joy,
Canary Audio 303 Mono pwrs. 12 mths old, 6mths use. More joy
Audio Innovations Series 500 Phono integrated.
Audio Innovations Series 700 Line integrated.
Border Patrol WE 300B SE Power-amp.
Croft EL34 Integrated.
XTC Pre- 1 + Pow- 1 Line pre-amp and 400w, 4channel
beefcake power amp. Boxed. HiFi World "favorite".
Canary Audio 300B SE monos - mint.
Tube Technology MAC (special) Phono stage - boxed, mint.
Sugden A21 Power amp - 4months old - box of mints.

£1200
£1000 £ 1460
£800 £ 1210
£2000 £3000

Tel: 0115 973 3222
intemet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£900
£1000
£1200
£450
£500
£2800
£1500
£1600
£5000
£600
£600
£2900
£300
£1900
£2750
£900
£500

£ 1500
£2000
£2650

£4200
£2850
£2250
£7250

£4500

£4000
£3500
£ 1450
£ 700

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shouteldefinitiveaudio.co.uk
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opinion

ken kesster
More than once, this

learned of and enjoyed Harvey's madness through his articles

page has been used for obituaries.

for Listener than through all of his self- published tomes

Sad work, but somebody has to do

combined. Harvey and Listener meshed like Hunter S

it, and I'm HiFi News's obituarist

Thompson and Rolling Stone. Knowing how much Harvey

by default. Maybe it's because I'm

cared about Listener, Ican say with some confidence that he

so miserable and morbid. Even as

would not wanted to have witnessed its demise. Iwaited over

we go to press, word reaches us

ayear to find one positive aspect to Harvey's passing, and

that Jim Rogers has passed away

that's got to be it. Better he should witness it from above. (Or

[our tribute appears elsewhere —

below, in which case Harvey has organised all of the sprites

Ed]. Now I've another memorial to

and demons into audio cults, while selling them Osama and

write, only this time it's for amagazine. Alas, Ibelieve this to
be amemorial for amagazine which too many will appreciate
too late. The loss of Listener has yet to be felt beyond its

Saddam dolls supplied in their own cardboard mini- bunkers.)
Quite what Listener was is harder to describe, for it
dwelled in aspace somewhere between newsstand magazines

coterie of devoted readers. In its seven years — ' Winter 1995'

— call them ' professional', 'commercial', ' mainstream' or

to August zooz — it never produced adull issue.

whatever other adjective you'd apply to those above the semi-

As with most of today's rapidly disseminated news, I

pro parapet — and fanzines. Like the latter (and the early

learned of the magazine's demise via agroup e-mail from its

versions of Stereophile, The Absolute Sound and HiFi

founder and editor, Art Dudley. Knowing the magazine's and

Choice), Listener was digest- sized. This helped to make it a

Art's penchant for musical pun headers, I'm sure that the

great and easy read in bed, on the train or in the can. But it

issue which turned out to be its last would have had acover

probably didn't help it in the stores, especially in the USA,

line of 'All Things Must Pass'. As ill luck would have it, the axe

where they prefer the easy- to- display uniformity of full-size

fell after the issue was posted, so word had to be circulated

journals. In terms of editing, print quality and regularity, it

through e- mails, chat rooms and the like. Within days, the

matched the pros.

high- end audio community knew that its forces had been
diminished by the loss of akey player. Think of how the
Fellowship of the Ring felt when Boromir took an
arrow or io at the end of Book i/Film

1.

And afellowship it was, because Listener's
readers formed acommunity of like-minded
audiophiles clearly wecded to the following streams,
to the exclusion of all else: horn loudspeakers,
single- ended triode amps, analogue formats and

Editorially, Listener was unique. Imagine amix of the
bouncing- off-the-wall passion and lunacy of, say, the late

Reading Listener made you feel
ashade smug, like you
knew something others didn't

British gear. It's the last-named which makes this
obituary amust-write for aBritish magazine with

Sound Practices, but edited with the same sense of

predominantly British readers. Quite blatantly, Listener was

responsibility as amainstream magazine aware of libel law,

the very best friend British hi-fi manufacturers had in the USA,

spelling and grammar. Art has the experience to edit a

and brands such as Rega, Audio Note, Creek and the like will

magazine in the professional sense, unlike the scores of

surely feel the loss.

drivelmeisters cluttering the internet, or the remaining few

Above all, Listener was about music, and it broke my heart

digests/semi-pro-zines which have the publishing regularity

that the magazine didn't enjoy the circulation of, say, Mojo,

of aparish newsletter. If Listener should be mourned for

because it ran some of the finest music features and

anything, it's the unique blend of fringe hardware being

interviews I've ever seen. Over the years, Art's crew covered

reviewed by non- psychotics. It allowed you to take thread-

musicians and producers who were articulate, fascinating and

drive turntables produced in quantities of two ayear as

worthy of study. At thei- sauciest, they seemed unedited,

seriously as something from Linn or Krell without feeling

verbatim — you sat in on aconversation, not aseries of

guilty. Hell, reading Listener made you feel ashade smug, like

sound bites. Standouts included XTC's Andy Partridge,

you knew something others didn't.

producer George Martin, the Band's Rick Danko and my alltime fave, Mark Volman of the Turtles. Sadly, the Volman

For me, there's another sad note: my first article for
Listener appeared in its last- ever issue. The Curse Of Kessler?

interview appeared in tne last- ever issue. Unintentionally,

Idon't know. Coincidentally, my only- ever article for Listener

then, it was the series' crowning glory.

was an obituary.

Then there were the writers. Art assembled ateam which

Within weeks of Listener folding, we learned that Art has

mixed semi- pro (but truly hardcore) contributors with familiar

found anew home with Stereophile. Finally, he'll have an

names, including analogue god Michael Fremer and, until his

audience of the size he deserves. Let's hope the magazine

untimely death, Harvey Rosenberg. I'll bet more people

allows Art to remain passionate, quirky and fearless. ri
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MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

EL

Controlled Impedence, Balanced Audio Cable

Originally developed for our listening laboratory, CZ GEL- 1cable is used in the
development of all our products where each link in the equipment chain is critically
contributing to the final sonic quality. Resolving musically significant differences at this
level requires careful listening and completely transparent interconnect cable.
CZ GEL- 1transfers the audio signal in auniquely consistent, sonically neutral way between
components. It's controlled impedance allows the sound quality to be preserved from one
component to the next,especially with longer cables.
CZ GEL- 1features apatented Dielectric Gel. This Gel fills the gaps between the dielectric
spacers that fix the relative positions of the conductors. The dielectric constant of this gel
matches the spacers and insulating layers surrounding the conductors, assuring uniform
impedance at every cross section of cable and electrical consistency throughout. Moreover
it's viscous nature dampens and absorbs microphonic vibrations that would otherwise
colour the sound.
CZ GEL is the defacto reference for Mark Levinson and Proceed components.
For further details please contact Path Premier.

PATH

r e4441^

Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000
Email: premier@path.co.uk

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099

They say music is the universal language.
Meet its most fluent speaker.

B&W's new Signature 8004erhapsthe world's most fluent speaker of the
"Universal language". Endowed with
the very latest B&W technology,
Signature 800 reveals every
nuance of music and movie soundtracks.
All aspects of the Signature 800,
from our world-famous B&W drivers,
to the exotic Tiger's Eye finish,
speak volumes about our understanding
of the language of music
and our appreciation of design.
Audition these remarkable speakers
at your authorised B&W dealer
and you'll know why the
new Signature 800 is so well spoken.

For further information contact B&W Loudspeakers UK on 019C3 221500
cor visit or web site www.bwspeakers.com

B&W Bowers&VVilkins

